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Preface

The American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation andDance, or some unit of the Alliance, has sponsored several recent conferenceson teachcr education or professional preparation. It is not always clear how weuse these terms, but that is a discussion for another time. Each conference(Lake of the Ozarks: 1972, New Orleans: 1973, and Chicago: 1980) con-tributed to our understanding of the state of the art in some way. Whatappeared on these conf2rence programs was informative, but what did notappear was equally significant.
The Second National Conference on Preparing the Physical EducationSpecialist for Children, Orlando, Florida likewise will be remembered for whatwas included as well as what was not included. it was another attempt at aleacher education conference, and one that succeeded to the satisfaction ofmost conferees. The conference included some of the most current thinkingon important issues in curriculum development in teacher education.Although the papers focus on preparing elementary school physical educaticnspecialists, they should be insightful for anyone interested in physicaleducation teacher education.
In the conference summary delivered by Larry Locke, we were told there isreason to celebrate because we had just participated in the "first" teacher edu-cation conference. But don't get too comfortable. We were also told that thisconference did not attend to the complete teacher education agenda that weshould be addressing. it you want to find out what the conference .yid not do,go to the Locke summary.
Much of the success of the confer2nce can be attributed to the establishmentof a clear focus. After surveying 200 teacher education institutions, severalopen hearings at regional and national conferences, and soliciting commentson tentative plans, the planning committee made several critical decisionsincluding limiting the conference to preservice curriculum development, notfocusing on the content of an elementary school physical education program,and endeavoring to have each major presentation contribute to the overalldesign of the program. Additionally, calls for models of teacher educationprograms and for evening papers on related topics were carefully reviewed bythe planning committee to ensure adherence with the conference goals. Thescope of teacher education issues is too broad to be addressed in a singleconference, and priority decisions had to be made. You can judge for yourselfwhether or not the committee succeeded.

Those who attended the conference will recal14-he passion and excitement ofthe conference and of the presentations. These written words will remind usof the important ideas expressed by the sneakers which caused us to reflect onour own programs. To those not able to attend, we hope these papers will havesome effect as you continue your work in teacher education.
In the opening article, Dean Martin Haberman makes 21 predictions for thefuture of teacher education and relates much of v.-hat is happening today to

xi
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past events in our profession. Two major sections follow; one on the content of

teacher education programs and the second on the process of teacher

education. Several of the authors developed their papers ir. consultation with
each other to avoid duplication. The result is a set of focused papers on several

important issues.
The luthors of the program models and Evening papers were invited to

submit their work for inclusion in these proceedings. Unfortunately, space did

not permit accepting all of them. Model presentors were limited to a specified

format and limited amount of space. We encourage you to correspond with
these authors for additional information about their programs, and we
recommend the same for the other papers. Authors of papers not selected for
this publication have been encouraged to submit their work for publication in
other professional outlets. We are sure that most will appear in other places.
The papers that were selected rerresent a variety of teacher education topics.
Included are a philosophical position, a manpower study, a research report on a
methods course, a conceptual teacher education program, a graduate program,

a dissemination project used for inservice education, and 1 description of the
daily physical education program in Australia. The selection represents the
diversity of interests in teacher education and the expanding activity of our
colleagues' scholarship.

Professors Graham and Locke h.' us understand where we've been, where

we are, and where we should be going. We hope that you will feel a sense cf

direction and pride in the development of physical education teacher

education. The authors of the major conference papers have given much of
their time and energy. They accepted their assignments and carried them
through to completion in a competent and scholarly manner. To them, we can

never say "thank you" enough. To those who came to Orlando to study and

share, we also owe a "thank you" for asking many of the important questions
and helping the presentors know that their efforts were appreciated And

finally, "thanks" to Margie Hanson and COPEC for the vote of confidence in
asking us to assume this assignment. The long hours of planning were worth
the effort and we value the friendships we have nurtured.

Hubert A, Hoffman

-----r
:. i e, i ,Le -e, C:1 /_,c-, -,.4-

Judith E. Rink

xii
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Action 2000: Preparing Physical Education
Specialists for The Future

(Summary)

Martin Haberman
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Almost 1300 institutions of higher education prepare teachers. Given thisdiver. ity, almost any prediction may turn out to be true in at least a fewinstitutions. Looking ahead to the year 2C00, however, it is possible to makesome generalizations based on trends that already are taking shape.
First, an increasing number of university-based teacher educators willbecome concerned about conditions in elemental y and secondary schools.Their concern will go beyond finding better cooperating teachers. Teachereducators will be interested in the degree to which lower schools are imple-menting the research literature regarding effect' 'e teaching and effectiveschools. As we place future student teachers and interns, the unit of analysiswill shift from the teacher level to the school level. In place of simply findingable cooperating teachers, institutions will be seeking total school environ-ments that are conducive to learning. Colleges and universities will createpartnerships with schools where their students can both feel like and learn tobe professionals. Teacher educators will become increasingly concerned aboutimproving the conditions under which teachers practice because these condi-tions shape the students' and interns' perceptions of the teaching role andfunction.

Second, laboratory schools will be rediscovered. These schools will take newforms. They will not be limited to faculty children or to the children ofmajority, professional families. These new laboratory schools will be part ofpublic systems that have ethnically integrated students and faculties. Unlikethe laboratory schools of the past, the rediscoveries will demonstrate specialcurricula and successful applications of research. The special curricula will bemuch like those offered by specialtyschools which emphasize science, the arts,business, the helping professions, or other specific studies.
Third, a concomitant result of the new laboratory schools will appear in thenature of what is considered scholarly yet useful inquiry. Research will bedesigned by classroom teachers serving as eq.. -I pal tners with universityfaculty. This means that the questions selected for study will be more practical,and university masters and doctoral theses will become more directly applica-

1 13
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ble to school practice. The dual effect of the new laboratory schools will be to

further specialize the school curricula offered for children and youth, and to

make the nature of educational research more immediately useful to school

practice by involving master teachers in the design of the research.

Fourth, school faculty will move toward greater equality and genuine part-

nerships with university faculty in designing teacher education programs.

Decisions about such items as admission criteria, the nature of program

competencies required for graduation, and licensure tests, formerly made by

university faculty and state officials, will become shared decisions partially

based on the assessments and views of classroom practitioners.
Fifth, there will be an increase in the number of states with professional

practices acts. Statewide boards, comprised of a majority of classroom

teachers, will set the standards by which teacher education programs offered

by colleges and universities are approved. Teaching will become more like

those professions in which the practitioner controls licensure of individuals

and the accreditation of university programs.
Sixth, state legislators will markedly increase the number of state statutes

specifically aimed :It what future and practicing teachers must know and do.

Such statutes will include laws that specifically require future teachers to
speak Spanish, to be able to work in schools that mainstream the handicapped,

and to be expert in the teaching of basic skills. In the past, such specific statutes

emphasized the history of the particular state. In the future, specific statutes

will exert greater control over the basic content of the entire teacher education

program. In addition to the examples cited, there will be states that require
basic concepts in ecology, the workings of the free enterprise system, women's

studies, and numerous other topics favored by particularly effective consti-

tuencies. Many of these requirements will change the liberal studiesrequire-

ments for teachers as much as they alter the professional education courses.

Seventh, the present demands for excellence in "A Nation at Risk" and in the

numerous other reports will continue. Public schools will raise their general

standards and add programs for the academically talented. In response, many

teacher education programs, particularly those in the knowledge-producing

universities, will also have their standa -cis raised. Admission standards to

teacher education programs also will be raised, and the quality of programs

will be improved. The tests for licensure will also become more predictive of

effective practice.
Almost as a counter trend, the eighth change is already taking shape. School

dropouts will also be increasing as excellence is emphasized. In Wisconsin, for

example, the number of those who receive high school diplomas by completing

a G.E.D. exam is now almost 25 percent of the number who actually attend and

graduate each year. Schools will have to do more with the number of students

being "pushed out" as a result of the drive for excellence. Consequently,

teacher education will also respond with more preparation of vocational

teachers, of those capable of remedial instruction, and of those skilled in

bilingual and compensatory education. The great diversity of teacher prepar-

ing institutions will permit the simultaneous response of new programs aimed

at both excellence and access. Those public schools which retreat to more
traditional curricula and those which broaden to serve youth in more diverse

ways all will find some form of teacher education program to draw upon.

Ninth, the pattern of most teacher education programs will be reversed.

14
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3

Rather than offering the coursework first and the direct experience last (i.e.,student teaching for seniors), most programs will offer direct experiencesfrom the very beg,,, ling and increasing amounts of courses after studentshave had experiences. Direct experiences with children ane youth will becomea part of the selection process in many programs. Students will be admittedafter they demonstrate they can relate to children and youth.
Tenth, teacher education programs will become much more expensive foruniversities to offer. The increasedexpense will result from an increase in thenumber of direct experiences offered preservice students with children andyouth and because the experiences will be more carefullyguided observationsthan currently are typical. In place of iimply sending students out and tellingthem they can learn from any teacher o- situation, students will be preparedfor observations, to dialogue carefully about what they think they haveobserved, and to assess what they think they have learned. We now recognizethat unsupervised, uncontrolled observations may be not only uneducative,but actively miseducative.

Eleventh, universities will become more deeply involved with inservice,
much more than 3imp:y sending a faculty member to offer an inservice creditcourse off campus. Universities will be required by law and by professional andpublic opinion to take responsibility for the success of the first -year teacher.This will be done kr, including public service to schools as part of facultymembers' regular loads. 'racticing teachers and schools will have some controlover which faculty are utilized for inservice. In some ways, this trend will be arevitalization of the Teacher Centel concept by which classroom teacherscontrolled their own development with some faculty input upon request. Thenew inservice dimension will add further costs to the university teachereducation programs since no student credit hours will be generated directly bythose faculty efforts.

Twelfth, concepts of adult education will become part of teacher education.Rather than treating future teachers as college youth, concepts of how adultslearn will gain greater acceptance in teacher education programs. Such con-cepts include the preservice students' participation in setting course goals,utilization of the preservice students' backgrounds ofexperience, and individ-ualization of the teacher education programs.
Thirteenth, an increasing number of teacher education programs willrequire five years to :omplete. Such programs will include a fifth year forliberal arts graduates and five-year programs for undergraduate educationmajors. The recognition that there is simply too much to learn in four yearswill gain increasing support.
Fourteenth, teacher education will become more of a university-wide func-

tion. Faculty in arts and science, engineering, business, and other schools willbecome more directly involved with schools. Part of this trendwill result fromincreasing school-university partnerships, the drive for excellence; the spe-cialization of high schools in special subject matter emphasis, and the ;neaterrecognition which universities will extend to all faculty who perform publicservice.
Fifteenth, at the same time as improvements are made in the quality ofteacher education from the 14 trends already described, there will be anincrease of untrained teachers simply dumped into classrooms with emer-gency licenses. This will be the inevitable mult of population increases in the15 .
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lower schools at the same time as colleges and universities begin to make

serious efforts to improve their quality. Public officials will not close schools

"simply" because they lack appropriately prepared teachers. They will keep

such schools open with unlicensed or out-of-license practitioners. It is ironic

that teacher education will be making the greatest improvements in its history

at the very same time that the demands for new teachers will increase: the net

result will be significantly more, not fewer, unprepared teachers. The alterna-

tive, that universities will markedly increase funding for schools of education

so that they can improve and expand the number of more able graduates is
highly unlikely to own.. Every state will see an increase of higher quality
university-prepared tea; hers at the very same tin as it utilizes more unli-

censed teachers.
Sixteenth, the prognosis for increased support for research and develop-

ment in teacher education is not promising. The publicand their
legislatorssimply expect more research from college professors than faculty

are capable of, and this refers specifically to the knowledge-generating institu-

tions. Faculty assume they cannot conduct research or develop teacher educa-

tion without external support: outsiders who control a university's budget,

however, see a one- or two-course faculty load as already having built-in state

support for research or writing. In addition, the public has developed higher

priorities thin education (i.e., defense, jobs, health, restoring the infrastruc-

ture, and entitlement programs) and expects improved education (a nc: teacher

education) to be paid for with existing budgets. These perception problems are

endemic to research in education and will not be changed substantially by

changing the pattern of Democratic or Republican :ted officials.
Seventeenth, there will be a continuing increase ...I ti.e number of faculty

having little or no teaching experience who teach in university preservice

programs. The increasing specialization of doctoral prog. a ms in education will

train new assistant professors for narrow niches on faculties and will not place

a very high premium on classroom experience. U iiversity demands for scho-

larly publication will continue to control the selection process for new faculty.

Eighteenth, there will be an increase of minorities and women in leadership

positions in teacher education. The increase will cause significant change in

many universities in the way schools of education relate to the public schools,

to other schools and colleges within a university, and to state departments of
education. There will be less change in minority representation on school of

education faculty because a dean must be a generalist, and a minority person or

a woman can be found with the leadership abilities required of a dean. New

faculty members, however, will be hired for specialized roles and minorities

will be harder to recruit for these lower status and lower paying positions. An

anomaly will be created between increased minority group members in leader-

ship roles and the lower number in faculty roles.
Nineteenth, the organized profession (i.e., NEA and AFT) will become

increasingly involved in teacher education. This involve. .ent will include

offering programs in whole or in part by organized groups of teachers. The

increased number of emergency licensees will cause the profession to seek new

ways not only of controlling admission to practice, but of trying to provide real

help (i.e., on-the-job, in schools) to beginners.
Twentieth, there will be an almost total blurring of what is preservice and

what is inservice and of what is the responsibility of the university and what is

16
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the responsibility of the public school. Since student teachers, interns, first-
year teachers, and emergency appointees will ell need the help and supervision
of some practicing teachers, the traditional (and arbitrary) distinctions
between preservice and inservice will be further muddied. Genuine working
partnerships between schools and universities will serve to further confound
this distinction. As the preparation of beginners is connected to career ladders,
it will be more difficult to pinpoint university accountability for teacher
effectiveness as separate from public school responsibility.

Twenty-first, there will be a resurrection of city-run normal schools. The
major urban areas simply will be faced with too great a need and too few
graduates of regular university-based teacher education programs. These
normal schools will be aimed at college graduates with no teacher preparation
and will be under the aegis of metropolitanor great city public school districts.
They will not be called normal schools, bui. -.ill seek some form of state or
regional accreditation as graduate schools o ,ducaticn. The organized profes-
sion will control the curricula; university faculty will be involved only asindividual consultants.

The net effect of these twenty-one and other trends occurring simultane-ously will be an acceleration of the present state of diversity. Teacher educa-
tion programs will become more state and local, not more national, as many of
the current critics contend. The range of quality from inadequate to superla-
tive will be stretched further. The potential for and shaping of change will
make the next decades a most exciting time in the development of Americanteacher education.

17



SECTION ONE
The Content of The Professional

Preparation Program for Preparing
Elementary School Physical

Education Specialists

The first full day of the conference was devoted to defining the role of major
content areas in the teacher preparation curriculum. Selected major contentareas were: the content of the elementary school physical education program,
the foundations, the disciplines, pedagogy, and job skills. Speakers were asked
to clarify issues and to help conference participants to make rational decisions
relative to the contribution of the content area to the preparation of the
elementary physical education specialist.

1 8
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The Content of An Elementary School
Physical Education Program And
Its Impact on Teacher Preparation

Kate R. Barrett
The University of North CarolinaGreensboro
Greensboro, NC

The content of our field symbolizes what we stand for and what we have to
offer the education of children. Our graduates will have to make decisions
about what children will experience, in what sequence, and about how skillful
they want children to become. These are tough decisions; never before in our
history have we had so many directions from which to choose. For example, we
can choose among:
Adventure
Aerobic exercise
Aerobic dance
American country dance
Basic movement
Basketball
Basketball basics
Bean bags
Sticks and wands
Beginning ball skills
Breaking up space sensibly
Challenging climbing capacities
Creative dance
Creative movement
Creative dramatics
Educational dance
Educational games
Educational gymnastics
Eyes and fingers in motion
Fitness trails
Folk dance for fun
Football fantastics

Fun with ropes
Hoopnastics
Huckleberry beanstalk
Modern educational dance
Movement/da e
Movement/gymnastics
Movement/games
Parachute play
Partner gymnastics
Rhythmic movement for fun

and fitness
Rope courses
Rope jumping
Simple soccer skills
Sittercises
Softball strategies
Sticks, paddles and things
Tinkling for fun and fitness
Tennis tactics
Ultimate frisbee
Volleyball requisite skills
Working :n your on target zone

Research for specific sections of this paper was supported by a grant from the University
of North CarolinaGreer.iboro.
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How do you react to this list? My reaction is that any profession which
defines its content to include so great a range needs to reevaluate its purpose
for being and, ultimately, its justification as a required subject in a child's
curriculum. For some reason we have become hesitant, perhaps reluctant, to
think critically about our content. Instead, we adopt the "in" terminology or
the "going thing," without understanding what it really means, where it came
from, and most important, where it could lead us. It is time to accept the fact
that our content has become too diverse to give us the direction needed to
design programs that could be considered essential to a child's elementary
school education, and one effect has been the weakening of our teacher
preparation programs.

The purpose of this presentation is to address the topic of elementary school
physical education content and its impact on teacher preparation. The impact
is obvious, whatever you believe the content of physical education for children
to be is the central idea around which you design teacher preparation
experiences. What is not so obvious, is how to decide what should be the
content. With the diversity so apparent, how do you make this decision? My
answer to this question will center around three suggestions: (a) recognize
movement as physical education content rather than a term used to designate a
curriculum area or group of experiences; (b) accept the development and
performance of skillful movement as the primary purpose around which
curriculum should be designed; and (c) make content decisions based upon a
comprehensive movement analysis.

THE CONTENT OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Movement As Content, Not As A Curriculum Area

It seems time to accept the use of the term movement to describe the content
of elementary school physical education and eliminate its use as a term to
designate a particular area of the curriculum. This means that the historically
accepted terms of games or sports, dance, gymnastics, aquatics, and fitness or
exercise would be used specifically to describe the major organization of the
program not to imply any specific content or methodology. You would not list
or give a percentage of time to something called movement or movement activities,
you would not have movement lessons, rather you would have games lessons, dance
lessons, gymnastics lessons, or aquatics lessons.

Viewing movement as the content, thereby cutting across all areas of the
curriculum, is going to be difficult since this is not the predominant view held
by our profession. Support for this position comes from reviewing elementary
school physical education textbooks from 1900 to the present and recent
curriculum literature related to describing and analyzing program models and
approaches. Based on this review, my conclusion is that movement is the
subject matter of our field even though many authors do not specifically
identify it as such (i.e., they do not use the word movement). While much of
what was described as content was termed activities or exercises, all required
learning and performing motor skills to meet their purpose. While the word
movement was not used by authors to describe content, it was a term freely used
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at the turn of the century by some of our autho. s (e.g., Bancroft, 1896 and
Halsey and Skarstrom, 1919).

This view is also meant to replace any terms that have been assigned to
describe a particular approach to a program (Siedentop, Herkowitz, and Rink,
1984) or a particular curriculum model (Jewett and Bain, 1985). Siedentop,
Herkowitz, and Rink (1984) identified five approaches to elementary school
physical education curriculum design: eclectic, movement approach, sports,
recreation, and fitness; and Bain and Jewett (in press) identifiedseven physical
education curriculum models: developmental educations, humanistic physical
education, fitness, movement education, kinesiological studies, play
education, and personal meaning.

In these models and approaches, the authors appeared to interpret
movement as content only in the movement approach, the movement
education model, and in the kinesiological studies model. Studying specifically
what is described as the content in each of the seven models and five
approaches indicated again that the learning and performance of motor skills
was an inherent and central dimension of each. Not recognizing movement as
the actual content is puzzling and could restrict the growth of any model or
approach, certainly where the content dimension is concerned. What is not
made clear either in the textbooks or in the models and approaches, and which
may be the (hic: sen) critical difference, is the level ofmotor skill development
sought as an outcome. What is clear, is that movement or motor skill learning
is the basis of all program experiences. What gives each approach or model
distinction and potential for choosing it, are the assumptions upon which each
is based and for what purpose(s) movement is used, not whether the content is
identified as movement or as activities.

If you can accept movement as content, and you understand how it is
structured for the unique demands of games and sports, dance, gymnastics,
aquatics, and fitness, this perspective will allow you much freedom in making
decisions about content in relation to an actual program. Di aersity will exist,
but its range will be controlled by a common commitment to understanding
movement and how this understanding acts as the foundation upon which
content is ultimately identified and sequenr,..,1 to form a total program.

Commitment To Skillful Movement

I think it is critical that we accept the development and performance of
skillful movement as the primary goal around which an elementary school
physical education program should be designed. Why? Who else has the
knowledge , - d skills to truly accomplish this, and who best understands the
value of physical activity? I do acknowledge, that this is a debatable issue and
one I hope will be addressed throughout the conference as appropriate. With-
out taking a position on this issue, teacher preparation experiences will be
designed in a vacuum. For the duration of this presentation, I am going to ask
that you support the position that development and performance of skillful
movement is the central purpose of children's physical education.

This position accepts that children have potential for skillful movement,
that they want to become as skillful as theycan, and that it is our responsibility
to help them accomplish skillful movement. By using the term skillful movement
or skillful mover it should not be interpreted that I support an "elite-skilled-
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performance orientation" (Phillips and Clark, 1984) because I see that as
totally inappropriate for an elementary school physical education program.
Being able to help all children refine and extend their present skill level,
however, is a responsibility we must accept. Furthermore, my emphasis on
skillful movement should not be construed as a lack of commitment to cogni-
tive and affective learnings. Indeed, quite the opposite, I believe movement,
affective, and cognitive learnings to be an integrated experience, b it I see the
development of skillful movement to be the medium through which this
occurs. For example, it is difficult for children to get excited about the feel of a
movement or why it was effective or ineffective, if they are not skilled enough
to feel the excitement or skilled enough to become curious about why the
movement was or was not effective.

For the next section of my paper, I shall be referring to games, dance,
gymnastics, and aquatics as the broad areas of the curriculum, eliminating the
terms sports and fitness. I am using games in the broad sense and, as yet, I do not
accept fitness as a separate curriculum area, but rather as a desired outcome
influenced by the way the actual class experiences are designed. Fitness is an
important component of the total program; about that I have no question. But,
how to handle fitness realistically, coupled with a commitment to skillful
movement, is still a question research has not asked.

Movement Analysis

To make actual decisions about what to teach, all teachers should have an
approach to analyzing movement that is comprehensive in nature, one they
understand, and one they can apply to all areas of the curriculum. Being
comprehensive helps teachers see "the whole thing" of what they are teaching
and sense what their field is about. Understanding their field gives teachers
the rationale for making decisions about what to teach and why. Applying it to
all areas of the curriculum gives the program unity, continuity, and breadth.
The two models that follow have been selected because they are implicitly or
explicitly a part of our current literature, in part or in their entirety. They are
not new; rather, they are underd "veloped. Figure 1 illustrates Model A and
Figure 2 illustrates Model B.

Model A had its beginnings in 1924 and is closely associated with thehistory
of American kinesiology and motor development (Atwater, 1980; Barrett,
1983,1984). Model B had its beginnings around 1940 and is associated primar-
ily with the history of dance in England (Laban, 1963). Both models were
originally conceived and designed specifically to help teachers organize and
select material for teaching and to give guidance and focus to their work.
Model A was developed originally for the specialized skills of daily life, work,
sports, and dance (M. R. Broer, personal communication, May 31, 1984;
National Association for Physical Education of College Women, 1964) and
Model B was developed for modern educational dance (Laban, 1948, 1963;
Preston-Dunlop, 1963, 1980). Both models offer sound ways to analyze move-
ment for teaching today, and when understood can be applied to the selection
and organization of content necessary to develop skillful movement in games,
dance, gymnastics, and aquatics. More importantly, they respect different
view poirts about how movement might be analyzed.
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Figure 1. Model A. Used for analyzing movement from a skill perspective
(Broer and Zernicke, 1979; Halverson, 1967: National Association for
Physical Education of College Women, 1964; Wickstrom, 1983)

Model A. Model A analyzes movement from a skill perspective. It supportsthe position that specific motor skills can be identified and organized in ahierarchical n..::-iner and are of two types: fundamental (basic)and specialized(Broer and Zernicke, 1979; Halverson, 1967; National Association for PhysicalEducation of College Women, 1964; Wickstrom, 1983). This model recognizesthat fundamental and specialized motor skills can be identified in all areas ofthe curriculum and that specialized motor skills are dependent upon thedevelopment of fundamental motor skills if they are to be applied effectivelyto the more advanced environments. The model makes specific the importantand integrated role that mechanical principles play throughout the entireprocess; they must be observed for efficiency at both levels (M. R. Broer,
personal communication, May 31, 1984). Implicit in this model is a belief thatall movement skills are not unique in that certain basic movement patternsexist. This is explained by Broer and Zernicke (1979):

As various skills are analyzed from the standpoint of the mechanics involved, itbecomes obvious that there are some basic patterns of movement that require onlyslight adjustments according to the various purposes. (p. 8)
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Spiral Development of the Sixteen Themes
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Figure 2. Model B Used for analyzing movement from a conceptual perspective
(Preston-Dunlop, 1980)

They further state:

There is not one basic pattern of movement for any activity; there is a pattern for
maximum force production and this is adjusted as less force is required to accomplish
the specific purpose .... Good form is not a set pattern but rather the movement, or
movements, which accomplish the purpose with the least expenditure of energy. (p.

29)

Understanding these concepts is important in using Model A because they
aid you in organizing and teaching content. They alert you to look for the
relatior,ships between different movements of the body, across and within
different movement forms and to teach them.
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Using any model, you must be able to apply the meaning of the termsassociated with it. That of course takes study and would influence specificexperiences designed as part of your teacher preparation curriculum. Thefollowing sections describe how I am currently defining these terms.I. Fundamental (basic) motor skillscmnmon motor activities with specificpatterns. They are general skills that form the bases or foundations for themore advanced and more specific motor skills, as they may be required to beused in games, dance, gymnastics, and aquatics. Examples include running,jumping, throwing, catching, and twisting (National Association for PhysicalEducation of College Women, 1964; Wickstrom, 1983).
2. Specialized skillsadvanced and refined version of a fundamental motorskill that is used in a particular way in a particular situation in either games,dance, gymnastics, or aquatics (Wickstrom, 1977; 1983) and learned for thedevelopment of increased ability in the use of time/space/force relationships(H'Doubler, 1960, 1962). This implies modification or the combinations offundamental motor skills (and changes in time/space/force relationships)essential for attaining specific goals for particular purposes (Halverson, 1967;National Association for Physical Education of College Women, 1964).3. Mechanical principlesapplication of mechanical principles that apply toeffective performance of fundamental and specific motor skills. This term isnot meant to imply any specific set of tasks or content rather, the continueduse of the information as a knowledge base upon which the teacher observes,interprets what is seen, and then makes decisions about how to continue(National Association for Physical Education of College Women, 1964;Roberton and Halverson, 1984).

For those of you who are unfamiliar with the history of Model A, theelimination of the "basic movement" component and the updating of thedefinitions are the major changes. Removing "basic movement" was donepurposely because I question whether it is a useful concept when applied toanalyzing movement fur teaching children. It should be noted that the originalmodel was designed to teach a fundamental3 of movement course to collegewomen (R. B. Glassow, personal communication, July 17, 1984). Basic move-ment is a concept we have used for approximately 30 years, and I feel it ismisunderstood, misused, or inappropriate when applied to elementary schoolphysical education. To me, it has become counterproductive to progress. Iabandoned it approximately 10 years.
My decision to eliminate the term basic movement was influenced by review-ing the literature and the history of this particular model (Barrett, 1983, 1984),and especially by my recent correspondence with Marion Broer, its originator.The basic idea, she wrote, was "to recognize that there were Basic Movementsavailable to the body, flexion, extension, rotation, circumduction, adduction,and abduction, that were the foundation or tool upon which various funda-mental motor patterns could be developed" (M. R. Broer, personal communica-tion, May 31, 1984). Today, this interpretation in elementary school physicaleducation textbooks cannot be found; basic movement has become a fairlylarge collection of material, some of which, by my current definitions, wouldbe considered fundamental motor skills and some specialized skills. No appar-ent rationale for sequencing it or for its relationship to skill development isevident. It seems to be assumed that by participating in experiences designedwith basic movement as their content, a child would be better prepared for the
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more complex skills required by advanced work in games, dance, gymnastics,

and aquatics. This assumption relate; to the concept of transfer, though not
specifically stated as such. To avoid this debatable assumption being carried

into '.-r modified model, I am suggesting that a separate analysis be made for

each ,:urriculum area so that right from the start a direction, in terms of

movement form is established. Analysis would begin with what you consider

to be fundamentalskills and specialized skills for games, gymnastics, dance, and
aquaticsseparately. When this task is completed you have the beginnings of

a program. The model .rtually would be used four times and requires th- you

are knowledgeable about the movement or motor skills inherent in each area.

This type of analysis has the potential to improve the way content is identified

and sequenced for each areait should be clearer (a) where we are heading, (b)

why we are going there, and (c) what it is we want children to experience. The

quality of our content should improve as we begin to understand the richness

in each area. As we come to understand our content better, the relationships

that do exist among skills and across movement forms will emerge.

Model A has been presented first bec7 ase it is the one we use the most,

knowingly or unknowingly, but with a certain lack of sophistication. The

problem rests with recognizing that for the development of specialized skills

we must create content so the modifications and refinement necessz...-v for a

fundamental skill to become a specialized skill can occur. We have not done
this. For example, it is still assumed in today's approaches to games teaching in

elementary school texts that fundamental skills will become specialized skills

simply by using them in the context of the game in question. In 1937, Dorothy

La Salle recognized the need for special experiences designed especially to

handle this problem. She designed a system for analyzing skiPc found in games

(La Salle, 1937, pp. 122-127) and showed "how games increase in difficulty by

the addition of skills" (p. 120). Ir. his 1951 book Psychology of Coaching, Lawther

wrote of a skill having "meaning" in a sport. For example, about baseball he

wrote, "each throw has a specific nature in terms of the game situation" (p.

122). In terms of coaching sports, he suggested that the "content" in courses
should include "the basic skills, the fusion of the skills into actin:. , itterns, and

the fusion of the action patterns into offensive and defensive plly" (p. 128).

To create this content, it requires analyzing how the fundamental skill must
be "modified" and "refined" so they can be used effectively in increasingly
complex environmentsin games, dance, gymnastics, and aquatics. This is

done by analyzing the environment and the time/space/force (H'Doubler,
1960,1962) demands that these environments have on the fundamental skills.
It is not within the scope of this paper to go into an explanation of time/space/
force relationships, except to say that these concepts were a part of the
original 1964 model (National Association for Physical Education of College

Women, 1964) and were linked directly with HDoubler's work (1960, 1962).

Figure 3 shows the particular aspect of her model that was applied.

Libra: _esearch and a personal interview with a student of H'Doubler's and

a recent student of "Laban's Movement Analysis" (Bartenieff, 1980) revealed

that there are many similarities between these works, but the differences that
do exist are important to understand (Barrett, 1983, 1984; M. A. Brennan,
personal communication, July 18, 1984).
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My point is, that while Model A is the oldest of the two being presented, it
may be the least developed in terms of its use for children's physical education
although it has the potential to be the most powerful. It certainly warrants
ren wed attention. As you work with this model, you will come to realize that
it draws explicitly from motor learning and motor development as additional
bodies of important knowledge, both of which have advanced considerably
since 1964. For example, task analysis helps you to analyze the way a funda-
mental skill is to be used in a particular situation, and hence "discover"
important content. Knowledge of how fundamental motor skills develop over
time gives a powerful observation and assessment tool to evaluate children's
progress. How to use this information to design experiences for children that
will elicit the desired responses is pedagogy, and another subject altogether.

Model B. Model B analyzes movement from a conceptual perspective. The
term concept is used to connote a motor or movement outcome, not a cognitive
one, and is interpreted to mean a group of skills organized around a common
idea. Such concepts would include "traveling" as opposed to a specific type of
travel, "catching" as opposed to a Specific type of catch, or "balancing" as
opposed to a specific type of balance. Model B supports the position that
movement can be analyzed conceptually and that an order of these concepts
exists that indicates how skill in movement develops over time. This attention
to progression is opera tionalized by ordering all movement concepts into what
originally was called 16 Basic Movement Themes and was first published in
this form in 1948 by Rudolf Laban. The model, in realiti Preston-Dunlop's
interpretation of the relationship between and among the material within the
themes, was first published in 1963 and revised in 1980. Notice that each
theme, designated by the Roman numerals I-YVI, has a specific place along the
spiral. The rationale behind the themes call best be explained by quoting
Laban's original writings:

The leading idea is that the teacher should find his own manner of stimulating his
pupils to move, and later to dance, by choosing from a collection of basic movement-
themes those variations which are appropriate to the actual stage and state of develop-
ment of a pupil or of the majority of a class. The collection is built up along a scale of
increasing complexity corresponding roughly to the development of the child from the
infant stage to the highest age-group. (Laban, 1963, p. 28)

On the specific subject of how the firsteight themes might actually be used,
he pointed out:

Each basic movement-theme or their variations can be combined with each other;
others may be joined with one another through transmutations of their details. The
movement ideas contained in one theme need not be fully assimilated by the pupil
before another theme is started. Movement ideas can develop parallel to each other,
and some teachers might find in relatively advanced themes details which they may use

as an incentive in comparatively early stages of dance tuition. On the other hand, the
most elementary movement themes will remain valuable even for the highest age-
groups. (Laban, 1963, p. 28)

To use this model, the material in the themes must be understood before the
application process begins. It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into detail
regarding the material inherent in gg theme since the brevity of the discus-
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Theme I Introduction to the body
Theme II Introduction to weight and time
Theme III Introduction to space
Theme IV The flow of the weight of the body

in space and time
Theme V Adaptation to a partner
Theme VI The instrumental use of the body

and technique
Theme VII Dynamics through the basic

effort action^

Theme VIII Occupational rhythms
Theme IX Shape In movement
Theme X Dynamic rhythms and effort

transitions
Theme XI Orientation in space
Theme XII Body, action, effort and space

affinities

Theme XIII Elevation

Theme XIV Group feeling and group
composition

Theme XV Group formations

Theme XVI Meaning, expression, communication
and embodiment

Table 1. Tice Sixteen Basic Movement Themes
(Preston-Dunlop, 1980)

sion would only undermine its richness. A discussion of the material inherentin one theme is given as an example of how the material is described and howprogression is perceived as an integrated idea. Table 1 gives the major empha-sis of the 16 Basic Movement Themes as currently revised by Preston-Dunlop
(1980). I have chosen to discuss Theme IV: The Flow of the Weight of the Bodyin Space and Time.

Flow, as described by Preston-Dunlop (1980, pp. 26-30) is perceived ashaving "three strands," and the simplest strand is continuity, or "the way
movements follow each other." In her words:

If the movement is continuous, without starts and stops, it hascontinuity and is looselysaid to be flowing on. If the movements stop and start, the sequence is discontinuous. Itis said not to be flowing on, but to be interrupted. (Preston-Dunlop, 1980, p. 26)

The second strand, she points out, is concerned wi 'h "the way the move-
ment flows through the body." In her words:

It flows successively through the body if the activity can be seen and felt to pass fromone body part to another adjacent part in succession. It flows simultaneously through-
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out the body if the activity can be seen and felt to happen in all the moving body parts at

the same time. (Preston-Dunlop, 1980, p. 26)

The third strand, free and bound flow, is concerned with "the way in which
the movement is controlled or not controlled" (Preston-Dunlop, 1980, p. 28).

Quoting Laban directly in her explanation:

In an action in which it is difficult to stop the movement suddenly, the flow is free or

fluent. In an action capable of being stopped and held without difficulty at any moment

during the movement, the flow is bound. (Laban, 1963, p. 56)

Flexible and direct space qualities are discussed in detail followed by the four

motion factors as continuums and the two-motion-factor qualities. In these
discussions, it is clear that she is bringing forth material that was a part of
earlier themes, particularly Theme II. She concludes her discussion by indicat-
ing that, while there is new material in this theme, its main aim is "to integrate

the work of the preceeding three" (Preston-Dunlop, 1980, p. 37). This is done

by attending to the phrasing of the movement combinations as they are joined
together in terms of "transitions, appropriateness, beginnings, and endings"
(Preston-Dunlop, 1980, p. 39).

Model B can be used to analyze the movement demands inherent in games,
dance, gymnastics, and aquatics and to organize it progressively since the
material inherent in the earlier themes is considered less complex than the
material in the later ones. When this task is complete, you have the beginr ings
of a program. Skillful movement as a commitment is explictly a part of this

model. The theory of movement around which this model is built is the
concept of "economy of movement" (Laban and Lawrence, 1974) and is its very

essence. Identifying and sequencing movement analyzed using this model
assumes a commitment to the goal of skillful movement, evident by the spiral

concept and the sophisticated theory of progression inherent within the

model.
Analyzing movement using this model should improve the way content is

identified and sequenced for each of the major curriculum areas. Where we are

heading, why we want to go there, and what is it we want children to
experience, should all become clearer to us. Model B supports the belief that
relationships exist between movement concepts and across and between
movement forms. These emerge, however, only as you come to understand
movement analyzed from this perspective.

This model was presented second because it is the one least aligned with the

way movement is currently being analyzed in the profession. While there are

some attempts to use parts of this model, the model with the spiral concept of

progression as presented here, has had limited use. This could be due, in part,

to the fact that each generation using it has had less and less understanding of

its meaning, or because it was originally used with too limited an understand-
ing or too broad an application too early. There is still a lot of work that can be
done to release the potential in this model for identifying and sequencing
content to form a total program. Again, how to use the model in designing
experiences and to elicit the desired responses, is pedagogy.

Separating Pedagogy and aintent. Notice that I have ended the sections
describing each model with the concept that pedagogy is an idea separate from
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content. If we are to become more sophisticated in the way we view our
content, there is no question that this must occur. Admittedly, content and
pedagogy are related ideas, but the role each plays in designing and implement-
ing quality experiences for children is significant enough for each to be studied
separately. This may be difficult, for we have viewed them together since the
early 190C. when elementary school physical education textbooks were first
published: certain content implied certain methodology (Halsey and Skar-
strom, 1919; State of Michigan, 1919; Wild and White, 1924). As we now have
accepted pedagogy as an area for study and research, it seems the time to
separate them. In fact, this step could be a key factor, if not the key factor, in
helping to untangle thr question of content, because they are often perceived
in much of our literature as inseparable. The most consistent example of this is
the linking together of Laban's principles of movement with problem-solving
methodology. If we want to advance our thinking about content, and pedag-
ogy, content must be perceived as having its own identity.

IMPACT ON TEACHER PREPARATION CURRICULUM

Once a commitment has been made to the content of an elementary school
physical education program, what are the implications for teacher prepara-
tion? Because the rest of this morning's speakers are focusing directly on thissubject, my comments are limited to those implications which I feel relate
specifically to movement as the content of an elementary school physical
education program and skillful movement as its primary emphasis. My com-ments purposely are narrow in scope.

First, there is no question that our students must be turned on to their
subject matter. In 1972, Locke said this well in his closing address at the first
National Conference on Professional Preparation of the ElementarySpecialist:

...Many students graduate who really care very little about their experiences in
movement They never have placed much value on those experiences and certainly
have never thought deeply about them. Teachers like that can become contributers to
the endemic disease of physical educationdullness.

An exciting teacher in any subject is one who is turned on by his sport.... In physical
education there is no substitute for getting pleasure from movement, satisfaction from
mastery, and excitement from the struggle ....

If your graduates are going to get children hito on sport and dance, they must be
hooked on movement themselves. The corollary of the fact for both teacher education
programs and teacher educators is too obvious to miss The meaning and joy of effort
in movement must be held at the center of professional life. (r,. 99)

What Locke said in 1972 is as true today as it was then, with possibly one
exceptionthe genuine excitement that some of our students get from run-
ning and working out. But as a physical educator responsible for educating
children into a potential field of life-long learning and participation, this seems
too limited. As one of our teaching assiste.nts recently put it v:hen asked to
express her perceptions of our students in her basketball class: "they have no
attitude about movement or learning movement. I don't think they know why
they're here."
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In terms of the professional preparation program, learning experiences
must be developed specifically to help students enjoy moving, no matter the
form. Children love to move, and love to learn how to move. My worry is that

our graduates could turn children off rather than capture their natural love
and talent for moving. As teacher educators, we must make this a priority
objective within our programs, with learning experiences and evaluation
techniques specifically designed to meet it. I see the "activity" part of our
program as the major means to accomplish this. To be of value, however, the
course work, or the activity experiences in this case, must link directly with the
view you take regarding the content of a program. I am referring of course, to
Model A and Model B.

Second, we must establish a focus on the importance of studying movement
as it is needed for teaching children in physical education environments. There
is little question that within the past decade the knowledge base in such areas
as motor learning, motor development, kinesiology, biomechanics, and physi-
ology has dramatically increased to the point where some serious reconceptu-
alization of this knowledge for teacher preparation must occur. Phillips and
Clark (1984) have addressed this problem as it relates to kinesiology and have
proposed "an integrative approach to teaching kinesiology: a lifespan
approach" (p. 1).

One thing is certain, the course work thatspecifically relates to understand-
ing movement and how children acquire skill must link directly with the vier
you take regarding the content of a program. This is not the case now, and it
needs to be resolved. For example, when your students study the content of an
elementary school physical education program, they must be able to draw on
their kinesiology background, not wonder why they took the course. This
example, while specific to kinesiology, is also true for al, course experiences in
which understanding movement and how children acquire skill are key
emphases. If movement is truly our content, surely we should be able to make
the link between course work that focuses on understanding it and course
work that focuses on teaching or using it as the basis for program
development.

Whether your content orientation reflects Model A or Model B, a sound
knowledge base about movement for teaching is required. While there is some

common knowledge about movement and how skill is acquired, which is

needed to use both models effectively, the knowledge unique to each model
must be identified, respected, studied, and applied. For example, in using
Model A, faculty must accept and understand the concept of basic movement
patterns and the role that maximum force production and purpose of the
movement plays in their execution. Faculty must also be able to analyze the
timelspace/force demands of the environment to help make the transition of a
fundamental skill into a specific skill in games, dance, gymnastics, and aqua tics.
In using Model B, faculty must be knowledgeable about Laban's principles of
movement and how progression affects development of skillful movement
when applying them in games, dance, gymnastics, and aquatics.

Third, experiences specifically related to teaching physical education must
be designed to link concepts of skill development and knowledge of mc, cement
with specific teaching behaviors. This is a complex idea considering these
behaviors must simultaneously reflect an understanding of movement asso-
ciated with the model chosen for analysis and skill developrent. Regardless of
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the model used, graduates must be able to manipulate specific teaching behav-
iors related to eliciting skillful n. wement from children in realistic environ-
ments. This can only occur if their work in pedagogy is placed on a strong
foundation of understanding movement and of the process children go
through to become skillful at using it. To achieve this goal, a carefully orches-
trated balance between movement knowledge and methodology must be
found while simultaneously focusing on the development of skillful observa-
tion of movement and on the timing and design of quality field experiences.

Accepting movement as the content and development and performance of
skillful movement as a major outcome requires that a significant part of
teacher preparation focus on understanding movement and how children
acquire skill at using it. It goes without saying that children must play an
important and continuous role throughout the preparation process. For with-
out observing children being taught by skillful teachersin programs consistent
with your decision about content, or without having your students work
continuously with children, there is no way the kind of program that must
happen in the schools has a chance of developing. And, because we will always
have important issues to discuss about the content of physical education and
its central purpose for children, our students must make "philosophy their
business," for their ability to think critically about these issues will influence
the future of the field (Miller, 1984).

We are at a turning point in our history: a clear decision about what is the
content of elementary school physical education must be made. As a profes-
sion, we are currently uneasy about this decision, at least as it is being
expressed in our literature. I feel it is time to acknowledge that movement is
our content and limit the use of the term solely to describe the subject matter
of our fieldjust as kinesiologists, motor learners, motor developers, physiol-
ogists, and philosophers do. If we can accept this concept, it can becomea focus
to orient us in a common direction.

It goes without saying that none of what I have said today is applicable if wedo not think movement is our content or that skillful use of it is our centralgoal for children. If our content is something other than movement, and we
want something other than skillful movement, this concept must be decided
on before teacher preparation r rograms can be designed. Identifying our
content and the central purpose of ourprogram are decisions that should have
the greatest impact on teacher preparation.
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Teaching As A Rational Enterprise;
A Problem of Neglect

Elizabeth S. Bressan
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR

E. C. Davis used to admonish his students to avoid premature closure during
the question formulation phase of their theses. Search, he would advise, for those
those "neglected questions" about your subject that heretofore have been
unasked, for it is within the reconceptualization of problems that the promise
of real progress in understanding lies buried. Any question about the value of

the study of history and philosophy in the professional preparation of child-
ren's physical education specialists is in danger of the kind of premature
closure about which Davis cautioned. Such a question could be too limited in
focus, tied to the narrow parameters for content and methodology established
by two of the oldest academic disciplineshistory and philosophy. Such a
question could impose second-class status on professional preparation, placing
it on the receiving end of "something" from bodies of knowledge never
organized or refined with human moving as a concern. In all candor, it could be
conceived as a small confusing question that would hold out little hope for any

new or inspiring insights.
So where is the neglected question, that conceptualization that may lead to a

thoughtful and productive regard for the relationship between the kinds of
activities typically associated with the disciplines of history and philosophy,
and the kinds of activities associated with the teaching of children's physical
education? Where is that question that will encourage a resolution of some of
the problems about what kinds of content and method are most beneficial for
prospective teachers? When it comes to considerations about the inclusion of
experiences with history and philosophy, the previously neglected question
might be phrased, "Is the teaching of children's physical education a rational
human enterprise?" If the response to such a question is "No," then there is no
point pursuing any further consideration of history and philosophy. Because
both of those disciplines are themselves rational enterprises, a negative
response is liberating and allows one to go on to other topics for conversation.
If, however, the answer is affirmative, then including history and philosophy
experiences becomes a viable curricular issue that warrants considerable dis-
cussion. This pape, is based upon the assumption that teaching children's
physical education is indeed intended to be a rational human enterprise, and
the assertion that there is a subsequent curricular imperative to include
experiences with history and philosophy.
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THE PROMISE OF PHILOSOPHY

In discussing the promise of the study of philosophyfor promotir,6 'aching
as a rational enterprise, three different qualities about philosophy demand
attention. Philosophy is at once a process, a body of knowledgelcontent, and a
product. As a process, the "doing of philosophy" encourages imaginative and
flexible approaches to contemplating the "great" questions that define its
content. For physical educators, that content is centered on the significance
and meaning of the moving experience. Russell (1959) has suggested that
philosophy as a process is not pursued for the sake of definite answers to its
questions (for there are no answers to its questions) rather, it is pursued for
the sake of the questions themselves. Philosophy as a process is a confronta-
tion with the "great" questions that lie beyond the neat and precise boundaries
of ascertainable knowledge.

It is within the processing of confronting great questions that the potential
benefits for future teachers of children may reside. The proper "doing of
philosophy" is marked by efforts to expand conceptionsabout what is possible
through speculation and disciplined efforts to break away from the constraints
of single - minded approaches to problem solving. Comfort in "doing philo-
sophy" is, in large part, dependent on a growing acceptance of the inevitability
of uncertainty as a normal state of being. Everything is always open to
reinterpretation and redefinition. The potential to develop conceptual fertility
and flexibility amid a growing acceptance of uncertainty may be identified as a
key attribute fostered during participation in the philosophic processes.

The content, or "the stuff," of philosophy has been identified as the great
questions, questions which lie beyond the techniques of science and beyond
the luxury of resolution; metaphysical questions about the nature of reality,
epistemological questions about what knowledge is and is not, aesthetic ques-
tions about the capacity of experiences to hold or communicate meaning, and
ethical questions about the role of intention and outcome in determining
moral actions.

The content of philosophy for physical educators is phrased as questions
related to the significance of moving as an educational experiencequestions
about the perceived relationships between the mind and the body with implica-
tions for personal fragmenting or integrating; questions aboutforms of know-
ing which may exist only within the play-world of moving; questions about the
nature of personal meaning experienced during participation; and questions
about right and wrong actions in sport, dance, and exercise.

Dealing with questions about the significance and meaning of moving offers
prospective teachers a crucial counterbalance for the scientific view of moving
adopted in almost all other aspects of their professional studies. By asking
broad questions, philosophy generates a body of knowledge that would be
described more accurately as a body of ideas. Philosophy is organized to
cultivate a different kind of knowing than is science. Science adopts a partial
view of reality in order to grasp the intricacy and detail of aspects of existence.
Philosophy fights to maintain the broadest view possible. Philosophic ques-
tions defy categorization into any one of the scientific disciplines because
philosophies attempt t,., lee each question as a problem within the context of all
human problems. Ther' is a unity about life as an experience that pervades the
content of philosophy.
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If teaching is decision making, and if it is an intelligent performance, then
periodic wrestling with the great questions of philosophy could help a teacher
retain that humanistic commitment. In addition to dealing with philosophy
and human moving, crucial questions about professional practice are raised
within philosophic patterns: questions about children's rights (e.g., their right
to choose for themselves between fragmenting and integrating experiences),
questions about teacher's responsibilities and obligations to children (e.g.,
decisions about when to intimidate or use peer pressure as a motivational
technique), and questions about the design of physical education programs
(e.g., should the program be structured to maximize skillful moving, decision-
making skills, or physical fitness outcomes?).

In focusing on the broader questions about significance and meaning, philo-
sophic content enables rigorous exploration of a variety of ideas that require
the preprofessional to look at physical education in the contexts of education
and culture. Physical education teaching does not occur in a vacuum, and the
study of coexistent human enterprises iscrucial to understanding the multiple
interactions that influence the evolutionof ideas as well as the effectiveness of
professional practice.

Coming to terms with philosophic questions and engaging in active, honast
discourse about them, brings the preprofessional to a point where a philoso-
phic product is produced. The product is a commitment to a set of ideals that
prescribe a structure and a function for children's physical education. If, as
Toulmin (1972) has suggested, rational enterprises are shaped into disciplines
according to the identification of a shared commitment to a sufficiently agreed
to set of ideals, then the disciplinary status of the profession is at stake. The

repertoire of procedures that characterize the teaching of physical education
are produced in relation to a commitment (or lack of commitment) to a
direction for changes in students' lives. There is no hope for arriving at any
agreement about shared ideals until individual professionals have wrestled
with such matters. Disciplinary effectiveness, then, is partially dependent on
the degree to which members of the discipline have identified their own ideals.
Children's physical education is destined to suffer from disparity in methods,
content, and direction until teachers define their domain of commitment
individually and collectively.

The potential impact of the study of philosophy for prospective children's
physical educators extends beyond influence as preprofessionals. Experience
with the processes and content of philosophy encourages individuals to
develop comfort with uncertainty, the ability to approach problem solving in
diverse and flexible ways, and the capacity to regard the physical education
experience within the broader context of human existence. Experience with
the products of philosophy also seriously affects the integrity and coherence of
children's physical education as a professional discipline. Without an assemb-
lage of shared ideals among personally committed teachers, there is no set of
learning experiences that may be identified as the practice of physical educa-
tion. Without such delineation of practice, there is no hope of translating
outcomes of scientific research into practical guidelines, because there is no
focus for that translation. Without delineation, there is no opportunity to
initiate evaluation in order to gain insights about effectiveness. In philosophic
terms, the question is "Who are we?" Without rigorous application of philoso-
phic processes on philosophic content, the question is in peril of being neg-
lected, in which case a de facto restonse occurs: "Wt are not."
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THE PROMISE OF HISTORY

The study of history may be thought of as the study of changing patterns ofaction and interaction among various philosophical systems. The determiningrole of ideas and value orientations in the course of human events is docu-mented in vivid detail within the study of history. In reviewing this documen-tation, not only are preprofessional students confronted with the power ofphilosophic systems, they also have the opportunity to become familiar withthe wide variety of systems possible and with the implications of those systemson past practices in physical education.
When history is presented as the history of ideas and their impact, itbecomes a rich opportunity to gain insight into which patterns to cultivate andwhich patterns to avoid. For example, the lack of well-defined problems inprofessional practice may be traced to the absence of clearly conceived discipli-

nary goals. Professional disciplines that have been ineffective in reaching their
identified goals in the past, have been characterized by deficient bodies ofliterature. Disciplines having deficient bodies of literature include those pro-
fessions in which there are few journals and other published works or in whichthe works are not well edited as well as those professions in which the flood ofpublished information is overwhelming but for which there has been nocoherent theoretical framework to organize it (Toulmin, 1972).

If preprofessionals are regarded as soon-to-be influences on the physical
education profession, then the texture and sophistication they can bring totheir decision making becomes critical to disciplinat y survival. Experience withhistorical studies provides more than a sense of heritage and a feeling ofjoining an effort that is "larger than one's self." It offers preprofessionals areference group with which to establish ties and through which to explore
identity. For example, when examining the relationship between theory and
practice in children's physical education, certain approaches to practice are
more sophisticated than the information case generated through research. Not
only is the amount of money and research time invested in the academic study
of children's moving to fault, but the fragmented manner in which the aca-demic body of knowledge about moving has been developed renders informa-
tion from single, rather than integrated perspectives. As a result, the teaching
of children's moving has been more responsive to thoughtful, imaginative
designs by practitioners than it has to the partial and narrow pronouncements
of "facts" that too often have been evident in children's moving research.

Studying the history of the profession is also an opportunity to come to termswith the unity and the diversity among ideals, both of which have
characterized the teaching of physical education, a profession well over 2,000
years old. Professions have been framed around ideals that have been formu-
lated in response to identifiable human needs. The competence of a profes-
sional is, in turn, measurable by how effectively he/she utilizes acceptable
procedures to accomplish the goals for human welfare implicit in those ideals.
There are both con:tants and cycles within the specification of the ideals and
procedures of physical education Studying these patterns of professional
development and evaluation helps prepare prospective teachers to move into
decision-making positions in their near future. Within this context, physical
education is not a question of "what I believe," but of what the profession has
ac.epted as its charge and mission within the broad scope of human
(..evelopment. 39
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Bronowski (1978) has tied the study of history with learning three values on
which, he suggests, scientific progress derends. Those values are respect,
sensitivity, and tolerance, and they are associated with giving due favor to
those who have taken the "previous steps"those steps later discovered to be
productive and those discovered to be counterproductive. Members of pre-
vious professional generations are thus recognized as individuals who made

their effort in a given time and place and from a set of assumptions that may
since have disappeared. Yet, respect is accorded to those who made efforts,

who strove toward ideals with the procedures available to them. Sensitivity is
thus cultivated for individuals caught in the shifts of paradigms and attending
frustrations that accompany professional progress. Tolerance is acquired for

the uneven rate of development evidenced by every body of knowledge, but
always particularly difficult to accept in one's own profession where what one
"needs to know" is always so m ich greater than "what is known."

TLE 1 'JTURE FOR PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION

The wisdom of including the study ofphilosophy and history in undergradu-

ate professional preparation of children's physical education specialists is

argued fr.( .n the standpoint of process, content, product, and conceptual
orientations. Although the logic and rationale tor such a position is subject for

continuous dialogue, there hangs a mist of skepticism around the discourse,

which drains our enthusiasm for the debate. In immature disciplines, and

physical education has b,-ely reached that status, there is a reticence to
embrace humanistic points of view. Scientific method and the status and
credibility thoughtlessly associated with it, is taking us down the path of
fragmentation. Philosophy cannot be tolerated in paradigms based on frag-
mentation of subjectat least that's what history tells us.

In immature disciplines, the drive is for standardization and compartmental-
ization. Teuding physical education to children will tolerate neither attitude,
and, as a result, there is a tremendous gap between current research and

professional practice. Without the skills of philosophy to help reassemble,
unify, and integrate our body of knowledge, there is little hope that teaching can

become a rational activity Without recc,,nizing the broader historical
context in which professional ideals and procedures are couched, there is little

reason to regard teaching as an enterprise.
So where is the future? Immediately including philosophy and history in

undergraduate studies? After three decades of the blind pursuit of scientific
methodologies, who would teach such courses to the preprofessional? Many
of our current r -duate programs offer no such npportunities. We have split

and become a gtu up of practitioners and a group of researchers who ha ve been

trainednot educatedto regard intuition and imagination as sloppy ways of

thinking; who consider inspiration and the proclamation of professional ideals

to smack of mysticism and ignorance rather than COTT itment and caring. Our
academic conferences and conventions are becoming less idea-oriented and
more concerned with status and appearance. Our professional organizations

are becoming moreconcerned with self-perpetuation than with the fulfillment

of a professional mission. 40
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History is about tradition, impetus rather than inertia, identity, direction,and heritage. Philosophy is about ideas, hopes, dreams, intentions, and reali-ties. Is there any room for history and philosophy in the preparation of thespecialist in children's physical education? Only if we hope someday to maketeaching a rational enterprise.
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We have been asked to discuss the role of disciplinary knowledge in the

preparation of elementary school physical education majors. We approach this

topic with some trepidation. After all, debate over the role of the disciplines in
physical education has continued for twenty years, and prominent teacher
educators have been the most vocal critics of the disciplinary movement.
Hence, trying to persuade an audience comprised of teachers and teacher

educators of the value of disciplinary knowledge may be likened to the ambi-

tious monk trying to convert Catholics to Buddhism. People simply do not
change their faiths easily, nor are they likely to welcome conversion attempts.

Thus, we wish to state from the outset that we do not seek to convert
members of the audience who are not truebelievers in disciplinary knowledge.
Frankly, we are not interested in giving the audience a hard sell on the role of
disciplina-7 knowledge because none of us believes that he has all the answers

or that a... iplinary knowledge will solve all the problems confronting teachers

Id teacher educators. Although conference organizers have asked us to
summarize past arguments for and against the inclusion of disciplinary knowl-

edge in teacher education, we also do not wish to dredge up old debates.
Furthermore, we hope to avoid eitherlor thinking because we have learned
from the past that it breeds hostilities; hence, for us, it is not disciplinary
knowledge versus teacher education, nor is it them, the disciplinarians, versus
us, the teacher educators.

We hope to provide members of the audience with a fresh, dispassionate

perspective on the role of disciplinary knowledge in teacher education. This

perspective has resulted from the discussion and compromise required when

three different people are forced to reach fundamental agreement. One of us
brings the reputation of being a disciplinarian, despite interests in professional
education and teacher socialization. Another completed doctoral work in
motor learning and development after nine years of elementary and middle

school teaching experience. And our third member just joined a university
faculty after over twenty years of elementary and middle school teaching
experience. We have tried to frame a discussion that blends theoretical and

philosophical issues with the very practical concerns of elementary school

teachers and teacher educators.
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TEACHER EDUCATION AND SCHOOL PROGRAMS: A REMINDER

We wish to begin with an important remindernamely, that the question ofhow much, if any, disciplinary knowledge should be included in teachered.tca-tion programs is ultimately a value judgment. For in the final analysis, anycomponent in a teacher education programperformance, methods, and cur-riculum classes includedfinds its value in relation to people's beliefs aboutthe ideal teacher education program, the ideal elementary physical educationprogram, and the ideal physical education teacher. And, there is everyreasonto believe that there is a substantial amount of disagreement on these ideals.Even casual observation reveals that there are a number of competing
program models both for teacher education and for elementary school physicaleducation, and a recent study of teacher educators in physical educationrevealed a lack of agreement among them on the ideal teacher education
program, school program, and physical education teacher (Mitchell and Law-son, 1984). Hence, just as pluralism in these programs stems from competingvalues, so do the competing values of teacher educators and teachers come intoplay when decisions are made about teacher education programs. The taskbecomes clarifying and then prioritizing these values prior to designing andimplementing a teacher education program. So, like .t or not, science is notlike to answer questions about how much, if any, disciplinary knowledge orthe knowledge and skills in other content areas should be included in teacher
education programs. In short, proponents of content areas cannot prove theirviews; they only can justify them by calling upon personal and . ocietal views.Having offered this important reminder, re now turn to four related topicsfor analysis:

1. Arguments for and against including disciplinary knowledge in teachereducation;
2. Students for which disciplinary content should be designed;

Contribution of disciplinary knowledge to Professional preparation;
4. How disciplinary knowledge may be used by elementary school physical

education srecialists.

"'ROS AND CONS OF DISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE

r surveying the controversial literature on the role of disciplinarymedge, the following summarizes, in the form of problems, the argu-ments raised against including disciplinary knowledge:
1. The time problem. There is so little time in four-yeardegree programs inwhich to adequately prepare teachers. Students must meet requirementsoutside their chosen fields in addition to education certification requirementsand the professional courses in performance and pedagogical stuuies in physi-:al education. Add in the need for additional clinical and field experience, andthe result is a jam-packed degree program for prospective teachers. Thus,there simply isn't time for disciplinary knowledge unless other, more approp-riate courses are to be reduced or deleted.
2. The problem of /resources. Expanding the amount of coursework indisciplinary knowledge means expanding the proportion of physical educationdepartment resources taken away from teacher education and given to disci-
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plinary courses. Scientific labs cost money to equip and maintain, and depart-
ments that do so will have fewer resources available for teacher education
courses. (The resources argument, like the time argument, is based on the
assumption that decisions are part of a zero-sum game; so, it is assumed, no
time can be added to a student's degree program and no new money can be
added to a department's budget).

3. The people problem. Disciplinary coursework serves to attract persons
initially interested in teaching to other occupational roles such as researchers
and exercise leaders. In this fashion, some of the brightest prospective
teachers choose preparation for a different career, affecting adversely the
quality of school programs.

4. The practicality problem. Disciplinary knowledge has become so sophis-
ticated and elaborate that it goes well beyond the needs of prospective
teachers. For example, exercise scientists often ask elementary teachers to
learn the biochemistry of the Kreb's cycle, even though the futtire teachers
will never use this kind of information again. Hence, this coursewom is
impractical for elementa-y phy..i..al education specialists.

5. The applicability problem. The majority of disciplinary knowledge is
derived from scientific studies using adults as subjects. Hence, much of it
simply does not apply to the elementary school physical education specialist
who must teach young children. Thus, the elementary physical educator is
better off taking courses that are specifically focused on children, rather than
wasting time with impractical disciplinary courses.

These five problems of time, resources,people, practicality, and applicability

are, of course, related in the eyes of disciplinary knowledge critics. Together,
according to the critics, these problems contribute to decreased effectiveness
in teacher education programs and, by extension, in elementary schools.

Proponents of some measure of disciplinaryknowledge in teacher education
have tried to counter some of the criticisms. Proponents suggest the time
required for teachers is already overstretched; the solution is to expand
teacher education degree programs from four to five or even six years, therebl
allowing students the opportunity to masterdisciplinary knowledge. As to the

problems of people and resources, proponents of the disciplinary movement
-uggest that modem departments of physical education must include discipli-

tiary labs and the careeralternativca that go along with them. To do otherwise,
while relying exclusively on teacher education in an era of teacher over-
supply, ;s to mortgage a department's future. Finally, disciplinary proponents
counter the practicality problem : ith an analogy. They claim that disciplinary
knowledge is to tiic physical educator what mathematics and history are to the
classroom teacher. In short, proponents believe that disciplinary subject mat-
ter should be taught in some form tc elementary and secondary school stu-
dents, in addition to movement perfcwmance skills and fitness activities. If this
knowledge is to be taught to students, proponents argue, then it becomes
practical by definition.

Aside from countering the arguments of the critics, proponents of discipli-

nary knowledge offer the following three general justifications for including
this subject matter in teacher education programs:

1. The contribution to liberal education. By studyi .g the art and science of
human invulvement in play forms and physical activity, students can derive a
liberal education, or all important part thereof. Since colleges and universities
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are supposed to educate students in addition to offering them vocational
training, disciplinary knowledge is important to teacher education programs.2. The contribution to professionalization. A profession like physical edu-
cation requires people with special expertise. Physical educators who possessdisciplinary knowledge are special in comparison to persons who do not. Thus,
disciplinary knowledge helps physical educators to maintain or elevate the
professional status of physical education teachers. This result provides greaterjob opportunities and security.

3. The contribution to occupational mobility. Many people leave teaching
as part of a societal trend for people to change careers. Since disciplinary
knowledge is not specific to teachers and school programs, it gives students abroad educational foundation that can support a future career as well as themore immediate teaching career.

The arguments about liberal education, professionalization, and occupa-tional mobility, along with the counter-claims offered to disciplinary critics,are representative of a fair sampling of the pi cviou:..y expressed views ofdisciplinary knowledge proponents.

THE STUDENTS AND DISCIPLINARY CONTENT

Having dispensed with the past, we turn our attention to the present,
starting with today's students, disciplinary knowledge, and professional prep-
aration programs. The related issues stem from a central questionis there acurricular model adopted by a department for its professional preparation forall careers and specific career preparation for teaching? With the popularity ofalternative career preparation, many departments have adopted a curricularmodel that has a disciplinary core; such a cluster of disciplinary courses isreqdired of all undergraduate majors. Consequently, the content in these
courses must be organized and disseminated in such a way that it appeals tostudents interested in a variety of career possibilities. While granting the
advantages of such a model, it invites from teacher educators and teachers
criticisms regarding the practicality and applicability of this disciplinary
knowledge because it is not specifically organized and disseminated with
reference to teachers and school programs.

Not all departments need adopt such a curricular model with its corerequiremen, but all departments engaged in teacher preparation and wishing
to provide disciplinary content for prospective teachers ;ace fundamental
issues about how to organize and disseminate this knowledge. For example,
should special disciplinary courses be reserved for prospective teachers?
Should these courses be oriented to all teachers, or should specialized teachersreceive equally specialized disciplinary courses? Is it sufficient to divide stu-dents into elementary and secondary specialists, or should middle school and
adult education components be added? Do all such specialists have the sameneeds fox the same kinds of disuplinary courses? Questions like these remind
us that more than students' needs and interests come into play when depart-
ments confront such decisions.

Nevertheless, we should emphasize that too frequently it is the frame of
reference of the disciplinary faculty member, not that of the students, thatdetermines how disciplinary courses are organized and labeled. To cite afamiliar example, the preconvention program reflected a frame of reference
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that is commonly found in departmental course offerings. We were given the
disciplines, defined as motor learning, biomechanics, and exercise physiology,
while Professor Bressan as given "the Foundations," defined as history and
philosphy. Some would say that history and philosophy are disciplines, not
foundations. And others, who label themselves something other than physical
educators, can think of many other ways to further subdivide disciplinary
knowledge. Returning to the original question, whose interests are served
with these kinds of divisionsthe faculty's or the students'? It would appear
that students seek wholes stemming from syntheses, while disciplinary
faculty follow their own interests in specialized parts. We suggest that this is
the root problem regarding disciplinary knowledge in professional education.

In other words, the issue may be not so much one of the potential value of
disciplinary knowledge as it is the way disciplinary knowledge is organized,
labeled, and disseminated in teacher education. While neglecting students'
needs for wholes, departments have allowed faculty to focus their courses on
fragmented parts that reflect their specialized training and current research
interests.

This laissez faire approacit to curriculum building thus elevates faculty
preferences over students' needs. A department that accepts this approach
automatically ignorer and possibly contradicts fundamentalprinciples govern-
ing effective professional eduction. Moreover, such a laissez faire approach is
not limited to disciplinary courses and their faculty; once the curriculum is
driven by faculty self-interest rather- than student need, all courses, including
pedagogical studies courses, tend to .411 prey to the same inversion. What a
pity. But let's assume that we are in a position to return to the needs and
requirements of students. While postponing for a few minutes the question of
how to best organize, label, and disseminate disciplinary knowledge, it is
appropriate to turn to a related question. Are there fresh ways to consider the
potential contributions of disciplinary knowledge in teacher education?

TWO MORE CONTRIBUTIONS OF DISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE

Earlier, we identified the contributions of disciplinary knowledge to liberal
education, professionalization, and occupational mobility. Now we wish to
identify two other contributions that have not been discussed at length.

The first contribution stems from the teacher socialization literature (Law-

son, 1983a; 19836). Students choosing to major in elementary physical educa-
tion often enter the program with a firm picture of the necessary preparation
for teaching azid the work they later will perform. Stemming from personal
involvements in sport and physical education, this picture of elementary
physical education has been called a subjective warrant. In principle, each
student has a subjective warrant for ea-h career alternative that has been
considered; the process of occupational choice proceeds, in part, as this person
assesser, perceptions of each career's requirements against his or her aspira-
tions, characteristics, and competencies. So, a student entering physical educa-
tion has already done a considerable amount of occupational sorting.
Elementary physical education has been selected because of the student's
self-assessments in relation to past experiences and to an image of 1,hat
elementary physical education teachers do.
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Such a subjective warrant appears to be remarkably change-resistant. Infact, it is sufficiently powerful to support the suggestion that biography maybe more important than teachereducation programs in the socialization of theelementary school teacher. For example, if the would-be teacher enters theprogram convince I that elementary physical education is little more thansupervised recess, then courses designed with a different view of physicaleducation and emphasizing skill or concept learning will be met by the studentin one of three ways. The students will openly reject the content, engage inshort term compliance and impression management ("playing the game"), oradopt a revised view of the role of the elementary teacher and the purpose ofthe elementary program. Current thinking is that the first two alternativesare more likely to occur than the third.
Thus, if we want teacher education programs to have a greater impact onteachers resulting in greater uniformity and quality in elementary schoolteaching practices, then students' subjective warrants must become the newpoint of departure for teacl er education curricula. These subjective warrantsmust be appropriately dismantled or revised on the way to beginning aninduction into teaching. A systematic intervention directed toward this endwould be informed by a dis_repancy model; students need to learn and expe-rience the ways in which their ideals for childi .1's involvements in physicaleducation are not effectively rc ilized by the programs and teaching practicesthey envision offering. In brief, the need is for an integrated battery of coursesor experiences that is predicated on critical analysis of existing programs andteaching practices.

Although some fuel for the firesof criticism can be derived from pedagogicalstudies, it is disciplinary knowledge, appropriately organized, labeled, anddisseminated, that lifers a most potent contribution. For example, would-beteachers who prize skill development in young children must see the ways inwhich current programs and practices ignore or contradict knowledge aboutdevelopmental readiness, progression, practice organization, and other factorsderived from the literature on motor learning, development, and control.Advocates of physical fitness must come to understand the ways in which timeallocations and practices in many elementary programs make fitness gains allbut impossible, given what is known about principles of training and condi-tioning. Proponents of the development of sportsmanship and playing gamesfor the sheer enjoyment need to learn how the design of the performanceenvironment and the structure of the game often result instead in the win atall costs ethic and the notion that if you aren't highly skilled you shouldn't play.In short, it is disciplinary knowledge that provides the basis for penetratingcritiques that can dismantle students' subjective warrants. This is the first ofthe two contributions of disciplinary knowledge in teacher education.
The second contribution is related to the first. Simply, knowledge andunderstanding gained for purposes of criticismfor dismantling subjectivewarrantsmay be constructively employed by students, teachers, and teachereducators to reinforce sound, existing practices and to build new ones for thefuture. By reminding students of safe and sound practices, disciplinary knowl-edge provides an innovative orientation in substitution for the custodial orien-tation usually associated with a subjective warrant. This isa clear example ofthe way in which professional education can help to improv. the world ofpractice by providing intellectual leadership.
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DISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE AND TEACHING PRACTICES

These two contributions of disciplinary knowledge to teacher education
programs lead logically to a discussion of how these knowledges relate to the
elementary school physical education specialist. We can approach this latter
concern by dividing this teacher's tasks into process categories. One isproblem-

setting, the process of determining missions, goals and objectiveswhat ele-

mentary teachers should accomplish. The other is problem - solving, the process
of implementing and evaluating missions, goals, and objectiveshow teachers
should accomplish :heir responsibilities. We begin with problem- setting.

We have established that a variety of elementary programs and practices
exist today. And there is little reason to suspect that this variety will disappear
immediately. At the same time that there is so little agreement, there are
increasing calls for accountability.

We suggest that disciplinary knowledge is useful in deciding the goals and
objectives for elementary programs in the face of such pluralism. School
districts vary so much in the time and resources they allow for elementary
physical education that it makes a canned approach to programming all but
impossible. The prospective teacher needs to understand the alternatives
from social role learning, to ethicaltmoral development, to physical fitness, to
skill developmentand the requirements for effectively realizing them. Once
employed in the school, the teacher can then decide what is possible in relation

to what is deemed desirable.
For example, consider the specialist who must rotate among three elemen-

tary schools and who enjoys direct contact with students in the fourth grade
and above. Seeing groups of students ineach school only twice each week, with
thirty-five students in each class, the teacher must decide what can be accomp-
lished. The principal in one school wants physically fit students, while another
principal wants highly skilkd athletes. The teacher in both instances, armed
with the knowledge about fitness and skill development, is in a position to
assess the goals set and to amend them as necessary. At the same time, the
teacher approaches the accountability question.

The key to accountability may be setting goals and objectives that the teacher

knows can be accomplished given what isknown about children's involvement in
physical education and given the resources and conditions at hand. This kind of

on-the-spot problem-setting is made possible by disciplinary knowledge; what

the teacher strives to accomplish, while striving for accountability, is selected

from a problem-setting arsenal acquired in teacher education.
Examples of the ways in which disciplinary knowledge improves the

problem-solving efforts of specialists can also be provided. We have prepared a
series of specific samples in Appendix A that are intended to show how
disciplinary knowledge can be generally utilized in a teacher's work.

Thus, undergraduate students ,:an be given (1) the ideal situation in which
disciplinary knowledge is appropriately Jsed to guide practice, (2) sample
deviations from the ideal, and (3) the consequences of these deviations (Locke,
Mind, and Siedentop,1981). Not only will these examples have a better chance
of penetrating stuck -Its' subjective warrants, they also provide practical exam-
ple. of the ways in which disciplinary knowledge may inform the problem-
setting and problem-solving acti 'ties of teachers. Having said this, the
question remains about best waysAsorganize, label, and disseminate this
knowledge. li
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ORGANIZING, LABELING, AND DISSEMINATING
DISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE IN TEACHER EDUCATION

We wish to conclude with brief observations on ways to organize, label, and
disseminate disciplinary knowledge. The first is that there are many possible
ways to construct courses aimed at giving students disciplinary content, andlittle reason to believe that one is inherently any better than the others. Yet,this basic observation may not always be so obvious because of the way inwhich the disciplinary movement has evolved in physical education and in the
current perceptions and actions of disciplinary faculty.

Some proponents of the disciplinary movement see it as totally divorced
from teacher education, if not from physical education. These persons labelthemselves and their courses after a parent discipline (e.g., sport psycholo-
gistslpsychology, sport sociologists'sociology, and exercise _IologistsI phy-siology). Together with the laissez faire approach to curriculum, these
persons have added specialized courses to departmental offerings. Quite com-
monly, departments fitting this mold have separate courses in motor develop-
ment, motor learning, motor control, exercise physiology, biomechanics, sport
history, sport sociology, sport psychology, and sport philosophy; nine coursesin all. So, a prospective elementary teacher would have to take all nine in order
to gain a foundational sampling of disciplinary knowledge. This invites criti-
cism from teacher educators and teachers regarding time, resources, practical-
ity, and applicability; and, since this is the dominant way to organize, label, anddisseminate knowledge, it is tempting to assume that this is the only way.Other ways stem from a crossdisciplinary framework. Unlike the interdisci-plinary framework that borrows everything from the parent discipline, the
crossdisciplinary framework allows the organization, labeling, and dissemina-
tion of knowledge in our departments to be somewhat unique. The crossdisci-
plinary framework is question-driven; knowledge is organized and
disseminated in relation to the questions asked in courses.

The more familiar way to use the crossdisciplinary framework is just a shortdeparture from the interdisciplinary framework. Here disciplinary knowledge
is to be organized and disseminated quite apart from any application, particu-larly in teacher education. This is more of an arts and sciences orientation,rather than an orientation fitting a professional school. Even S ), the same ninecourses required in an interdisciplinary framework can be assimilated into
three one-hundred level courses in an introductory framework, courses called,for example, motor skill learning and performance, exercise and health, andmeaning and values in sport. Questions regarding he nature and definitions
of physical fitness, health, skill, learning, performance, play, games, and sportorganize the content. Together, these courses provide a foundational under-
standing of disciplinary knowledge that might well fit the needs of the elemen-tary school teacher.

Yet, there is no reason why disciplinary content cannot be directed to
specific questions about elementary school physical education teachers andtheir programs. The fact that the questions are arlied to schools and teachersdoes not make the knowledge employed any less disciplinary (or crossdiscipli-
nary). It simply means that disciplinary content is brought directly to bear on
questions about elementary school physical education. For example, a course
on elementary school curricula could consider appropriate goals and learning
outcomes for students such as encourigitialVt-long participation and devel-
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oping positive self-images in children. In order to pursue these goals intelli-
gently, the course would necessarily consider in detail the findings about
childhood socialization into sport and physical activity as well as the relation-
ship among movement involvements, body perception, and self -concept. In
the interdisciplinary framework, the subject matter would be part of two
separate courses in sport sociology and sport psychology, respectively. Here, it
is a practice-oriented part of one course.

In summary, we suggest that all of us should give more systematicattention
to the curricular models we employ :or teacher education programs. Further-
more, we need to review how we organize, label, and disseminate disciplinary
knowledge in selected courses. There is no question that problemshave arisen
in teacher education because of the disciplinary movement, but these problems
might have been predicted. After all, the disciplinary movement is-just twenty
years old, and so we should not be surprised when we share its growing pains
and experience confusion over its directions.

If the heated debates of the past have done nothing else, they have allowed
us to share perspectives, resulting in mutual learning. Moreover, conferences
like this support the contention that the time is ripe for a fresh examination of
the role of disciplinary knowledge in teacher education. This is the spirit that
we adopted and have tried to convey in our paper. We recommend the same
spirit and perspective to others who wish to further explore the rose of
disciplinary knowledge in teacher education programs for elementary
specialists.
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APPENDIX A

Specific Situations That Illustrate The Teacher's Use of Relevant
disciplinary Knowledge

Situation: Ellie is in fifth grade and is extremely overweight. The physical
education instructor has prepared a traditional tumbling unit for Ellie's class.
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Ellie will be asked to perform forward and backward rolls, cartwheels, and
headstands.

Growth and development. The instructor's knowledge of maturation
levels for this age would allow for developing an alternative program
based on Ellie's weight problem and lack of strength.

Biomechanics. Lack of upper body strength, amount of weight to be
supported, and possible lack of body control could be areas of concern for the
instructor.

Psychology of learning. Learning theory would suggest that the teacher
provide alternative activities such as log rolls or shoulder rolls so that the
student would be able to experience some degree of success.

Exercise physiology. An individualized program of exercise focusing on weight
control, stretching for flexibility, and strength is recommended.

Situation: Bob has been unable to hit a softball from a batting tee during a fifth
grade softball unit. He has become very fru, rated and does not want to
participate.

Growth and development. Bat weight and length, ball size, and height of the
batting tee need to be matched to the developmental level of the child.

Biomechanics. The teacher's knowledge of biomechanical principles can assist
Bob in the following ways: 1) improve the position of the arms when holding
the bat, 2) change the position of the feet in relation to the tee, and 3)
emphasize that the head is "down" over the ball when contact is made. Stress
the transfer of weight from the back foot to the front. Improve the smooth-
ness of the swing; level swing. Follow through.

Psychology of learning. The instructor could restate the t, lc and possibly
provide manual assistance in helping the student strike the ball. Positive
reinforcement would be necessary to support the student. Success!

Situation: A fifth-grader is trftg to master the basketball lay-up shot and
needs help.

Growth and development. The student'smaturation level, especially in relation
to the strength needed to perform this skill, would be important to the
instructor.

Biomechanics. Principles relating to the hurdle step and the vertical leap
would help the teacher with presenting this skill. Transfer of weight, balance,
and proper landing would also be emphasized.

Psychology of learning. Encouraging the student to work without the ball, to
practice the hurdle step at the wall or basket would be helpful.

Situation: The children's soccer kicks are very weak and many children lose
balance after kicking.

Biomechanics. Place the support foot near the ball to aid balance. Bend the
support foot to allow weight to transfer into kick for more force production.
Suggest using arms during kick to aid balance.

Learning/Psychology. Focus on the ball during the entire kick. Stress the
relationship of the part of the foot which contacts the ball and the part of the
ball contacted. If possible, build the movement required into non-ball work,
such as dance.

Motor development. Soccer kicks for accuracy are difficult for ages six and
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under. The teacher needs to observe the present level of children's kicking to
determine if the task is relevant. Perhaps some work with stationaryballs may
be warranted with larger and softer balls used Initially.

Situation: Kindergarten children cannot comprehend or perform the intended
folk dance after two complete lessons and repeated, varied instructions and
demonstrations.

Growth and development. Children of this age have a limited memory and may
not be able to sequence the steps. The uneven number of hops required on the
left and righ.c foot are extremely difficult to do until about age ten; the task is
too difficult. Rationale for young children's dance may be opposite of objec-
tives in folk dance.

Motor control. Simultaneous in-truction in the visual and auditory channels
may be too difficult for the child's present functioning in integration of these
two channels.

Situation: A teacher has children 60 minutes once a week and wants to develop
physical fitness abilities.

Psychology. A system of motivation outside of class with possible external
awards is one possibility. The teacher must develop a support system of
involving other teachers and students who help with progress toward the
stated objective. The teacher may decide to teach concepts about personalized
exercise and motivate students for individual application.

Exercise physiology. A knowledge of training (duration, intensity, frequency)
prohibits the objectives from being achieved during the instructional time
allotted. Three vigorous training periods per week are required to develop
fitness. The teacher needs to drop the objective or devise a workable solution.

Situation: Children continue to have collisions during quick changes of direc-
tion in simple group tag games.

Growth and development. If the children are three to five years, the large heavy
head may be a factor in stopping. The perceptual control may not permit full
speed starting and stopping in the entire space by all the children. More work
individually or in smaller groups may be helpful.

Biomechanics. Has the teacher stressed that a wide base and lowering of
weight aid in stopping? Is there a need for practice on starting and stopping
rather than the group game?

Psychology. Does the excitement of the game take priority over skillful
movement or safety for the children? Should skill de, elopment rather than
the game end be the real objective?

Situation: Billy has severe balance problems which prevent him from enjoying
success in most playing activities. His classroom teacher hopes that increased
balance will improve his reading.

Biomechanics. Balance is largely a matter of controlling the body's center of
gravity in relation to the base of support.
Learning/Psychology. Current research shows no causal relationship between
increased balance abilities and increased reading abilities.

Motor control. Balance control occurs in the proprioceptive, vestibular, and
visual systems. Each could be a part of the problem or one could be the main
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problem. Balance is quite complex and not understood well. There are station-
ary, moving, and object balancing aspects which may not be related signifi-
cantly. "Task characteristics might include body movement, stability of base
support (stable-unstable), use of vision (vision-no vision), body position, body
elevation, number of support limbs, and nature of support surface (stationa-
ry-moving)" (Williams, 1983, p. 273). Sequences and progressions may involve
manipulating these in relation to Billy's present abilities. First, establish a static
propriocep' ivelvestibular pattern of functioning in a stable position with
vision guiding or supporting. This pattern may then be varied by eliminating
the vision or by modifying the basic pattern (i.e., body position, inversion). A
variety of balancing experiences is preferred over skill in a specific, perhaps
isolated, skill like forward beam walking.

Situation: Thirty first-graders are playing a ball game for the entice class
period. Play is interrupted frequently for skill and rule disagreements and
there is considerable off-task behavior.

Growth and development. Rules may be too complex for the cognitive 'evel of
the class.

Learning/Psychology. Six-year-olds need considerable practice alone or in
pairs to develop skills in manipulation. Cooperative games are recommended
before competitive games. Children cannot cope with complex rules and
strategies present in many prestructured group games. Many learning
attempts are necessary to achieve skill objectives at the primary ages. Is the
planned activity the best way to achieve the lesson objective? One ball and
thirty children produces a situation that may preclude learning success for
many children and invites off-task behavior.

Situation: Joe is a fourth-grader who has extreme difficulty in accomplishing
even the simplest of motor tasks (i.e., running, throwing, catching, balance,
etc.). His walking gait is very uneven, he cannot complete tasks that involve
upper body strength and, in general, he has considerable difficulty with all
motor tasks. Joe also has a weight problem.

Crowth and development/Motor development. Determining Joe's stage of devel-
opment would be essential to prescribing remediation. What kinds of locomo-
tion problems does he have? Walking and running problems dictate that the
teacher should develop one-on-one situatio: where Joe could work on specific
locomotion tasks. The teacher could analyze position of feet, body balance
when moving, position of pelvis/hips, use of arms and other factors important
to these locomotion tasks. Throwing and catching difficulties should also be
analyzed with specific attention to: backswing ofarm, position of legs/feet, hip
rotation, step to target, throw in opposition, position of elbow and lower arm,
follow through and others (throwing); visual cues for catching, tracking the
thrown ball, receiving the ball (what part of hands should receive the ball),
giving with the thrown ball, and others.

Biomechanics. With the multiple motor problems that this youngster has it
would be necessary for the teacher to know the principles of biomechanics that
relate to his specific problems (i.e., pelvic balance needed for proper walking
and running).

Psychology of learning. Knowledge of the theories dealing with improving skill
through practice, environmental conditions affecting skill development and
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wholelpart concepts would assist the teacher. Recommendations to parents
might include the improvement of the home learning environment to include
much more motor activity (i.e., walking on errands, riding a bicycle, working
with ball activities).

Exercise Physiology. Measurement of Joe's stt ength, flexibility and cardiores-
piratory capacity will assist the instructor in making suggestions for a program
of remedi3tion that could include: 1, strength and flexibility exercises,
2) increasing the amount and duration of war.- .6, Cycling or related activities,
and 3) imploving nutritional habits and diet.
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APPENDIX B

Additional Situations That Emphasize Application of
Disciplinary Knowledge

Situation: Carol is a sixth-grader who enjoys running and has just completed a
distance run of a mile on a bright, gunny day. As she finishes .ne run, she
becomes faint, overheated, and dizzy. She is administered to by the physical
education teaches

Growth and development. The teacher's knowledge about readiness levels of
11 or 12 year olds fo. ...stance runs of this type would be import'-'

Biomecharf_s and psychology of lea mine The teacher should have knowledge
of the biomeetanics of running and prepare a thorough program of instruction
prior to the time that stude-ts participate in the activity.

Exercise physiology. A neec, _ Jr basic understanding of heat stroke, loss of
body fluids, and other problems associated with the rise in body temperature
would help the instructor deal with this emergency. Prevention, as well as
treatment, needs attention. Principles of progressive endurance training and
-daptation should be implemented prior to requiring long distance runs.

Sitt'ition: A second-grader is afraid of jtariping from a low vaulting box.
Growth and development. Knowledge of the child's previous jumping expe-

riences would be important. Readiness for this task would be crucial.
P'omechanics. Assisting the child to master the following concepts would be

important: 1) bending the knees on landing; principles of soft landings, 2) posi-
tion of the feet when landing, 3) use of s.: ms for balance, and 4) add collapsing
from the landing (go into a roll).

Psycho!ogy of learning. Encourage and support the child with positive verbal
cue. Attempt initial jun.psllandings on the floor first, then try a low height,
then go to low vaulting box when the child is ready. Do the jumping w:th the
student.

Situation: A fourth-grader, during the first week of his attendance at the
school, at'...mpts to hold a stationary hand position on the parallel bars.
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arms give in and he hurts his chest; there is little pain but an x-ray reveals afractured sternum.
Growth and development. The teacher observes the skeletal and muscular

system and suggests a simple progression of balance work on this floor and lowbars prior to work under the bars and then above the bars. Remedial activities
are prescribed to strengthen the chest musculature.

Learning. An appropriate sequence of lead-up actvities is necessary.
Exercise physiology. Review of strength improvement ideas for youngerchildren.

Situation: A parent asks at what age should shelhe enroll a five-year-old childin youth sports.
Learning /Psychology. A wide base of generali:vd skill development should

precede specialized skill development. The child is in an egocentric stage ofdevelopment and is preoperational in cognition. The five-year-old has severelimitations in skill combining and in strategy conceptualization. There are:')me commonly held beliefs about the bases for quality youth sportsprograms.
Motor development. Assessment of current patterns of movement is a first

step in that decision. Social and emotional needs of the child and parents also
impact this decision. Skeletal and muscular readiness must be assessed.

Moor Control. The brainlnervous system may not permit much success in
team related sports. The five-year-old has limitations, both perceptually andcognitively, chat may preclude maximum benefits from these programs.

Situation: A sixth-grader genuinely 1,3 nts to be successful doing a straddlevault but cannot spread the legs wide enough.
Learning/Psychology. Shorten the width of the vaulting horse or box in asideward direction and then gradually lengthen the width for success andchallenge. Provide adequate spotting.
Exercise physiology. Stress the relationship of flexibility to the target task.

Emphasize stretching statically and plan for intensity, duration, and frequencyof training.

Situation: Third-graders are having trouble holding balance positions, includ-ing inverted positions, frog stands, head stands.
Growth and development. Do the students have enough strength to completethese tasks? If they possess adequate strength, then is balance the problem?
Biomechanics. Do the students understand the concept of a triangle forstability?
Learning/Psychology. Has there been an appropriate sequencing of prioractivities? Are the instructions clear enough? What is the rationale for givingthe same task to all students; how does this meet individual differences in theclass?

Situation: Kindergarteners, except for one girl, are unsuccessful in standingafter a forward roll attempt.
Motor development. Did the instructor teach a generalized concept of the roll

previously? The teacher needs to know the stages of the roll and how youngchildren "lose the curl." Was adequate arm strength checked previously, as
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well as abdominal strength? The teacher must know that the large size of the
child's head may make the entire forward roll difficult to initiate and to finish
(curl). Are there process components that the tear:ler should attend to rather
than the final standing position?

Situation: Sixth-graders want to break the school record for the 200-meter
running relay. They plan to hike 20 km each week, jog daily, and swim 500 m

each weekend.
Biomechanics. Starting techniques need to be analyzed and taught, especially

for the initial runner. For optimal results, the relay baton needs to be passed
with both runners at the maximal speed possible. The teacher must be able to
analyze the start and exchanges visually and mechanically.

Exercise physiology. Do students understand the difference between aerobic
and anaerobic work? Interval training or other anaerobic training is indicated.
Effects of warm-up and cool-down must be included. Training must occur at
least three days each week for improvement to occur.

Psychology. Frequent practice, at least three times a week, is preferred over
the one time training tasks. The four people must adopt a "we"attitude rather
than a "me" attitude to fully appreciate the team concept.

Situation: John and Jane have little success in catching a ball in the primary
game named Call Ball.

Motor development. The hypothesis for trajectory includes success first with
slightly arced balls in a horizontal direction prior to expected success in the
vertical plane. The game requires movement prior to catching a ball. Were
there adequate experiences prior to this new, more complex task? The
predictability of the thrower's vertical toss is not good at this level; the
catcher's success depends to e great degree on the accuracy of the toss. Has this
been achieved prior to this game?

Learning ti wry. Groups of ten children, or even five, for this lead-up game

may not be justified, especially at the younger ages. The teacher must observe
catches carefuily and offer specific suggestions for improvement.

Situation: During a second grade lesson, many children have little or no
success in catching balls with high arcs.

Biomechanics. Force may be absorbed easier if spread over a longer distance.
Instruction or questions about force absorpt;on could possibly affect the
catching, especially for descending objects.

Motor development. The teacher must determine whether students have had
sufficient experiences with balls of lower trajectories. If not, change the task to
include successful catching trajectories The equipment also should be
assessed; if fear is the probl, in, a change to lighter and softer objects may be
used with gradual changing to harder, heavier balls. Careful analysis of
recent catching proces and also visual pursuit are suggested.
Learning theory. UP" of varied cues, including more individual feedback, may

be needed to clarify the task and set appropriate modifications for different
children.

Situation: A child is having difficulty throwing a softball toward a wall target.
The teacher suggests a change of grip and throwing harder while watching the
target intently.
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Growth and development. Observation of the throwing stages is important for
initial observation with the hipltrunk action taking priority over other aspects.
A smaller, perhaps lighter-weight, ball that more appropriately fits the size of
the child's hand is ream nended.

Biomechanics. Developing force over a longer distance will produce more
force. Possibilities include "opening up," taking a longer step to aid the weight
shift, and bending the front knee.

Learning/Psychology. A more colorful and attractive target may aid attention
and motivation if these are the problem. Perhaps less emphasis on the target ora larger target is needed if the child is very young. The task may need to be
reworded if clarity of directions is suspect. The entice task may need to bechanged if the child is very young.

APPENDIX C

What Disciplinary Knowledge Might Be Relevant to The
Following Instructional Situations?

1. A fourth grade student cannot climb a vertical pole or rope.
2. A fifth grader cannot perform a bent-knee sit-up.
3. A skilled sixth grade tumbler wants to learn how to do a back handspring.
4. A second grader has learned to swim in an aquatics group, but is afraid to

dive. The student expresses a desire to learn how, but is hesitant to try.5. A teacher is starting a first-time-ever folk dance unit with sixth graders.
What instructional problems may be encountered for the group and for
individuals?

6. A skilled third grader complains of boredom during movement lesson
dealing with ball manipulation. The student has exhibited superior
throwingfratching skills.

7. Little progress has occurred in learning strategy concepts and applying
them in game situations.

8. Physical fitness scores for the entire school indicate placement in the
lower five percent of schools in the state.

9. Sixth graders comnlain of tiredness during most lessons
10. Over a period of weeks, hard feelings contin as a result of the outcomes

of numerous competitive games. Winners and losers show no
sportsmanship or other desirable behaviors.

11. Children continue to work and play in the same groups Little interest inor concern for the other groups is evident.
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The Great Teacher Education Legend

Daryl Siedentop
The Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH

In a time not so long ago, in places not so far away, there came a diverse
people to settle this land. They came from many places and for manydifferent
reasons; some primarily for the promise of gain, but most to escape the
political, religious, social, and economic coercions imbed4ed in the cu' ores of
their homelands. While a few wanted nothing so badly a s to transplant faithful
models of their home cultures here, the majority were instead anxious to build
a new culture, adopting rules and developing customs that were more tolerant
and just than those from which they came.

Some of these people found here a hope and promise for the future that had
been absent in their homelands. Many, in fact, came with that hope burning
deeply within themindeed, that was all they had when they left their home-
lands. Thus, they we-e an optimistic people, and had to be in order to survive in
a new country which was not always hospitable either physically or socially.
Bec. use they escaped from aversive political, social, economic, and religious
controls, they rightly spoke out against similar coercions in their new land.
And, because most of them came from cultures steeped in the traditions of the
aristocracy, they spoke strongly for political and religious egalitarianism. Mind
you, our country then was far from egalitarian in any absolute sense, but the
rheioric was dearly egalitarian and our forebearers embraced it warmly and
proclair. 3 it widely, and it became central to their shared mythology.

Of course, the rhetoric of hope and optimism was not extended toall new
people who came to our country, especially not to those who were brought
here against their will. While --ost of the new settlers came with and deve-
loped dreams for opportunity and advancement, those brought here against
their will would have to wait several hundred years before they would have
their own dreams.

Some of the new institutions in this land developed quicklygovernment,
for exampleand differed radically from those in the homelands from which
the people came. Other institutionseducation, for exampledeveloped less
quickly and differed more in form than in substance. But, mostof the citizens
of this new nation had been raised in places where education had been one of
the surest signs of class p:ivikge. So, as the nation became more secure
politically and economically, it is not surprising that education was one of the
first institutions to be "declassified" and linked gradually but strongly in our
emerging national vision to the growth and protection of democratic participa-
tory government th:ough an informed citizenry.
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The culture of our land developed in a period that later v., Juld be referred to
as the Enlightenment, a timr when rational thought and individual rights weresupreme values, and a time when these primary values were assumed to be
most readily acquirable through a rigorous study of the liberal arts. A teacher
in this Enlightenment scheme was any person who had completed the liberal
arts curriculum. The tradition of liberal arts as professional preparation for
teaching dated back to the medieval university where the arts degree served as
admission to the guild of professional teachers. This was a venerable tradition
and it provided the basis for the Great Teacher Education Legend, the notion
that study of the liberal arts is the best preparatin for professional service; a notion, as
we shall see, that is alive and well today.

During the first century of our nation's history, a field called education
began to differentiate itself from its parent disciplines, which, of course, werethe mental, moral, and natural philosophies. It was perhaps necessary, or
perhaps just serendipitous, that educationemerged and developed as a distinctfield at just that time in our history when the Enlightenment tradition of
liberal arts as teacher education began to collide with the egalitarian move-
ment supporting common schools and universal education .Js a birthright.

Before the nation celebrated its 100th birthday it had become clear thatuniversal education in a system of free public schools was to be the repositorywithin which our vision of hope and opportunity was to be placed in trust. The
young nation had grown, not only with second and third generation citizens,
but also with a continual influx of new citizen. , attracted by the hope for social
and economic improvement, mediated supposedly by equal access to free,
quality education. The existing system of mostly private colleges and secon-dary schools was sufficient to prepare the small cadre of liberally educated
persons who, as teachers, passed on the higher culture to the sons and
daughters of the wealthy. But this system could not provide the numbers ofteachers necessary to teach the children of the newly enfranchised masses inrural areas of working men, immigrants, and children. And, leaders in theearly common school movement actually believed in and acted upon the
American dream, therefore opposing the development of separate schools for
members of various economic, ethnic, or religious groups. Thus, as common
schools grew, a system of normal schoolsdeveloped as companion institutions,places where useful knowledge and commitment to teaching were valued
more highly than preparation in the liberal arts, thereby posing the first real
threat to the Great Teacher Education Legend.

In retrospect (Borrowman, 1965), it seems clear that the normal-school
movement merits the prir-ipal credit for developing the ideal that elementary
and secondary school teaching should command the prestige andcommitmentto service typically characterilz.: as professional, and, during their reasonably
brief history, they did indeed begin to call into question the assumptions of t'..e
Great Teacher Education Legend. But their time was short

As our young nation expanded westward, new universities developed in
which the liberal arts traditions of the East were deemphasized in favor of
technical preparation, particularly in agriculture and engineering, and, thus,
did usefu knowledge mo:e into the university. It should be no surprise then
that, as education developed in the western expansion, the function of the
normal school was seen to be compatible with the newer version of the
university. In fact, one midwestern state's first and greatest teacher education
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institution was called Normal University, symbolizing the wedding of the two
imtitutions and pointing the v-ay to the near future when the teacher educa-
tion traditions of the 1" 'cal o 111ege and the normal school came together
in the universities and colleges. .,o quick and complete was this amalgamation
that by the time the -ation marked its 175th birthday, the study of education
and the certification of new teachers was a function of nearly everyuniversity
and in most liberal arts colleges.

As the pure normal school ani; liberal arts teacher education models, once
amalgamated, ceased to exist within the new university, the resulting pro-
grams did not represent syntheses of the best of each tradition. As arts and
sciences units within the university came to differentiate themselves from
professional 'Inas, a similar battle waged within education units, in th;s case
between people one might describe as foundations professors, devoted prim-
arily to the liberal arts tradition, and methods processors, devoted primarily to
the normal school position. Thus, the Great Teacher Education Legend was
perpetuated and even institutionalized in the educational foundations facul-
ties and programs.

In fact, the notion of liberal arts as professional preparationwhich is the
Great Teacher Education Legendprobably gained renewed strength during
this period of amalgamation because the normal school traditions were based
both on a sense of craftsmanship heavily supported by folk wisdom and on the
development of a nearly quasi-religious professional commitment, ar .1 neither
craftsmanship nor professional commitment were compatible with the mores
of the university. The approach that had worked so well in the normal school
was doomed in the university. To be sure, attempts were made to integrate the
two traditions in some meaningful way; to make the liberal arts approach more
concrete and significant and to make the normal school approach less mechani-
cal and more thoughtful. But these efforts largely failed, perhaps simply
because the institutioi. within which they were attempted was also changing.

The university was evolving toward a multidimensional mission with a
major research commitment. Professors not onlyhad substantial autonomy in
course and program development, but the sheer size and diversity of the
institutions created situations in which few professors saw teacher education
as their primary concern or were rewarded by the university if it did remain
their primary concern. What resulted from this history was a partial cease-fire
among the oppone "ts, a truce in which the liberal arts tradition was institi-
tionalized in the educational foundations, and the normal school tradition was
institutionalized in the special methods and practica. While this eclectic (Bor-
rowman, 1965) model was assumed to be built on mutual respect and made
useful through integration and cooperation between the two curricular
streams, experience tells us that distrust and resentment were as frequent as
respect, and, if articulation were to occur, it would remain for the student to
achieve that deceivingly difficult task.

Th:: foundations professorand those who have supported that position
looked at methods courses and saw recipe swapping and personal testimony
instead of rigor, substance, and theory, and they described it as shabby and
anti-intellectual. The methods profes ;orand those who have supported that
positionlooked at the foundations courses and saw busy-work and unidi-
mensional interpretation (a more intellectually fashionable form of personal
testimony), and they described it as irrelevant. This debate typically has been
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waged within the university, and the main outcome has beena shift in studentcredit hours rather than a better preparation for teachers. Further, the out-come was often a foregone conclusion because the university has a substantial
historical investment in the Great Teacher Education Legend.

Perhaps even more devastating were the real animosities and wars created
when foundations professors disparaged methods courses and ridiculed theefforts of teachers and when methods professors reacted with an almost
hostile anti-intellectualism. Most sadly, the result has too often been what a
leading teacher educator (Joyce and Clift, 1984) recently described as a "frag-mented, Men meaningless curriculum for prospective teachers" (p. 9).

In the post-Sputnik era, when the nation turned its attention several timesto the quality of schooling and the preparation of teachers, the Great Teacher
Education Legend thrived, receiving substantial support from reformers and
critics if not from teachers and other front-line professionals. Conant (1963),
Bestor (1955), Rickover (1963), Koerner (1963), and Adler (1982) consistently
promoted the liberal arts as the professional preparation model to the point
where the technical training of teacherswas completely downgraded, suggest-
ing directly or implying indirectly that there is so little substance to pedagogythat the basic education of the teacher should be in liberal arts and sciencesfollowed by an apprenticeship on the job.

When this argument was waged in the early part of this century, theoutcome, in all honesty, probably didn't matter a great deal. There is little tosuggest that either the foundations or the methods aspects of teacher educa-
tion curricula were sufficiently important, either substantively or practically,
to make a difference in the performance of the newly certified teacher. It's notthat education lacked a research base, rather, teaching research was so ill-conceived that the results were more confusing than illuminating and ofvirtually no practical import to the preservice or inservice teacher.

Today, however, the argument is being waged again. It is being wages' inearnest. The Great Teacher Education Legend is everywherefrom Adler's
Padeia Proposal to Newsweek. And, now the outcome matters a great deal.In the past quarter century, educational researchers have developed aknowledge base for the technical aspects of teaching. Although this knowledgebase has developed from research that is predominantly correlational innature, a sufficient number of experiments have also been completed to feelconfident in assuming that the relationships among technical teacher skills andstudent outcomes are functional. The research underlying this knowledgebase has been almost exclusively naturalistic, ecologically valid, and indttiveto the point of being atheoretical. But that does not mean that the results

cannot eventually be incorporated in an inductively derived teachingllearning
theory, nor does it mean that the dimensions of the knowledge base do not fitexisting theories.

To be sure, the knowledge base is incomplete and lacks widespread general-ity but it is sufficiently potent that B. 0. Smith has argued for it to become themost imme4iately referential foundation science for all teachers in training.
To be sure, the research tended at the outset to focus on discrete skills of a
fundamental nature but that is exactly wherea skill research program should
begin. Also, extensive sets of discrete skills chained appropriately and applieddiscriminatively begin to approach the kindof higher order repertoire typicallyimplied when referring to skilled performance in a complex endeavor. This
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body of knowledge on the technical skills of teaching represents the most
serious threat thus far to the Great Teacher Education Legend, not only
because of its obvious implications for the teacher education curriculum but,
more importantly, because it has been developed and can be applied in a
manner consistent with the canons of proof and standards of inquiry existing
in the university. This new threat to the Legend lies in one central factif
there are valid, learnable teaching skills that are essential to effective educa-
tional performance, then their acquisition should form the central mission of
the professional content of teacher education.

Many of these skills are familiar to youthe problem is certainly not that
they are unknown. Tl'ey include (but are not restricted to) the teaching of
classroom routines th i reduce ambiguity and increase predictE"-ility within
the educational setting; the practice of managerial strategies which optimally
reduce the potential for inattention, misbehavior, and disruption; the social
interactive strategies that relate both to the maintenance of a business-like
climate and the emotional support necessary for persistence and striving;
academic interactive strategies that relate both to setting conditions optimal
for promoting appropriate student responses and reacting appropriately when
those responses do occur; the planning for and management of time and the
individual student's Ise of that time in ways that optimally promote learning;
the skills to interpret and respond to student behavior that not only influences
teacher actions but also influences the basic academic contingencies in the
setting; the skills to analyze a subject matter so that its presentation can be
made appropriate to the often diverse needs or individuals within and between
classes; strategies for holding students accountable for performance while
minimizing anxiety; and skills fordiscriminating what is good for students to
learn from among the many choices available in current curricular approaches
to various subject matters.

These are teaching skills that have been validated empirically against
achievement and personal growth criteria. For each skill that has been con-
firmed in classroom instruction for cognitive content, there is a perfectly
reasonable analogue for physical education. There is no reason to think that
the power of these strategies is modified by that transfer. To the contrary,
data from teaching research in physical education tend to confirm the generic
nature of pedagogical skills.

Each of these skills can be task analyzed, practiced for improvemer t, made
gradually more complex, and blended with other skills into a discriminative
repertoire. There is mounting evidence (Siedentop,1984) that these skills can
be acquired by ordinary young men and women in teacher education programs
and, that when acquired to a level of reasonable competency, they tend to be
used. The training protocols for achieving skill development in teaching
include microteaching, behavioral rehearsal, role playing, mini`eaching, prac-
tice with feedback, peer tutoring, modeling, and concept formation (Sieden-
top, 1984).

There is also evidence that teaching skills do not develop unless they are
trained, that is, the normal lecture/discussion method plus field experience
approach to educating teachers, even when focused on these skills, does not
typically result in their acquisition or use. Thus, one should not expect that
Stallings' (1983) recent suggestion that information f om research on teaching
incorporated into methods courses and foundation, classes, if implemented
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widely, would have any effect on the performance of teacher candidates!However, the evidence demonstrating what properly trained teachers can dowill not go away. Teacher effectiveness and school effectiveness will continueto be pursued both through research and in the world of practice.
Given this recent history of research on teaching effectiveness and teacher

training, how is it then that the Great Teacher Education Legend survives?
Not only does it survive, it is alive and well, currently being prosecuted bothwithin the education professions and outside them! Today, when one hearssomething about the need for better teacher preparation, :he prescriptionsthat follow seldom refer to better training in the technical, professional skillsof teaching or to the commitment to persevere in their use. Instead, one ismuch more likely to read or hear about the need for more extensive prepara-tion in the liberal arts; more extensive subject matter preparation; and some
typically vague references to what can only be described as an apprenticeship
period in schools, where the teacher-to-be can pick up what little there is to
know about teaching from those who are already doing it. Thi. is the contem-
porary version of the Great Teacher Education Legend. !t devalues pedagogy.
It, indirectly at least, implies the breakup and eventual elimination of educa-tion units as bases for the preparation of teachers. A Nation at Risk criticizes
teacher education programs for their overemphasis on courses in educational
methods, and the phrase educational methods is set off with quotation marks
symbolizing their unknown role and assumed low quality. The Padeia Groupeliminates any professional education experiences from its teacher prepara-tion proposals, calling instead for a thorough liberal arts preparation that is
simply a university version of what they propose for the public schools.

In light of this recent spate of criticism about schools and teacher prepara-tion, it is not surprising that members of the education profession have
responded with reform notions of their own. What is surprising, almost
mind-boggling, is the number of educationists who have interpreted calls fortheir own extinction as a "window of opportunity."

Within teacher education, the response has clearly been to abandon the
undergraduate teacher education program and to replace it with either anextended six year program (Gideonse, 1982) or with a graduate level profes-
sional school (Smith et al., 1980). Most of this 1:1-house reformist literature ishighly idealistic in substance and, while tremendously interesting, abandoning
undergraduate teacher education is not very likely to be achieved in the
foreseeable future. Even in the ideal visions of teacher educators, training intechnical skills does not appear to be a high priority, taking a consistent back
seat to intellectual qualities supposedly forged through contact with a liberal,
professional education. In this literature, too, the Legend is alive and well. I
must also say that within this literature there is also a very strong survivalist
thrust, As if by clinging to the Legend and living it out in a graduatelprofes-
sional context rather than inan undergraduate context, education units would
not only survive but gain in status within the university.

Thus, the Great Teacher Education Legend survivesprimarily intact. I donot for one moment doubt that it not onlycan continue to survive, but perhaps
eventually it will return to its original version if the teacher education function
of education units are in the early stages of extinction, as well they might be. Ibelieve that there are technical skills that teachers can acquire and I believe
that when teachers acquire and use them students learn mole and like it
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better. I believe further that the efficacy of these skills is becoming better
recognized in the schools and that the need for training in them will not
diminishthe need will be fulfilled. Already, national associations, state agen-

cies, teacher organizations, and local districts are consistently ahead of teacher
education institutions when it comes to technical skills training.

lam less sure about why the Great Teacher Education Legend has not faced

more formidable opposition within university-based teacher education circles

and from those who provide support and direction for university programs.
Unless teacher education adopts a skill focus as its primary orientation, it
cannot hope to justify its continued existence. If you train a preservice teacher
well and specifically, you are likely not only to get an immediately treasurable
effe t, you also are likely to see the skills used in the workplace. If you prepare
preservice teachers generally or liberally, don't expect to be able to show that
teacher educatioi, has an effect; not because the effect is idden or not
amenable to measurement, but instead because there is no effect. It tnere are not
specific technical skills that require training to mastery for beginning or
minimally safe, competent teaching in the workplace, then teacher education

in the sense we have known it does become superfluous.
There might be several legitimate arguments made to sustain the Legend

and to dispute the university-based technical skills rationale. One argument is

that education professors simply can't or won't be able to technically train
preservice teachers. After all, the research literature to which I referred earlier

isn't hidden somewhere in an inaccessible vault. There has been no rush
among teacher educators to rearrange their programs in order to train their
majors in pedagogical skills.

A second argument might be that such training could be done in the univer-
sity. However, it would take too much time and money to do so, especially
when considered against our tradition of training teachers on-the-cheap.

A third argument, closely related to the first, is that the university is the

wrong place 10 prepare teachers, especially if one considers such preparation as

a professional skill acquisition endeavor. This argument has been advanced
seriously from time to time (Haberman, 1971) and has been analyzed quite
thoroughly for our own subject matter recently by Locke and Dodds (1984). I
commend their detailed analysis to you and share with you part of their
conclusion:

We are stuck in the wrong place, doing ineffectual things to the wrong people at the

wrong time in their cycle of personal and professionaldevelopment. Society would be

best served if physical educators could, like true professionals, be given autonomy and

held truly accountable. But that cannot happen until preservice preparation is enor-
mously upgradedwhich can't happen until a professional culture demonstrably exists
(1-lowsam, 1980). School and university are locked in a closed circle. (Locke and Dodds,

1984, p 29)

But, if the university is not the right place to prepare teachers in any technical/
professional sense, it clearly is the place to educate them liberally and also to
provide them subject matter competence. Thus, current contingencies appear
unable to support a major technical training movement in university-based
teacher education. Should such a movement fail to develop, the professional
preparation of teachers may eventually move out of the university and into the

schools.
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For all of these reasons and perhaps for many more, the Great Teacher
Education Legend survives and flourishes. There is one other possible expla-
nation for its persistence, a serious analysis worthy of our serious attention
even though few might endorse it. This explanation would argue that the
Great Teacher Education Legend is part of a system of education and 'eacher
cilucation, the major purpose of which is to maintain the basic class structures
of the society and particularly to ensure that boys and girls from lower classes
do not have easy access through education to economic and social opportunity.
This argument, which has been made for schooling by Colin Greer (1972) is
directly opposite to our traditional vision of the public school as an egalitarian
vehicle through which to promote economic and social mobility.

Greer (1972) argued that schooling in America hasenforced class structures
rather than reducing them. He argued that a major function of schools until
World War 11 was to weed out students from low income, ethnic, and minority
districts and shuttle them into the unskilled labor market. Part of the Ameri-
can Dream is that educational advancement leads to social and economic
advancement. Greer argued that the opposite has been more likely true and
that schools have actually played a role that is 180 degrees different than the
role espoused in our rhetoric.

Education has been a universal right in this country for almost 100 years.
However, it was universal first in theory, then in law, and only much later in
practice. States rarely enforced attendance laws and school dropouts were the
norm rather than exception. This all changed when the unskilled labor market
began to vanish after the depression and World War II. For the first time, then,
schools began to have to deal with low income and minority students through-
out their years in school, and it seems clear that schools have not been
successful in doing so.

A liberal arts approach to teacher education is probably adequate if you are
going to teach English, history, mathematics, or French to students in a prep
school or a country day school. It is even marginally adequate if your teaching
role is in a suburban high school where students may be more educationally
advantaged, and more academically motivated. Reasonably educated persons
have ah.,ays been able to teach bright, motivated students,and therein lies part
of the proof for the Great Teacher Education Legend.

If the prevailing class structures hi this country are to be perpetuated or
perhaps even widened through the mechanism of schooling, then it at least can
be argued that a liberal-arts-as-professional-preparation model is appropriate
to that task. On the other hand, if schools are to play a central role in the
realization of the American Dream for all students, as our rhetoric has sug-
gested, then the Great Teacher Education Legend will have to be put aside.

No one here needs be told that the current conditions for professional
practice in schools have changed dramatically. There is less help from the
home. Students who are poor performers o; disruptive cannot be eliminated in
ways they used to be. Standards are much more difficult to enforce. There is
more to teach, to more different students, in considerably more difficult
contexts ti in even two to three generations ago. At no time in our history
have we more badly needed a generation of committed, technically competent
teachers to move into the job market. Technical competence in the skills of
management and instruction is, for most education contexts, prerequisite to
even getting io teach the subject matter.
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Of course, subject matter preparation is important! Many newly cortified

physical education teachers don't have the foggiest notion of how to develop,
implement, and teach a quality program for children. Small wonder, when
they are likely to have had more academic hours in educational foundations
than in courses related specifically to the content of elementary physical

education and when we have asked them in the same preparation to become
budding sport scientists and philosopherlhistorians to boot!

Curricular time is the major issue here. Subject matter preparation is impor-
tant, but it also ought to be recognized that how much physical education
preparation contributes to teaching effectiveness is determined by the level at
which the teacher works and the nature of the students taught. In our own
field, we have further exacerbated the content problem by being unable or
unwilling to come to grips with a basic definition of our subject matter. Given
that internecine warfare, it is not surprising that there is so little time devoted

to the main agenda, learning how to teach effectively.
Teaching skills and the commitment to utilize them should form the central

focus of the professional aspects of teacher education, in terms of both credit
hours and resources. If the curriculum cah.ict accommodate all that is asked of

it, then other areas should be reduced or eliminated. These represent hard
choices with consequences that go beyond teacher preparation. I have no
doubt that we can continue to accommodate the liberal arts advocates, the
educational foundations advocates, and the physical education discipline advo-
cates. In one sense, it would be easier to do so than to really train undergradu-
a tes well. We might advocate "extending" the professional program.We might

advocate post-baccalaureate programs. And, there is always the Great
Teacher Education Legend with which to rationalize such changes.

But, what will we say to teachers in service? What will we say to teachers in
training? What will we say to all those who know that the Legend is now just a
legend? Understanding effective school practices and effective teaching
strategies, how can we continue to ignore them in our preparation programs?
How can we avoid making these skills and strategiesknowing about them
and knowing how to do themthe main agenda for professional preparation?
I do not know the answers to these questions, but feel sadly confident that
answers for them will be found, and, in so doing, a tale will be concocted that

will make the Great Teacher Education Legend seem like a child's riddle. That

will be a tale!
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Beyond Pedagogy

Ma :on Alice Sanborn
Shaker Heights City School District
Shaker Heights, OH

After many weeks of work on this paper, including numerous re-readings of
the charge given to today's speakers, I came to the conclusion that I would n,
be able to satisfy the charge. Even so, there was much I felt needed to be said
from the point of view of a practicing teacher. I ask your forbearance and shall
plunge ahead with the hope that what I say does not turn out to be another
book on rtles.

I'm re. _rring to the young lad who peered at the librarian over the circula-
tion desk and asked for a book on turtles. She produced a lovely volume for him
p.ad he took t away, only to returr. very rhore ind hand it back. To her query,
he :plied, "This book has more about turtles than I want to know."

The original title r en me is Job Skills: Beyond Pedagogy (administrative
tasks, conferencing skills, etc.). There is so much more tobeing a teacher than
pedagogy and other job skills. I will cover some skills and then I will launch into
the etcetera, which opens the whole world of public elementary education. My
remarks will ^over some of the skills, attitudes, and understandings which lie
between pedagogy and feelings of satisfaction as a teacher.

Table 1 shows the areas that I expect to cover and the four parts of the
assignment. giv2n. I'rr going to deal globally with the four parts. The con ibu-
tion of the content I will be discussing is to the survival of the teacher in the
educational setting. You are going to have to determine its place in the
professional preparation program.

Regarding arguments for including certain coursework in a professional
preparation program: I don't often shy away from pro and con presentations,
but the last time I did so for the sake of clarity and enlightenment, I was firmly
on the pro lide, ana recipients not only decided for the con, but used all the
arguments I had given them. They did not even give me the courtesy of :oming
up with one new argument! I believe that what I have to say is important. I may
giv- you arguments for including coursework, but I will most certainly not
give you arguments against it, with the one exception of the great csp-out,
current practice, "It's a;ways been done this way."

My time for the better part of the past twenty years has been spent in the
elementary schools and my energies have been expended in trying to learn to
tc;.cli in ways that I was not taught and in trying to understand what was
happening. I have had to figure c.,:t t! zings for which I was not prepared, many
of them factors that have d:ccouraged others to the point that they have left
teaching. ; have been away from professional preparation too long. I'm not
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sure how to conduct a course containing this content. I do know that the
purpose of teaching it is, pu eh" and simply, the survival of teachers. I also am
not sure how content should b. taught to meet the needs of the elementary
physical educator. You will have to figure this out fo, yourselves.

I did my scholarly part in the library. I've photocopied the appropriate
articles and read them carefully. But I didn't learn much and the slant wasn't
.1.-..ite right. I finally realized that outsiders were examining microscopic bits of
a whole they did not fully understand and could not until they had lived with it
for a very long time. We need this examination, but at least let us do it in
partnership with one another. I also realized that you asked a public school
teacher to speak, not to do what any library researcher could have done, but
rather for the unique perspectives that might bring new ways of looking at
elementary teaching. Here, then, are my perspectives.

Table 1.

The assignment:

1) Contrit titian of canter, area to professional preparation program
2) Argun ants pro and c, n
3) Conduct of course coe,teining content for what purposes?
4) How content will be taught to meet needs of EPE

The approach:

Skills Attitudes: Understan6Ings:
..-

1. Administration 1. Professional 1 7 rofessional
2. Conferencing 2. Positive isolation
3. Curriculum 3. Future voters 2 The hardest job

planning 4. See children/ 3. Greatest
4. IMs and PGs individuals opportunity
5. Healthful lifestyle 5 Appreciation 4. Behavioral
6. In 'Adual help young objectives
7. Pk P. c relations 6 Competition 5. Accountability

7 Admit mistakes 6 Political realities
7 It doesn't matter
8 Unknown

wilderness

Rest of charge 69
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SKILLS

Administrative Tasks

The principal administrative jobs are scheduling, budgeting, and ordering
equipment. It's the responsibility of the principal to prepare a bulling sche-
dule and see that it is fair to all concerned. Unfr --unately, many principals
have neither an interest in nor an aptitude for makino out schedules. But the
major problem in schedule-making occurs when the principal has not been an
elementary specialist, for then helshe has no appreciation for the tremendous
effect the schedule has on the specialists' lives.

When we teach at the university level, we frequently work with schedules
that are less than we hoped. But they only last for a term. And within that
schedule, we still have a lot of flexibility, at least until we allow ourselves toget
overloaded. It's different at the elementary school. The schedule lasts for 36
full weeksalmost ten months. And there is practkally no free time in that
schedule and very little flexibility. If the schedule is poor, we are locked in for
one entire, not so professional, year. When we have a kindergarten class
between two sixth grades, followed with second, then fifth and so on, it is
difficult to give our best. When classes are not blocked together so that we can
plan equipment changes, it is difficult. When our classes are run together so
that one group is waiting at the door while we try to bring sensible closure to
the other group after Suzy just tripped Ryan and his eyeglasses broke when he
fell, it is difficult. Most elementary specialists could go on and on about the
problems and horrors of poor schedules. Suffice it to say that there is little
flexibility and no escape. Like the students who doil't want to be there,
teachers also are prisoners for the remainder of the school year.

There are ways to avoid poor scheduling. I have found some principals who
are willing to accept 1.21p with the total school schedule :f that help is offered
quietly and if the teacher keeps quiet about it afterwards. I tell them that I
enjoy working our schedules as much as I enjoy jigsaw puzzles (and I do). When
the principal is not receptive to this kind of help, at 1 ist we can plan our own
most desirable schedule, have reasons ready for our requests, and take time to
explain these to the principal before the schedule is made. Knowledge of how
to schedule should be a basic someplace in the undergraduate curriculum. Let
us not, as with the principals' preparation, leave it to chance.

Budgetill for equipment is not always an option for the teacher. Usually,
the teacher is informed about the amount available. After assessing the equip-
ment on hand and needed, it is the job of the teacher to let the administrz.tor
know what is needed and why. Failure to communicate why is probably the
single greatest cause of underequipped programs. Perhaps there won't be
results the first year, or even the second, but courteous p,ei sis'ence and
optimum utilization of what is available frequently will secure the results.
Once money is available, knowledge of how to prioritize is essential. It is
ridiculous to purchase an item for one time use when there are greater needs.

Teachers should be aware of the fiscal calende-. In different school settings,
I have secured extra equipment by having the right information on ordering
when someone calls and says "I have $200 or $300 thar has to be spent in the
next thirty days. Do you need anything?"
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The skills of ordering equipment must not be overlooked. Equipment, cata-logues, and companies need to be evaluated. It may cost !.ess to order from onecompany, but if half the balls won't hold air, will they take them back? Youneed service as well as price. Also, if the bill must be paid in 25 days, you want
delivery next Monday along with the bill. 01,,r the bill is in, see if there is anypolitic way to get it paid immediately.

The care of equipment is also an essential skill, but some of that should beincluded in curriculum content, because we must teach our children to care forequipment. If it isn't in the school curriculum, it should be. Teaching childrento care for equipment can mean a threefold increase in the amount of equip-ment available at any one time.

Conferencing Skills

Conferences can be classified as formal and informal and as those held withstudents, parents, and professionals. As much as possible, we need to knowahead of time what is to be said at a conference. If there are doubts about thesuitabi'' y of subjects, check it out! I don't need to tell you what the conferenc-ing ski. , are, only that they are important to beginning teachers. Professionalstudents need practice in conferencing. They should be asked to outl:rie areasto be covered with hypothetical and real cases and to write sample openings forconferences. They reed this exposure for conferences with all three groupsand probably with the press. We never know when talking with the press is alikelihood and nothing happens easier than foot in mouth in publicationnoris th e anything more devastating. Mock conferences should be held andevaluated. Perhaps the most important conferences of all are. those with theprincipal and the personnel director. These conferences will determine jobsecurement, job retention, ano, to a great extent, job satisfaction.
Physical educators have many opportunities to counsel students informally.They need to know how 'J handle these situations and to keep principals andclassroom teachers informed. Whether they like it or not, physical educatorswill be dealing with personal and family problems that childrenbring to school

in increasing numbers and complexity. Teachers must be prepared to respondto changes in children, both of the moment and changes resulting frommaturation.
Just as we teach children that when they leave school or talk to visitors, they

represent themselves, their parents, and their school. we also need to helpprospective teachers understai.d that they represent themselves, theirprincipal and fellow teachers, and their school disteict. There is merit in the
term "best foot forward." I -m not saying that everyone should cover-up tint
the general public does not need to know every little thing that goes wrong inschool and teachers need to know this. Ethica behavior should extend to the
teachers' lounge. Gossip is not just a time-w...3ter, i; is fuel for the fires ofenvyand soil for the seeds of discontent.

Curriculum Planning

Those of you who know me well, know how dear to my heart is the processof "Messing About " What a marvelous concept David Hawkins (1965) hasgiven us. I believe out professional students need to study a lot of theory about
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curriculum planning, but along with that theory they need experience operat-
ing as a curriculum committee. They need the understanding that curriculum
is "messy, man, messy." It is not linear and neatly progressive. It is plain and
simply messy. Personally, I believe that prospective teachers need to under-
stand that most planning is messy and they should know that it is both
legitimate and essential to mess about in their planning and in their teaching.
Not mess aroundmess about. Planning and teaching are not easy. Why

should we make it more difficult by pretending that it is organized and linear
and proceeds in outline form. That's balogna, and they need to know it.

Curric: lum work is a skill. It involves give and take with people and the art
of compromise. Workers need the ability to look for common ground, wher
ever that may be, because common ground is probably the best place to start
developing a curriculum. Patience is essential in curriculum work, and impa-
tience is counterproductive. Finding that common ground can take hours,
days, and many meetings but failure to find it will result in an inferior product
or no document. Leadership in curriculum must strike a balance. Too little
direction _cults in much wasted time. Too much direction will get the job done
but commitment and allegiance to the plan will be missing.

Organizat! n And Supervision of Intramurals And Playgrounds

Responsibil ities, possibilities, and techniques of organizing and supervising
intramural activities should be an essential of undergraduate preparation for
the elementary phys al educator. Appropriate activities need to be discussed

as well as appropriate behaviors of teachers conducting out-of-class activities.
In addition, there probably isn't anyone in the school who can contribute as
much to the playground as the physical educator. First, we have a responsibil-
ity to teach in our classes playground activities for each age level and approp-
riate playground behaviors. Our majors must be prepared to do this. Further,
this is one area that should involve close cooperation between classroom
teachers and physical educators.

Second, the design of the playground frequently falls to the physical educa-
tor by default. No one else knows what o do so they turn to the physical
educator. If you believe as I do, that the time spent on the playground is an
important part of each child's school day, then you will agree the playgrounds
need to be designed accordingly. Our majors need to be prepared to meet the
challenges of both design and supervision.

Establishing A Healthful Lifestyle

Using the words of the financiers, young professionals need to learn to "pay
yourself first." In public schools, equipment and facilities are not as conve-
nient to use as on college campuses, if for no other reas3n than that they are
constantly in use by others, mainly public school stuJents and the general
community. Also, there is constant pressure on the physical educator to serve

as organizer, sponsor, and promoter of recreational activities rather than to
participate. For their own welfare, physical educato:s must schedule time for
their own physical activities and guard it jealously.

It is appalling how much the elementary school drcoils the teacher. Good
nutrition and adequate rest are important to all teachers. Having been both a
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classroom teacher and a physical educator, I know the latter is more demand-
ing of physical, mental, and emotional energies. Many of us readily admit that
lack of good sleep Sunday night means difficult children most of the next
week. Children must have built-in sensors which home on teachers' lack of
sleep and some of them have automatic, unstoppable, poor behavior as a
natural reaction. If, on the other hand, we are relaxed and rested on Monday
mornings and get plenty of sleep through the week, things go much better.

Individual Help

Every teacher has students who need extra help. But when it comes to
identifying the children who need help, physical educators have not been aswell prepared. Ask an elementary teacher if he or she has second graders who
cannot skip. Nine o f ten will tell you "no." Then, watch the class. The key is
to watch each child separately. More often than not, you will find several who
cannot skip, much to the amazement of their teacher.

Children will benefit from extra help with motor skills just as they do with
other academic skills. And the earlier the intervention, the less time and effort
is needed to get results. The kind of problems with motor development that
we can alleviate or correct can be spotted in kindergarten. If they have not
been recognized by the end of first grade, we are failing the children.

I rm not in the least opposed to providing extra help for intermediate
children who need it. I frequently work with intermediate level children onskills such as throwing, catching, or guarding a goal. However, the same
amount of time spent with primary children will bring far better re....ilts and
can prevent those children from becoming physical education and playground
dropouts. Of course there will be exceptions, but prospective teachers need toknow that if they have to fight for time in their schedules to work with
individuals, the younger the child, the more effective that help will be.

Following identification, what do we do then? How do we go about getting
help for the children? How do vie approach parents? "Your child is flunking
gym?" I've had two sets of parera, tell me that their children had negative
feelings about failing physical education and they did not want to have extra
gym. In both cases, it turned out that the parents had the negative feelings andby the end of a month the children knew they had a very special program that
every student in class envied. If I go into a classroom to pick up a group for
extra help and one child is absent, every child in the class will volunteer to take
the absentee's place.

From the little I know of professional preparation programs today, it seemsthat we are probably doing an adequate job of teaching students how to work
with children that need extra help. I certainly hope so, because the work not
only is essential, it is highly rewarding.

Programs And Public Relations

I don't remember being told how important PTA and other display-type
programs are to the elementary specialist, but they can make or break ateacher. Poor teachers can be forgiven a lot if they can put on a smashing
program, and excellent teachers will suffer if they don't come through. The
whys, hows, and wherefors of organizingit programs must not be foreign
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to beginning teachers. Techniques for utilizing class material, for planning

and working with children, for getting the best from them, for dealing with

poor rehearsals, for choosing student groups, and for seeing that all children
have opportunities to perform are all essential. Most of these skills are
assumed but many are frequently absent. Can we say we are preparing
teachers if we ignore this job skill?

An extremely important part of public relations is keeping records and
developing statistics. It takes precious time, but the rewards can be great.
Teachers need to choose a few skills important to children and to themselves,

find a way to give standard scores on these, and take the time to keep accurate
records over several years. I have never been a big fan of testing, believing that

teaching was far more important. However, four years ago when we started

the Intensive Physical Education for Primary Students (IPEPS)'program, I
realized the necessity for both testing and record-keeping. Perhaps we tested

too much, but when the program was in full swing, I met the kindergarteners

every day the first semesterand four or five days the second. nrst, second id
third graders had physical education three times each week and selected

students had four periods per week. Ai he end of three years, we had statistics
showing the benefits of the IPEPS program. At that time, the state of Ohio
changed its standards to 200 minutes per week of art, music, and physical
education for all elemen:ary children. Our intermediate classes were in com-
pliance but our primary children only had 150 minutes total, including 60
minutes of physical education. Because of the success of IPEPS and particularly

because of the statistics, our Principal, Jean Sylak, was able to convince the
other principals to extend physical education to 90 minutes per week a full

thirty minute extension. Music was extended 10 minutes and art 10 minutes.
Without those statistics, the missing 50 minutes would undoubtedly have

been divided more evenly.
Teachers do not need large amounts of statistics to make their case, but the

fitness tests are not enough. We need to show growth in skills and abilities that

are important to the child and see that they are important to the parent.
A few weeks ago a parent of a new stident came to me. She could not believe

that her first grader had learned to turn a forward roll over a bar three feet

high. "She is so unathletic" was the mother's comment. A few days later lue
daughter had a chance to show the new skill to her mother, who was delighted.
Fortunately, the mother was receptive to new ideas. She took literature home,
read it thoroughly, came back and said "I've done everything wrong!" She has

completely revised her opinions on he: two children and is working tit allow

them much more freedom. Previously, she "had no idea!" This is public rela-

tions, and it was aided by other satisfied mothers encouraging the newcomer

to our community.

ATTITUDES

Professional

Several years ago, a colleague described what happened when one of the old

guard on their faculty no longer taught freshmen majors. She said that
upperclassmen did not have that professional attitude that the retiree had
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been able to instill in the underclassmen. What makes the difference, I'm not
sure, but I am very sure that whatever it is, it needs to be cultivated anti
carefully propoga ted .

I shall always be grateful to the tremendous faculty at Ohio State that I was
privileged to learn from. They made sure that we understood that we were
professionals, receiving a professional education. Not training, friends, educa-
tion. Dogs are trained; professionals are educated. We understood that we
were to behave as professionals. I was never more grateful for this than during
a heated discussion with a principal in Connecticut. I happened to be chair of
the salary committee and he (management) thought teachers (labor) should be
satisfied with things as they were. I was able to stand up to this because I
understood that I was a professional and that regardless of what he said or did I
intended to remain a professional in attitude, thinking, and actions. Friends,
there is no substitute for the professional attitude. I do not know how to instill
it. I only know that it must be a part of undergraduate preparation.

Positive

Teachers need to have a positive outlook. Negativism has little part in
schooling. We are dealing with the future and if there is no hope out there, we
might as well save our efforts. Optimism may be all we have going for us, but
we better at least have that.

Future Voters

We are educating future voters and we don't want to lose one vote. We must
look at our children and youth as potential voters, because they are. We have
lost too many o' them in the past. We cannot afford to continue doing that. If
our students were going to vote next month on school finances, some of us
would teach differently.

I know that "fun" as an objective has not recently been in favor, but
enjoyment of classes and learning ought to :,. a high priority of every teacher.
When I taught science to fifth graders, I found a good portion of the students
coming in the fall with negative attitudes toward science. But science car be
fun. Students get to do and learn, go and find out, expernnent and try, and to
think through. Science is a marvelous subjectalmost as good as physi .al
education. I made no bones about enjoyment being a first priority. It was
important that those students would enter sixth grade looking forward to
their science classes. And I'm not going to apologize for it. In fact, if every
teacher would teach with that in mind, schools would not fail our children tio
badly and so often. Enjoyment of physical education is a first priority of all rr y
teaching. But that does not mean we don' work. Nor does it mean fun ov2r
discipline. Work can be fun and should be rewarding and enjoyable.

Seeing Children As Indiv!duals

I recognize that seeing children as individuals is a part of pedagogy, but i:'s
too important to leave out of attitudes. All teachers must assume an attitude
that they are not just teachinggroups or skills. They are teaching individuals
in a group setting and their primary responsibility is to help each individual
progress in skill acquisition. 75
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Appreciation of Young Children

I once had a shouting match with a principal because he wouldn't let me
teach second grade. I had to ask if he wanted me to take a leave of absence and
ao student teaching in that grade. I won the point and the assignment, but you
know, he had been right, I was wrong. I was not suited at that time for second
grade and the summer following I found out why. Jay Yanoff, in an extensive
workshop on learning disabilities made the statement that hyperactive
teachers make hyperactive studentsand I saw it all.

I had been great for fifth grade and good for fourth. I would come in the
morning with excitement and enthusiasm for the day's activities and the
children responded beautifully. But second graders don't need that. They
were off the walls. Primarychildren do rot need enthusiasm from the teacher.
They do need appreciation. They need someone to appreciate that they are
there, to appreciate what they are doing, and to share their joy in accomplish-
ments. They supply their ownenthusiasm. Schools deny it, insisting that they
conform, so that in several years it becomes necessary for teachers to supply
the enthusiasm.

Research on enthusiasm in teachers points out that training teachers to be
enthusiastic did not seem to make as much difference in the primary grades.
Of course it doesn't. We need to think through the purposes and uses of
enthusiasm and why we need it. Children don't naturally hate school or turn it
off, nor are they naturally bored. We teach them thatsurely and inexorably.
They come to school needing appreciation. It would be interesting to study the
differing effects of both appreciation and enthusiasm on all ages of students.
Vera Johnston, NASPE's most recent Joy of Effort recipient, gives learning to
feel and show love and empathy to young children a very high priority. This is
the appreciation youngsters need

Competition

We are very good at teaching children to compete. Teaching them to
cooperate is the greater challenge and the more desirable. Many of our
students would rather deprive others and themselves of rewards than allow
others to receive any awards (Campbell, 1974). How can we expect these
students to get a job and suddenly turn off their competitive natures in order
to cooperate with others to get necessary jobs done? If you don't agree with
this point of view, let's at least avoid overemphasis on competition. The
subject deserves greater study and research.

Ability To Admit Mistakes

The attitude that we must be right permeatr_s our schools. Neither teachers
nor administrators are immune to this attiti.cle, the only difference being that
administrators know that teachers can be wrong and teachers know the same
about administrators but both groups tend to hide this from students. Where
are students going to learn appropria'e behaviors to use when they goof, if all

significant adults cover up every mistake? We have to be willing to say to a
child or a class "For crying out loud, did I ever goof!" or "Look what I have
done. What shall I do now to help the situatir',?" We get unhappy with
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students who cannot admit they goofed but how long has it been since ateacher publicly admitted a mistake or failure and displayed appropriatemodeling behavior?

KNOWLEDGES AND UNDERSTANDINGS: REALITIES OF LIFE
IN PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:.

Professional Isolation

The first reality of life in the public elementary school is that elementaryspecial-area teachers are professionally isolated from specific professionalcontacts. Second grade teachers can converse with other second grade
teachers and also with first and third grade teachers and they all have a prettygood idea of what is going on and what should be going on. Most elementaryteachers and principals can carry on meaningful professional dialogue witheach other. The elementary specialists are not so fortunate. They can discussgeneral educational issues and practices and children, but their growth inphysical education is not so easily stimulated. Physical P.4ucators can go fordays, months, even years without seeing another kind: soul.The i.. olation is compounded by the absence of meaningful supervision. Insome 20 years of public school teaching, I have worked with th different
principals and only two of these were able to give me meaningful feedback
about teaching physical education. Those two individuals know a great dealabout teaching and feel secure enough to examine the teaching process indifferent settings. Happily, one of those is my present principal. Mostprincipals are content to leave you alone. This gives teachers enormousdegrees of freedom in teaching and subject matter but this freedom leavesthem without a major avenue for professional growth. (Mancini, Wuest,Vantine, and Clark, 1984). Winget (personal communication, June 1984) haspointed out that because r:incipals do not understand physical education, theytend to evaluate on aspects they do understand. They evaluate promptness,lesson plan deadlines, control, neatness of equipment, bus, lunch anddetention duties, and general professional demeanor. The recent trend towardeliminating subject area coordinators has eliminated another elementarysupervisory avenue.

Suppose that you went to work every morning in the department of ele-
mentary education, that you worked with students all day long, thatyou never
saw another physical educator on the job for the entire year, and that yourimmediate superior was a .,ocial studies specialist. I know some of you arethinking how nice that would be. But would it be so nice if you were young and
eager to share thoughts and ideas? Would it be as nice the second year? Would
yore want to look toward an entire professional life spent in this way?
Remember, that daring the day you can't even reach anyone by telephone,
because if you happen to squeeze out a few minutes, the receiving party willnot ' ave time to talk to you.

TI e isolation of the elementary specialist is real and is damaging to theprofessional growth of teachers. Prospective teachers must have knowledge ofthis before they go out, and should have alreedy thought out several strategiesto overcome such isolation.
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The Hardest Job

Every teacher thinks her or his job is very difficult and no one wants to admit
that someone else may have to work harder. I have taught in the gymnasium
and the classroom, and kindergarten through college, and there is no doubt in

my mind that conscientiot.s teachers who work with young moving bodies are

forced to give more of themselves than any other group with the possible
exception of kindergarten and preschool teachers.

The elementary gymnasium contains constant movement. My eyes don't

get tired but believe me, there is maximum sensory input. Did yc o know that

children have a direct connection between their feet and their mouths, and
that the faster they go, the louder they will be? This is a natural ohenomenon
that teacher and students must constantly work to overcome. Noise, creative
exuberance, and unpredictable bodies and personalities combine to force the
elementary physical educator to stay on constant alert. Perhaps a more appro-

priate simile would be that these teachers pass through alert, combat

readiness, actual battle, and back to alert without any intervening rest and
relaxation.

On top of this, teachers have their own agendas for accomplishment and
their almost constant concern for interpersonal relationships and feelings.
Another factor is that every thirty minutes a new group arrives with totally
different bodies, movement patterns, relationships, attitudes, and person-
alities. Not only are the bodies and personalities moving, but they operate in a
large space that often has one of two conditions; either the space is filled with

as many pieces of equipment as there are children (each piece moving
independently of every other) or the entire room contains equipment that any

court in the land would classify as an extremely attractive nuisance. These

factors combine to produce a total drain of a teacher's resourcesby late
morning of every day. But don't ask any other teacher to admit our job is

harder. They won't do it.

The Greatest Opportunity

Physical education of the young presents the greatest opportunity available
in our public schools for ;ndividual growth of young students. I believe that
physical education is one of the two most important subject areas in
elementary schools. The 'ier is reading, and mathematics is not far behind.

The importance of physical education is in iiiverse proportion to age. The

younger the child, the more important physical education is. When children

come to kindergarten, manyof them are completely devoid of any comparative

sense. Their egocentricity and their lack of awareness of what others are doing

means that they don't realize their skills are not as good as others. Most
child' en entering first grade have a well-developed sense of comparison (for
better or worse) and almost all of them have this before they leave first grade.
They react to the stimuli of school and playground in a number of ways
including identifying, attempting to fit in, enjoying, competing, and with-
drawing. It is important that we work with children with less developed skills

before they do too much comparing and begin to withdraw. Because physical
skills are more visible (there is no place to hide in a gymnasium) air.; because
playground, gymnasium, and neighborhoods opera te a round abase of physical
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skills, learning these skills becomes of prime Importance to most children.
When you find a physical educationlpiayground drop-out, you usually have a
child who should have had more physical education in kindergarten and first
grade. Many of the poor skills of kindergarteners result from lack of exposure,
opportunity, and experience. Daily physical education and extra periods for
those who need them, help kindergarteners with poor skills narrow the gap
between them and the highly skilled, at a time when it otherwise would
become more pronounced.

The greatest potential should bring the greatest challenge and the greatest
responsibility. However, because physical education is not allowed to fulfill Its
potential, it usually brings frustration instead.

Behavioral Objectives And Bankruptcy

For the following, I am indebted to Linda Fischer-Packales of Cleveland
State (persona! communication, June 1984). We were discussing "moving
about" and she had just read H.,wking article "Messing About in Science"
(1965). She said Colt ;sc.:Tie who teach people find themselves personally
bankrupt. But it's worse when they try to me<it behavioral objectives and still
try to be a humanist. It's all outgo with no return. When we have to teach
people and also teach so many specific skills, it is all going out; there is nothing
;Timing back. When we can't mess about with our teaching, there's no time for
interpersonal reactions and relationships that give us some returns and help to
restore our balance. Acute bankruptcy occurs when a teacher tries w teach
other systems. It can be restored with messing about in teaching and with the
relaxing of the agenda. If we can't mess about, if we're always in a square or a
cube of someone else's design, what do we get back? There is nothing that
satisfies the sctul.

Accountability

Accountability is for ourselves, nct the children. One of the most far-
reaching shams perpetrated on the public schools is that teachers should be
accountable for children's progress. This concept, borrowed from industry
that deals with physical things moving through mechanical steps until they
result in specific predictable products, is not and should not be applicable to
children or to education. Until recently I could not understand how educators
could be led down this path. But superintendents must anticipate public
reaction and have allowed accountability in the schools in order to satisfy the
public. Teachers have had it imposed on them but it is time to rear our profes-
sional heads and say "Whoa!" No other segment of society is asked to be
accountable for the behavior and progress of a group of people about whom
they have no choice in the selection and no chance for rejection and for whom
they have little to say about the curriculum. Doctors and lawyers see their
clients one at a time, and after the initial visit they either agree to work with
them or refer them to someone else. They don't take groups of clients, some of
whom feel like prisoners. When I am permitted to pre-interview my clients, to
accept or reject, to schedule them in groups of three or five or 25 as I wish, to
say what will be taught and what will be accomplished, to move and remove
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clients who do not work well in their groups, then I will be willing to be

accountable for their progress, not before.
Accountability can be and should be assumed by individual professionals. I

am willing to be accountable for myself as a professional with all that implies. I

will be accountable for a professional job of preparing for my teaching, for the
professional conduct of my classes, a professional manner, and for exercising

my best professional judgment. For these I have been well educated. To ask

more of me is to relegate me to the factory of education and to deny myprofes-
sionalism. I'm not willing to give it up!

Political Realities

The political realities of education as an occupation require some sophisti-
cation to recognize, more to understand, and a tremendous amount to utilize.

The first political reality is to recognize who is in charge. In most communities
today, it is the public. We have three groups of clients; those who receive our
services (our students), the parents of our students, and other taxpayers. We
tend to think of our clients as students and forget the two groups that pay the
bills. We don't dare ignore ny group. In more communities every year, the
taxpayers without children exceed those with children in school. If nothing
else, this has great impiications for outreach and public relations. The large,
elder group is being invited into our schools, not only because parents no
longer have time to give and retirees do, but because there is no better way to
inform the volunteers about the schools' programs. Many schools are not
afraid to let the public see what is going ;n. We believe in the process of public
education as we carry it out, and we want an informed group of voters.

The second political reality is that schools operate as a bureaucracy rather
than as a professional institution. Brubaker and Nelson (1974) have made this
distinction rather nicely:

Professional Model
Make decision
Implement decision
Deal with public reaction

Bureaucratic Model
Anticipate public reaction
Make decision
Implement decision

We might add a fourth step to the bureaucratic modelthat of adjusting or
responding further to public reaction.

Public schools must be responsive to the public. In most states, they must be
responsive to those who pay the bills and make the decisions regarding the
availability of funds. While the bureaucratic model might be appropriate for
the management of public schools, it frequently is not appropriate for curric-
ulum development and instructional decision making.

The third political reality has to do with the power of a superintendent.
Once a board hires a superintendent, they have a vested interest in his or her
doing well or appearing tc do well. Technically, the board is over the super-
intendent but an astute superintendent will immediately turn that around and
control the board. The board will place enormous trust in their choice and will
do everything possible to help the superintendent succeed. Superintendents
who cannot control boards tend to move on quickly.

Another view of this relationship would be that the superintendent only has
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to keep five people happy on Ohio school boardssatisfied that he or she is
doing as well as possible under the circumstances. This should be easier than
with a large corporation. The chief executive officer of a corporation has to
satisfy people who are more knowledgeable and sharp about the business than
lay public are about running schools. And, of course, the board members of a
corporation have much more to protect than their reputationstheir financial
futures are frequently tied .nto the corporation. We must recognize that in
some communities the board does control the superintendent but I suspect
that in many cases that superintendent just doesn't know how to play the
gameyet.

The power of the superintendent is passed along to the principal. Within the
building, the principal might as well be queen or king. Teachers need to urder-
stand the dynamics of our still largely paternalistic elementary schools. The
amount of power available to or assumed by the principal is in 'Averse pro-
portion to the age of the students. Secondary school principals have less power
to change things by themselves for one very simple reason. High school
teachers won't take too much from principalsor anyone else for that matter.
However, elementary teachers will, and because they will they get dumped
upon.

This brings us to the fourth political reality, that is, the lack of assertiveness
of elementary teachers. When I first went into the elementary school, I h.
had two years of high school experience, seven years of university teaching,
plus two years of graduate school. This was back in the days when most men's
and women's departments were separate. Most ofmy :ontact (thank goodness
not all) had been with women. Now, there is nothing shy about collegewomen
physical educators. They had chosen an occupation, they had fought their way
through graduate school, and most had been on sports teams when it was not
as socially acceptable as today. These women were assertive before that term
came into common use, and some of them were do' nright agressive.

At the other end of the assertiveness scale, we find elementary teachers.
They tend to be very dedicated to their children and to their work. However,
they also tend to adjust to the conditions they find themselves in and not make
waves, or even ripples, and they tend to do as they are told. If they are asked
instead of told they will do practically anything. Discussing this with col-
leagues, I have been tok; that preschool teachers are even less assertive!

When u combine the mental attitude of many elementary teachers with
the structure of public schools, it is not a pretty picture. It is compounded by
the small size of many elementary buildings which permits close supervision of
a small group of teachers by one principal. Is it any wonder that paternalism
thrives in our public elementary schools? Paternalism then, becomes the fifth
political reality that needs to be addressed.

The sixth political reality is to me the saddest. Elementary teachers are
valued more for their bodies than for their minds. I learned very early in my
elementary experience that the fact that I was a warm body controlling
hopefully teaching, but definitely controllinga group of children for the
specified time, was far more important than what I did with those children. We
can be scheduled the same as facilities. We don't need breaks and why should
we care in what order the classes are scheduled? Facilities don't care about
those things. We are properties, round boxes that must be fit as well as possible
into the rectangular holes of classroom doors. We are told this in so many
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wordless ways , even those of us who suppress it can't help but be affected
by it. All too often this is the case. Teachers and f7.cilities do not have to be
treated much differentlyalthough matching them together with a little care
in the beginniog eaves many headaches for the principal.

It Doesn't Matter ilut It Does Matter

The first time I left the university scene for the elementary school, I was
unprepared for a number of things, one of which was that the quality of the job
I did did not matter. As long as I did a passable job, it made little difference to
others how well I did. When teachers are commended, all of the teachers are
commended. When teachers are "appreciated" (e.g., with an appeciation
luncheon, dinner, or program), all of the teachers are appreciated (Kaiser,
1981). The neophyte and the veteran, the poor and theoutstanding, the loving
And the hateful are all treated the same. It doesn't matter. That's thy pointit
doesn't matter. I doesn't matter that you spilled your 0,,ts and the teacher next
door hardly lifted a finger. It doe matter that you slid along with as little
effort as possible while the teacher down the hall gave 150 percen It simply
doesn't matter because we are boxes, bodies to fill spaces.

The set.and time I moved from the 1' niversity to the elementary school, I was
far better prepared for this reality. I was not prepared for the far!. that it ttid
matter. All my good wor:, and extra effort mattered a great deal to fel'ow
tt _ ers. I was reprimanned more than once for doing too much. "The other
teachers don't like it." 'it ma es them look bad." "Yes, we love the activ: ties
you're doing with the child n but could you please ease up?"

I must ca .hat this if far more apt to happen to classroom teachers or to
seconda.y physical educat. rs than t. a lone specialist. Single specialists don't
have to worry as much about the co; iparison factor; they are expected to have
extra activities, but doing too much can be damaging to professional
relationships.

The past Fall was my thi'u move from university to elementary, and so far I

have had no surprises.

The Unknown Wilderness

The public elementary schools are 3n unknown wilderness Nothing that is
written describes conditions as they exist. The climate is shadowy, nebulous,
inarticulated. It is hidden, lurking, sometimes dormant. It is seldom discussed
because educators tend to pretend that they have it all together. To admit that
they don't is to open themselves to unknowns that may be worse. Some
teachers face itsome don't recognize it exists. A few puzzle it out fr - them-
selves A lot give up on that aspect, mistake or mislabel it, or miss it entirely.
The problem is t: at I. unknown wilderness does influence c 3, it works on all

the teachers. No one knows how much it wears u down.
There is so much of a human aspect that cannot measured or described.

There is a meeting of so many personalities, and the climate chaages from
moment to moment. Personalities expressing themselves is pr.. bably in
inverse proportion to the need for enthusiastic teaching. The human aspect is
always the -e and can pc,r, up positively and negatively.

The influence of parents is fely2nendoqsly in the elementary schools Part
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of our iob description -3,ould be b. eaking in pa rents. Countless hours are spent
explaining, encouraging, discouraging, and learning to live with parents. We
have to operate with their perceptions of their children, our programs and
abilities, and education in general.

The unknown wilderness has to do with dreams and rose-colored glasses. It
has to do wita expectations of good and failure to protect ourselves, to shield,
to realize the truth. It also has to do with tales of intimidation and fear of
transfer; involuntary transfer being the threat held over every elementary
teacher's head. It has to do with unpopular assignments and abrupt changes,
perhaps in the middle of the school year, things which happen to teachers who
are out of favor with the powers that be.

Because of the structure of the public elementary schools and because of
human nature, teachers are often .ceated more like studentsmature,
responsible, big, sixth gradersbut still lik^ students. Since teachers are
inherently good students, they allow this to occur.

TI.e elementary schools need a redirection with emphasis on what Dwyer
(1980) refers to as a "liberation of the human potential of those who will work
at liberating the human potential of others." This we do not have today.

I have painted a fairly bleak picti.re of life in our pubic elementary schools. I
do not v :h to leave you with the impression that all our schools typify all
these conditions; they do not, but many do. M..,st will have one or more of
these co..:.'itions. I happen to be very fortunate in my school district and I like
what I'm doing. There's a lot right with our public elementary schools, but
prospective teachers don't need innoculations against the good they will
encounter.

The point I would like to make is that we cannot prepare elementary physical
educators only for ideal positions. No matter how lovely a school system new
teachers find themselves in, some of these foxes will be around to spoil their
grapes. Are you going to prepare the prospective teacher for this or still leave it
to chance?

THE REST OF MY TASK

I am getting back to the four charges given to the speakers with global
comments. I have four suggestions to make to better prepare physical educa-
tors for life in elementary schools. The first is to find ways to refute or verify
some of the assertions made today. vVe must have more sophisticated tech-
niques for getting at things people don't want to talk about or haven't brought
to their consciousness. It is obvioas to me that re: ?arch is needed in new
directions.

The second suggestion has to do with more research on the needs of
teachers and the sources of satisfaction on the job. Kaiser (1981; 1982) has
explained teacher need using Maslow's need hierarchy and has explained job
inducements by using Herzeberg's motivator-hygiene theory (see Figure 1).
That the basic needs of teachers are not being met seems evident. We need to
dig more deeply into the factors in public dementary education that prevent
teachers from self-actualization and that keep them from the true motivators
of recognition, achievement, respoi.sibility, and advancement.

The third suggestion has to do with adding material (we're never asked to
83
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deletejust to add) on politics and survival in public 'elementary schools to
teacher preparation programs. Humankind is supposedh be f -orior because
we can build on the past. it these are he conditions found in our schoc'- and if
we refuse to address them or refuse to prepare our graduates to deal with
them, ther we must be prepared for int re teacher dropouts, quicker teacher
burnout, ;And greater numbers of zombies in our classrooms who don't kn'w
what hit them and don't know what they're fighting.

MOTIVATORS

Self-actualization Responsibility and advanc....ment

Ego Recognition and achievement is

Belongingness, social, love Conditions and relations

Safety and security Fringes (retir nent, medical)

Physiological Salary

Hygiene

Figure 1. Personal ar.d Job-related Factors of Motivation

Source: Kaiser, J. (1981). Motivation deprivaton no reason b stay Journal of Teacher

Education. 32 (5) 41-43

My fourth suggestion is being implemented in many institutions. It is that
education majors must be given more actual contacts with students of every
age. I believe that this should occur in conjunction with studying the growth
and development of the c.,:ldren of a specific age. Studying those children,
observing those children, and working with thosechildren sl. _ ald occur simul-
taneously with the study of appropriate curricular materials for that age.
Instead of having separate courses for each of these areas, we ought to be
studying everything about one small age group during one term. I believe that
most professional students need far more hands-on experience with young
children.

The fifth suggestior. is not new. Those involved with professional
preparation of elementary teachers must get into the elementary schools,
should be given two year leaves to do it, and should ha re a constant, con-
tinuous relationship with a particular school and a particular group of ,thildren.
I applaud those of you who keep working toward this end.

My sixth suggestir 1 is not as difficult tc implement 'aecause it does not
require faculty review. It is, simply, an individual educational plan (IEP) for
every advanced professional student. We talk a lot about individualization and
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providing IEPs is one more way to show our students that we do believe in
individualization. It would not be so difficult to do a continuous computerized
IEP for each advanced major. They need to know where they are, where they
are going, and how they might get there. Getting such students in the habit of
working with their own IEP could help them relieve some of the professional
isolation. They could include in their IEP plans for working with a buddy, for
periodic refreshers, and for calculated self study. IEPs could be a lot of work
but if put on a computer, students could do most of the work. Hard copy could
be kept periodically and students could take a disk of their program with them
upon graduation. I can't think of any better way of saying to a graduate, "We
expect you to continue to grow."

CONCLUDING COMMENT

Thank you for your attention. I appreciate the opportunity to focus my
thinking, even though it has : ken many weeks from my personal life. It has
been good for me and I am well aware that even a turtle has to stick i s neck out
if it wants to get anyplace. Go for it!
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SECTION TWO

The Process of A Professional Preparation
Program for Elementary School
Physica: Education Specialists

The focus of the second full aay of the conference was the process of the
professional preparation program. The assumption was that the content of aprofessional preparation program only partially contributes to the skills,
attitudes, and knowledge of program graduates. The process is equally
important.

Speakers addressed the hidden curriculum, developing commitment toteaching, the role of the student, field work and student teaching, and the
integration and sequencing of program elements. Speakers were asked toaddress the knowledge base on the subject and to provide help to participants
by drawing implications of this knowledge base for the design and conduct of
the teacher education program.
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Student Influence on
Programs of Teacher Education

Neal F. Earls
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH

I stand here this morning to tell you what we can say with certainty from the
research that has been conducted on student influence on programs of teacher
preparation in physical education. I have conducted an ERIC computerized
search of the literature on the topic ...

Thank you for listening to my research summary! Now, I will move on to the
remainder of my talk. Actually, there have been a few studies pertinent to du::
topic; however, most of them did not involve-physicaleducation. Furtheriaore,
most of the related research does not specifically address how students
influence curriculum or instructional processes in teacher education.
limited research is, nevertheless, integrated into the ideas that follow.

My focus is on influences in programs and processes of preservice teacher
education. The students referred to in this paper are undergraduate students
majoring in physical education. In the intere:t of clarity, the term pupils is used
when referring to students in school programs prior to college.

Several concepts underlie the ideas in this paper. One concept involves three
types of student influences: a) explicit influences, b) tacit influences,an l c) null
influences. Another theme involves the distinction between student interests
and student needs as perceived by teacher education decision makers. A
cultural perspective is used to integrate the ideas.

Viewing things from the framework of cultural theory ales not guarantee A
complete picture. Each singular theory ':f humanprocesses constitutes its own
particular form of myopia. A cultural perspective is usefui, however, for
gaining new understanding and insights into old problems. An easily readable
and practical example of this is Carason's recently revised book on The Culture
of the School and the Problem of Change (1982). Other books on cultural process
and educational anthropology at s also quite helpful in stimulating deeper
understanding of the meanings of educational processes for students and
teachers.

Explicit reliance on a cultural framework isa relatively recent development
for me. For many years, I have sought to ground my educational endeavors in
the more familiar disciplines of psychology and sociology. I found the
literature and constructs of social psychology to be more helpful, since social
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psychology presents a less fragmented image of humankind than is fostered
through or orthodo'. psychology or sociology.

I have always been interested in philosophy for many reasons, including its
of ten neglected contributions to educational decision making and action. In the
past ten years, I have discovered increasing meaning in historical aspects of
societies, education, and ideas. I now rely considerably on a cultural perspec-
tive, because it reflects the holistic integrat;')n and application of philosophy,
history, sociology, and psychology. Thus, for several years I have engaged in
continuing education in cultural and educational anthropology.

In addition to working from a cultural viewpoint, I operate with a particular
definition of learning. It has been popular to define learning as simply a change
in behavior. My working definition of learning differs as follows. Learning is a
change in perception (broadly conceived) or skill; the resulting change may or
may not be reflected in the actions of the learner at a giver time, depending
upon internal and external influences on the learner. My broad conception of
perception encompasses all aspects of cognitive and affective change. My
particular orientation rr .y not appeal to you; even so, I believe that the
frameworks that I prest. .t could be useful to situate yourself, your colleagues,
your students, and your program.

My purpose i3 to share with you a way ofthinking about student it fluence in
teacher preparation, rather than to propose particular facts or findings with
generalizable validity. The following ideas are based on (a) the limited research
available, (b) my experiences as a participantlobserver while a faculty member
in four different teaches education programs, and (c) an :analysis of how
culture influences studentssome of whom become teacher educators.

I hope to stimulate reflection and dialogue about influences ors teacher
preparation, particularly student influences, and to present frameworks on
which you may reflect and use to better understand your students, teacher
educators, and programs. You can best determine where you, your L.,11eagues,
and studen.5 fit into the frameworks, if at all. Most elements in the frame-
works will be exemplified by some of the diverse students and faculty in each
program of teacher education.

In my early work on the assigned topic, I tried tomaintain a primary ocus on
the students as an influence on teacher education. I broadened my outlook,
howe er, since student influence cannot be adequately examined as a uni-
directional or non-interactive phenomenon. Student i..fluence is :onditional
on, and interactive with, other aspects of teacher education. Of particular
import, for our purposes here, is the recognition that student influence is
mediated by the perceptions of teacher education faculty. Thus, students
influence programs through the perception and subsequent action, or
inaction, of teacher educators. My analysis highlights the role of teacher
educators, as well as undergraduate students, in the actualization of stu -lent
influence as an outgrowth of cultural infitienct: on both parties.

The resonating influetiLes of students. teacher educators, and culture are
represented in the two frameworks that follow. Each framework is both
developmental and interactive; however, the first framework emphasizes
influences on the development of students and teachers over time. The second
framework emphasizes influences un the Interaction of students and teachers
at any particular time within the teacher education process.
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS
AND TEACHER EDUCA 1 ORS

Let us examine the first framework (see Figure 1). Figure 1 draws our
attention to several aspects of students and teachers in teacher preparation
programs. All of these elements have occurred, do occur, and will continue to
occur within the context of the multilayered cultures in which the actors ate
immL .. sed. In a chronological sense, teacher educators have been influenced by
our past cultural experiences; which helped to shape our current personal
characteristics, predispositions, dad preferences; which, in turn, affect ourperceptions and, ultimately, .cur actions. Furthermore, the undergraduate
major students in our programs have been through a similar cycle of cultural
influence through their background experiences, characteristics, perception,
and actions. Thus, the lived culture of teacher education is rooted in prior
cultural experiences. Cultures tend to perpetuate themselves. Yet, education
is in the business of change.

1

CULTURE

Maier ShAdent

Background experiences
Characteristics
Perceptions
Actions
Change in student perceptions

and actions

Teacher Elucator

Background exixr;ences
Characteristics
Perceptions
Actions
Change in teacher perceptions

and actions

CULTURE

0
C

C
M
m

Figure 1. A Framework fo: Thinking About Student Influence on
Teacher Preparation.
Elements of this model shou.d be viewed as interactive, reciprocal, and
constantly cyclical in relationship, not 'inear.

Culture is not the sole determinant of a person's characteristics, per-
certions, and actions. I believe, however, that culture is important since it
influences how we perceive as well as what we perceive.

A Developmental Emphasis

The background experiences influencint au: major students are many and
varied; however, most of the students in tn.; sical education teacher certi-
fication programs share a background in the world of sport. They also have
been enculturated as students in physical education; however, many of them
did not encounter physical education in elementary schools under the lead-
ership of trained specialists--even fencer were 'participant observers' in an
elementary school physical education that represented a genuine alternative
to the d lminant culture of sport. The culture of sport tends to transmit he
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more conservative and trackional values and perceptions of the greater
American culture. Likewise, physical education, which is generally an
emulator of sport, tends to transmit similar values (Earls, in press). It should be

no surprise, therefc !, that the research on personal traits and teaching
practices of physical education majors and professionals reflects similar
conservative and tradition' values (Sage, 1980). The "athletic syndrome"
(Earls, 1979; 1981) and coact .ag ethos serve a powerful and subtle function in
the cultural transmission of particular values, ideas, and activities from the
array existing in the American culture. Reference to the athletics Lyndrome
and the coaching ethos is not to provide us with a scapegoat for our difficultie-
but to identify the sport context as a powerful influence on pupils, students,
and teacher educators.

The particular values transmitted to our students in their background
experiences in athletics and in spa, t-oriented physical education tend to
influence the development of student characteristics and perceptions. Those
particular values include an emphasis on hard work, self denial, discipline,
blind loyalty to the group or leader, and achievement orientation as the basis
or defining success.

The teacher-coaches encountered by our major students may also have
conveyed the cultural contradictions that exist in America (Spindler, 1983).
The rhetoric and ideals of valuing individual differences, self development, and
individual autonomy are contradicted by the apparent obsession with
conformity, discipline, and control that is manifested in school programs of
physical education and athletics.

Actions reflecting the coaching ethos are inherently incompatible with
ideals of education that are oriented toward the individual lear -I Indeed, the
traditionally conservative programs and the inherent values . ansmitted in
physical education may account for our exemption from the wrath of right-
wing critics of schooling (Earls, 1981, October). Much of physical education is
congruent with the ideals of the conservative right-wing ideology.

Female students majoring in physical education may have experienced z
s ,rnewhat different culturi.' context. Most of them have come through
programs that were primarily sport oriented, alt!-.ough to a lesser extreme of
emphasis on competition, achievement, and the Puritan work ethic. Our
current female students are, however, probably influenced by a sport and
physical Education experience that more closely resembles that of the males in
recent decades. This apparent shift nta;' have a different influence on teacher
preparation programs, and I believe already has in many cases. The changed
influence is probably both positive and negative in direction.

Application of The Developmental Framework

Many physical education majors are not accurate in their perception of the
abilities. attitudes, and values of the non-athletic pupils in schools. This
characteristic would be located in the left column of Figure 1. it is affected by
the particular subculture of their backgrour-' experiences. CA the right side of
Figure 1 is a space for perception by the teacher educator. It is hoped that
teacher educators have more accurate perceptions of non-athletic pupils
(including the meanings of physical education to them) than do the major
students.
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The interrelatedness of several ideas from this paper is illustrated by how
my perception of the preceding student characteristic influenced my actions as
a teacher educator. Since I perceive sensitivity, awareness, insight, and
empathy-competence as a need cif most undergraduate majors, whether or not
it is an interest, I have taken the action of creating an assignment for my
students to interview people who are "turned off" to physical education. I call
these the' malcontent interviews." I began conducting such int:rviews several
years ago as a result of my own interest in what was turning pupils off tc
physical education. The interviews have been quite revealing and have proved
to be one of the most useful assignments for undergraduates. Conducting the
interviews and reading classmates' interview reports engages the students in
changing their perception through insights into the subculture of a large
number of pupils who have merely endured physical educat on.

The interviews, more than one hundred have now been completed, suggest
that we are turning off the natural motivation, interest in learnin ?, and
enioyment of movement in large numbers of school-age pupils. By turning
them off, largely through programs and practices acquired through our
cultural background, we achieve the reverse of our intended socializationto
socialize them positively into the role of lifetime participant. Many of them are
active later in spite of physical education. They despise physical education,
although not disdaining activity or:e they find some form that is personally
meaningful.

In consideration of the preceding, we might do well to heed the interesting
research shared with me by Gary Griffin of the Teacher Education Research
and Development Center in Austin, Texas. Several studies have yielded
positive effects from enha cing the development of empathy in teachers and
in nursing education.

Turning again to stilt ant characLeristics that may influence the teacher
education process, several studies indicate that physical education majors are
also characterized by relatively low academic ability. This has many ramifi-
cations, not the least of which may be an apparent difficulty in translating
theory into practice. Thus, the translation of then, y into practice is a task for
which teach' educators might play a particularly important role. This
depends of coin-se on the teacher educator perceiving 'translation" as a
problem, and as a serious weakness and need or the students.

The academic ability of physical education majors is not necessarily a
limiting factor in their development as teachers. Some of the best teachers may
appear to be average or lc ,ver on academic criteria. The point here is to
ex: mine how the teacher educators' perception of the academic abilityof their
students functions to influence teacher education programs and processes.

Teachers have to deal with complexity. If we perceive that our majors are
generally not capable of dealing with complexity, then we may be influenced
toward teaching them simplistic ideas and practices of curriculum and instruc-
t:on This may result in teacher education that simply meets students "where
they are" (a function of teacher educators' perception) a'id merely strives to
help them to better implement the programs and practices with which they are
already familiar (a function of student background experiences in the culture
of physical education and sport). More of the same, however, even done
somewhat better, may not be sufficient for achieving our goals in physical
education for children (Earls, in press).
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INTERACTION OF STUDENT AND TEACHER

CHANGE ORIENTATIONS

The preceding ideas can be extended with reference to Figure 2, the frame-
work emphasizing interaction of three particular types of orientation to
teacher development and change. Orientations of the students and of teacher
educators interact to influence the processes and outcomes of teacher prepar-
ation. These orientations are more accurately viewed as selected points on a
continuum of continuo . 'y varying dimension, rather than as three discrete
types of orientation.

Student

I Progress

II Arrest

III Regrew

Interactions Teacher

Transform . I

Maintain II

Compress III

Figure 2. Relations of Teacher And Student Reciprocal influence; Based on
Orientation to Change And Development.
The figure emphasis es the orientation of students and teachers toward
achieving potential of the students with regard to development as a
teacher. Development implies increasing complexity. sophistication,

and "response-abilities."

I have used different semantic labels under the student and teacher headings
in Figure 2 for each of the three orientations. The middle type of orientation
(Type 2) is intended to convey art orientation towarri. cultural transmission and
maintenance of the status quo. "Lie upper type reflects an orientation (Type 1)

more toward personal change and cultural transformation, 1- iwever gradual
the process .ray be. The lower type indicates an orientation toward cultural
compression of people and processes toconform to a more limited view, of the
role of education for example, than would occur in the "normal" transmission
of culture. The lower type is often associated with "going- back" to an emphasis

on influencing people to acep:ire considerably limited aspects of the available
cultural richness. For a teacher education student, Type 3 might involve a
desire to simplify the task of teaching and the curriculum content so that the
student is receptive only to the most comfortable and secure teaching
behaviors and programmatic ideas. There may be students and faculty of
nearly every type in most teacher educatio..1 programs.

Application of The Interactive ILunework

The interactive framework can also be related to tht intellectua_ ability of
our majors and its influence on teacher education. i c a result of our percep-
tions of student ability, we may teach the simplistic and the familiar to our
students, perhaps ultimately expecting refinement bul not transformation to
go beyond the familiar. This influence might be represented in Figure 2by the
horizontal line connt..ctirg arrest and maintain, the interactive result of Type 2

orientation in both students and faculty. Such a match of orientations may
exemplify much of what occurs in many teacher preparation programs in
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physical education, and may constitute grounds for substantially more student
influence on the teacher education process than is realized by the teacher
educators.

Another, and perhaps familiar, example of the Interaction of student and
teacher influence is illustrated in Figure 2 by the line connecting the words
arrest and transform. That line may represent the predominant situation in the
more idealistic or revisionist teacher education programs. Success can be
achieved in this circumstance, but it requires time, awareness, and competence
or the teacher educator. It, however, a student of Type 3 encounters faculty of
Type 1, then there may not be sufficient time in the normal program to achieve
reasonable success. (The latter observation, if true, may have important impli-
cations for recruiting and selecting students.)

It may be useful at this point to reiterate the role of the idea of refinement of
skills and concepts in the various approaches to teacher development. Teacher
educators of all three types may attnmpt to help students to refine thei.
teacl, ing practices and curricula whetl...r the latter are conventional, mod.fied-
conventional, or radically different in nature

TYP:S OF INFLUENCE

The nature of influences in teacher ec"ication can also be viewed on a
continuum with regard to the relative degree of explicitness (see Figure 3i.

If the accommodation of student characteristics, perce,,tions, and actions is
fully and consciously stated, in faculty or commiqee meetings for example,
then the influence is explicit. If the influence is unstated, unconscious, or not
deliberate, then it is primarily a tacit influe -Ice. Null influence refers to influ-
ences that the students might or should have but which do not impact the
teacher educators or the professional program.

Types of Influence*

Null Tacit Explicit

*Note* As was true for teacher and student change orientation in Figure 2,
additional types (of student influence in this case) or degrees of the
qualities represented on the continuum may be identified

Figure 3. continuum of Influences

It is also useful to note whether teacher educators are responding Lo the
influence created by their perception of student interelts or to perceived student
neeis. Both student interests and needs are influenced by the cultural back-
ground of students The interests, needs, and perceptions of teacher educators
are also grounded in particular cultural experiencesoften in the context of
athletics. The purposes, r'ntent, and processes of teacher education programs
are influenced (explicitly, tacitly, or not at all) by the perceived interests and
needs of students.

Student interests appear to have a much stronger tacit influence on teacher
education than is generally acknowledged. This is particularly true if student
interests approximate the interests of teacher educators. When interests are
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similar, then teacher educators tend to perceive student interests as needs and
to justify them with corresponding rhetoric. They reinforce one another and
create the influence of a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Another example of student influence can be traced by examining the inter-
actions available in Figure 1. By their actions, students can have a tacit
influence on the perceptions of a teacher educator so that the subsequent
action of the teacher educator is to modify the task (cf. Tousignant, 1982;
Tinning, 1983), modify teacher expectations, or modify tests (Steen, in press).
Such task negotiation may be an explicit or tacit student influence and the
adjustment may be appropriate or not.

Much research is needed on teacher education in physi al education.
Research on the influence of student subcultures (e.g., Becker et. al., 1961)
might lead to new insights. For example, what happens to the subculture
(however small) of students of Type 1 (Figure 2) in programs of Types 2 or 3?
What is their influence? Are their interests and needs met so that their
capacities and orientations are utilized?

SELECTED CULTURAL INFLUENCES

I will shift now to an example of something :n which I have gained a different
insight as a result of acquiring a cultural anthropological perspective on the
influences on the actions of physical education teachers, coaches, major
students, and teacher educators. Ritualistic practices are part of the students'
background experiences. For whatever reason, these activities and teaching
behaviors seem to have a life of their own. They resist changeregardless of
evidence contesting the efficacy of such practices.

As an example, for at least ten years, many teacher education programs have
taught majors about the detrimental effects, or at least the limited value, of
certain exercises frequently used in football practice and in physical education
classes. Yet these exercises persist, although apparently to a decreasing degree
in physical education classes.

I have informally interviewed several physical education teachers and
coaches regarding il-ese contraindicated exercises. The only pervasive reason
for continued use of the exercises appears to be the symbolic, ritualistic, and
traditional role of the exercises in the long process of initiating young males
into the subculture of sport as part of the "rites of passage" into manhood.

Another artifact from the background experiences of students and teacher
educators has a pervasive influence on students, teacher education processes,
and schoo! programs. Many of us have been ericulturated into actions and
beliefs consistent with the mythically overstated importance of competition as
a way of life. This partial'y sport-induced phenomenon is an inherently handi-
capping model when trying to achieve the gm. :s of physical education with
pupils other than the motor-elite. (Earls, 19b3, April; Solomons, 1980).

Efforts in teacher education to change practices se that all pupils experience
substantially more, and more equitable, skill practice are thwarted by our
cultural heritage from sport and from physical education as the follower of
sport.
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CLOSING REMARKS

With regard to Figure 2, it should be acknowledged that we probably have
students (and perhaps faculty) approximating each of the three types
identified on the continuum of change and development orientations.
Recognizing that, we should ask what type of influence our perceptions lead us
to foster for each type of student. Do we accommodate the differences and
ceitalize on their strengths?

On the other hand, we teacher educators shouldexamine our personal back-
ground experiences and personal traits to examine the influence:, that were
present and to question whether we are satisfied with 3+ ir present state of
development. Further, are we really aware of how our culture influences c ,
perceptions and treatment of students (Spindler, 1972)? Do we teach and mold
our students + be like usin our image?

What is our rnage of man" and our image of the ideal pers.- n (Markley and
Harman, 1982)7 I no longer seek to identify one set of innate characteristics to
describe human nature. All things appear to be inherently possible. There is
ample evidence. It is up to each of us to choose whichaspects of human nature
to accentuate and enhance. This is our ethical responsibi!ity to humanity.

If the preceding is reasonably accurate, then it may lead to the identification
of one type of relatively null influence that may exist in some of our teacher
education programs. Does the full array of "response-abilities" of our students
have a strong influence in our programs? Academic ability notwithstanding,
many of our students have capacities for excellence in teachingcapacities
that could allow them to help more pupils to find personal meaning in physical
education, rather than to produce more malcontents. There are many human
capacities that we barely tap and may repress by our teacher education
processes. The dysfunctional cycle may then be continued in the teaching
processes and curricula of our graduates. For an exception, we might turn to
the important research on legit- and right- brain function and integration to
examine human response-abilities and our role in advancing or repressing
human progress.

If teacher educators are operating at the "maintenance" level, as indicated in
Figure 2, then some of the response-abilities of students may have a tacit or
explicit influence. There may be, however, other response-abilities of students
that are relatively or completely ignored. In particular, students of Type I may
be ready to progress, but have little or no (null) influence on their teacher
education program; thus, their needs are not met and their exceptional abilities
remain underdeveloped and unrefined.

If, however, teacher educators are functioning to transformthat is, to help
students go beyond maintenance and refinement of dominant cultu, al
limitationsthen we may begin to make explicit and plan for the development
of the remaining response-abilities of our student:-.. We often speak of the need
for students to accept responsibility perhaps we have a responsibility to
enhance more fully the response -abilities of our students.

What I am suggesting may be made clear in a generic sense by the following
analogy regarding the utilization of an airplane. We could use an airplane in a
manner similar to a cart or a wheelbarrow. It could be loaded and pushed or
pulled by man or beast. Relegating the airplane to such a passive and
dependent role would obviously not be a very good use of an airplane.
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We could, however, make better use of the response-abilities of the airplane
by filling it with fuel, discovering the key to ignition, and riding in the
airplaneat ground level. Thus, it could continue to accomplish what a cart
does, but also achieve other aspects of its potential as we use it like a car or
truck.

We know, of course, that an airplane is more than simply a cart, wheel-
barrow, car, or truck. The airplane can approximate its potential when used to
flythereby using more of its response-abilities. Indeed, the airplane works
more efficiently above ground level. As striking as this metaphor may seem, it
imposes unrealistic limitations on humans by analogy to a machine that is
dependent on humans.

Elementary schooi physical education is well situated to develop the
response-abilities of children. Teacher preparation can contribute if we do not
let student influence drag us down; and, if we do not compress the student
major to fit our culturally derived sense of limitations.

Many years ago, Goethe said something similar with regard to human
treatment, behavior, and perception. It was something like this: If you treat me
as I am, then you reinforce my limitations; but, if you treat me as if lam what I
can be, then you help me to become what I could be.

Thank you for listening.
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Delusions of "Worth-it-ness":
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THE BIG QUESTION: WHAT DO FIELD EXPERIENCES REALLY

DO TO STUDENTS IN ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS?

One of the most commonly held assumi..t;ons in physical education teacher

education (PETE) programs preparing elementary specialists is that field
experiences are naturally beneficial to students. Opportunities to p:actice
pedagogical skills with real clients and teachers in their natural settings are
assumed to improve technical skills, knowledge and understanding, profes-
sional commitment, and personal dispositions about teaching. Evidencefrom a

variety of research paradigms, however, casts considerable doubt on the
proposition that field experiences are inherently good. Indeed, some findings
suggest strongly that negative effects on prospective teachers may outweigh
the positive gains long supposed to occur when undergraduates actively
encounter the workplace settings where one day they will be professionally

employed. The purpose of this paper is to examine what research says about
the outcomes and meanings of field experiences for prospective teachers, to
present evidence documenting both positive and detrimental effects of field

experiences, and to propose some general guidelines for thoughtfully
improving the effectiveness of field experiences in your own teacher
prepai ation program.

Some Definitions

Within this paper, field experiences are guided learning activities for

elementary physical education teachers-in-training during which they contact

Special appreciation is extended to Kim Drake and Mary Hoie who type all my "road

nap" manuscripts.
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children and teachers in their natural settings for the purpose of practicingone
or more skills of teaching. It is imperative that students experience real
children and teachers in educational environments, that their own learning
activities be supervisedsometimes by either university or school personnel,
frequently by bothand that their tasks involve doing something related to
teaching roles (i.e., that they 7re given the chance to manipulate some kind of
instructional variable) Sieforth and Samuel, 1978). Early field experiences are
simply those that precede student teaching and which may involve two
purposes: to explore teaching as a career option or to practice the necessary
teaching skills needed for carrying out that professional role.

While some educational writers very carefully distinguish among the terms
education, training, preparation, and schooling, I choose not to do so in this paper.
Teacher education, teacher training, and teacher preparation are used inter-
changeably throughout, and should be taken in the broadest sense. Such broad
interpretation', are valid because field experiences serve the principal
functions of familiarization with settings, clients, and models; practice of
pedagogical and managerial skills; and discrimination training (getting
students to think and consciously decide when to use their technical skills in
appropriate situations). Graduates of good elementary PETE programs with
good field experiences will have both a broad base of technical teaching skills
and the good sense to analyze educational situations, to make fine discrimin-
ations about which pedagogical skills to use, and to reflect carefully and
considerately upon their choices in order to evaluate teaching effectiveness in
terms of pupil learning.

The Urgency of The Question

In the past two years, several educational reform reports have decried the
sorry state of public education (Boyer, 1983; Goodlad, 1983; Graham, 1983;
National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). One fallout effect of
these critiques has been that state legislatures are now asking serious
questions about teacher training practices. Concerns expressed in the national
reform reports coupled with increasing attention to potential te,. _her
shortages in some subjects, have prompted legislators in charge of both
policies and purse-strings to take swift, direct actions in the form of new laws
about teacher education. For e; imple, a number of states have instituted basic
literacy and numeric competent; tests for college students wishing to major in
education, new teac%er certification examinations, and more restrictive
specifications about coursework and field experiences in teacher education.
Field experience components are one primary target area for legislative action
designed to reform teacher education. Ohio recently increased the designated
number of hours students must spend in actual schools, while Massachusetts
also now specifies precise contact hour requirements as well as the nature and
level of field experiences.

Unfortunately, such moves toward external legal mandates for field
experiences seem to be hasty and governed more by expedient, and short-
range financial considerations than by logic, careful study of critical issues and
conditions related to sound design of teacher education programs, or rational
choice among several equally valid alternatives. State legislatures thus have
placed tremendous fiscal and personnel burdens on already underfunded
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teacher education programs. Average per capita expenditure for teacher
education students was $927 contrasted with $2363 for other undergraduates
(Pe:,eau and Orr, 1980). No legislator (or teacher educator) has asked such a
crucial prior question as, "How lo field experiences help prospective teachers
acquire their professional skills?"

The presence of field experiences in virtually every teacher preparation
program now operating is rooted more in the following two assumptions than
in any kind of evidence base built from systematic inquiry (Ishler and Kay,
1981; Puckett, 1982). The first assumption we hold is that field experiences
ought to be in teacher training programs because opportunities to practice
have always been an integral part of teacher education (Adler, 1984). Medieval
monks learned from their peers to write script and illuminate texts in order to

pass on accumulated knowledge through the books they laboriously
reproduced. In the common schools of colonial America, older students were
considered ready to teach after watching their teacher and studying the
subjects for several years. Later, teacher institutes and normal schools
provided practice teaching of younger students through laboratory schools
where teachers-in-training couid work with master teachers. Now, in
university-based teacher education, public and private schools have replaced

the on campus laboratory schools as field experience sites. However, few of
those responsible for training teachers at any time in history have asked the
questions, "Why do we have field experiences?" or "What do field experiences
actually do to prospective teachers?"

The second assumption we frequently make about field experiences is that
they are good for students because people learn by uoing, and therefore they
also learn to teach by teaching.There is high content validity for including field

experiences (McIntyre, 1983) simply because logic and common sense tell us

so.
In the midst of current political and economic crises creating external

pressures on teacher education, it is time for teacher educators to raise
questions about what field experiences do to students. Only by posing and
then answering hard questions can we maximize positive aspects, minimize
negative dimensions, and create the most effective opportunities to practice
skills, kncwledges, attitudes, and commitments related to good teaching when
students engage in work with teachers and children in elementary school
physical education.

Some Persistent Myths About Field Experiences

Like Herbert Hoover's campaign slogan, "a chicken in every pot," in teacher
education there has been at least one field experience in every program.
Associated with field experience are five myths, usually defined as a "set of
widely held beliefs that give meaning to events independent of the truth or
falsity of the beliefs" (Edelman, 1977). These five myths can be subjected to the
litmus test of available research about field experiences to determine their
truth.

1) More Is Better. The firs, myth holds that the more field experiences
elementary teacher trainees 1.. physical education have, the more they will
learn about teaching and the better teachers they will be upon graduation. Is
this true or false? Let's find out what research says.
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2) Earlier Is Better. Teacher preparation students who encounter earlier
field experiences make firm career choices and commitments sooner and are
able to practice teaching skills long before their counterparts in programs
where field experiences come later. The truth or falsehood of this second myth
can be tested by reference to research.

3) Greater Variety Is Better. Prospective teachers who engage in field
experiences at different schools with children of different socioeconomic
classes and ethnic or racial backgrounds and with teachers having widely
dissimilar approaches to the teaching task somehow gain special benefits that
are different from what peers learn who rractice teach in single setting., with
one kind of pupil and a single co-operating teacher. Research can tell us how
true or false this notion may be.

4) Progressive And Sequential Is Better. Candidates for teaching careers who
move through field experiences which progress sequentially from simple to
complex teaching skills, from practicing single skills to orchestrating several at
once, and which thereby are thought to gradually increase the novice :.lachers'
decision making capabilities will be different from candidates who don't have
such carefully articulated learning experiences. Is research available which
tests this myth?

5) Real Teaching Is Best. Undergraduates preparing to teach will learn the
Tr..,st from field settings that are perceived to be most like the schools where
they eventually will be employed, and will learn less from field experiences
which are less like some representation of the "real world." Truth or false-
hood? Only their researcher : nows for sure!

A Taxonomy of The Professional Literature

As a background for the following discussion, the author holds the following
assumptions about inquiry and teacLer education. First, undergraduate
teacher preparation is only a small four-year portion of the entire teacher
development continuum, which stretches from the 15,000 hours teacher
candidates spend as tudents, through the formal preservice training years,
into the first few years of the induction period, and finally throughout the
in service years of a teaching career until retirement. Whathappens during the
undergraduate time period is only a beginning attempt at initiating neophytes
into the varied roles of teacher.

The other assumptions are rooted in a view about scientific inquiry, broadly
taken here as pursuit of knowledge through answering questions in
systematic ways. Systematic inquiry and associated problem solving processes
provide one (not the only) important knowledge base for informing the
practice of teacher education. Interwoven in balanced proportions with craft
wisdom and "connoisseurship" (EiszLer, 1977), it is science that produces a
reliable, valid data base of information generalizable explicitly or implicitly) to
a wide variety of situations for teacher training practices. Further, many types
of inquiry allow us to draw upon complementary perspectives from which to
better understand field experiences and to make decisions about how to carry
them out in our programs. The most important ways of knowing about field
experiences involve directly observing what takes place during these activities.
Finally, it is the responsibility of teacher educators (indeed, I regard it as a
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moral imperative) to "mess about" professionally in the lives of prospective
teachers as frequently, as strongly, and as persistently as we can in order to
shape their teaching behaviors, commitments, and perspectives about
teaching.

RESEARCH ABOUT FIELD EY RIENCE

The remainder of this paper discusses a sample of research about field
experiences in teacher education. Intentionally, it is neither an exhaustive
review nor is it confined strictly to field experience research within physical
education (because there isn't much). The discussion is intended simply to
highlight some of the facts and reasonable suspicions which teacher educators
ought to contemplate with great care if they want to provide the best field
experiences possible for prospective elementary physicaleducation specialists.

It is often argued that "if we only had more research about" a particular
aspect of field experiences, then we would know better how to do them.
Research results cannot be translated directly into practice, as was so recently
demonstrated in the dismal results of the National Institute of Education's
Improving Preservice Teacher Education Project (Lanier, 1984). Of the ten
institutions which volunteered to participate in trying to ufe research to
improve their practices or content in teacner education, few were able to make
the necessary adjustments in personnel or contextual conditions to allow
research information to influence either content or training processes in their
programs. If doing more (and better) research is not a sufficient condition for
improving elementary PETE field experiences, one necessary condition is for
teacher educators to become familiar with what research says about field
experiences. One constructive way for rt .ders to interact with the content of
this paper is to imagine what you and your colleagues could do to make use of
research information for improving the field experience components in your
own program.

General Featvres of The Literature

This foray into the research literature about field experiences includes (a) a
description of some general features of the territory, (b) a methodological
taxonomy of kinds of research available, including descriptive-analytic,
psychometric, qualitative, and socialization theory-based, (c) two exemplar
studies described and analyzed in some detail, and (d) a caveat about three
potential pitfalls common to field experiences of which all teacher educators
ought to be aware.

What we know about field experiences comes (loin both research and non
research literature. Res rch offers one perspective based on the formal
processes of specifying a precise empirical question, choosing appropriate
techniques for gathering information to answer that question, organizing and
analyzing that information, and then offering to Interested audiences careful
discussion of the meanings which emerge from the study. Nonresearch
literature may provide a variety of less formal approaches to the same topic:
description of current practice, logical analysis of practice, guidelines for
improved practice, or presentation of idealized models for practice Both
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perspectives are valuable for teacher educators who must rely on Individual
mixtures of norms from craft wisdom, moral values, personal aesthetic tastes,
and practical constraints (Locke, 1984b) as well as those norms based on
scientific evidence to provide guidance for the ways they carry out their
programs.

Field experience literature can be found in both the generic research on
teacner education (RTE) and specific research on teacher education in physical
education (RTE-PE), though there is far more of the first than of the second.
Research studies in physical education (RTE-PE) draw upon the same framing
questions, r- :thods of inquiry, and explanatorS concepts as does the research
on field experiences found in the generic literature. While caution is always
wise when transferring findings from RTE to RTE-PE, as well as from
research to applications in practice, there is no reason to believe that field
experiences, teacher educators, or prospective teachers in physical education
are so different from those in other subjects as to preclude entirely the
credibility of field experience studies conducted outside physical education.

The most popular topic in the research about field experiences is student
tea,:'ning (Locke, 1984a). Approximately one of every three or four studies can
be classified into this category, perhaps because student teaching is the most
intense, the most complex, the most important, the last, or, in many programs,
sinply because it is the only field experience encountered.

Descriptive Research

Whether research or nonresearch. descriptions of field experiences answer
the question, "What's actually going on out there?" Surveys tell us that
practically every teacher training program in the country now has field expe-
riences preceding student teaching and that the trend is toward more rather
than fewer (Ishler and Kay, 1981; Puckett, 1982). In physical education, early
field experiences are present but very little of that time is actually spent in
teaching per se, contrary to what many of us might think (Placek and Silver-
man, 1983).

While surveys provide a broad, cross-sectional view of the state of field
experiences in professional training programs, "case study" accounts of life in
particular programs give us the "up close and personal" view (Zeichner and
Teitelbaum, 1982; Sikula, 1978; Page, 1083). Model programs, current practi-
ces, and even a few theory-based programs are described (Elliott, 1978; Lanese
and Fitch, 1983; Sieforth and Samuel, 1978; Souers, 1981) Some writers
discuss various innovative arrangements for implementing field experiences
(e.g , as parts of university courses, in school-based programs, or at teaching
centers) (Bossing, 1931; Frey and Murphy, 1982; Ross. Raines, Cervetti, and
Dellow, 1980), and others carefullycommunicate about how =field experiences
articulate with other parts of the program, that is, when they occur in relation
to coursework or how many credit hours they are worth (McNaughton, Johns.
and Rogers, 1982; Nicklos et al., 1982). Considerable attention has been given
to explaining the wide range of tasks students are required to do in field
settings, such as observing, tutoring, small group work or whole class teach-
ing (Friedman, Brinlee, and Hayes, 1980; Nolan, 198i; Woolever, 1983).

In short, there is a substantial amount of information available about what's
going on in field experience components ofieacher training programs. It is less
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encouraging to note, however, that important evaluative questions about how
well these activities work to help students make career decisions or learn
teaching skills are not commonly addressed in descriptive literature.

Psychometric Research

The long and venerable psychometric tradit i in educational research
involves the use of paper-pencil inventories designed to capture participants'
feelings, beliefs, attitudes, perceptions, values, dispositions, and even person-
ality traits. Psychometric instruments have been applied in the context of field
experiences, usually asking participants about their involvements with pupils,
cooperating teacher, university supervisor, the tasks they are requested to
perform, or the roles they play in the field setting. Psychometric tools help us
answer questions like?, "What can we learn about field experiences' effects on
participants by soliciting their viewpoints or perceptions?"

In general, some variation of the pre-test/post-test model is used to collect
data, under the presumption that any changes from the "before" to the "after"
measurement are attributable to the operation of the field experience. Typical
examples of psychometric instruments used to learn about field experiences
include the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, the Pupil Control Ideology
form, and the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale.

Psychometric research has been used to discover how accurately measures
such as grade point average (Bittner, 1977), aptitudes (Hill, 1981), a person's
own psychomotor skills (Miele, 1979), or personal characteristics (Brownlow,
1980) can predict success in student teaching. Another use of psychometric
instruments is to elicit the perceptions of triad members (i.e., student teacler
or field experience student, cooperating teacher, and unive-sity supervisor)
r'?out aspects of training students in field settings. Ratings of field experience
goals, expectations about the functions of each triad member, self reports
about the roles played by each, the performance of the prospective teacher,
and participant satisfaction with field experiences are all represented by their
own small clusters of research studies based on psychometric techniques. We

now know that the following seem to have been demonstrated repeatedly
across a vat 'ety of field exr.eriences:

1. Early field experience students and student teachers often become more
generally negative, more conservative, more authoritarian and more custo-
dial; and their self concepts seem todeteriorate (Adkins, 1980; Benjamin, 1977;
Crocker, 1980; Dzikielewski, 1975; Hoy and Rees, 1977; Levine, 1980; McAr-
thur, 1978; McCullough, 1980; Rodenberg, 1980; Templin, 1979; Trimble,
1974).

2. Participants, particularly triad members, more often disagree than agree
about nearly everything that happens during field experiences (Barnes and
Defino, 1983; Barnes and Edwards, 1984; Griffin, 1983; Martin and Wood,
1984), with the exception that

3. there is almost universal agreement that the cooperating teacher has the
greatest influence on field experience students (Denscombe, 1982; Edwards,
1982).

4. No psychometric measure does very well at predicting how well students
will actually teach, although prediction studies (some with absolutely "wild"
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variables) have enjoyed some popularity (Battler, 1977; Hill, 1981; Miele,1979).
5. Graduates of programs were generally quite well satisfied with fieldexperiencesin fact most graduates call for more time in schools (Adkins,1980; Gatchell, 1978; Logsdon, personal communication, 1984; McDonald,1979; Nea!y, 1981).

Qualitative Research

One newly emerging category in the taxonomy of field experience literatureis qualitative research. Broadly, the questions asked are similar to those fordescriptive research, that is, "What's going on in this field experience?". Themajor differences, however, reside in the researchers' trame of reference. Indescriptive st'idies, researchers use a preconceived framework into which alldata will be fitted, whether the source is systematic observation or psycho-metric instrument. Qualitative researchers, in contrast, use a variety of
techniques designed to capture the meanings participants give to their ownencounters with field experiences. Data collection is frequently triangulatedfrom some combination of field notes, participant observation, interviews,document analysis, and other techniques of microethnography. Such methodsin inquiry allow the participants' perspectives to emerge, rather thanresearchers' predispositions to be confirmed. Qualitative research thusenriches our knowledge base by helping to make sense of vitally important
contextual factors to which we otherwise seldom attend when we try tounderstand what happens to students during field experiences.

Qualitative investigations from generic RTE have e.tplored students'perceptions of the purposes and rr anings of early field experiences (Erdman,1983; 1984); self-perceptions c., university personnel supervising fielde tperiences about the roles they play (Koehler, 1984); what expectations areheld for the performance of student teachers, cooperating teachers, anduniversity supervisors (Griffin, 19E3); and contexts of student teaching inuniversities and schools (Barnes and Defino, 1983).
Iannaccone's (1973) classic qualitative study of student teaching treated thisfinal field experience as a transition period from undergraduate education intoinservice teaching. The most important things student teachers learned wereto keep their pupils quickly moving through the lessons as cohort groups(regardless of what individuals might be learning), to manage efficiently to beat the "right place" in prescribed curricula during the school year, and most ofall, to use "whatever works best in this situation" as the ultimate criterion fadeciding which teaching techniques to adopt.
If these are not the behaviors teacher educators want their students toacquire, than lannaccone's study must be taken as one early indication that theeffects of teacher preparation can be effectively and almost instantly counter-manded by experiences in schools. This early qualitative study forces us toconsider questions about whether field experiences exert a sort of "opposition

effect" that counteracts attitudes, dispositions, skills, and knowledges aboutteaching which campus-based parts of the program espouse.
Sodezalion Research. In their attempts to make sense of the patterns andthemes that emerge when field experiences are studied from qualitative pers-pectives, many researchers have adopted soii9kiption theories as an explana-
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tory mechanism. Professional (or occupational) socialization is quite useful in

understanding what happens to teacher trainees when they spend time in
schools with children and teachers. In terms of teaching, professional sociali-

za tion is the process of acquiring the technical skillsof teaching, a professional

orientation that informs one's behaviors in teaching roles, and the identities
and commitments which motivate one to teach. The combination of socializa-

tion theories and qualitative perspectives on research offers some of the most

compelling and persuasive evidence we have about the powerful effects of field

exr.-.::a .ces on teacher trainees.
Certainly teacher socialization is a complex process, including such

influential factors as an individual's biography (Lortie, 1975) and various

anticipatory socialization phenomena (Lawson, 1983a; 1983b; Pooley, 1972).

Even so, field experiences still account for much of what trainees really learn

(and later use) from teacher education programs. Field experiences affect

students profoundly, shaping their views toward schools, teachers, pupils,

teaching, and learning. Only the first year of actual employment, the induction

year, has so much potential for shaping teachers, and even the events of
induction may be partially predisposed by what has gone before in preservice

field experiences.
We know that students progress through several socialization stages during

field experiences (Lacey, 1977), beginning with the "honeymoon period", a

time when their overall reaction can be summarized by the question, "Isn't

teaching just great?" As they gradually realize that teaching is instead quite

problematic, they begin a second phase of searching fc,r materials to occupy

their pupils with intriguing learning activities as a way to decrease their own
problems. Next comes the crisis stage, which may be either fleeting and
momentary or long-term and overwhelming. Studentsbecome aware of how

much they have yet to learn about teaching and begin to share both their

problems and potential solutions with peers during seminars. This allows for

testing out their perceptions about teaching with others who also are being

socialized in field settings. The fourth stage involves students learning the

best ways to "get by" in student teaching (i.e., making it through with the least

damage to their developing self-image as teachers and with theapproval of the

experienced teachers with whoa they share their daily life in schools).

Social strategies (Lacey, 1977) such as strategic compliance (going along

with your cooperating teacher, even though you hold secret reservations

about what's being done and fully intend to do something else when you get

your own classes), internalized adjustment (going along with the cooperating

teacher because you really believe in those actio "s yourself), or strategic

redefinition (adjusting your actions so they are . imewhat different from

those of the cooperating teacher but not so different that she or he cannot

accept what you do) are ways for field experience students to "push back"

against the system which so overwhelmingly shapes their behaviors (Marrs

and Templin, 1983; Zeichner, 1979).
In physical education, too, some qualitative research evidence confirms field

experiences as a strong socializing influence on prospective teachers. Both the

quantitative Pupil Control Ideology scale and qualitative interviewing

techniques corroborated that student teachers adopted their cooperating

teachers' outlooks toward pupils (Templin, 1979). From a different direction,

student teachers' critical . incident reports (Schempp, 1983) described the same
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key features of teacher role satisfaction and role competence that experiencedteachers mentioned in another study (Placek,1983): the importance of keeping
pupils busy, happy, and good was apparently conveyed to Schempp's sampleofstudent teachers by the experienced teachers with whom they worked in fieldsettings.

Qualitative research, then, informs teacher educators about field experi-ences by spotlighting the sociallenvironmental context of schools as ateachers' workplace as well as a place for pupils to learn. Though a relatively
recent addition to scientific inquiry in both RTE and RTE-PE, it can be statedwith some confidence that qualitative research already has contributed thefollowing six important new insights about what field experiences do to
undergraduate teacher preparation students:

1. Socialization is a long-term, complicated process that begins long before
students enter teacher training programs but field experiences are responsiblefor a significant amount of the rofessional socialization which occurs duringteacher preparation.

2. Neither the field experience component nor other portions of the profes-
sional program are successful in liberalizing the outlook of most studentstoward anything that happens in schools. On the contrary, students fre-quently are coerced into the prevailing traditional, conservative ethos of theschool systems where they spend field experience time (Zeichner and Tabach-nick, 1981).

3. It's probable that field experiences "wash out" at least some effects ofother elements of teacher education (Zeichner and Tabachnick, 1981) bydirectly contradicting the values, attitudes, knowledges, or overt behaviorstaught through explicit or tacit messages.
4. As was true of results from quantitative studies, the cooperating teacherhas been repeatedly confirmed as the single most important influence onprospective teachers when they are in the field (Lacey, 1977; Templin, 1979).
5. Field experiences have the greatest impact on students when the settingsmirror most directly and accurately the occupational world perceived byteacher trainees.
6. Finally, the perspectives of qualitative research force teacher educators

to confront the fact that school and classroom contexts have tremendous
impact on prospective teachers. Because the construct of teaching context is
addressed only peripherally by other forms of research, it hasbeen overlookedby scholars and teacher educators. Byattending to the context field experien-
ces offer, qualitative research may provide sin.sular:y effective cues forimproving context and processes in that program component.

Exemplary Studies: A Potpourri

Like photographers who exchange wide-angle lenses for telephotos when
they want to view an object in more detail, we will now look more closely at
some research with persuasive messages about field experiences. The follow-
ing discusses studies that bring into focus some of the critical questions weought to ask about how field experiences in PETE programs affect prospectiveelementary physical educators. The importance of asking and answering those
questions is underscored by evidence that field experiences are not as univer-
sally beneficent as we once presumed.
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No single study can offer irrefutable proof of any phenomenon in education

but the cumulative effects of those cited appear as a pattern- -dim, but omi-

nous in its implications for the conduct of teacher trainees' learning experien-

c; = in school settings. Quite simply, no overwhelmig trends exist that tell us

field experiences help students learn teaching skills more quickly, more effi-

ciently, or to greater levels of competence. Here's what field experiences really

do (or don't do) to our students:
1. Early field experiences don't alter preservice teachers' concerns about

teaching (Tanner, 1982).
2. Students with fewer field experiences reported the same problems, per-

ceived their professional preparation in the same way, and were raced just as

highly by cooperating teachers as students with more field experiences
(Henry, 1983).

3. Pre-student teaching field experiences ware not a significant factor

influencing career choice into teaching (Willems, et al. 1982)

4. Despite a lot of day to day, class to class shifting around in what you

knight observe concerning teaching methods and style, overall student
teachers ended up doing about the same things at the end of the semester that

they did on the first day (Marble, 1984).
5. Little relationship was found be, 2en number of hours spent in early

field experiences and performance in student teaching (Calfee, 1983).

6. Neither early field experience students nor student teachers showed any

changes in their concerns about teaching (Silvernail and Costello, 1983) but

student teachers showed decreased anxiety levels.
7. Students with more field experiences were not any better on their teach-

ing performance than were those with fewer experiences in schools (Kelly,

1970).
8. Varied field experiences (urban and suburban school sites, age levels) d;d

not make any difference in authoritarianism, or in preferences for using

educational objectives or for particular teaching styles among students (Melo-

gran°, 1976).
On the bright side, however, the following are some positive signs tl.at d.

exist that field experiences are not universally bad:
1. Some students with early field experience s did better in both concurrent

and later coursework than students without such tackground (Denton, 1982;

1983).
2. Student teachers with longer terms did better on tea,-',,ng performance

assessment than did student te.chel3 with shorter terms rreeze, et al 1984).

3. In physical education, stueent teachers who had early field experiences

provided higher student activity tii and ALT than student teachers who had

no early field experiences (Paese, 1 >34).
Social Controls on Field Experience Students. Goodman (1983a; 1983b; 1984)

asked the question, "What are the relationships among teacher preparation

program rhetori oncampus course activities, and f. .21d experiences?" and

used qualitative methods to find out the answers. He sat in college classes,

student teaching seminars, and in the classrooms where elementary education

majors werP placed, using field notes from cla .ges and field experiences,
document analysis of course syllabi, and interviews with students, university

professors, and cooperating teachers.
Program rhetoric (what the college professors told students about teaching)
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encouraged students to experiment creatively with pedagogical strategies in
their field placements. In contrast, the reality of their school experiences was
highly structured, mechanistic, and predetermined.

The field setting exerted three forms of social control upon students. First,
the students -caught mostly reading from a drill and basal text approach. The
elem'ntary reading curriculum was preplanned by experts (a canned curricu-
lum) to be so structured that these student teachers could not be creative in
their lessons. Only three out of 37 were able to plan their "own" unitsthe
rest turned in "original" unit plans, but they were indistinguishable from those
of cooperating teachers or the preplanned curriculum.

Second, the notions of accountability and testing of pupils were such a
strong social control that the student teachers felt compelled always to have
children ready for testing and did little else that deviated from that purpose.
Pressure to have the class at particular points in their work on a regular school
year timetable was a definite determinant of how students planned learning
and drill activities for the children.

Having children test-ready naturally led into the third social control: how
students viewed the function of instruction. Managerial efficiency was syn-
onymous with good instruction. Pupils had to be busy and good or the students
believed they had failed as teachers. Good management techniques made more
time for drills and practice, which in turn meant children were ready for the
unit tests right on schedule.

While students were already caught in the disjunction between program
rhetoric telling them to be creative teachers and the reality of field settings
where creative teaching was a virtual impossibility, there was a further source
of discomfort: their methods courses supported what was happening to them
in the field. Instead of being taught howto be creative in planning and carrying
out lessons, s' udents were given instruction in teaching with basal reading
texts, thus emphasizing the same things they faced out in the field. Professors
required very little reflection on teaching (but fold students to reflect!), and
students gradually adopted unquestioning approaches to teaching. Further,
the professors stressed managerial efficiency, so students "could teach the kids
the most possible within the given timeframe."

Two sorts of discontinuity are immediately apparent: the mismatch
between the rhetoric and daily realities of coursework within the program
itself and the mismatch between the proram rhetoric and the field exper-
iences. What had begun as an innovative teacher education program grounded
in questioning and serious reflection about alternatives in teaching was
engulfed in the social realities of conservatism and traditionalism not only in
the schools but in the university as well. Small wonder that interviews with
these students found a prevailing sense of cynicism and even bitterness about
the mixed messages they were receiving from their teaching training.

If this example teaches us nothing else, it can sensitize us to monitoring how
well what we say .ve do in preparing elementary physical education specialists
and what we actually do in our professional development r ograms nia tches, in
both coursework and field experiences.

Teaching Behavior Changes in Planned Field Experiences. Of particular interest
to physical education teacher educators is a study by Gusthart and Rink (1983),
not only because it is our subject area, but because it ably illustrates the kind of
intensity needed by researchers who investigate field experiences' effects on
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students. This study is set in a program context which was systematically
designed to emphasize field experiences as a learning vehicle in which teacher
trainees could have ample opportunities to practice the particular instructional
content-process skills upon which this program is founded. The faculty
designed an elaborate sequence of field experience components demanding
increasing levels of complexity and difficulty in teaching skills.

The researchers, in turn, paid careful attention to the kinds of questions
they rai ;ed about the effect of those field experiences on students and to the
detailed kinds of evaluation data sought. The quantitative results are drawn
directly from what actually happened to the teacher trainees' teaching
behaviors, and data were collected by direct observations while the students
taught in their field settings. The complexity of the teaching behavior
categories recorded led to a rich data base which makes it almost inevitable that
different interpretations of results can be made. Readers primarily interested
in a good model for using direct observational methods to evaluate how field

experiences affect trainees' teaching behaviors repertoires should read the

original report.
Safe generalizations drawn from this study to help teacher educators think

more clearly about maximizing positive effects of field experiences for their

own students do not necessarily depend on either the direction or magnitude

of any single teacher behavior change reported. At least it is fair to say that:
1. Students entered this complex series of field experiences with unusually

high levels of performance on the teaching behavior indicators measured in
this study.

2. Students did not change significantly the levels of teaching behaviors
demonstrated as they pro3ressed through the sequential field experiences
(i.e., there was no explicit pattern of continued improvement in the whole

constellation of teaching behaviors throughout the time period covered).
3. As students confronted more demanding tasks in the increasingly diffi-

cult field experiences, their per rmance on some of the critical teacher behav-

ior variables deteriorated from initial levels.
The powerful message here is that this PETE faculty now has the quantita-

tive data in hand that provide a clear, explicit oicture of teaching behavior
profiles of students who have participated in a well-defined, sequential, pro-
gressive, and clearly articulated series of field experiences. Combined with
other sources of data (e.g., qualitative), the faculty now is armed with the
knowledge that will make it possible for them intelligently and deliberately to
alter those field experiences. Such planned change strategies can increase the
probability that future students will be able to improve significantly their
teaching performance by participating in those field experiences.

Pitfalls of Field Experiences. If the foregoing examples of research have
created some uncertainties, raised a question or two, or at least made you
vaguely uneasy about your program's field experiences, Feiman-Nemser's and
Buchmann's (1983) account of three pitfalls in the practicum is sure to sound
uncomfortably familiar. Based on qualitative study of classroom settings,
these three characterizations of whathappens when university students enter
schools to practice teach should hold perfectly true for physical education.

Familiarity is the first pitfall which accounts for students' not learning from
field experiences what teacher educators would like to anticipate. Students
thilk they know about teaching and learning and schools simply because they
have spent 13 years there as pupils. Even though that perspective is much
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different from being there as teacher, students frequently tune out or turn off
any reflective thinking about what goes on in zlassrooms they visit because
they think they already know hat happens. For teacher educators (and
cooperating teachers), this becomes the problem of having to help studer is set
aside their personal experiences long enough to consider and add other dimen-
sions and perspectives about what current teaching practices are and how
those relate to what could or should be done in teaching.

Two worlds, the second pitfall, draws our attention to the fact that students
are novices who cannot automatically transfer what they learn about teaching
in college classes to the field settings where they encounter pedagogy in a
different context. This results sometimes becauseuniversity and field settings
may convey opposite messages, but more often becayse students need assist-
ance in making sense out of the relationship between what they learn in the
abstractions of a college class and the real events of teaching in the school
context. To illustrate, it doesn't make sense to send students out to observe
without being explicit about what and how to observe, and without help in
understanding how theory helps to illuminate practice. Further, even the
activities of the practicum must serve to relate rather than disassociate
program and field perspectives. If teachers are not seen to use formal observ-
ation skills, why would students find such assignmentscredible as professional
preparation?

The last pitfall relates to the cros purposes phenomenon. The purpose of
schools and teachers is to educate children, not to teach prospective teachers
tzow to teachor to help them make wise vocational choices. Accordingly,
many novices -vill not be allowed to engage in activities that might be idealfor
their personal development. A school is not an extension of a teacher training
program. It follows that the reality of schools for teacher trainees is farther
from the reality for experienced teachers than commonly has oeen admitted.

Recommendations

It is perhaps possible to gigue that the field experiences we design for
training elementary physical educction specialists are not susceptible to these
pitfalls, or that our students have powers of resistance against the forces
pushing them to conform to the social contexts of schools, or that we as
teacher developers are so smart hat we can avoid most of the problems of
implementing field experiences to which previous sections of this paper have
referred. I would not argue that way, nor would I interpret the possibility of
doing good field experiences as so dismal that we ought not to bother.

Instead, I urge readers to take this position: the more we know about doing
field experiences, whether the knowledge is about successes or problems, the
better prepared we are to think about the right issues, to ask the right
questions, and ultimately the better chance we have to do the right things.
Designing field experiences which function in positive ways is a tougher task
than most of us knew. It requires different kinds of thinking and different
actions, some of which are proposed below. The best advice remains: think
small, find company, and ask questions (Locke and Dodds, 1984). My advice is:

1. Don't rush out to add any more field experiences to your program. Take a
hard look at what you have new and see if some intelligent tinkering can make
it better. Total redesign is unreasonable, probably impossible, and feels too
overwhelming even to make a beginning.
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2. Do make effort to dialogue extensively (not monologue!) with cooperat-
ing teachers. Make this a long-term effort, not a one-shot meeti.ig. Talking

together clarifies positions, helps find common ground to start with, and can
even lead to developing commonly held assumptions about training teachers

from initially diverse viewpointsthe key is continuous and open dialogue.
3. Do be clear with students (and university faculty and cooperating

teachers) about exactly what they are to be doing, what they should be
learning from their presence in the field, and how it relates to good teaching.

Hold them (and ourselves) accountable for demonstrating a core of specific
behaviors appropriate to status as a beginning teacher.

4. Do be sure students get lots of chances to sit down to talk with somebody

about their field experiencesevery time they set foot in a school. University
personnel and cooperating teachers, together, or peer support groups .re all
useful listeners and reactors. Reflective discussions of experiences are as
worthwhile as having the experience in the first place.

5. Do help students reflect upon and think about everything that happens to

them in schoolscognitive, affective, and social aspects as well as doing the

technical skills of teaching. Do help students make connections (recognize
congruence and dissonance) between what they learn at the university and

what they learn in a field experience. Don't be afraid to explore the Implications
of different messages students receive from both sources.

6. Do monitor very closely what goes on when your students are "out
there." Faculty supervision is the most cost-ineffective operation in teacher
education, but we must know and understand what happens to students in
schools in order to make sure that effective things happen a ''en as possible.

7. Finally, evaluate how well your teacher education prog Am carries out its
field experiences. Use all the sources of information you have (faculty; cooper-

ating teachers, administrators, and pupils in schools; your students; external

observers; and your own perceptions) to get the clearest picture you can of
what's happening. Only then can you make informed decilons about whether
to change and what those changes ought to be

Field experiences are like!), to remain a significant part of most PETE

programs preparing elementary specialists. How worthwhile those experi-

ences will be depends on several things: (a) how well teacher educators can

separate the myths about field experiences from solid evidence grounded in

reality, (b) how well they can draw upon the knowledge base of research, and

(c) how well they can blend such information gained from systematic inquiry
with other sources of wisdom to make practical decisions about how to run
their programs. If we want children tu have the best possible physical

education teachers, we have some changes to make in the field experience
components of our teacher preparation programs. The effort is worth it, but as

John Denver ends one of his recent songs, "It's about time, and it's about
changes, and it's about time!"
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The Process of Personal
Professional Integration
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Many approaches have been used to design quality teacher education pre-
service programs. Our personal involvement in the professional preparation of

physical education teachers suggests that we need to review the framework fc,r

conceptualizing teacher education curricula about every five years. Twenty
years ago we were enthusiastic about systems analysis. We were drawing

diagrams with blocks and arrows and identifying inputs and outputs. From
there it was a logical move to the certification of competencies. Developing a
Competency Based Teacher Education (CBTE) program was a relatively

straightforward challenge requiring the listing of all essential and desired

competencies, describing criteria and standards by which the achievement of

these competencies would be demorstrated, and planning courses and testing
programs that would ensure mastery of these competencies.

It is not surprising ti- at the CBTE approach led to unmanageable content for

university curriculum committees to review and approve. The resistance of

college faculties to the increasing prescription of curricuiar trivia might have

been predicted. Furthermore, there was a noticeable groundswell of dissatis-

faction from the clients who began to suggest that they were not sure, if all of

these specifics were required, that teaching was really what they had in mind as

a professional career.
As a result, professional preparation programs designed for alternative

careers became fashionable. Young people who enjoyed participation in sports

and fitness activities were enthusiastic about alternative careers preparing
them for atheltic training, sports management, fitness leadership, sports
journalism, and many other careers oriented toward making activity partici-
pation more accessible to others. To be sure, colleges and universities in the

business of preparing physical educators continued to offer teacher certifi-

cation programs and, specifically, programs to certify elementary school

physical education specialists. Still, these programs were certain to feel the

impact of the growing enthusiasm for alternative careers in sports and fitness

enterprises. Professional preparation curricula were designed with alternative
tracks having a common core and alternative professional specializations, one

of which continued to be secondary school teaching and coaching and, in some

instances, a second alternative which was viewed as preparation for teaching

young children movement.
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It is clearly time for a reconceptualization of professional preparation of
elementary school physical education specialists. A conscious paradigm shift
necessarily requires examining the value orientation that will determine key
curriculum decisions. We are ready to discard both disciplinary mastery and
social reconstruction as appropriate curriculum development approaches. Even
learning process and self-actualization are limited approaches. The professional
preparation model which seems to better meet today's needs is based on a value
perspective which might be designated as ecological validity.

It is not appropriate today to discuss this preferred value orientation in detail.
However, since the plan for integrating and sequencing the professional
program elements described in this paper is based on a value orientation of
ecological validity, it seems necessary to at least identify the key characteristics.
Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of the relative emphasis placed on
the three curriculum elements from each of five valueorientations. The overall
curriculum perspective of ecological validity places the three fundamental
elements of individual, society, and subject matter in balance. Individuals
achieve personal validity only as they are able to function effectively within the
society. ThE :oriety is healthy only to the extent it supports the growth and
development and v 'ell-being of individual members. Subject matter is valuable
when it contributes to realizing both individual and societal goals. The overall
perspective of a curriculum using an ecological validity orientation keeps the
individual and society in balance. The learner perspective focuses on personal
meaning. The social perspective emphasizes ecolc3y, futures, and global
concerns.

Our proposed model for the professional preparation of elementary school
physical education specialists reflects a value orientation of ecological validity. It
incorporates five dimensions for integration and for sequencing program
elements. Two dimensions provide vertical sequencing: (1) three overlappiag
components in a four-year preparation program and (2) three content areas
which are developed sequentially through all three of the major components.
The other three dimensions support integration horizontally throughout all
stages of curriculum development. They provide for: (3) concurrent develop-
ment of essential knowledge and understanding and of performance and appli-
cation skills and abilities' (4) personal integration through a continuous cycle of
assessment, goal s,-efi:ig, and evaluation; (5) social integration through a
combination of advising individual students and organizing students into
learninglgroup development teams.

The overall curriculum plan has three major components: (1) entry, or
foundations, (2) individually scheduled coursework and laboratory experience
modules, and (3) synthesis. The foundations component consists of a one-year
sequential block program including common core experiences as well as
individual assessment and appropriate experiences based on individual
profiles. The middle component permits students to individually program
traditional coursework in both activity and c:assroom lecture/laboratory
instruction. Coursework is accompanied by individualized professional
laboratory or field experiences that provide for application of key course
concepts. Preferably, these individually programmed courses and comple-
mentary experiences could be spread over one or two years between
enrollment in components one and three The synthesis component is viewed
as a senior level program, either a one semester block program scheduled as a
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Figure 1. Overall Value Perspective. (Adapted from a graphic created by Colin Higgs,
University of Oregon )

full-time load or a half-time block program for an entire year. It focuses on
preparing for a full-time professional laboratory experience, student teaching,
evaluating the teaching experience, and planning for the transition to
continuing education as an inservice activity.

To facilitate transfer from other programs or late entry, the middle
component can be scheduled so that it oierlaps with the foundations
component or the synthesis component, or both. A student entering the
program with junior standing will be able to complete the program in two years
only if he or she has completed courses which meet your university's general
education requirements and if courses already completed can be credited
toward 20 to 25 semester hours of work required in your major curriculum.
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Figure 2 illustrates approximate percentages of curriculum credit hours
designed for each component. These patterns allocate five percent of the
curriculum for the entry component, 50 percent for individually scheduled
coursework, and 15 percent for the synthesis component, leaving 30 percent
for general education requirements. These figures differ from usual guidelines
because the individually scheduled coursework includes not only the essential
physical education major courses, but also required general education courses
which are prerequisite to certain major courses and state teacher certification
requirements. In planning sequences, these courses must be individually
scheduled because many of them require prerequisites or upper division
standing.

Within this general pattern, integration is fostered by developing sequential
experiences within three major content areas: (1) fitness, (2) movement, and
(3)profession. In all three content areas, the student will be seeking to gain
knowledges and understandings and to develop performance abilities and
application skills.

The fitness experiences are directed toward fitness knowledges and under-
standings and the actual development and maintenance of personal health-
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related fitness. Physical educators will develop progressively more
sophisticated fitness understandings and practical abilities throughout the
entry component, their individualized coursework, and the synthesis compo-
nent. The -.ovement experiences focus on movement analysis and under-
standing and on the development of movement performance skills. Students
will learn to perform fundamental loc imotor, manipulative, and rhythmic
kills; develop more advanced movement understandings and abilities through

planned progressions of games, gymnastics, and dance activities; and parti-
cipate in sequences of activi ',:s directed toward the analysis of human move-
ment from a variety of perspectives. The professional experiences are directed
toward clarifying philosophy, knowledge about curriculum development,
planning instruction, analyzing teacher behavior, and evaluating curriculum
and instruction. Professional experiences also include practice activities that
provide for developing professional performance skills and applying the skills
to teaching elementary school physical education. Throughout the years of
professional preparation, a prospective teacher will achieve professional com-
petence through sequential experiences in teaching and curriculum develop-
ment culminating in a full-time student teaching experience.

Keeping in mind that the content of fitness, movement, and profession will
be studied throughout all three major components or curricular levels, arvi
that performance and application skills will be combined with developing
knowledge and understanding in studying all fitness, movement, and profes-
sional topics, we will attempt to detail somewhat further how program ele-
ments will be integrated and sequenced. The entry level component (see
Figure 3) might be planned as two courses, one providing an introduction to
the profession and the other an introduction to movement and fitness. The
professional orientation class would be a classroom lecture-laboratory course
with a primary goal of providing experiences to help students develop and
clarify a personal philosophy of physical education. Learning activities should
include field experiences in local schools and emphasize group interaction with

Fitness Movement Profession

Ccmponents of Fitness Fundamental locomotor Introduction to education

Health-related fitness
and manipulative skills History of physical education

appraisal Stability and balance philosophy of physical

Personal prescription Rhythm education

and development Movement qualities
Nutrition and weight
control

Personal appraisal

Personal prescription and
Smoking and substance
abuse

development

Games to facilitate
Relaxation acquisition cf specific
Exercises for st-- ,n end
flexilibity

movement skills

Aerobic activities and
games

Figure 3. Topic Outline I: Foundations Component
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peers and with representative faculty members. Value clarification activities
might incic.de ranking physical education priorities, observing individual stu-
dents in physical education classes, discussing critical incidents, describing the
ideal physical education class, and writing curriculum metaphors. The course
content should also include an introduction to concepts of play, an introduc-
tion to the history of physical education, and foundations of American educa-
tion. The course should also be designed to meet the state certification
requirement in educational foundations.

A foundations of movement and fitness course should include substantial
activity content and key concepts of both fitness and movement. Possible
fitness content mighi include components of fitness, health related fitness
appraisal, personal prescription aad development, nutrition and weight con-
trol, smoking and substance abuse, relaxation, exercises for strength and
flexibility, and aerobic activities and games. Movement content might include
fundamental locomotor and manipulative skills, stability and balance, rhythm,
movement qualities, personal ap ?raisal, personal prescription and develop-
ment, and games to facilitate acquiring specific movement skills. We have
initiated such a course at the University of Georgia. It is a daily course which
heavily emphasizes activity participation, and is supplemented by mini lectures
and emphasis on integration through application of specific knowledges and
skills in game settings, outside assignments requiring application of class
!earnings, and development and initiation of a personal fitness program.

The foundations component could be completed within one term or carried
through the initial year in an undergraduate professional program. Course-
work would be identified by the local fac ulty curriculum committee (see Figure
4). Such courses would be scheduled in an individual student's program over a
two- to three-year period; the course organization would be similar to that
currently used in the better undergraduate programs. Required courses
emphasizing fitness content would include fitness activities courses, personal
health, first aid and CPR, physiology and exercise physiology.

Fitness Moviment Profession

Fitness activities Courses to develop Child development
Personal health selected motor

performance skills Educational psychology
First aid and CPR (gymnastics, aquatics, AdapJd physical education
Physiology/Exercise games and sports) Tests and measurements
physiology Creative dance Computer utilizatio

Anetomy/Kinesiology Program planning
Motor behavior Teaching procedures
Skills in analyzing Practicum experiences
movement activities in schools

Field experience with
children in non-school
settings

Figure 4. Topic Outline II. ,ndividualized Coursework
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The movement content would be offered in a variety of courses in develop-
ing selected motor performance skills. Sequential units in developing gymnas-
tics, aquatics, games and sports abilities would provide for integrating
progressively more advanced understandings of motor behavior. Sequences in
creative . .nce activities And in other more structured dance forms would
facilitate integrating anatomical and kinesiological knowledges. Courses
would be sequenced to provide for integrating analysis and communications
skills with the development of motor performance skills.

The development of knowledges, understandings, skills, and attitudes
related to professional roles in physical education would include such courses
as child development, educational psychology, adapted physical education,
tests and measurements, computer utilization, program planning, teaching
procedures, practicum experiences in schools, and field experiences with child-
ren in non-school settings. All of the required professional preparation
courses specified in the local curriculum should be accompanied by appro-
priately individualized laboratory and field experiences.

The synthesis component (see Figure 5) is designed to integrate learning
through all curricular levels and across the three key content areas. The
primary goal of synthesis is to provide for personal integration of each gradu-
ate as he or she completes the preservice program and moves into a role of
full-time professional responsibility. It is suggested that the ideal scheduling
arrangement would permit three learning units: a pre-student-teaching plan-
ning seminar, the student teachilg experience itself, and a post-student-
teaching seminar. This senior level experience would combine small group
seminars and an individually programmed and guided professional experience
in teaching physical education in an elementary school.

A major feature of the synthesis component wo, id be a personal appraisal
and continuing development plan that extends across the three areas of
fitness, movement, and professional growth. The remaining fitness and move-

Fitness Movement Profession

Personal appraisal and continuing development plan

1111.

Group "fun run," new germs,
golf/tennis tournaments,
folk dance festival,
track/swim meet

Student teaching
CurricJIum development and evaluation
Current issues
Future studies
Transition planning
Personal development plan
Assessing community needs
Legal considerations
Politi:s of currcutum change
Career development

Figure 5. Topic Outline III: Synthesis Component
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ment content would be provided through a series of large group activities such
as "fun runs," new games, golf and tennis tournaments, folkdance festivals,
tract( or swim meets, and similar activities designed to permit students to enjoy
participating together. Participants would also have additional opportunities
in planning, organizing, and administering these events.

The synthesis component would emphasize the professional content.
Student teaching would cnritinue to be a major focus and a high'y significant
learning experience. Seminars would focus on curriculum aevelopment,
evaluation, current issues, and futures studies. Clarifying physical education
philosophy through small group discussions that permit students toexchange
insights gained during student teaching, comraring and evaluating the
different school programs experienced, and analyzing in depth such issues as
the appropriate role of youth sports, all would help students to synthesize the
learning experiences of the entire professional preparation curriculum. Major
attention should be given to studying and analyzing futurists' writings,
writing future scenarios for physical education, and developing skills for
creating alternative futures.

Planning for transition to full-time professional responsibility would also be
a part of the synthesis component. Planning would include a personal develop-
ment plan for maintaining a physically active lifestyle; for keeping abreast of
current research findings in child development, in the nature of human move-
ment, and in the teaching-learning process; and for ensuring continuous
professional development. Content in the planning unit should also deal with
community needs assessment, legal considerations, the politics of curriculum
change. Guidance in individual career development should be provided.

Up to this point, we have focused primarily on sequencing and on integrat-
ing curriculum content by conceptualizing three program levels in which the
foundations and synthesis components would carry the major burden of
integrating knowledges, understandings, and skills across the three content
:eas of fitness, movement, end the physical education profession. Key

sequencing decisions would be made through determinationsof sequences in
each of these three areas. Individually scheduling other courses, including
general education requirements and electives will follow guidelines presently
used in the better programs. To ensure integration of the total academic
content, however, most physical education faculties need to give more atten-
tion to relating performance to disciplinary knowledges and to the pro-
fessional applications of the knowledges and understandings sought.

It was suggested earlier that integration of prog-Am elements might also be
achieved in two other dimensions. In addition to integrating and sequencing
academic content, we need to be concerned about personal and social integra-
tion through selection and sequence of individual and group experiences.
Personal integration of individual students in the professional program for
elementary school physical education specialists should be enhanced through a
continuous personal assessment, goal setting, and evaluation process. The
process should be guided by a competent ,. ' caring faculty advisor. The goal is
probably facilitated by a system in whi,:n an advisor carrie: a reasonable
advising Icad, works with the same student through most of the undergradu-
ate program, and views his or her responsibilities as much broader than the
routine registration and programming decisions. Before graduating from the
program, a student should have developed sufficient self-knowledge, self-
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confidence, and self-direction to carry out a personal assessment,goal setting
and evaluation process with sufficient skill and insight to continue these
behaviors throughout his or her professional career.

The social dimension for program integration involves organizing the major
students into learning teams. Assuming a fairly large enrollment in the major
program, you :night wish to randomly assign entering students to a particular
advisor so that a group of six to 10 students are identified with others who
already have reached upper division status. If the group preparing to be
elementary school physical education specialists is not too large, all students
with this particular goal might be assigned to the same learning team. The
team faculty advisor would be responsible for helping to orient new students
to the program through team affiliation and would give leadership for devel-
oping group enthusiasm and pride. More experienced members of the learning
team m'ght assist in academic learning experiences and individual participants
could successfully experience a variety of increasingly mature group roles.

Learning teams might function within a class group to provide small profes-
sional seminar .liscussion groups. For events involving students at different
grade levels, the learning teams could, as a major-club activity, function as
competitive teams for fun runs or novelty tournaments or meets. The learning

m advisor would have a special responsibility for assisting individuals in
learning to play group roles effectively and in guiding group development.
Thus, advising services would be strengthened through a dual focus and the
process of integration and sequencing would be enhanced through a social
dimension.

In summary, the proposed model for the professional preparation of ele-
mentary school physical education specialists incorporates the following five
dimensions, each of which makes a particular contribution to the process of
personal professional integration:

(1) Vertical sequencing is effected through three overlapping academic
components or curricular levels, a foundations component, a component con-
sisting of individualized coursework and laboratory experiences, and a con-
cluding synthesis component including planning for transition to full-time
professional work.

(2) Three content areas are developed through sequential experiences in
fitness, movement, and the physical education profession.

(3) The curriculum is strengthened by continuous integration of knowl-
edges and understandings with opportunities for application in real life per-
formance situations.

(4) Individual assessment, goal setting, and evaluation are emphasized
throughout the program with a formal assessment annually and at
graduation.

(5) The integration process is supported through the organization of stu-
dents into professional teams both horizontally by educational levels, and
vertically to permit the additional learnings gained through working with
peers who have less and greater experience and knowledge.

The process of personal professional integration can thus occur in at least
five complenetary dimensions.
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Perhaps it is a commonly held belief thiq developing commitment in pre-
service teachers is easily accomplished. That is, because undergraduate trai-
nees' love children, a primary reason for entering our field (Poo ley, 1971;
Woodford, 1977; Temp lin, Woodford, and Mulling, 1982), they enter physical
education programs already possessing a high degree of commitment to teach-
ing and to becoming exemplary physical education instructors. However, as I
have learned through my studies, developing commitment involves a myriad
of factors well beyond the love of children.

During a time in our history when public education has undergone intense
scrutiny and criticism, commitment seems to be one critical issue to consider
when assessing the various resolutions to such problems. However, it seems
apparent that in a period when a significant percentage of teachers suggest
they would select different careers if given the opportunity to start their
professional preparation over (Darling-Hammond, 1984; National Education
Association, 1981); when turnover in the teaching ranks is commonplace prior
to the fifth year of teaching (Vance and Schlechty, 1983); and when teaching is
claimed to be a secondary choice vocation or career contingency for many
teacher trainees (Lortie, 1975); the task of developing teacher commitment
may be a lofty and, in some cases, an unreal goal. The problem of developing
commitment is probably compounded by other issues such as the decreasing
attractiveness of teaching in terms of dwindling non-pecuniary rewards and
the increase in the teacher's role as a bureaucratic functionary rather than as
an autonomous, practicing professional. Equally, the relatively negligible
impact of professional preparation on trainees wl i are, in many cases, less
than desirable as prospective physical educators (Locke and Dodds, 1984;
Templin, Woodford, and Mulling 1982; Weaver, 1984) further complicates the
picture.

Finally, the problem of developing commitment in preservice teachers
addresses the question, commitment to what or to whom? To the educational
process? To one's profession? To that learned in one's training? To one's
students? Obviously, with these concerns or road-blocks to developing com-
mitment, the teacher educator may believe that developing commitment in the
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preservice teacher is next to impossible. I choose to believe otherwise. Yes,
there are barriers, but skepticism or pessimism are not very useful in our
desire to develop exemplary and committed practitioners. Teacher educators
must maintain a sense of purpose if they are to develop it in others. They must
remember that developing technical competence and commitment are more
important for what they make possible than for what they are; that is, provid-
ing physical education students on all levels meaningful movement experien-
ces and reinforcing not only the teacher's love of children, but the love of
children learning. To these ends developing commitment to the teaching task
is significant and as Locke, Mand, and Siedentop (1981) suggested a few years
ago, it is the most important task within the professional preparation process.
Quite certainly, teacher educators need to become better informed about the
ways in which people become professionals and the route to role commitment.

PROFESSIONAL SOCIALIZATION

Any discussion of developing commitment must acknowledge the theoret-
ical base to which commitment may be linked. Specifically, socialization theory
serves as a useful framework in analyzing commitment and, certainly within a
teaching context, it facilitates examining one's pretraining, preservice, and
inservice commitment toward teaching. In general, socialization theory
addresses the agents influential in acquiring skills, knowledge, and attitudes
and, in an occupational context, involves learning the skills, knowledge, and
attitudes associated with role performance.

It is the preservice or professional socialization dimension c' commitment
upon which this paper will focus. "Professional schools are charged with
educating students to be skilled and committed workers who will faithfully do
the work of their professions. In essence, their charge is to socialize students"
(Simpson, 1979, p. 3). Physical education teacher education programs have the
potential to be pivotal structures in moving a student from being a neophyte to
being an old hand or mature practitioner. Any given program does so through
its structure and the experiences it organizes. Students are inducted to learn
the occupation's knowledge, skills, and approaches to work; and failure or
success in the socialization process partially rests with the program.

Although the induction approach focuses on acquiring the professional role
during professional education (Merton, 1957), it should be recognized that a
reaction phase is also present within the socialization process; that is, it looks
at student "identities and commitments that sustain them during their profes-
sional education and motivate them to complete it and go on to professional
practice" (Simpson, 1979, p. 4). The reaction approach takes a dialectical
perspective wherein students are involved primarily as their own socializing
agents as they are trained for a professional role. It seems apparent that
induction and reaction are somewhat interdependent and the degree to which
a student identifies with or commits to teaching may be partially linked to his
or her reaction and socialization toward the technical culture and professional
ideology to which the student is exposed as a trainee. As Simpson (1979)
states, "these positions need not compete. The main variables studied by both
are essential aspects of socialization. Studying the acquisition of cognitive sets,
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apart from motivation to persist in a role commitment, is insufficientas a view
of socialization" (p. 4).

So, the question of socialization asks whether the training program impacts
technical knowledge and skill that persist across status transitions and
whether it develops identities and commitments to teaching physical
education that support the transition of the student into the professional role
of the teacher. Although a more prevalent belief held by many teacher
educators, as suggested before, is that we are the conductors of a low impact
enterprise, "it is foolish to assume that all teacher education programs have
low impact on all recruits" (Lawson, 1983, p. 8). Again, the possibility exists of
induction and of a positive reaction in the form of technical competence and
commitment, assuming that the structural and situational makeup of the
entire training process (including the influence of the school settings in which
students engage in field practice) facilitate these ends.

COMMITMENT: DEFINED

A term like commitment raises special problems regarding definition. It is a
term we are familiar with in a variety of ways and, in short, is in the everyday
language of our society with all the emotional overtones, special meanings,
and hidden implications that it suggests. So much has been written about
commitmentfrom Max Weber's (1949) classic essay "Science as a Vocation"
to Chester Bamard's (1938) seminal work in his study of business executives
to a multitude of organizational and occupational studies (Snizek and Little,
1984) conducted in the last two decadesthat a theoretical and empirical
foundation for its discussion has been laid. However, with this work has come
so many definitions that we may be inclined as Hall (cited in Angle and Perry,
1981) suggests "to abandon the term altogether and deal instead with a set of
concepts each focused on one or another aspect of commitment" (p. 1). The
following discussion illustrates the definitional quagmire which exists.

Within an organizational context, Moore (1970) definescommitment as an
"acceptance of appropriate norms and standards and identification with
professional peers, and profession as a co':ectivity" (p. 8). Within the same
context, while Barnard (1938) defines commitment as effort extended with the
anticipation of future rewards that, in turn, satisfies a worker's desires,
Buchanan (1974) defines commitment as a "partisan, affective attachment to
the goals and values of an organization, to one's role in relation to goals and
values, and to the organization for its own sake" (p. 346). In essence, Buchanan
sees commitment in terms of identification, involvement, and loyalty.

Within a teaching context, commitment has also been defined in a number of
ways. For instance, Lacey (1977) and Dreeben (1970) define commitment as
the intention to make teaching a career. Defining commitment in this way
points out an important distinction between personal identification with
teaching as a job and entrenchment within its structure. Naturally, commit-
ment may infer or, in fact, bn entrenchment into a role, but one must be careful
when using the word to describe both sets of motives. By so doing, one may
obscure the fact that teachers may be pursuing a career in teaching either
because they want to or because they feel they have no alternative.

Lortie (1975) suggests that commitment indicates "a readiness to allocate
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scarce personal resources (e.g., time, money, energy) to work" (p. 39). In this
sense, it is synonymous with involvement and describes an individual's
personal response to the perceived demands of teaching rather than an
fadividual's identification with an occupation or career structure.

Based on her research with 93 elementary teachers, Nias (1981) suggests
that commitment has four definitional bases:

1. Commitment as Vocationinvolves a calling to teach, a missionary sense of
direction derived from a love of children.

2. Commitment as Professiona dedication to one's skills as a teacher, involv-
ing a continuous search to improve one's knowledge and abilities and to do the
job really well. It should be noted here that McNamara (1972) found that
highly committed preservice to chers were able to do the job really well as
evidenced by a pattern of behavior which was progressive, and,whereby these
individuals were more likely to make and follow detailed lesson plans, assess
students on the basis of individual differences and improvement, they were
less likely to treat students preferentia4 and demonstrated a willingness to
work hard.

3. Commitment as Identity teaching offerspeople the opportunities to be the
sort of people they want to be.

4. Commitment as Career Continuancea commitment to retain one's
membership or participation in a group of social system)

Finally, referring to a more general context, I would be remiss if I didn't
address Recker's operational definition of commitment. Becker (1960) offers
the foreLiost representation of a structural approach to commitment in rela-
tion to "side bets." Specifically, Becker suggests that individuals are influenced
by investments and costs associated with certain lines of activity. Costs are
activities that, if initiated, would prove detrimental to the person.

For example, quitting a job with no immediate alternative employment
would be viewed as costly, while one's length of service and specialized
education may be viewed as investments (valuables) in a certain occupation. It
has been suggested that when the perceived costs of changing to another line
of activity exceed the perceived rewards of change, the individual is committed
(Thibaut and Kelley, 1959). From this reasoning, one may hypothesize that the
trainees commitment to teach physical education would increase sharply at the
point when transferring to another program would entail severe losses of
investments. From example, a trainee may forsake a great deal of preparation
in one area when transferring to a new major as well as losing the side bets of
his or her subjective warrants attached to those opportunities once thought to
be desirable.

Although Becker's definition provides one more view of commitment, I

believe one must be cautious of this perspective in relation to real value
typically attached to teacher training by trainees. That is, I have to question
the extent to which professional preparation becomes valuable as I witness a
high turnover from the teaching ranks, the interruption of study, the pursuit

'Continuance alone need not indicate commitment because it may simply reflect a lack of quali-

fication or of opportunities to change occupations (Moore, 1970)
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of occupations outside of teaching by our graduates, as well as the relatively
low time inv,-tment required of teacher trainees.2 What this line of thinking
suggests for some students is that teacher education may be perceived is
valuable in that it facilitates a variety of career and training options beyond the
primary goal of preparationto induct trainees into the field as competent and
committed professionals.

Summary

In summary, people are committed when we observe them pursuing a
consistent line of activity. "It is the pledging or binding of the individual to
behavioral acts and its main effect is to make an act more difficult to undo,
deny, distort, or reinterpret" (Kiesler, 1971, p. 157). Also, it is important to
note, as Kiesler (1971) found that "commitment is a continuous concept rather
than a dichotomous one. That is, people are referred to as more or less
committed to some behavior, rather than being simply committed or not" (p.
30). Again, commitment is not important for its own sake but for what it
impliesto bind people to exemplary performance as professionals, whereby
their clients prosper.

DEVELOPING COMMITMENT: CONSIDERATIONS FOR
TEACHER EDUCATION

With this brief theoretic and definition overview, the question remains
about the possible approaches which may facilitate commitment within
preservice elementary physical education students. Based upon personal
intuition and extrapolation from the few social psychological studies within
education, medicine, and industry which have addressed professional
commitment, I shall look at the development of commitment in relation to
recruiting students and some situation variables tied to the training process.

Recruitment

The question of who enters teacher education programs has been of great
concern to many. I can well imagine that a depressingly large number of people
seem to see truth in George Bernard Shaw's dictumI e who can does, he who
can't teaches, or Woodie Allen's pronouncement which goes one step further;
he who can't teach, teaches "gym." 1, too, am concerned with the quality of our
entrants, but my conri:n goes beyond the apparent inferiority of our studen t's
academic capabilities. Specifically, my concern centers on such questions as:

ZHowey (1983) points out that "slightly less than 40 percent of a prospective elementary
teacher's total undergraduate studies are developed to what could be construed as professional
training" (p 11). Prospective secondary teachers receive even less professional preparation and, in
both cases, Howey (1983) suggests "that teacher education students receive precious little direct
formal instruction in their quest to master the complex skills of teaching" (p 12) Again, commit-
ment is closely tied to mastering professional skills and it seems apparent in terms of Howey's
analysis that direct formal instruction must be increased if mastery and commitment is to be
developed.
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are students really entrenched in the idea of becoming a teacher? For what
purpose or reasons do they want to teach physical education? Are they
committed to it?

Simpson (1979) states that "the first step in committing oneself to a role is
thinking about it" (p. 80). I'm sure most entrants into professional preparation
programs in physical education have thought about the role of the physical
educator based on their observation apprenticeship or the countless number of
hours they spent in school gymnasia and on playing fields. From this expe-
rience or "biography," students formulate a subjective warrant which enables
each student to assess his or her suitability to enter a given occupation and to
meet role requirements. The love of children, a desire to serve society, a love of
movement as well as one's athletic skill serve as the subjective warrants of
most physical education entrants (Woodford, 1977; Temp lin, Woodford, and
Mulling, 1982).

Certainly these attributes are desirable but I wonder about the limited
vantage point one has during one's pretraining physical education experience
in fully understanding the technical culture and professional ideology of
teaching (Lortie, 1975). In essence, one must ask whether or not the entrant's
decision to enter our field transcends "imagination" or common sense and is
based on a realistic picture of the process of becoming a teacher.

I am equally concerned with those students, although possessing the attrib-
utes mentioned, enter our field not so much out of commitment to these
purposes, but enter as a function of various constraints, block aspirations, or
as a career contingency (perhaps as a pathway to becoming an astronaut!).
When teacher educators surmise that our students would rather be elsewhere
and ask, "Do they really want to become physical educators?" they also must
question and assess the entrants' commitments to teaching as well as figuring
out whether strategies aimed at the development of commitment are worth-
while exercises.

The implications of such concerns suggest that beyond selecting trainees
only on the merits of their academic credentials, teacher education programs
should begin to adopt other criteria or screening tests that assess the reasons
students select physical education as a field of study and possible career. Again,
what is their sense of purpose? What is their conception of teaching? What
dreams do they hold for our field, for public education, for our society? Do
they have dreams for changing the status quo or are they wed to the past?
Certainly the answers to such questions may provide some indication of a
student's initial commitment to teaching and whether professional prepar-
ation is a credible or reasonable pathway for the entrant to follow. It seems
logical that teacher educators can't begin to think about the development of
commitment without knowing the baseline of commitment from which the
training process will be initiatedif it is initiated at all for those individuals
who should be gently redirected. Naturally, throughout teacher preparation,
teacher educators must stay aware of the trainee's sense of purpose as a
teacher and hence they must provide outlets, such as ongoing seminars from
era, Ince to graduation, in order to maintain a continual dialogue between
raculty and students.

I'd like to briefly comment about the academic qualifications of our students.
First, as suggested before, it is an established fact that teaching attracts and
retains a disporportionately high percentage of those with low academic ability
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and fails to attract or retain those with high ability (Vance and Schlechty,
1983). The weakest students transfer in, stay in, and the strongest transfer
out. If the generalization that "the ability of recruits constitutes a signific..,
restriction on what can be achieved with the training cycle" (Locke and Dodds,
1984) and if, as Bucher and Stelling (1977) found, that one's mastery of the
skills and knowledge is the most important factor in the development of
commitment, it seems crucial that we attract students with the academic
capabilities to master the technical culture ofour field. Again, one's subjective
warrant is important, but means little if one is unable to acquire the skills,
knowledge, and values critical to induction.

As Simpson (1979) states, "The profession is the guardian as well as the
defender of the service it gives" (p. 20). It exercises its guardianship through
restrictions on membership. In order to help facilitate the development of a
masterful and hopefully a "committed" physical educator, we will have to
become better guardians.

The Training Process

Focusing on the training process, the question becomes, what are the
influential factors beyond the recruitment of more capable students that
contribute to the development of professional commitment? I am somewhat
cautious in proceeding here, for two reasons. First, I am reminded of the
literature which suggests there is an absence of any programming effect in
preparing physical educators because of the influence of pretraining
experience or biography, the design of programs unrelated to the world of
work, and because socialization is a continuing processthe commitments one
develops as a preservice teacher may be quite different from those developed
as an inservice teacher. Second, I agree with Bucher and Stelling (1977) who
suggest that "the idea of a programming effect is sufficientlyOrwellian to be a
bit disgusting" (p. 264). Although I recognize and promote the idea that
students need to acquire a variety of teaching skills, the implication that
preservice teachers can be controlled or manipulated through programmatic
design to come out with particular types of commitment or with a particular
predisposition to the role of the physical educator is a little unsettling if those
designs are for the benefit of teacher educators alone versus the well-being of
prospective teachers and their future students.

Nonetheless, both structural and situational variables are criticial in the
professional socialization process. Structural variables center on the way a
program is designed and organized, the perspectives trainees are presented,
the kinds of experiences they are involved in, and the skills and knowledge
they obtain. Situational variables address the process by which socialization
occurs. Such situational variables as role playing or work, role modeling,peer
groups, coaching and criticism, conversion experiences, and status passages
are influential in developing commitment (Bucher and Stelling, 1977). The
following sections focus on role playing and role modeling.

Role Playing (Work). Role playing addresses the degree to which trainees
have a chance to execute the role of physical educator, whether in a micro-
teaching situation or in actuu: -chool gymnasia. It is apparent from the profes-
sional socialization literature (R:own, 1963; Brown, 1969; Bucher and Stelling,
1977; Simpson, 1979; Snizek .ind Little, 1984) that role playing activities are of
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outstanding importance in developing professional commitment fora number
of reasons. Role playing encourages and may bring about a sense of mastery of
the skills and knowledge required of a role. Equally, role playing serves as a
means of validating one's training. It is important to recognize, however, that
in order to assure the development of commitment, certain factors must be
present. First, the trainee must have a sense of autonomy and self-responsi-
bility in performing work. Second, the trainee must acquire the sense that she
or he is the master of a role that "outsiders" don't know and can't perform.
Finally, it has been found that students should be involved in role-playing
situations quite early in their professional preparation if commitment is to
evolve (Ryser, 1983).

Although the need for increased role playing in the form offield practica has
been recognized in the last decade by most physical education professional
preparation programs, we should not lose sight of the cor tinued importance of
clinical experiences in the public schools or at the university if commitment is
to be developed. Research supports the fact that by assuming genuine and
significant responsibilities with children, trainees' commitment will be
enhanced as they see the application of their studies and if t1-.ey are shown that
their contributions can be appreciated by students and the other socializing
agents of their preparation.

Martin Haberman (1983) endorses the significance of role playing, but does

so by offering somewhat of a radical idea. Haberman (1983) has recommended
completion of a bachelors degree after trainees have been placed "in a four-
year career ladder as paraprofessionals, aides, assistant teachers, student
teachers, and interns in schoolsthe very same schools where they would
eventually teach" (p. 104). He suggests that through the delay of liberal arts or
academic training, "trainees could be trained to be more proficient and
competent (in behavioral terms) than any graduates of present university
teacher education programs" (p. 104). Equally, such an approach (as is true of
the conventional approach to field practice) serves as a mechanism for self-
selection; it will allow trainees to make a decision about their commitment to a
career in teaching. Such a reversal of the structure of teacher training
certainly is an interesting possibility to consider if evidence supporting this
alternative appears.

Expectations, Loyalty Conflicts, Quality of Work

Related to role playing are three other factors related to developing
commitment: student expectations, loyalty conflicts, and the quality of the
work experience.

Expectations. Experiences which allow trainees to test their expectations of
the physical educator's role formulated in pretraining and training experiences
are important in assessing their commitment to a role. Research has shown
when expectations of an occupational role are exceeded, the likelihood of
commitment is enhanced. In contrast, a significant negative discrepancy
between expectations and reality may undermine long-run prospects for
commitment (Brown, 1963).

The implications of this research suggests that teacher educators must be
aware of the trainees' expectations for the role of physical educator through-
out their training and these expectations must be assessed in relation to
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trainees' biographies, to what they have been exposed in their academic
preparation, and what they will face during field experiences. Teacher educa-
tion programs should not place a student in a position where reality shock
upon entering clinical or field experiences serves to undermine the student's
commitment to teach. Rather, a trainee would be placed in situations where
anxiety over his or her ability to live up to expectations can be relieved. Role
playing must activate an affiliative or affective tendency to teaching and
promote individuals' commitment to teaching and to socializing agents who
can furnish guidance and reassurance.

Another implication is that teacher educators must be sensitive to false
prophecies; that is, commitment will be diminished if faculty prophecies for a
trainee's life in the gym aren't actualized when the trainee enters the world of
work. Hopefully, what is professed and prophesied by teacher education
faculty not only provides a trainee realistic and motivational vision of teaching
but a vision that is consistent from one faculty member to another.

Loyalty Conflicts. Closely associated with expectations is the issue of loyalty
conflicts. Socialization is a continuing proceF.,, and there is no reason to
assume that trainees will be impervious to the influence of situations and rela-
tionships in which they subsequently become involved. Thia process,
however, places trainees in a position where they are torn between learning
and surrendering to a new environment and suspecting and mistrusting it. As
suggested before, if loyalty conflicts arise wherein an individual's role
definition is continually challenged or threatened, the individual's commit-
ment to the role may well be undermined.

Thus again, teacher educators must be sensitive throughout students'
training to the students' conceptions of teachingto the impact of training
experiences on their knowledge, skill, and attitudes. More importantly, we
must prepare students for transitions from which conflicts may arise. As a
student moves from course to course or, particularly, from the training
program to a field experience (where reality _hock becomes more of a possi-
bility), the implications of each transition should be examined and we should
begin to ask ourselves if our students have various strategies, such as those
offered by Colin Lacey (1977) to cope with the socializing effects of various
situations.3

Quality of Work. Another fact which is critical to developing commitment is
the quality of role playing activity. One mzy hypothesize that if the work of an
individual is challenging and stimulating such that it bolsters the self-image
and gratifies the achievement nee:s of the individual, it will positively affect
the individual's commitment to a role (Brown, 1969). If it seems trivial or
insignificant, the opposite can be expected. Hence, when role playing activities
have meaning and reinforce not only a student's decision to enter teaching, but
validates the student's training, commitment will be developed. Teacher edu-
cators must be sensitive to quality control when we place our students in
various field experiences. They must avoid conflict and seek situations that are
col.gruent with and suportive of the training perspective.

3Lacey (1977) has found that students are engages. in behavior by employing various strategies
(strategic compliance, internalized adjustment, and strategic redefinition) reflective ofautonomy
and self-direction versus dependence, passivity, and submissiveness to the socializing attempts of
others.
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Of course, this theme may apply to the total training process. We must get
away from those programs which are described :.,- "undemanding, ... often
dull," and "too obviously unrelated to the world or work"(Locke, 1983, p. 299)

to programs that reflect just the opposite. Obviously, the commitment we
have as teacher educators to positively influence both the structural and
situational variables of our programs may, in turn, influence our students'
commitment to teaching. I refer you again to the recommendations of Locke,
Mand, and Siedentop (1981) whereby such a goal may be realized.

Role Modeling

One further consideration in developing commitment, which only has been
implied thus far, is the importance of role models for our t: ainees. In
comparison t,- role playing, role modeling does not have the same degree of
influence on the trainee's development of commitment but this is rot to
suggest that modeling isn't influential. For example, Bucher and Stelling
(1977) found that trainees did use faculty as models and did look very much like
mar.' of their mentors while role playing. The same may be true of physical
education students who model the behavior of their university mentors
behavior which, I r-:ght add, isn't necessarily consistent with those behaviors
verbally professed by teacher educators for role exec.ut. nn by trainees, but
which is often consistent with the implicit behavior of teacher educators.

What do I mean? For example, such an individual might espouse the merits
of instructional diversity within a methodology class yet rarely, if ever, model
diverse t...ching styles. Obvic_ y, the teacher educator is sending one
message that calls for innovation and another, tacit message that typically
promotes the status quo. It is the second message which I believe, as do others
(Howey, 1983; Smith and Orlosky, 1975; Zeichner and Tabachnick, 1981), is
modeled by our trainees and mirrors and reinforces the custodial nature of
school programs.

Naturally, students are able to selectively monitor contradictory niessages
when developing their commitment to a certain behavioral repertoire, but my
plea is for consistency in the explicit and tacit lessons we teach. If teacher
educators agree about the technical culture and pn cessional ideology to be
transmitted to trainees, their behavio s must reinforce what they profess. It is
all too apparent that what is happerthig now is the reinforcement of a trainee's
traditional definition of teaching through her or his course work and
practicum experiences as well as the trainee's pretraining experiences, and I
wonder if this is the end product toward which we wish to socialize our
students.4 As Lawson (1983) states, "the concept of successful induction is one
in which a recruit's inac ' rate subjective warrant (What is versus what should
be) is replaced by a new self-image forged out of new ideological commitments
and newly acquired knoviledge and skill" (p. 12).

41t has been suggested that "goodness of fa" between the traditional orientations of teacher
educators and a trainee's traditional definition of instruction formulated during the student's pre-

training experiences, reinf.olLes the trainee's attitudes ano behaviors towards teaching.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I believe that the future of public education especially ofphysical education as we might like to see itdepends greatly on thewillingness of the men and women responsible for the structure of both public
school education and teacher education to forsake their short-term int,rest
for the long-term improvement of the educational process. I am convinced that
the "right" students, trained by the "right" mentors in the "right" ways and
who enter schools and work with the "right" teachers committed to educatechildren in the "right ways," can bring about change.

In order to bring about such a change, i agree with Locke and Dodds (1984)
suggestion that we "think small, find company, and ask questions" and thatwe
narrow the scope of action in teacher education to "this student, my class, our
program, thew cooperating teachers, and that school" (p. 30). Of course, we must
also narrow the scope to examine our own individual skills, knowledge, values,
and, of course, our commitments as teacher educators.

Commitment may be developed and teachers can translate that
commitment into sound programs of physical education in our schools. There
is living evidence that such a belief is possible; elementary physical educators
such as Beth O'Brien from Amherst, Massachusetts or Robert Leach fromEugene, Oregon or Dolly Lambdin from Austin, Texas all serve as role models
of excellence in teaching (Graham, 1982) and most certainly as educators
committed to the growth of their students. They possess not only a love ofchildren, but a love of and commitment to children leanring.

In an age of latch-key children and single parenthood, in which one-fourth
of all the children under six in our country are living below the poverty line, inwhich too many children are the victims of abuse and divorce, and in whichacademic achievement of our youth continues to rank below that of children
from other post-industrial nations (Bronfenbrenner, 1984), it is time tocommit and recommit ourselves to pursuing a better life and education for ourchildren. We have an incredible responsibility and that's the challenge thatstimulates my commitment as a teacher educator. It is the challenge that
prospective teachers must confront I- i-on. It is the challenge that we must
influence bureaucrats to recognize andact upon if structural change is to comeabout in the rec.mmitment to positive child development.

Yes, we must think small today, but let's continue to dream big dreams
dreams which direct our sense of rurpose toward a brighter future.
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The term hidden curriculum is frequently used in curriculum literature, but
its wide adoption as a slogan has done little to clarify its meaning and theo-
retical significance. Definitions of the term hidden turn(uh.m vary based both
on what is presumed to be taught, that is, the content of the hidden
curriculum, and on the depth to which it is hidden. In this paper, hidden
curriculum will be used to refer to those aspectrs of schooling which are not
part of the formal, explicit curriculum but which have an effect on students.
This is, the hidden curriculum consists of "what is taught to students by the
institutional regularities, by the routines and rituals of teacherlstudent lives

..." (Weis, 1982).
To understand the hidden curriculum one must study the lived culture of

the school or university and analyze its relationship to the structure of the
larger society. Such research begins with an analysis of meaning utilizing
ethnograhic and phenomenological studies. A researcher not only describes
the patterns of behavior observed but also examines the meanings these
events have for the participant. The analysis of meaning is combined with an
analysis of ideology (Apple, 1978). Educational institutions are viewed as
containing the potential for both reproduction and transformation of society.
The fundamental goal of research on the hidden curriculum is not only to
understand the experience of schooling but also to comprehend the relation-
ship between schooling and society.

In cont .3st to the positivist approach, which assumes research to be value-
free, the critical theory perspective underlying most hidden curriculum work
sees all knowledge including research as socially constructed (Berger and
Luckmann, 1966) and therefore begins with a clarification of the standpoint of
the researcher. The anal) sis which follow, is based on a feminist perspective.
My asssumption is that we live in a patriarchal society in which inequalities
between men And women are maintained both by force (laws and practices
which discriminate against women) and by ideology (beliefs about gender
which are accepted by men and women). Gender interacts with race, class, and
age to create a social system which is inherently unequal and which must be
transformed if a truly just society is to be attained. The hidden curriculum in
schools and universities may be a powerful force for either the reproduction or
transformation of society.
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Zeichner and Tabachnick (1981) have summarized three views on the
relative influence of schools and universities in the socialization of teachers.
The prevailing view is that universities It ve a liberalizing effect on pros-
pective teachers but these progressive or liberal attitudesare "washed out" by
school experience. An alternative view is that prospective teachers are
socialized primarily through the internalization of beliefs based on observa-
tions of teachers before entering college and that teachereducation has little, if
any, impact on them. The third possibility is that teacher education institu-
tions encourage students to affirm liberal slogans, but that both universities
and schools expose students to educational practice which is inherently
conservative. Zeichner and Tabachnick (1981, p. 10) suggest that examination
of these alternatives will require "research in teacher education to turn its
attention to closer and more subtle analyses of tSe impact of university
courses, symbols, procedures, and rituals upon the professional perspectives
of prospective teachers."

This paper examines literature regarding the hidden curricnlum . teacher
education and analyzes the implications of this work for the preparation of
physical educators to teach children. A gro . ing body of literature describes
the hidden curriculum in schools and much of that literature examines the
working lives of inservice teachers. However, relatively little research
describes the hidden curriculum in teacher education programs. Although
comprehensive ethnographic studies have been done describing the profes-
sional preparation of doctors (Becker et al., 1961) and of nurses (Oleson and
Whittaker, 1968), no comparable study of teacher education has been
published. Aspects of a two-year ethnographic study of teacher education
students at the University of Houston have been reported (Ginsburg and
Newman, 1982; 1983; Ginsburg, 1984), but that study did not include physical
education students.

The following discussion focuses on three components of the hidden curric-
ulum in teacher education: knowledge and the educational process, the work
of teachers, and social relationships. Because of the absence of research on the
hidden curriculum in teacher education and especially in physical education
teacher education, some of my comments will be speculative. My hope is to
stimulate both reflection and action on these issues.

KNOWLEDGE AND THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

The ways in which teacher education programsare organized and conducted
communicate a view of what knowledge is worth learning and of the charac-
teristics of knowledge itself. Berlak and Berlak (1981) identify three
dimensions in which conceptions of knowledge differ. One dimension
contrasts knowledge as given and having an objective existence with
knowledge as probleztatical and socially ..onstructed. A second dimension
contrasts knowledge tied to personal experience with public knowledge based
on impersonal standards. The third basis for analysis, the holistic-molecular
dimension, contrasts "active construction of meaning versus accumulating
discrete parts properly ordered" (Berlak and berlak, 1981, p. 151).

A number of writers have suggested that teacher education programs
convey an image of knowledge as certain, objective, and discrete rather than
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problematic, subjective, and holistic (Giroux, 1c80; Greene, 1977; Horton,
1972). A primary means by which this image is communicated is separating
reflection from action (Bartholomew, 1976; Gitlin, 1982). By focusing on how
things are to be done rather than considering what is to be done and why,
teacher education programs perpetuate a perspective which is essentially
conservative because it fails to provide prospective teachers with the
conceptual ability to question exisling practices and the potential to transform
that reality (Giroux, 1980; Gitlin, 1982).

Research in some teacher education programs has supported this analysis of
the image of knowledge conveyed. Ginsburg and Newman (1983) found that
both the formal and the hidden curriculum of the competency-based teacher
education program at the University of Houston treated the content of the
curriculum as given, not as something about which teachers have to make
decisions. The focus was on instructional strategies and techniques of
presenting or delivering the given curriculum. The modularization of the
program also encouraged students to view knowledge as fragmented and
molecular. An analysis of Tabachnick, Popkewitz, and Zeichner (1980) of the
student teaching experience at i. midwestern university indicated that uni-
versity supervisors focused conferences and seminars on techniques of
teaching rather than on d'scussions of broader educational issues.

Exceptions to this view of knowledge existed even within the programs
described. Some university faculty raised controversial issues andencouraged
students to examine personal experiences and values. However, for the most
part, preservice teachers were educated in ..ow to take a prescribed curriculum
and deliver it with a variety of techniques. The teacher education students'
reactions to the given curriculum varied (Ginsburg and Newman, 1983). Some
saw it as making their situation survivable while others disliked the perceived
constraint but did not feel they could change it. In both cases, the status quo in
schools remained unchallenged.

One aspect of the image of knowledge is especially noteworthy for physical
education teacher education programsthe separation of the subjective
experience of moving from the objective experience of studying about move-
ment. Separation of the subjective and objective reflects and reinforces the
separation of the private and public domains of life. Such a division sees the
public domain of work and politics as the man's world and the private realm of
family and emotion as the women's sphere and is at the heart of the patriarchal
system (Eisenstein, 1981). The separation is ideologically represented and
supported by the dualisms of mind and body, instrumental and expressive
activity, and work and play. To the extent that physical education programs
reflect such dualisms they may reinforce the sexual division of labor in society.

Within the physical education field, dance educators and proponents of
movement education seem to have most successfully resisted the separation of
the experience of moving from the experience of studying about movement.
Rather than neatly packaging the curriculum Into activity courses and theory
courses, they have integrated activity and theory in ways that communicate a
more holistic view of both subject matter and student.
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THE WORK OF TEACHERS

Examinations of teachers' working lives reveal two persistent but seemingly
contradictory themes: a hierarchical power structure and an ideology of
professionalism (Helsel and Krchniak, 1972). Teachers work in bureaucratic
organizations in which power is hierarchically ordered from administrators to
teachers to students. At the same time, educators have sustained a belief
system that views teachers as autonomous professionals who have the right to
regulate and control their own activities.

Two questions are addressed in this analysis: (1) To what extent does the
hidden curriculum of teacher education reinforce one or both of these themes?
and (2) How do hierarchical authority and the ideology of professionalism
serve to reproduce or transform existing society?

The hierarchical power structure is visible to teacher education students at
two levels. Most apparent is the power an instructor wieldsover them through
assignments, attendance require .ents, testing, and grading (Hoffnung,
1982). The constraints under which instructors operate are somewhat less
evident. University professors generally are viewed as having gr °ater
autonomy and professional statue than public school teachers but Ginsburg
and Newman (1983) found that teacher education irstructors often made
explicit references to constraints placed on them by state certification regula-
tions, accreditation agencies, and university requirements. While the bureau-
cratic nature of schools rarely is examined directly, student teachers are
frequently given messages to conform to school practices and not "make
waves" (Ginsburg and Newman, 1983; Tabachnick, Popkewitz, and Zeichner,
1980). The hidden curriculum clearly reflects the hierarchical power structure
of schools and universities.

The ideology of professionalism is often included in the formal curriculum
of teacher education programs but is also visible in the hidden curriculum in
both the labels and slogans used (e.g., professional preparation, introduction
to the profession, professional organizations) and in the emphasis on teacher
responsibility and accountability. The accountability movement is an
interesting manifestation of the contradictions of hierarchical control and the
ideology of professionalism. To hold an individual teacher accountable for the
quality of education implies that the teacher has the power and autonomy to
regulate the educational activities being evaluated. However, teachers
generally do not have the autonomy to determine the criteria for succe .,s. The
teacher education program, like the school as a workplace, portrays teachers as
autonomous professionals and as bureaucratic employees. Preservice teachers
are encouraged to believe that if they act like professionals, they will be
recognized and treated as such by the public and their employers (Ginsburg,
1984).

Both the hierarchical power structure and the ideology of professionalism
have implications for the reproduction of the present society. Indeed, some
hove argued that one of the primary lessons of the hidden curriculum for
students is the acceptance of impersonal authority (Dreeben, .968; ;3ckson,
1968; Bowles and Gintis, 1976). Apple (1983) suggests that educational
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authority relations have been formerly patriarchal, having male dominance in
leadership positions and in teaching positions of higher status. University
teacher education programs seem to reflect a similar power distribution. He
also suggests that such new techniques of scientific management as behavioral
goals and curriculum, competency -based instruction, prepackaged curricula,
and systematic testing, supplement or augment patriarchal authority with
forms of control that are even more efficient. This increased emphasie on
technical aspects of a teacher's work has both de-skilled teachers by separating
conception from execution and intensified their job by increasing the quantity
of work to be done. Apple (1953) notes that, at least in elementary schools, this
has largely been an action by male exper ts to intervene in the daily practice of a
largely female work force.

The ideology of professionalism both supports and serves as counterpoint to
the power structure. It has served as an important rallying point in the
struggle against male dominance, a part of a "complex attempt towin equal
treatment, pay, and control over the day-to-day work of a largely female labor
force" (Apple, 1983, p. 61). At the same time, the concept of professionalism
has convinced teachers to accept intensification and technically sophisticated
interventions in their work as signs of increased professionalism. Teachers
generally have not questioned the legitimacy of the rules of profession-
alization, a process which stratifies groups of workers by status and power,
instead, they have accepted the need to strive for more secure professional
status. Gyarmati (1975) suggests that we cannot study the professions on
their own terms as politically and ideologically neutral groups whose sole
purpose is to offer important services that society needs; we must view this
definition _s a legitimating doctrine of the privileged social, economic, and
legal statue of the professions, a status to which teachers aspire. The strategy
most commonly employed to acquire involved professional status is a combin-
ation of two measures: "an increase in the number of years of study required to
obtain the professional degree, and the inclusion of more and more abstract
and esoteric subjects in the syllabus, regardless of whether they are related to
what the professional person will actually do in practice once he has obtained
his degree" (Gyarmati, 1975, p. 646).

What has all of this to do with the hidden curriculum in physical education
teacher education? First, let us examine the issue of authority. The working
lives of physical education teachers seem to be domina ted by what Earls (1981)
has labeled the athletics syndrome. Many individual physical educators serve
both as teachers and coaches. Large numbers are recruited into the profession
because of their interests in coaching (Bain and Wendt, 1983; Segrave, 1981).
Hierarchical authority relationships and an individualistic, competitive per-
formance environment often characterize such recruits' teaching as well as
coaching behavior (Kollen, 1981; Earls, 1981). The hidden curriculum in
teacher education programs may contribtite to continuing the athletics
syndrome to the extent that it emphasizes traditional sports and competition
and perpetuates what some have called motor I litism. This issue is of
particular concern to feminists. Willis (1982) argues that competitive sports
performance serves to reinforce ideology about male supremacy. He and
others (Felshin, 1974; Heide, 1978; Boutilier and San Giovanni, 1983) have
suggested that feminists may need to redefine sport and its standards of
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performance if sexism is to be eliminated. Teacher education programs for
elementary physical education seem a likely place for the redefining process tobegin.

Some examination of the concept of professionalism within physical
education also seems in order. Women have been reported to be more pro-
fessionally oriented in teaching than men (Helsel and Krchniak, 1972), and the
concept of the professional has played an important role in the struggles of
women teachers against male dominance (Apple, 1983). Within physical
education, women have indicated greater interest in teaching (Bain and
Wendt, 1983) and have demonstrated more active involvement in teaching
than men (Bain, 1976; 1978). The professionalism doctrine may have served
both to enhance women's teaching act'vities and to legitimate their exclusion
from athletics.

Interestingly, physical educators have had greater autonomy as teachers
than as coaches but it seems to be an autonomy born of neglect, not P -aspect.
While administrators and the public look over the coach's shoulder and judge
every move, they often demonstrate a complete lack of interest in what the
physical education teacher does. Coaches have had greater status than
teachers but employment practices would indicate that physical educators
have not claimed coaching as an exclusive field based on training and profes-
sional expertise.

The issue of "professional monopoly" or exclusive right to practice is
complex as it applies to elementary physical education. Although professional
organizations and most certification agencies have endorsed the concept of the
physical education specialist, many elementary schools do not employ such
specialists. Teacher education programs have implicitly recognized and
perhaps accepted this reality by requiring all elementary classroom teachers totake a two- or three-credit physical education course and by certifying most
physical education specialists to teach secondary only or K-12 but certifying
very few to teach just elementary. The message seems clearany teacher can
teach physical education to children; a specialist is not really required.

Physical education's span of control within publicschools seems limited, but
efforts are being made in colleges and universities to increase its professional
status. Including more abstract end esoteric subjects and disassociating
physical education from education ?nd aligning it with sports medicine can beViewed as efforts to increase professional status. These measurer may be
increasing professional influence in athletics and in adult fitness programs, but
their effect on the professional status of physical education teachers is unclear.
Coaches and fitness directors deal with small, select groups of motivated indi-
viduals with a clearly defined purpose, a situation which may benefit from
applying scientifically based technical expertise. In contrast, teachers deal wait
large heterogeneous groups settings which require them to focus on inter-
personal interactions and establishing classroom control (Denscombe, 1982).
Placek (1983) found teat the physical education teachers she studied defined
teaching success in terms of keeping students busy, happy, and good. The
increasing scientific emphasis in physical education professional preparation
programs may be irrelevant to the tasks confronted by the physical education
teacher.
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Social Relationships

Perhaps the most important component of the hidden curriculum of any
educational institution is the view it reveals regarding relationships among
individuals and groups. Because schooling is a social process, it has the capacity

to model social relationships. Because it is a socialization process, it has the
capacity to project explanations and remedies for the inequalities which exist
within education and society.

The extent to which teacher education programs model equity or bias based
on gend, r, race, class, or age varies. Sadker an Sadker (1980) analyzed sexism
in teacher education textbooks and found that they were characterized by
omission and imbalance in their treatment of women. A similar analysis of
physical education textbooks might prove interesting. Although the sex segre-
gation of physical education teacher education programs is now gone,
remnants of the pervasive sexism on which it was based remain. Areas tradi-
tionally associated with and taught by women, such as dance and elementary
physical education, often are given only a peripheral role in the program. As in
the university at large, women in physical education frequently are con-
centrated in the lower ranks and in the social sciences and methods courses.
The scientific aspects of physical education generally are viewed as more
prestigious and often are dominated by men. In general, men hold most of the
administrative positions in merged physical education departments. Duquin
and others (1984) state that over 70 percent of professional women physical
education surveyed report experiencing some inequity in their professional
life because of their sex.

Racism is also a concern within the field of physical education. Blacks and
other non-white people are highly visible as varsity athletes on most campuses
but are conspiciously absent from the ranks of the professoriate in physical
education. Physical education departments and athletic programs often have
an uneasy partnership which permits athletes majoring in physical education
to stay eligible but not to graduate, a partnership which is clearly visible to the
students in our teacher education programs. While this compromis .foes not
allow students with inadequate preparation to become certified to teach, it
often does make physical education a party to the exploitation of athletes,
many of whom air black.

Students in teacher education programs encounter considerabie evidence of
inequalities within education and the society. They also encounter messages
that help them develop explanations of why such inequalities exist. Ginsburg
arta 04,..,:nan (1982) found that teacher education students' perceptions of
why social inequalities exist fell into three categories. 7he majority of students
interviewed oaw status inequalities as the result of individual choice :n a
neutral system, that is, those with less wealth and power simply lack
motivation id drive. A second group of respondents indicated that
inequalities resulted finm individual prejudices and saw the schools as crucial
in changing people's attitudes. A small number of preservice teachers
attributed inequalities to the fundamental structure of the political and
economies system and suggested that schools need to teach students to analyze
and improve the society.

Perhaps the most potent message teacher educators send about the sources
of inequity is their own action to remedy the problem. Feminists have
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suggested that teachers may be crucial agents for change in society, especially
women teachers who have begun to understand the effects of se:: bias on their
own lives (Howe, 1973; Mitrano, 1981). Yet Duquin and others (1984) found
that less than a majority of professional physical educators places a high
priority on being an example of political activism or supporting women's
rights. Teacher educators' neutrality and lack of involvementmay be sending a
message that the system is indeed neutral and fair and that inequities are
deserved.

CONCLUSION

This analysis has focused on the hidden curriculum communicated to
students by the rituals and regularities of the teacher education program.
These routines and the assumptions that underly them often are taken for
granted, often lie at what Apple (1979) has called "the bottom of the brain." My
hope is that this discussion has raised them to a new le..1 of consciousness.

Any discussion of the relationship between schooling and society runs the
risk of being too deterministic, of implying that the patterns of behavior
observed must inevitably reproduce the existing society. Such determinism is
to be avoided. Apple (1982, p. 14) argues that "schools are not 'merely' insti-
tutions of reproduction, institutions where the overt and covert knowledge
that is taught inexorably molds students into passive beings who are able and
eager to fit into an unequal society." He suggests that "student reinter-
pretation, at best only partial acceptance, and often outright rejection of the
planned and unplanned meanings of schools, are more likely." For this reason,
schools contain the potential for both reproduction and transformat.an of
society.

One role of the research on the hidden curriculum is to identify "gaps and
tensions" in the process of social reproduction which provide possibilities for
political action (Giroux, 1981a). G:roux (1981b) states, "While it would be
naive and misleading to claim that schools alone can create the conditions for
social change, it would be equally naive to argue that working in schools does
not matter."
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Commitment to Action:
Looking At The Future Through

Rear View Mirrors

George Graham

University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC

Tommy is six years old. On August 27, he started first grade. His school has
a physical education specialist. Tommy had physical education on his first day
of school. He played Di ick, Duck, Goose.

This is a true story. Tommy's teacher may have studied with one or more ofus. I have newt- met Tommy's physical education teacher so I don't know
where she went u school.

This story raises three interesting and related questions: 1) Is there
documentation to support including Duck, Duck, Goose in an elementary
school physical education curriculum? 2) Are we in unanimous accord that
Duck, Duck, Goose is a purposeful and worthwhile educational game for
children to be playing in physical education class? 3) Is it possible that Tommy's
teacher was one of our students that we never taught to teach the game of
Duck, Duck, Goose and yet she teaches it to her students every "ear?

As I have posed these questions you no doubt have formulated your own
answers. My answers are "yes and no,""I doubt it," and "quite possibly." In the
remainder of the paper I elaborate on each of these responses.

First, however, i want to express a caveat. I am going to generalizeabout
teacher educators, about physical education specialists, about public school
administrators, about classroom teachers, and about children. Thankfully, I
am aware of exceptions to every generalization I am about to make. You are
also aware of exceptions. These exceptions give us hope and confidence in ourefforts. I am of the impression, however, that these exceptions are still aminority.

PROGRAM DOCUMENTATIGN

Is Duck, Duck, Moore a good game? Not for fitness certainly, hardly for skill
development, but it may serve to enhance cooperation or as nn enjoyablerespite for six year olds from sitting at a desk. But do we know that Duck,
Duck., Goose (cr any game for that !ratter) enhances cooperation or
enjoyment among children. Where's the evidence?
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We don't have the evidence. It is blatantly nonexistent in physical education.
Up to this time, many school programs have been based more on testimonial,
enthusiasm, personal beliefs, end the latest movie fad than on motor develop-
ment, systematic documentation of learning, or field-based research. The fact
is that there isn't a shred of scientific evidence to support including Duck,
Duck, Goose in the elementary school curriculum. Yet it endures; oh, how it
endures.

The message is clear. The time has come to begin todocument our efforts.
The research on teaching physical education has emerged quickly ai d grown
rapidly (Locke, 1983; Pieron, in press). The next logical step is evaluating
whether physical education and teacher education programs are making
differencesfor teachers and for children. When I consider the rapidity with
which the research literature on teaching physical education has grown, I can't
help wonder if we aren't approaching what Keyes (1982) described as the
"Hundredth Monkey Phenomenon." This phenomenon was described by a
group of scientists who had been observing the behavior of a breed of monkeys
on several Japanese islands. In Keyes words (pp. 11-17):

... The Japanese monkey, Macaca Fuscata, has been observed in the wild for more
than 30 years.

In 1952, on the island of Koshima scientists were providing monkeys with sweet
potatoes dropped in the sand. The monkeys liked the taste of the raw potatoes, but they
found the taste of the dirt unpleasant.

An 18-month-old female named Imo found she could solve the problem by washing
the potatoes in a nearby stream. She taught this trick toher mother. Her playmates also
learned this new way and they taught their mothers, too.

This cultural innovation was gradually picked upby various monkeys before the eyes
of the scientists who were observing the monkeys.

Between 1952 and 1958 all the young monkeys learned to wash the sandy sweet
potatoes to make them more palatable.

Only the adults who imitated their children learned this social improvement. Other
adults kept eating the dirty sweet potatoes.

Then something startlin3 took place In the autumn of 1958, a certain number of
Koshima monkeys were washing sweet potatoesthe exact r.umber is not known.

let us suppose that when the sun rose one morning there were 99 monkeys on
Koshima Island who twid learned to wash their sweet potatoes.

Let's further :oppose that later that morning, the hundredth monkey learned to
wash potatoes.

THEN IT HAPPENED!
By that evening almost everyone in the tribe was washing sweet potatoes before

eating them.
The added energy of this hundreif!, onkey somehow created an ideological

breakthrough!
But the most surprising thing ob,erved by these scientists was that the habit of

washin sweet potatoes then spo .aneously jumped over the sea
Colonies of monkeys at Tal, -..,alOyama began washing their sweet potatoes!
Thus when a certain critics: number achieves an awareness, this new awareness may

I ? communicated from mind to mind.
Although the exact number may vary, this Hundredth Monkey Phenomenon means

that when orly a limited number people know of a new way, it may remain the
conscious property of only those few.

But there is a point at which if only one more person tunes-in to a new awareness,a

field is strengthened so that this new awareness reaches almost everyone!
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One wonders when the awareness we need to begin documenting the
results of our programs will reach the hundredth teachereducator. When this
happens, our programs will no lor r be based on testimonial but on empirical
evidence. It may be soon, we now _.4ve both the expertise and the personnel to
ask and answer questions about the value of Duck, Duck, Goose. Once the
documentation becomes available, the argument no longer becomes solely
philosophical. It also becomes an argument based on scientific evidence.

As teacher educators our questions extend beyond the value of a single
game or activity for children. 0 it interests continue to focus on the effect of

ograms on children (content and approaches combined) but our interests
also lie in preparing teachers. The following questions are probably typical of
those asked by many teacher educators:

What is the impact of direct instruction on the affective and cognitive
domains? Does it enhance skill development for closed skills? For open skills?

Are movement education programs resulting in the professed outcomes?
Are physical education programs that have a strong fitness emphasis

enhancing the physical fitness of children? What effect are such programs
having on the attitude of children about their bodies and physical fitness?

Are children who participate in sports education programs more or less
skillea than children whose programs consist of low organized games like
Brownies and Fairies and Red Rover?

And, most importantly, can we teacher educatorscommunicate (this implies
practicing teaching skills) this information to current and future teachers so
that it is reflected in their physical education programs for children?

As teaching research consumers we know that these questions are more
than curriculum questions. They can only be answered by carefully examining
the results of interaction between students and teachers on the playgrounds
and in gymnasiums. One of the most logical parzdigms for answering
questions like these i6 currently being used by Jane Stallings (1984) and her
colleagues. They are in the second year of a three-year study designed toassess
the impact of an inservice program for classroom teachers who were taught to
employ the Madeline Hunter model.

Stallings' paradigm has great utility for us because it is a teacher education
model rather than simply a teaching research model (Locke and Dodds, 1981)
(see Figure 11. It assumes, for example, that teachers are prepared to employ a
specific set of skills for accomplishing some very clear goals. Essentially, the
research paradigm has five different parts.

The first part of the model, and one I suspect we all ascribe to, is the develop-
ment of an overarching theory. The theory includes a philosophy; purposes;
and a clear, observable statement of the desired ends or outcomes of the
teaching process.

Once a theory has been formulated, the next step involves developing a
program designed to prepare teachers to employ the theory. In effect, this is
the teacher education phase. It may be a preservice program at a university. It
may be an inservice program in a school district. The goals are the same,
howeverto prepare teachers to translate a theoretical model into practice in
a school setting.

Determining whether teachers are actually employing the model is the third
step. Typically, this is done by using an observation system that has been
adopted, adapted, or developed to mew the teaching behaviors that are
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considered desirable in the model's theory statement. For example, a Flanders-
type system (Cheffers, 1983) might be used to document teach?r-student
interaction for a theory that valued problem solving and teacher indirectness.

Measuring student behavior is the fourth step. Measures of student activity
or time-on-task, such as the Academic Learning Time system (Metzler, 1983),
are often used to quantify student behavior. The last step is to measure
student learning. If, in fact, teachers are consistent with the theoretical model
and the students in their classes are performing as implied in the model, then
one assumes that the desired motor, cognitive, and affective outcomes will be
achieved. Although it seems obvious, it is important to state that the product
or outcome measures used to measure student improvement or achievement
need to be cc Asistent with the goals expressed in the theory statement. It is
illogical, for example, to use physical fitness as a measure of the effectiveness
of a program if fitness was never intended as a desirable outcome of the
teaching process.

For many, Stallings' model makes sense. It is a logical and appealing way of
determining the success of a program of teacher education. It is also
impractical for mc / of us to implement completely. A lack of funding, a lack of

time, a lack of resources and a lack of philosophical agreement among col-
leagues may effectively preclude the implementation of the complete model. It
doesn't preclude, however, work in one Pr more phases of the model.

There are many observation systems waiting tobe used in some meaningful
way (Darst, Mancini, and Zakrasjek, 1983). There are also fundamentally
sound and philosophically consistent theories of physical education for
children (Figley, Mitchell, and Wright, 1977; Graham, Holt/Hale, McEwen,
and I 'rker, 1980; Logsdon, Barrett, Broer, McGee, Ammons, Halverson, and

Roberton, 1984). However, generally a^cepted measures of student outcomes
except fitness for children's physical education are lacking. So are studies that
focus on the relationship between teacher and student behaviors. This model
begs for collaboration and cooperatior among colleagues as a way of beginning
to document the effectiveness of our teacher education programs.

Will evklence like this make a difference? Definitely. My basis for this
answer is the "Daily Physical Education" research project that began in the
1950s in Vanves, France and since has spread throughout Southern Australia
and several Canadian provinces (Baker, Morley, O'Neill, and Wright, 1984;
Carre, 1979; Martens, 1982; Shepherd, Volle, Lavallee, Labarre, Jecquier, and

Rajie, 1982; South Australia Education Department, 1981). We can provide a
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logical argument that children need physical education daily. When this
argument is supported by a steadily mounting body of corroborative research
literature, as provided by the conglomerate of Daily Physical Education
studies, the argument is exponentially stronger. We have yet to witness the
first such daily physical education study conducted in :he United States, but it
can't be far off.

Empirical evidence by itself, however, is not the answer to all that plagues
physical education teacher education. Research has value. It also can have

stfalls. The story told of the new doctoral student in physical education
illustrates one of the major pitfalls. In a graduate course on systematic obser-
vation, the professor, a former biology teacher, couldn't totally disassociate
himself from his biology background. He required his doctoral students to do
their first project systematically observing frogs.

One eager new student decided to do his project on the distance a frog could
jump. (This student, as you might guess, organized his curriculum around
themes rather than low organized games). The student prodded his frog; the
frog jumped a distance of four feet. The student recorded in his notebook
"frogs with four legs jump four feet." The student then removed one of the
frog's legs and prodded the frog to jump. The frog jumped three feet and the
student recorded in his laboratory notebook, "frogs with three legs jump three
feet."

When the student had removed a second leg of the frog, he prodded it to
jump. The frog jumped two feet. The student dutifully recorded in his
notebook "frogs with two legs jump two feet." As you might expect, when the
frog had only one leg it jumped one foot. The student recorded this in his
notebook. Finally, the student removed the frog's last leg and prodded the
legle,s frog to jump. The frog didn't respond. After several prods the frog still
didn't jump. The student proudly reported the conclusion of his mini-
experiment as follows: "Frogs with no legs are deaf."

Concluding this section on documentation I want to highlight the point
made by Joyce and Clift (1984) in their recent provocative wide on teacher
education reform. In their words, the research community is "the only possible
entity that can bring sufficient pressure to bear" (p. 9) on the powers that
influence teacher education in the United States. They conclude that "current
societal concerns makes this an opportune time for the research community to
asset + itself in the control of teacher education" (p. 9).

PURSUING UNANIMITY OR DIVERSITY

The second question posed in the ir..rodurtion about Duck, Duck, Goose
contained the phrase unanimous accord. The question refc I red to our unanimity
about the game's value for children. Obviously we do not agree about the value
of Duck, Duck, Goose, we do not agree about the curriculum for chiluren's
physical education, and we do dot agree about programs of teacher
preparation. We are a diverse group with varying ideas, opinions, and beliefs.
Let me provide an -.bvious examp;.

If you asked th*, conference group, "What is the purpose of children's
physical education?" some would answer the purpose is improving physical
fitness, and others would say the purpose is enhancing children's skill develop-
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ment. For some the purpose is providir, classroom teachers with a planning
period. Others would say the purpose is er hancing coc ?eration among
childrer , Some think the purpose is ( n and enjoyment, and others think it is
sports education. For some sica' ration is a means for developing the
whole child or enhances cognitive understanding. For many, the purpose of
physical education for chfi.:ren is a combination of several of these ideas.

The diversity of answers raises an interesting question. Should we pursue
unanimity or should we accept variation? My answer is that we should accept
variation. We should acknowledge, welcome, and even encourage the diversity
among usfor at least three reasons.

First, as we attempt to identify our differences we can't help but identify our
similarities. I doubt that we are as dissimilar as it sometimes appears. Second
we could spend a year together and never reach unanimity about either the
purposes of physical education for children or the pre-.ess of physical edu-
cation teacher preparation. A quick review of the textbooks written on
children's physical education will quickly and solidly reinforce this statement.

Third, I think it can be professionally healthy for us to agree to disagree
or -nly and with forthrightness rather than kid ourselves that somehow it's
better to agree openly and disagree privately. It's a sign of professional
maturity when we can create an environment in which variation is
encouraged.

For example, at the next professional preparationconference for children's
physical education teacher educators ten years from now, a major part of Lite
program could consist of presentations by sevei.all groups. These groupscould

be carefully selected based on the variations between their purpose statements
for children's physical education. Their presentations, of course, would
include documentation that their programs were effective (or ineffective) and
consistent with their varying purposes as sggested in the Stallings paradigm.

The implication of this ex> pie is important. It implies that the teacher
education faculty at a university clearly agrees on the purposes of physical
education for children. It suggests that, inaddition to philosophical unity, the
faculty has developed a program that actually prepares effective teachers.
When philosophical unity is absent among a teacher education faculty, their
graduates are likely to fall prey to the ubiquitous spectre of purposeless
teaching that lurk.; in gyms and on playgrounds, waiting to pounce on young,
inexperienced teachers who are uncertainabout their mission in the schools.

Philosophical unity w;tnin a university teacher education faculty is vital if a

program is going to prepare effective teachers. From one university to the
next, however, it is unreasonable to expect agreement about the purposes of

physical education for children.
As I considered the two directionsto pursue unanimity or to accept

varia tionI remembered a statement made by Wayne Booth (1970) in an essay
entitled "The Uncritical American." He wrote, "to be genuinely criticalto
judge on the basis of thoughtis to have no easily predictable relationship
with belief or doubt, with yes or no, with joining or splitting. The critical mind
does not know in advance which side it will come out on, and the surest sign
that a person has given up thinking is to find that the 'yeses' and 'nos' flow in
predictable and general patterns."

I wonder if some of us who were at the Lake of the Ozarks, and other who
could have been, ;lave fallen into the trap (unintentionally of course) of
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knowing in advance how we will react to a presentation or a speaker. I wonderif our yeses and nos aren't becoming predictable. I wonder if a new directiontoward welcoming variation in an atmosphere of collegiality, support, andmutual problem solving, will cause us tr, heighten our critical thinking. Iwonder if an environment that is conducive to planned variation will, in thelong run, encourage us to prepare even better teachers than we are now. Iknow that better teachers will enhance the quaiity of our children's physicaleducation.

INFLUENCING SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Once we have gathered the data on Duck, Duck, Goose, what do we do withit? It's obvious that we need to do more than present our research at profes-sional meetings if we want to have an impact 3ri the program of our public
school colleagues. In fact, this question is as important as the first two. How do
we teacher educators affect the functional curriculum (Siedentop, 1980) ofpublic school teacher? I have identified three populations that essentiallydetermine the functional curriculumthe physical education specialist, theprincipal, and the classroom teacher.

The Physical Education Specialist

Many physical education specialists simply aren't asking the same questions
that we are at universities. The questions that I hear them asking most oftenare:

1. What do I do when I only meet the children twice a week for a total of 60minutes?
2. How do I provide the type of program you are advocating at the uni-

versity when I have limited equipment and facilities and, in some instances, 50
to 60 children in a class?

3. How do I continue to keep motivated and working hard year after yearwhen I teach 12 classes a day and have only one-half hour break for lunch?
Not one of us here today is comfortable with these questions. We wish the

situations that prompted such questions didn't exist. We deplore the fact that
specialists have to teach under these conditions. Our amalgamated frustration
and disappointment, however, has not solved the problem. Here's an example.In April 1964, I received a letter from an elementary school physical education
teacher, Tom Crawford. I have never met Tom. I don't know where !le got myname. I do know that his tette. represents questions asked by many specialists
teaching, today. His letter is as follows:

Dear Mr. Graham:
I am a male 40 year old elementary physical education teacherteaching 11 classes

per day divided between 2 schools. This is my 18th year of teaching Obviously the job
doesn't get any easier each year.

W^uld you have any recommendations as to how I might work to lessen my teachingload- -not only for myself but for many others in the area also.
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Also could you recommend any good current, or not so current, literature on the

elem. P.E. field ie: daily, weekly, monthly, seasonal planning books. Thank you
Tom Crawford
Elem. P.E. Instructor
C. R. Orendorf Elem. School

Ideally, children have instrictional physical education daily. Ideally, physical
education classes have no more than 39 children. Ideally, there is equipment
and adequate indoor and outdoor facilities. Ideally, physical education special-
ists teach no more than eight classes a day. However, these conditions are rare,
and that is the reality of teaching physical education in elementary schools.
That is the world of teaching we are preparing our undergraduates to enter

and partially explains wiry L.-..ry Locke told us in 1972 that most univet Aties
are preparing teachers to teach better than they actually teach. The situations
haven't changed drastically since thenunless perhaps they have worsened.

Sometimes I find myself forgetting about these realities; they aren't very
pleasant to think about. I wish they would improve by themselves overnight
a miracle. It won't happen without a concerted effoi t on our part.

There are scores of specialists like Tom Crawford who are attempting to
lower class sizes increase the number of days each week every child has
physical education, and accumulate more and better equipment. They are
working on their own, however. They feel they have no support, no help, no
one who really cares. For them, these are the basic questionsthis is the basic

stuff of their careers.
7, as a profession, we made a concerted effort to focus on these issues,

similar to the coordinated effort of the Jump Rope for Heart Project, is it
possible that we could make substantial gains in improving both the quant;ty
and the quality of physical education for children? At the very least, we could
provide moral support to Tom Crawford and others who often feel so alone.
Frankly, I am optimistic that we could do more than that. We would have to
address it head onit would he muddy, messy work. There would be no
guarantees and little recognitionespecially from college promotion and
tenure committees. Yet it certainly seems worthwhile if we care about
children and teachers of children. One of our major targets would obviously
have to be administrators, especially the principal.

The Principal

Next to the specialist, the single individual who can do the most to promote
desirable teaching conditions is the school principal. We know this, yet we
haven't made a concerted effort to educate principals about contemporary
programs of children's physical education.

There is a strong link between teacher satisfaction and principal support.
This link was documented recently in a study by Nell Faucette (1984). Her
study also provided the insight that in many communities, even today, the
administration is a "good 'old boy (or girl) network." When teacher educators
fail to understand how this network operates the result is ineffectiveness
leading to frustration.

For those who haven't had much success with the good 'ole boy network I
can provide a few limited insights. First, know your football Scouting reports,
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injury staius, and recruiting progress outweigh research findings, innovative
projects, and grant possibilities. Second, if the principal is a former physical
educator and coach, don't automatically assume that you have an ally. Third,
earn the trust and confidence of the principal before you introduce your
innovative ideas and suggestions for change. Gaining trust doesn't happen in a
single meeting. Simply walking into a principal's office dangling a Ph.D. from a
bag of innovative ideas has led to some of the shortest, coldest, and least
productive meetings on record.

Fortunately all principals are not in this category. Many want, as we do, the
best for children. We are beginning to make progress. Tom Ratliffe (1984), for
example, recently developed a videotape package designed to teach principals
to observe children's physical education and help their teachers decrease
management time and increase activity time.

It has never been enough simply to prepare our students to teach well. We
need to become effectively involved in helping students create environments
conducive to implementing the programs they have learned at the university,
and we need to begin these efforts in the elementary schools that are in the
shadow of our university. It's not terribly difficult to locate a supportive
principal. We can all find one if we look hard enough. It is difficult, however, to
gain support from an unaware or initially hostile administration. But we need
to begin. We might as well begin close to home. We also need to share our
successes and our failuresso that we an learn from each other. This is a
problem we shareregardless of any philosophical differences we might have.

The Classroom Teacher

The principal is important. So is the classroom teacher. But their roles are
different. Current:y, we are in a professional limbo about the role of the class-
room teacher in elementary school physical education. Many of us believe that
classroom teachers can teach physical educationand teach it well. The fact is
they aren't. We know why but we don't seem to know what to do about it. It
seems there are two choices.

One choice is to simply abandon hope, admit defeat, and accept the fact that
in the United States classroom teachers are simply not going to teach physical
education. A second choice, a bit more optimistic, involves exploring alter-
natives for classroom teachers. Perhaps we are expecting too much if we ask a
classroom teacher to implement a program that is similar to th, one we would
expect a physical education specialist to implement. There may be realistic
alternatives, however.

For example, daily ten-minute lessons taught by a classroom teacher must
certainly be better than no physical education at all. Fifteen-minute fitness
workouts, supervised by classroom teachers, are part of the South Australia
Daily Physical Education Program (South Australia Education Department,
1981). In parts of British Columbia, classroom teachers are required to teach
physical education dail,. The physical education specialist acts as a resource,
master teacher, and coordinator for the program in a school but doesn't
actually teach physical education.

Befo. we totally abandon classroom teachers, I hope that a few brave
physical education teacher educators will explore alternatives that have
potential for involving classroom teachers in teaching physical education.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The title I was provided for this talk was Commitment to Action. As I
reflected on this title, it become clear that the question was not one of commit-
ment. This group is as committed and dedicated a group as there is in education
today. More or greater commitment is not needed. What are needed are the
right types of commitment. Reflecting on the future, Marshall McLuhan
talked about the hazard of looking to the future through rear view mirrors.
When we look to the future through a rear view mirror, the future has a way
of looking remarkably similar to the past. In identifying commitment in this
paper I have tried to look to the future through a looking glass, rose-tinted
perhaps, but not a mirror. I saw five major commitments we might make.

The first coi.tmitment is to begin program documentation. Techniques and
procedures have been developed that permit teacher educators to document
the performance of their undergraduate and graduate students as the stude.
are teaching. The daily physical education thrust also has provided a
framework for realistic program evaluation in the motor, cognitive, and
affective domains. As teaching and program documentation become more
available, the tendency to adopt curricula through "cultural transmission"and
testimonials 4 enthusiasm will be reduced. We need to make a commitment to
document our program outcomes.

Planned variation is a second commitment. It is time that we realize we
simply are not going to agree on a single approach (content and method) to
teaching children's physical education. It's time that we accept that fact,
identify our programs through a statement of theory and philosophy, and
document the effectiveness of the program based on accomplishing the stated
objectives. Once this documentation becomes available, teacher educators
with different program emphases can begin to dialogue on a factual rather
than emotional basis. We can also commiserate about the difficulties and
travails of doing field-based research. We need to make a commitment to
accept that there is not and will not ever be, a single program of physical
education that we all support unanimously.

Many principals still believe that physical education can be taught effectively
to sixty children with one ball and a patch of grass. We know this is a myth. We

commitment to help create the environments that allow teachers to

disapprovingly of public school teachers' work without accepting them as
colleagues who may want to teach better but may be unable to in their

accepting the public school teachers as colleagues.

implement the program they were prepared to implement.

teacher educators could argue that educating principals isn't our respon-
sibility, but it is. It's not enough to prepare good teachers. We need to make a

facilities for accommodating inclement weather. We need to commit to

situationssituations too often dominated by large classes; minimal
equipment; twelve classes a day; and, in many parts of the country, inadequate

Viewing public school teachers as partners in the process of teacher
education is a fourth commitment we need to consider. Our tendency is to talk

In the majority of elementary schools, physi :al education is the responsi-
bility of the classroom teacher. Few of us express satisfaction at either the
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quantity or quality of physical education taught by classroom teachers. As so
many of us have learned, eloquent exhortation about the importance of
physical activity in the total education of a child rarely lasts beyond the first
few days of teaching, when recess is the only time the classroom teacher has a
break. We need to make a commitment to assist classroom teachers to provide
quality r, ograms of physical education that are compatible with their myriad
other duties.

In an earlier draft of this paper, I wrote that our national association ought
to take the leadership in guiding these commitments but after rereading
Naisbitt's Megatrends I am no longer looking to our national association as a
catalyst for change. The commitments necessarily will begin small and, as they
succeed, they will grow and spread. The changes will begin with individuals
and oartners who identify areas of interest and commit to pursuing them
thro igh research, teaching, and service.

Fir ally, it is time we begin to work together. The scrimmage is over; it's time
to begin the season. I keep hearing that school districts are eliminating physical
education specialists in elementary schools. This situation should pull us
together. If it doesn't, what will? Of course we don't agree on everything, but
we do agree that our children need physical educationphysical education
that is taught frequently and taught well.

Assembled at this conference are the most knowledgeable individuals in the
United States, if not the world, on children's physical education and the
preparation of physical education teachers. Yet many of us are frustrated by
our lack of impact on the way physical education is viewed and taught in our
schools. We can, and no doubt should, have substantial Influence on what
children are learning in physical education.

Most of us would agree, however, that we haven't had such an impact. Few
of vs came to Orlando to celebrate cur marvelous breakthroughs in teacher
preparation. A number of years ago, on a different topic, Larry Locke
proclaimed, the "pax Orlandum". The topic is different but the thought isn't.
We need to come together to tz.lk with one another, to listen to each other's
ideas, and to disagree openly and from an empirical base; we need to begin to
reach out to one another.

Some might think this is unrealistic. I expected that. For any skeptics who
think that these commitments may be imp(' 3sible, I offer the following two
thoughts. The first is by Goethe: "Whatever you do, or dream you can do,
begin it. Boldness has genius, power and magic in it." The second is by Werner
van Brauhn: "Nowadays to say something is impossible always puts you on he
losing side."

If we don't believe and begin, Tommy will play Duck, Duck, Goose in the
second and third grades as well as the first And Tommy's children will play
Duck, Duck, Goose The game has a way of enduring. But we can change
thatif we make the right commitment to action.

"Many of us are more capable than some of us .. but none of us are as
capable as all of us!"Anonymous.
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From The Ozarks to Orlando:
Now That We Understand The Question,

What's he Answer?

Lawrence F. Locke

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Amherst, MA

This is the clnsing session. and the program indicates tliat now we are
supposed to I' e a "confer °nce summary." I say "supposed to" advisedly,
because although such a closing act was possible when we met at the Lake of
the Ozrks a dozen years ago, it is no longer. Happily, however, it is all your
fault!

In 1972, it was possible t' 54mmarize what had been said about preparing
elementary specialists in p ysical education because had it not been for one
major address by Lorena Porter, there wouldn't have been anything to
summarize. The small special-interest sessions dealing with teacher prepar-
a had been poorly attended and, as concurrent program items, they had
not been available to all the conferees. Consequently, almost all of the talk in
the main arenas of the conference had not been about teacher education, but
about school curriculum and how to teach children.

Because Cr. Porter was her usual selfterse, explicit, clear, and completely
organizedI was able to summarize her singular contribution in a few
sentences. Then, to borrow the useful words of Marion Sanborn, I wa! free to

about" for thirty minutes and quit early. Because it was late and every-
one was ready to leave, my closing address was regarded as a considerable
success. Few were inclined to notice that much of the content in that summary
had only the most tenuc onnection with events over the previous three
day:

The fact that 30 minutes of messing about with teacher education could be
regarded in 1972 as cogent synthesis, tells where we were then. The fact that
neither I nut any of you could get away with that in 1984 tells where we are
now. Above everything else, this closing session should celebrate that
wonderful fact.

As for the business of conference summarizing (a pretentious Idea anyway),
you have t?!ked so much, in such detail, over %Lich a range of topics and stuck to
the topic vith such persistence, that volume and diversity alone make
summary a task for weeks of revie,,ving notes and papers At the least, It is a job
for a team rather than an individua' 1),-haps the conference Planning Com-
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mittee, which was the root cause for this embarrassment of riches, should be
stuck with the job.

For Orlando, the Planning Committee knew not only tie difference
between school curriculum and teacher education, but also the i:slevarire of
one for the other. They certainly knew the difference between program
content and program process in teacher education They selected speakers
who tiner: ingly knew the difference between inservice and preservice clients
and who clearly understood the difference between the subject matter of
movement and the scientific art of pedagogy as two distinct forms of program
content. We even had speakers who could explain the subtle difference
between intended and unintended curriculum in teacher education. Happiest
of all, however, everyone seemed to appreciate the -ritical distinction between
rhetoric about programs ind the hard realities of teaching teachers.

In response to this single-minded focus by Planning Committee and
speakers, fully three-fourths of the questions and comments from the floor
dealt with teacher education. Nearly everyone seemed willing to set aside the
topics of what hest to teach and how best to teach as questions which could
inform but not constitute a conference on preparing the elementary specialist. In
doing so, we, the conferees, have created the first National Conference on
Preparing the Physical Education Specialist for Children. I ask you to join me
now in a moment of loud tribute to all of us!

Out of fairness to the organizers of the 1972 conk -nce, what happened
then may have been necessary, perhaps unavoidable. We had to go there and
fail in order to understand what success would have to be. In that sense, all of
us "we a debt of gra;:tude to AAHPER, the individual members of The
Elec.centary School 0 mmission, and to the Task Fcrce on Children's Dance.
They were the pioneers who knew w, had to begin, even if there was no clear
map to guide the journey.

If we learned only what teacher education is not, Lake of the Ozarks maybe
one reason why the preparation of elementary specialists now has a clear head
start and a growing lead over the enterprises of preparing either K-12
generalists or secondary level specialists. Elementary is where curricular
reform and technological sophistication have found the widest application.
Preparing elementary specialists is where the action is in physical education,
where the optimism is, and, increasingly, where the hr remains.

To appreciate what you have accomplished, it is important to understand
that good intentions and hard work do not a successful conferenc make. Only
a year after Lake of the Ozarks, AAHPER planned a professinal preparation
conference in New Orleans which attempted to utilize an "all ievellall subject"
approach to the topic. To say that the results were undistinguished would be
kind. The enormc frustration consequent to the painful confusion of New
Orleans was a cet, .11 factor i'a our inability to recruit any serious interest in
teacher education at the national level of AAHPERD for nearly a decade.

Conferences do not a' .vays work; sometimes they move us back rather than
ahead. Most often conferences move us back when the people who plan them
are unsophisticated about the topic area or are under serious political
constraints created by other people who don't understand the territory. In
other cases, the planners may have a fair gr .sp of what the proper questions
are, but fail to discipline speakers and conferees to address a single agenda.
Witness the 1980 Chicago conference onrctssional preparation which had a
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format at least as creative as we Iv ie in Orlando, but which ended up diluted
and unfocused because nobody had succeeded in defining what was to be
talked about when professional preparation was the topic.

We did not often have that problem at his confereh:e. Plann'ng Committee
and conferees knew what lo talk about. The only significant difficulty arose
around the complex problem of how content in school curriculum relates to
content in teacher edacation. No one should be surprised or overly concerned
that we stumbled a b.i over that tangled knot of relations! 1. That confusion
can oe sorted out in the continuing dialogue which inevitabl), will follow this
conference. Given our overall performanc, we earned an "A for staying on
task.

While passing out bouquets please pause to note Judy Rink's concise and
generally accurate summaries of each major paper. I am aware, as is she, that
there is divided opinion about whether such periodic summing up is a useful or
even appropriate strategy for a conference. What has not been heard is any
suggestion that she failed to do it skillfully and with singular grace. i, for one,
appreciate her careful efforts and used them freely in per. orming my own
task.

Once in the congratulation mode, perhaps we should go all the way and have
an orgy of appreciation for all the good things that have happened in the last
decade for people who care about physical education for children. Much of it is
related to professional preparation and thereby to the people in this room.
Think for a moment and be happy about the following:

1. We now have specialized training routes at more institutions than ever
before in history. A recruit to teaching children does not have to take prepar-
ation in a program based on K-12 certification,does not have to be taught by a
faculty with only one elementary specialist in residence, and dues nothave to
elect to study where a single elementary methods course is the sole instrument
on which to base a career. There are substantial, well-designed undergraduate
programs for anyone who is willing to seek them out.

2. Research on teaching has begun to influence the content of professional
preparation programs for elementary physical education specialists In some
programs, undergraduates in a movement skills course a.e as likely to be
coached in techniques of efficient class management, strategies to increase
time on task, and the mysteries of "withitness" and overlapping as their peers
who will teach reading in the classroom.

3. Some undergraduate programs now do a good job of sensitizing
graduates to issues of race, sex, and motor equity. Although the general kvel
of preparation in this area for all graduates is far from .atisfactory, we now
have good models, some field tested materials, and a slowly growing base of
relevant knowle Ige. If commitment to this vital task can be diffused through
all programs, we will have taken another giant step for all children.

4. We now have attractive, nationallydisseminated elementary curriculum
models that are not explicitly sport or sport-skill based. Rooted it generic skills
for playful and expressive movement, these resource products have exerted a
positive influence on school programs in many communities.

5. There is more pedagogical diversity seen in elementary physical
education. Variations on task or task/practice styles now are es common as the
simple command format. If you are inclined to wish for even more variety
then go and make it so! 16
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6. Methods and materials designed to help elementary teachers accom-
modate children with special needs in the motor play environment have
become sophisticated, highly utilitarian, and widely available.

7. We have produced elementary curriculum and methods textbooks that
are better, by far, than anything else in physical educatiun, and easilyare a cut
above most comparable texts for classroom teachers.

8. The domain of motor development literature for children is thicker and
more useful than ever beforepartly because professional programs demand
such information. Publishers, journal editors, and scholars do respond to clear
opportunities for producing and disseminating knowledge that informs and
shapes professional practice.

9. Use of systematic observation instruments fir teacher feedback and
other purposes is as close to commonplace in elementary physical education
classes as in any other area of educationincluding secondary school, college,
or even athletics.

10. Many of the best and brightest graduate students in curriculum and
instruction, staff ievelopment, and pedagogical research took their initial
training in eleme ary specialist programs. The quality of their dissertations
and subsequent si.nolarship is something of which we can be proud, as is the
fact that they so quickly are becoming agents for change in both school
programs and teacher education.

That is a long and encouraging list, but perhaps we have had enough of self-
congratulations. For me, the conference will not feel complete unless I have at
least one opporvnity to play the role of resident -ow curmudgeon." Donning
that hat gives n license to enter public complaint for both myself and all of
you who have taken the opportunity to pass on private concerns. As you night
expect, several defects in the program have left some feeling unfulfilledand
me outright grumpy.

Have you noticed that in the three-day conference on preservice and
inservice teacher educationa meeting involving some of the most thoughtful
professionals, active scholars, and creative practitioners in the business -we
did not have a single speaker, session, nr activity through which ary of us could
learn about, review, or discuss what research on teacher education has to say
concerning how good teacher education programs should be designed,
operated, ind evaluated?

I thought that learning more about how to use knowledge to do our work
better was supposed to be one of the main reasons for coming to Orlando! It
was almost as though we didn't want to be bothered with the facts. We were
comfortable with generalizations and satisfied by exhortation, but distinctly
uneasy with the nuts and bolts.

Did you notice that we did not have a single speaker, session, or activity
through which any of us could learn more about how research-based
knowledge can be used to improve the art of helping tee. :hers In fact, the topic
was not even mentioned in any of the main conference sessions. It was as
though there was nothing to know about the technology of research utilization
in teacher educationno literature, no dissemination projects, no research end
development centers, no model programs, and nothing to learn about how
research can be put to work in teacher education.

Finallyand most amazing given our obvious interest in the content of
training programswe did not have a main speaker, session, or activity
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through which all of us could learn what research on teaching says (and does not
say) concerning the content of preparation for effective instruction at the
elementary level?

I noticed those three curious omissions: research on teaching, research on
teacher education, and development designs for utilizing research in teacher
education programs. That it bothered me was to be expecteddisapproving is
a curmudgeon's primary functionbut the real question is whether or not you
should be botheted. Did you lose out on anything really valuable? Were all of
us cheated by those three omissions? Let me present the case for the
prosecution.

In his ch.isection of the liberal arts versus professional training issue, Daryl
Siedentop made a passionate appeal for the need to help teache. 3 learn critical
skills required to do their work. In both his address and the question period
which followed, it was clear that Daryl had identified a set of basic pedagogical
skills by recourse to the research on effective teaching. Were you not curious
about what those skills might be, how well they were supported by the
literature, and .,ow they could be made part of a preservice or inservice
training program? The speaker did not give you the answer to those questions;
that was not his job. At this conference, nobo iy was assigned the task of talking

about research .1 teaching as a source of program content, or the tricky
business of research utilization in program design.

Yesterday, Patt Dodds talked about research on field experiences by using
three examples from the research literature. Audience reaction to her address
indicated that she succeed i in raising questions that might change how some
of us think about that program component. Did any of you wonder what she
might have said about lectures, discussions, textbooks, films, simulation
devices, demonstrations, observation, practice, feedback, microteaccing, peer
teaching, coaching, transfer, retention, or any other program-related topic on
which there is substantial research literature? She did not address any of those
vital topics because it was not her job to do so. At this conference, nobody was
assigned the task of talking about research on teacher education.

For the sake of accuracy, it is true that in the concurrent, special interest
sessions there was a lively presentation and disc fission in iolving ALT-PE, one
each of short sessions on data-based survey and program evaluation research,
and presentation of several program models which have strong links to the
knowledge base. The difficulty is not with the quality or relevance of thosa
small evening meetings. The problem is that there was no provision in the
large, prime-time sessions for a moment when all conferees could gather and
be brought up to date on research on teaching, research on teacher education,
and the literature on research application procedures in teacher education. I
believe that constitutes a serious omission in the program.

If you agree, all we can do now is be sure the next program planning
committee does not make the same mistake To ensure tha'. protection, we
need a diagnosis of what went wrong this time. Which of the following causes
seems most likely to you? Did the planning committee co, isider space in the
program for research, but decide (1) there wasn't eno' gh of the stuff to
bother, (2) they didn't trust it to tell the truth, (3) it real.y wasn't relevant to
preparing elementary specialists in physical education, (4) It was all toocontra-
dictory to be of any practical use, (5) it would be too boring to have to sit and
hear about it, (6) the conferees would never understand i+, (7) everybody
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already knows what it has to say, (8) all of the relevant research involves ALT-
PE aid that stuff belongs in an evening special interest session, or (9) each
speaker will use research-based knowledge as appropriate and thereby no
separate program component need be planned. As an alternative, can you
imagine that the members of the committee never thought about research at
all?

My own diagnosis is the ubiquitous "all of the above." Put in the same
position, most of us would have shared at least some of the same concerns
which apparently influenced the planning committee. Nevertheless, whatever
sympathy we may have for those who wrestled with the burdens of program
planning, there is no valid excuse for not making research-based knowledge a
central part of any conference which purports to deal with teaching and
teachers.

Scale of the items on our gnostic list of reasons for ignoring research
sim ly are false and others represent real problems that demand response in
the corm of creative program planning. There is relevant research, and not all
of it is contradictory. Trust is a problem, and not only for those outside
academe; but it is a problem that can be addressed. Boring speakers will give
boring talks on any topicnot just on research. Finally, there are few people
here who already know all that research would suggest about preparing
teachers, and, with skill and sensitive assistance, every person !'ere could be
helped to understand better the research that is available. At least it seems
reasonable to think that such an important conference topic can be better
provided for than leaving it to accidents of judgment by indi,ridual speakers
who have other primary assignments.

Please understand that my appeal for specific attention to research at the
next conference does not presume that research will tell us what to do. Educa-
tional research will not tell us how to prepare elementary specialists; that is not
its purpose. The expectation that it can perform such magic is one of the most
mischievous, dysfunctional, and even dangerous notions ever let loose among
us. Research only helps you get smarter A out the territory in which you have
to make decisions.

Deciding on a course of action and carrying it out is a different process
entirsly from understanding how things work. .1-o design a teacher education
program that can make use of research requires a mixture of considerations:

1. moral norms based on personal values about what is right,
2. craft norms based on accumulated practical wisdom about what works,
3. aesthetic norms based on our judgment about which actions oppeal most

to our sense of order and style,
4. practical limitations and political constraints within the local situation,

and
5. technical norms based on scientific evidence and understanding about

how things work.
Being smart about the territory certainly can help, by by itself it does not

produce correct action.
There is no science of teacher education and there will be none. Preparing

teachers is a practical art, although there is a scientific basis for practicing that
ar+ If we fail to make effective use of that resource, our programs, our
students, and their pupils will be the poorer.

If you are persuaded on this point, at the appropriate time we can remind the
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program planning committee for the next conference. We can write to Margie
Hanson to confirm our support for both another conference and more
complete program coverage. We can even volunteer to serve when the long
and thankless tasks of conference organization must be performed.
Ultimately, we all will have the power of a vote in our registration money.
That, however, is the least desirable recourse and one which should not be
needed if the lessons of Orlando are remembered.

Enough complaining. On balance, it was a fine conference and we all go
home better for having participated. It may help achieve a proper sense of
closure if you will engage in one final task. I will provide a short list of
important topics raised over the past three days. There is no guarantee that
your list would be exactly the same or that this list will represent any sort of
valid consensus. It should provide a reasonable tool, however, for building a
finish to this conference.

As I go through the list, your task is to note a response to each item. You can
choose one of three ways to respondgrade, plan, or prioritize. If you want to
grade, you can give this conference a report card by assigning an "A" if the
topic received serious and (for you) usefu' attention, a "C" if it was at least
clearly named and noted, and an "F" if the topic was ignored. If you want to
plan the program for the next conference you can award an"X" for any item
thet should be given major atlention with speakers, discussion, and perhaps an
action workshop; a "Y" for items worthy of a special interest session; and a "Z"
for things better left to another forum. Finally, if you only want to prioritize,
simply think in terms of what topics seem most and least important for making
progress before we gather again. Give "1" to areas for which you feel the
greatest urgency, and award "12" at the other end of the scale.

I will provide one or several key words for each topic you can jot down for
your own working record, and then I'll provide a couple of sentences to clarify
the nature of the topic. Most of the topics on the list really contain nests of
related problems, issues, and questions. I will call them chunks to suggest the
cautions appropriate whenever we pull something out of the whole forming its
natural context. The categories, which are .mtidy and temporary, are merely
for our conveniencenot a taxonomy of topics in teacher education Note in
particular that the first four chunks are entangled such that any discussion of
one often is a discussion of the other three

Chunk I: The Schools

The relatic nships of teacher education, preservice, or inservice, to teachers.
programs, principals, children, parerts, and school systems must be changed.
If preservice graduates take jobs in schools that are inhospitable to good
teaching, what is the point of improving teacher education? The notion that
we can make those schools more hospitable by building some imagined
strength into individual teachers is silly. Schools consume good, young
graduates for lunch, and snack on experienced teachers between courses.
Long-term, systematic improvements come only from many people working
together. We know too much now to ignore the problem any longer. Teacher
educators must become substantially involved with all the people who work in
schools to create environments that encourage teachers to do their jobs well.
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How best to become involved is a complex social, political, and logistical
question which demands our attention.

(.dunk H: Preservice Program Design

Teachers can't transfer skills to the workplace that they have not acquired.
Weak programs do not make reliable modifications in what their under-
graduate clients know, believe, or can do wl- ?n they actually have to teach.
Lecture, discussion, a textbook reading, .nd perhaps a bit of peer teaching
practice simply do not make any reliable difference in what graduates are likely
to du in the gym two years later. At heart, this is a problem of training
technology (program process) that he!ps novices acquire new skills and
transfer supports that help them sustain what they have learned until they
practice it in the field and move it into their permanent instructional
repertoire. The training technology already exists and is not prohibitively
costly to put in place. Descriptions of successful models for field support
during r_oservice practica and the induction year now abound in the literature.
What are left are the staff and organizational development problems of
redesigning preservice teacher education programs to include methods that
actually change what teachers do with children.

Chunk III: Inservice Program Design

Whetner the motive is building more hospitable environments for
graduates, providing training siees congruent with program needs and values,
or simply fulfilling the charge of pi oviding outreach services for public
schools, teacher education faculties are going to become increasingly involved
in inservice teacher develc ment. To do that well, to makea real difference for
clients, and in order not to end up with frustration, waste, and with egg on
their faces, both new skills and cansid -able sophistication are required.
Experienced teachers are not undergraduates, schools are not college
departments, and change is a different and chancy g.-1-,c out in the field. We
need to listen, learn fast, and support cach other in every possible way.

Chunk IV: Induction

Teacher education should be a life-long process. Virtually everyone who has
studied the continuum of development from pi esocialization of recruits to
retirement of veterans, has concluded that the key juncture is neither
preservice nor inservice trainingit is the first two years of employment, the
induction years. If physical educators do notcome to gips with that fact, learn
about how induction shapes teacher behavior, plan how to best prepare
graduates for the rigors and dangers of induction, and decide how to share a
part in the action, then they will remain on the outsidemostly just looking in.

Chunk V: Preservice Program Content

We now know something about what makes effective teaching in physical
education. We also can make friitful guesses where the evidence is yet
incomplete and, with cautious transformation of research on other kinds of
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teaching, we can find more clues to specific behaviors that make up good
teaching. This pedagogical content must become the mir 'mum expectation for
demonstrated mastery by every graduate. The scope is large enough for
programs to have their own stylistic emphases, but whether the element is
skills [ or monitoring dispersed students, powerful forms of feedback, or
strategies for maintaining equal access to learning for all students, there
should be a common core of minimum expectations for professional skill.
These should be acquired before a student is considered able to take full,
unsupervised responsibility for a class of children. We need to define that
minimum core and begin work on procedures for helping teacher educators
incorporate it into their programs.

Chunk VI: Recruitment, Selection, And Retention

More than half of the variance in teaching behavior seen in any class of
graduates will have been determined by the characteristics the class brought as
entering freshmen. Less than half of their capacity for professional
pet formance will be a direct result of the training program. If that axiom is
trueand there are good reasons to believe that it isthen who comes and
who stays to graduate matters a great deal in producing good teachers. This is

not a matter of selecting for intellectual factors or high academic
performancea popular political matter which has little demonstrable
relevance to subsequent teaching effectiveness. There are factors that can be
detected in trainees eiat do have verifiable consequences in areas such as
program completion, career commitment, vocational persistence, and job
satisfaction. Attracting students with good prospects,counseling students out
who have poor prospects, and retaining students with the best prospects are
old 5,1t nevertheless vital tasks to which we have to give much more attention.

Chunk VII: The Disciplines

Most programs have at.hieved at least an uneasy truce between the residents
of the academic disciplines in physical education and those who conduct pro-
fessional preparation. Unfortunately, the end of Internecine war has not
brought with it much creative resolution of the central problemhow to help
students make effective use of disciplinary-based knowledge in the work of
professional practice. We have learned what does not work. Exhorting
students (and teachers) to discover appropriate applications on their own does
not work. Asking teacher educators to translate abstract knowledge into
application resources does not work. Demanding that scholars in the
disciplines teach in ways which reveal rich arrays of application strategies has
proven ineffective (and probably was unreasonable anyway). What we need is
some new thinking, some experimenting with better alternatives, and some
sharing of successful models.

Chunk VIII: The Purpose of Elementary Physical Education

If teaching is a means, toward what ends is It aimed? As George Graham has
indicated, our profession seems resigned (with varying degrees of comfort) to
the necessity of agreeing to diswee on the question -4 purposes. Individual
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teachers, professional organizations, government agencies, communities, and
even schools or training programs will continue to have different visions of the
objectives for elementary physical education. As long as a purpose is clear
enough for full public scrutiny and as long as it can be linked to effective
means, there is no direct harm in marching to a different drummer. One
exception to this rule is the preparation program in which consistency is a
matter of enormous consequence. Show me a rograrri where novices are
constantly "jerked about" regarding what they should try to accomplish when
teaching and I will show you a program that produces poor results. We need to
work out program and staff development procedures that permit a faculty to
identify a safe, minimum level of consensus on the objectives of elementary
physical education. Models of both process and product might help many of us
to resolve this familiar but still mischievous problem.

Chunk IX: Teacher Educators And Their Environment

Recruiting, training, rewarding, and developing teacher educators are
processes we usually talk about (or gripe about) privately. It remains a fact,
however, that if we ever want to do what we really could do about preparing
elementary specialists, we v. ill have to upgrade ourselves as a ,fessional
group and alter t1.-e environment that shapes and limits our behavior. When 50
percent (a conservative estimate) of all teacher educators have never taug:.: a
lesson in a public school, we have a problem. When full-time engagement in
inservice education provides few Institutional rewards and presents severe
risks for tenure and advancement, we have a problem. If we don't make plans
to improve our own work environment there will be little hope of attracting
and retaining the cadre of talented people that teacher education demands.

Chunk X: Program Evaluation

We must return to George Gral- am's clarion call for program validation and
make clear distinction among three kinds of evaluation

1. If we study children and discover that when Duck, Duck, Goose is
included in their physical education curriculum they become more fit, or
cooperative, or agile, or whatever, then we have validated a content element in
the programand learned something about what should be included in the
content of teacher training.

2. If we study the teaching of Duck, Duck, Goose and discover that children
learn it quicker and more thoroughly when we use guided discovery rather
than command-based progressive part, we have validated a pedagogical
strategy and, again, learned something about appropriate content for teacher
training.

3. If we iiscover that undergraduate teacher trainees can learn how to be
effntive in teaching Duck, Duck, Goose more efficiently and reliably when the
program includes simulation practice and discrimination training, we have
validated a ' -ocess element in the teacher education program.

Everyone accepts that we need some of all three forms of program
evaluation, but It must also be understood that the primary focus for a
conference on professional preparation should be 3n number 3, evaluating
teacher training. . .
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Chunk XI: Participating In Public Policy

Preparing elementary specialists does not take place in a vacuum. We all are
part of larger teacher training units, some of which are being buffeted by a
storm of public criticism and punitive action by state legislatures. In other
states, schools and departments are in the eye of a hurricane where the really
radical response is "this too shall pass." Perhaps the greatest danger is that we
will somehow survive the present crisis without having to make substantial
changes to impro , our position within higher education and the network of
certification and accreditation regulations which surround our programs The
historic pattern of escalating attacks on teacher education suggests that the
next return of this cyclic storm may bring the end of collegiate preparation for
teachers. The people in Reston have been right about this all along. L'very
faculty that engages in preparing and developing teachers must learn how to
exert sophisticated political influence and how to engage ir. aggressive pre-
planning about public policy rather than responding after others have taken
action. Learning how to live creatively with the inevitable, and learning how to
influence what appears to be possible in the realm of public policy, is a
competence few of us thought would be required when we entered our
careers. For better or worse, the game has changed and in many states we
either will learn to play at politics or live with the unhappy consequences of
being only spectators.

Chunk XII: The Research Agenda

We have limited resources for research on preparing elementary specialists.
A sense of the priorities among possible questions is absolutely necessary. We
need to know where data and understanding will have the largest payoff.
Professional organizations, each training program, and each teacher educator
needs a "to do" list that will remind them of where the big questions are
locatedparticularly when temptations to dabble with time and resources are
present. I've suggested my own agendayou will need yours. Perhaps
together we should prepare a master list for the elementary specialist area of
the profession.

How do we learn about and systematically alter the subjective warrants
(ideas about teaching) which, Hai Lawson has told us, all entering students
bring to the training process?

What is going on inside the .aining program as a social unit? Who is
teaching what to whom and when and how? Linda Bain, Tom Templin, and
Neal Earls all have suggested that we would do well to find out.

How can we improve the transfer and persistence record for the skills we
teach our clients in preservice and inservice programs?

How do we go about improving the accuracy of movement perception and
analysis by or studentsin a reliable and cost-effective manner?

What do good elementary specialists really know about teaching and where,
when, and how do they learn those things?
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There are a dozen chunks. You may want to add some of your own, or merge,
delete, and revise some of mine. Whatever the final form of the list, we have a
substantial agenda. We did well to cover so much of it this time. Next time we
wall do even better. Certainly we must gather again, hopefully with a shorter
interval than the 12 years between the Ozarks and Orlando. Where can we
find a city that begins with 0 to keep the string alive?
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Employment Prospects for
Elementary Physical Educators:

An Assessment of Market Indicators

Lynch E. Randall

Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL

The marketability of physical education specialists within the public schools
is one of the most important issues currently faced by teachereducators in our
field. A substantial, nationwide surplus of physical education teachers has
haunted our profession for more than a decade, and there is no indication that
the situation is improving (Akin, 1984, p. 3). An established trend toward
physical education class instruction by classroom teachers has made this issue
particularly salient at the elementary school level. Since we are in the business
of preparing young professionals in an area of specialization for which the
employment prospects are uncertain at best, it is encurr.bent upon us to
provide these students with a description of the job market that is accurate and
informed.

In attempting to describe the job market, I have collected an abundance of
data from national, state, and local sources to answer the following questions:
1.) What is the status of employment in public school pl ysical education?
2.) What are the critical factors that will affect the marketability of specialists
now and in the future? and 3.) What are the sources of support that we can
employ in ensuring the survival of existing programs?

To determine the status of employment in public school physical education,
a nationwide survey was conducted. A current assessment of employment
figures was obtained through telephone calls to state physical education
consultants or ,ther education officials in 50 states and the District of
Columbia. These data were collected in the fall of 1983 and represented the
most recent available data for each of the states reporting.

Only those specialists whose major teaching responsibilities were coded as
physical education or adaptive physical education were included in this investi-
gation. In addition to determining the number of specialists employed within
each state, a breakdown was established of those employed at elementary
(K-6) and secondary (7-12) level, as well as the respective student enrollments
for these levels. These figures were used in determining the following: 1.) the
total number of physical education specialists employed in grades K-12, 2.) the
proportion of elementary and secondary physical education specialists in the
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total employed, 3.) the rr .o of elementary school students to elementary
physical education specialists, and 4.) the ratio of secondary school students to
secondary physical education specialists.

Forty-three states were able to provide data for the total number of physical
educators employed in grad's K-12. Of this number, 37 states identified the
number of specialists employed at elementary and secondarylevels. Analyzing
the data was somewhat complicated by variations in the format in which they
were reported. Fourteen states reported the number of specialists in terms of
full-time equivalents (FTEs), with one full-time position being equal to five
periods per day for five days a week. This statistic provided the most useful
data for determining studentlspecialist ratios. However, the remaining 29
states reported this information in terms of a simple head count, a statistic
whi h does not distinguish between full -time and part-time teachers (or those
with multiple-subject assignments). Althot.gh these differences limited the
strict inti rpretation of the data for state-to-state comparisons, it was possibl,:
to identify some very significant trends and differences.

In the 43 states for which the K-12 o::nts were avail..J1e, a total of
109,666.43 physical education specialists were employed. An analysis of t}
data reported in FTEs by 14 states produced an accurate measureof student/
specialist ratios. C: the 14, four reported combined figures for elementary and
secondary levels. The average ratio for the 14 states in combined grades K-12
was 402.49/1 (402.49 students for otery specialist). The highest ratio obtained

31. grades 12 was 946.43/1 in 1 fawaii, and the lowest was 266.75/1 in
Wisconsin. At the elementary level, tF = average studentIspecialist ratio was
1105.4011, or more than five time that cf secondary grades-218.89/1.
Elementary ratios v. ,,ed from a high of 2992. 2,41 in Arkansas to a low of
422.37/1 in Min. is. Secondary ri ios rang, _: from a high of 353.4111 in
Nebraska to a low of 145.76/1 in Texas)

The most significant, but least astounding finding of this investigation was
the relative disproportion of elementary to secondary specialists. In the 37
states for which this breakdown was given, a total of 90,173.73 specialists
were employed. Of this number, only 27,624.21 (or approximately 31 scent)
were it the elementary level. BY contrast, the concurrent student en, ...cents
for elementary grades combesed an 'verage of 59 percent of the total student
population. At the secondary level, the number of specialists employed was
58,289.9' (or approximately 6... percent), whil= student enrollments for these
grades comprised 0E4 41 percent of the total. The remaining four percent (a
total of 4209.60) were employed in combined K 12 or middle school positions

It is obvious that the existing priorities for physical education are illogically
reversed throughout the United States, and far greater emphasis is placed at
the secondary level. Attempting to develop optimal fitness and lifetime sport
skills in high schools when physical education in the lower grades is virtually
nonexistent is a futile an(' Jr.; eductive approach. Hundreds of thous= nds of

our nation's elementary school student!, are being paid a grei Injustice by the
failure of schools to meet their physical needs.

Determining the current status of employment was only the first step Li
assessing the mai Ketability of elementary physical education specialists The

lAr. employment data l takdown for elementary and secondary levels for each state may be
obtained from the investigator
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next important step was to tale a look at the critical factors that are likely to
affeLt this marketability in the near future, including teacher supply and
demand characteristics, demographics, population dynamics, legislation, and
social and educational trends.

A study of student enrollment trends in United States public schools
provided some impo tant clues for the projection of teacher supply and
demand. Although the decade between 1971 and 1981 demonstrated a signi-
ficant decrease in student enrollments and a large increase in elementary
xhool closings, this trend has begun to reverse. During the 1970s, public
school student enrollments decreased by 15 percent at the elementary level
and 7 percent at the secondary level, and the number of public elementary
schools decreased by four percent (Plisko. 1983, p. 5).

Job prospects for teachers generally are exit: -'Qd to improve significantly in
the next five years. This trend is the result of a jaby"boomlet," which occuied
in the late 1970s, and a substantial decrease in the number of newly qualified
teacher graduates. Although the job market has apparently bottomed-out and
the demand for teachers generally will increase throughout the remainder of
the decade (Feistritzer, 1983; Plisko, 1983; Akin,1984), this projection does not
hold true for physical education teachers. The 1984 Teacher Supply/Demand
Report (Akin, p. " published by the Association for School, College, and
University Staffing indicated that phymal education is the only teaching field
with a consideral'e, nationwide surplus in 1984. Those fields with a consider-
able shortage in 1984 included mathematics, science-physics, computer
programming, and science-chemistry (Akin, 1984, p. 2).

Between 1954 and 1974, a steady growth in numbers of those completing
physical education certification. requirements was evidenced. During this
period, nev.:y qualified specialists increased from 7,274 (NEA, 1959, p. 12) to
27,733 (Grant and Snyder, 1976, p. 110). A gradual trend toward decreasing
numbers began in 1975 (Grant and Snyder, 1978, p. 110) and has continued
through the present. The most recent available estimate provided by the
National Cente- -,r Education Statistics established the figure at 19,095 in
1981 (Grant an., Snyder, 1984, p. 114). In 1958, 73 percent of persons who
completed requirements for standard teaching certificates in physical
education were employed in their field of preparation (NEA, 1959, p. 26). By
1981, these numbers had dropped to only 36 percent full-time and 13 percent
part-time (Plisko, 1983, p. 190).

Teacher supply and demand, demographic trends, and population dynamics
are three of the critical factors that must be monitored in projecting the job
ma-ket for physical educators. Legislative actions and the back-to-basics
movement are recent trends vi rich should receive additional attention. Both
of these factors nave had a large impact upon physical education within the
past two years, and it is likely that this influence will continue in the coming
years.

Legislative actions having an effect upon physical education programs will
take two possible forms Those on the negative side may seek to reduce or
eliminate requirements for physical education, therefore posing a serious
threat to the survival of programs. Those on the oositive side may serve to
strengthen programs, thereby enhancing the marketability of specialists
within our field.

The American Alliance has recently taken an active role in responditlg to
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legislative efforts to reduce or eliminate physical education requirements in
several states. Among the states which have recently combatte.lsuc' efforts
are Massachusetts, Illinois, Pennsylvania, yirginia, and California. Proposed
legislative actions in these states would have effectively eliminated thousands
of positions, but were soundly defeated through strong lobbying efforts and
active media coverage.

The State of Florida has recently enacted a legislative change that should
significantly improve the employme; ' prospects of physical education
specialists with elementary emphasis. On October 3, 1984, the State Board of
Education approved new physical education certification requirements
designed to provide for more specialized preparation at elementary and
secondary levels. These new requirements call for separate certification levels
for grades K-8 and 6-12, and are expected to have a "tremendous impact on
physical education teacher preparation programs in the state, school district
in-service education, and out-of-state physical educators applying to tea'h in
Florida" (Harageones, 1984, p. 1).

The back-to-basics movement and all of the related educational reforms that
have arisen over the past two years constitute a significant social and educa-
tional tread that will significantly affect the future of physical education
krograms at all levels. State and local efforts .o upgrade graduatio' require-
ments and !ref up academic standards have taken on national propt.rtions as a
result of the 1983 report of the National Commission on Excellence in
Education entitled A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform. This
new commitment to excellence in education is welcome and long overdue, and
the "rising tide of mediocrity" in our educational system that this report
documents is Ll . cant and undeniable. However, we will need to be extremely
vigilant in the coming years to make sure that this beefing up of academics
does not take place at the expense of physical education.

We must demonstrate that physical education is not a frivolous adjunct to
basic education, but that it is an integr:.1 and essrptial part of the basic
curriculum. Therefore, any state and local reforms seeking to increase
standards and requirements should be inclusive of provisions for maintaining
or upgrading programs of physical education.

In order to ensue e the survival of existing programs in elementary physical
education in the coming years, it will be necessary to develop and implement a
variety of resources and suppc::,.e. documentation. One resource that will
soon be available is a physical education justification packet which is Arrently
being developed under the direction of Vern Seefeldt at Michigan State
University. The final report will include "documented is.search, project and
survey results and statements relative to the importance of physical education
in the daily lives of students," and has been identified by NASPE (Martzke,
1983a, p. 1) as a highest priority.

Statements supporting the wile of physical education programs as essential
to the development of children have recently been issued by the American
Association of Fitness Directors in Business and Industry, the Special Advisors
to the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, the United States
Olympic Committee Sports Medicine Council (Seiler, 1983, p. v-5), and the
United States Department oc Defense (Martzke, 1983b, p. 1). :n the most
recently issued of these statements, the Department of Defense
recommended that all schools provide daily physical education programs, and
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that these programs should emphasize the following a-eas: "1. The attainment
of an optimal level of physical fitness by all pupils. 2. Identification of the
physically underdeveloped pupil and provision for appropriate, progressive,
developmental physical activities to coma this conditior 3. Strong encour-
agement for schools and youth to strive for the Presidential Fitness Award and
to support programs similar !.o the 'Fitnessgram'." (Martzke, 1983, p. 1).

It appears that we have reached a very critical point in the survival of quality
programs in elementary physical education, and one in which we are in an
opportune position to capitalize on the base of support which has begun to
emerge. However, 'n order to capitalize on this opportunity we will need lo call
upon and spotlight our most valuable professional resource. We will need to
give a more concerted effort to the development of exemplary programs in
elementary physical education and to establish a greater visibility for those
that currently exist.
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Where Fools Tread:
Planning for Affective Outcomes

in A Methods Course

Jai r F. Young

University of South Florida
Tampa, FL

Once in a cultural anthropology class, the professor stated, "The most
intimate thing anyone can ever do is to attempt to change your mind." Ever
since the group function became evolutionarily critical, humans have been
tryingwith varying degrees of successto change each other's minds. This
paper addresses the concept of attitude revision as an important aspe.L of
teacher preparation and what happened when an attempt was made torevise
in a systematic way some preservice teachers' attitudes toward children's
physical education.

Teacher educators are frequently faced with students who arrive in the
teacher preparation program with a collectie.. of positive, negative, and
neutral attitudes about their chosen profession. Preservice teachers often
have strong feelings about what their selected content is and how it should be
taught. Some of their prevailing attitudes are productive in that they assist
at least initiallyin the achiex ment of learning about the content and
processes of a quality program for children. Neutral attitudes are available for
redirection through persuasive communication or positive exy aiences.
However, a positive attitude may be unproductive if it inhioits new
perceptions of familiar content. For example, some students may feel so
enthusiastic about football or cheerleading that it obscures their ability to
perceive how inappropriate these activitie.; are for first- and second-grade
children.

The state c' 'Pachers' attitudes can play an important role in their curricular
decisions. It is uoique to the human service field in general, and perhaps
physical education in particular, that the professional's attitude influences
how well a content area is taught, and sometimes whether it is taught a* all.
The problem is that attitude development or revision is one of the neglected
questions in research on teacher preparation. We don't know much about
entering preservice teachers' attitudes, and we probably know less about how
to change those attitudes we deem important to change (Briggs, 1982). Partly
because of the paucity of research, we are not even very precise about what we
mean when we use the v,ord attituae. Attitude is sometimes used in a global
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sense, such as, "She has such a good attitude .. " 3.is can be interpreted in a
variety of ways. It may mean that the person in question is an optimistic
person who is a pleasure to be around, has positive attitudes that are
congruent with the observer's, or both.

Sometimes, the term attitude is used synonymously with enthusiasm, and
probably more is known about enthusiasm than attitude because it can be
measured to some extent by behavior. A more useful view of attitude is that of
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) who consider attitude to be a multifaceted
pheaomenon

Fishbein's and Ajzen's (1975) view of attitude begi s with a belief
componentwhat people believe about the importance of physical education
for children based on experience and knowledge. The second and third
components have to do with their feelings about (or attitude toward) physical
education for children. These components lead to behavioral intentions
what they intend to do about the object. Figure 1 indicates the relationship of
the various components of attitude in this model.

Beliefs

Attitude about._
object .......

IL Intentions 10. Behavior

Attitude about
one's behavior
relative to
object

Figure 1. Relationship Among Components of Attituda

The behavioral intention component in this model is critical because
research indicates tha, behavioral intentions .ire strongly correlated with
actual behaviormuch more than the feeling.4 toward the object. This
probably accounts for many of the conflicting findings in attitua' research.

It is possible, for example, for .eachers to have a good attitude :bout the
importance of elementary physical education in the curriculum yet not act on
those beliefs. The reasons for inaction may be legion. They can range from
having a principal who prizes high achievement scores on the cognitive
achievement tests more than any other classroom endeavor, to the teacher's
lack of ability to +each physical education. However, if classroom teachers can
he persuaded to change their intentions relative to teaching physical
education, there is a greater chance of them actually behaving in a way that is
congruent with their intentions.

The participants in this study were three groups of elementary education
majors in a unit of a course in physical education for children. The instruc-
tional design model shown in Figure 2 is a modified version of Dick's and
Carey's (1978). It is different from other instructional design models because it
incorporates entry attitudes, beliefs, and intentions; and designates revised
attitudes and beliefs as the basis for changing behavioral outcomes.
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Goals
1-

1

Entry
Knowledge
Skills
Beliefs
Intentions
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L

Selection and
analysis of
objectives

Development
of evaluative
instruments

1

Sequencing of
objectives

(domain
interaction)

1

Selection of
methods and
materials

.Formative evaluation

T
Developmer of
learning experience

i

i
i

L

Knowledge

Skills

Beliefs

Intentions

Revised
habits of
though:/
action

Figure 2: A Modified Instructional Design Model for Integrate', Outcomes in Cognition And Affect
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The student will generate, in writing, a rationale for
including physical education in the elementary school
curriculum

The student will cnoose to identify physical education
t..:, an important content area in the elementary school
curnculum .

The student will revise, in
a positive direction,
his/her attitude toward the
benefits of deinhoping
movement competency for
elementary school
children

2A

The student will revise, in
a positive uorection,
his/her attitude toward the
need for physical activity
for elementary children

1A

The student will recognize
the benr ;its of developing
mover tent competency for
elementaiy sch cx.;
children

2

The student will recognize
the need for physical
activity fc elemxintary
children

I

Given a hypothetical class
of elementary school
pupils, the student will
choose to plan experience
for the development of
motor skills

4A

1

Given a hypo hetical class
of elementary school
I iupilS, the student will
choose to provide practice
opportunities for the
de vslopment of motor
skills

3A

The studen will recognize
effective uctional
practices tor developing
and refining motor skills

4

The student will recognize
criteria for effective
practice of motor skills

3

Figure 3. Objectives for The Experimental Units. In this ICM, the Ind was constructed so that each attitude objective has amatching information/intellectual skill objective. The atti.ude objectives are designated by an "A."
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In this study, all three groups had the same instruction and learning
experiences; they simply had them in different orders. Figure 3 shows the
attitude and cognitive unit objectives. The attitude objectives are noted by an
"A." Each attitude objective 'las a corresponding cognitive objective.

Figure 4 indicates the order of instruction for each of the three groups.
Participants in the first group wer instructed in the attitude objectives first
and the cognitive objectives last. The second group encountered instruction in
the cognitive domain before the attitudinal learning. In the third group,
instruction in both attitude and cognitive objectives was integrated. Replicable
instruction, consisting of films, videotapes, and written materials made up 60
percent of the total instruction. The instructor conducted the remaining 40
percent of the instruction using lecture, discussion, and summation
techniques. The active learning experiences were systemized versions of those
used in similar courses.

Group Lessons of 75-minute duration

1st 2nd 3J 4th 5th

ISO
(Inormation
and intellec-
tual Malls
first)

Information,
intellectual
skills

Information,
intellectu .1
skills

Information,
intellectual
skills

Attitude Attitude

AO
(Attitude
objectives
first)

Attitude Attitude Information,
intellectual
skills

Information,
objectives
skills

Into ition,
intellectual
skills

CO

(Informilon
and intellec
tual skills
integrated
with attitude
objectives)

Attitude,
intellectual
skills and
information
(in each
lesson)

Figur* 4. Focus of Objectives in The Experimental Unit

To mitigate fle design problems inherent in this study, several measures
were taken for statistical control to rule out other plausible hypotheses. For
example, a self concept test was used with some attitude preassessment before
the unit was implemented. It was conceivable that the participants' self
concepts and previous attitudes toward physical ac' vity may have inf'uenced
their reactions to the treatments. As it turned out, the only measure that
showed any change at all was the rating of previous physical education
experiences. In many cases, participants had felt very positively about their
previous physical education experiences when they began the course. By the
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end of the course, that attitude had changed. A number of them stated that, in
retrospect, their experiences (mostly from the secondary level) had not been as
sound as they first thought.

Attitude and behavioral intentions we e measured ir, pre-tests, post-tests,
and delayed tests using two instruments. The first was a 10-item Semantic
Differential Scale (SD) which measured attitude toward elementary physical
education. The second war, a 35-item Behavioral Intention Scale (BID)
comprising three subscores for different classroom populations. The BID
measured the likelihood that the participants would behave in positive ways
relative to their future students' physical education activities. No cognitive
measures were taken before the unit, however, because in the formative
evaluation phase, the pre-test had pros ed so demoralizing that it was
eliminated.

There were no significant differences noted in the scores on the SD among
the groups on either the post-test or the delayed test. There were significant
differences between the pre- and post-test scores within all three groups, but
not among them.

There were some statistically significant differences in the delayed test
scores on the BID between tLe attitude instruction first group and the other
two groups. in the unit post-test scores there were no significant differences
among the groups. However, the delayed test scores of the group which
encountered the attitude instruction first 5' towed a steady incline from the
pre-test through the delayed test. The BID scores from th, other two groups
rose in the unit post-test, but declined somewhat during the delayed test.
There were mean differences among the groups relative to the scores of
cognitive achievement, but none of the differences were statistically
significant. This is not to say that thy' Dal ticipants had not learned anything in
the course. They had learned a g eat deal, but they did not differ among
themselves much on the cognitive test scores.

One explanation for these results is that the SD scale is so obviously a test of
attitudes that it may have biased the participants' responses from the begin-
ning. This means that the pre-test scores may have been somewhat inflated,
thereby washing out th a effects of the treatment as indicated by the post-test.

Relative to the BID, students in all three groups ended up improving their
scores. Only the "attitude first" group showed a steads increase over the
course in all subscores in the scale.

Like most instruction studies, there are several limitations. The overriding
limitation was probably researcher bias. In this study, the researcher
developed, l'ormatively evaluated, and subsequently delivered the instruction
to all three groups. However, the extensive formative evaluation may mitigate
this problem to some degree. The samples were small. There were only 95
participants who were used in the final comparisons: 28 in the "attitude first"
grout 1 in the "attitude last " group, and 36 in the group in which attitude and
cognitive objectives were integrated.

Intact groups had to be used here because not all Li the instruction was
replicable. The use of intact groups always poses a pro'clem for educational
research. This is a trade off that researchers have to negotiate between erosion
of the experimental control and the integrity of a real experience. Rand°. ti-
zation has been used in some instructi-mal design studies involving methods
courses. Participants in these studies complained about the use of all replicable
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itistruction in a course which trad'tionally incorporated discussion and small
group projects

The strengths of the study lie in the Preparation of the instructional
materials and assessment instruments and in the generalizability of the
findings. If, after replication, the results are consistent with this study, we
might be able to conclude that direct instruction in the attitude domain early in
the sequence of learning experiences will result in students leaving the course
with improved behavioral intentions. it may be that increasing the salience of
attitudes changes the stude- 4s' mod, operandi in subtle ways such that the
instructor is conditioned to respond to the students more favorablywhich
itself may affect students' attitudes about the content The realm of affective
development is still relatively uncharted. If we want to tap the resources of
that domain to enhance the quality of preservice teachers' preparation, we
need to investigate further how to deal with attitude revision
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The Preparation of The Elementary School
Physical Education Specialist:

A Two-year Post-baccalaureate
Program Model

Moira D. Luke

University of British Columbia
Vancouver, E C., Canada

The purpose of this paper is to present a program model that describes the
rationale, scone, atid sequence of a two -year, post-baccalaureate teacher
education program with a specialization in elementary school physical
educatiun. The program was recently devel, ,ped by the Faculty of Education
and the School of Physical Education and Recreation at the University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.

PROGRAM RATIONALE

The rationale for changing to a new program a: this inItitution is based
mainly on the knowledge emerging from researL and from the cuaective craft
knowledge of professionals in-olved in teaching and teacher education. As you
may know, the need for change in teacher education has been well documented
over the lest decade (Lortie, 1975; Goodlad, 1983; Schaller and Lang, 1983;
Gideonse, 1982). Tivse who read the Newsweek article, "Why Teachers Fail,"
were once again reminded, throue the more popular literature, of tlie
constant call for change in current practic ?s in teacher education. Proposals for
change are generally founded on three premises: first, there is an expanding
knowledge about teaching and learning that must be considered; second, the
professional role %pected of teachers must shape their training; and third, the
teaching role cannot be separated from the setting in which teaching takes
place.

At the 1982 annual meeting of the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Ech..-.-ation, the University of Cincinnati Dean of Education, Henrik
Gideonse, called for a revolution in teacher education. He stated that "teacher
euucation as it is currently i. :acticed in the United Statesa four year bacca-
laureate enterpriseis attempting to accomplish the impossible." He
emphasized that both time and resources were insufficient to meet the goals of
liberal and professional education. H- prot.osed that liberal education goals,
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including mastery of the content areas to be taught, exclusively require at least
four years of undergraduate educatior..1 he professional education following
the baccalaureate would further require a minim urn of two academic years and
would include didactic and clinical instruction in those professional areas
known to be necessary for effective teaching. This would include, for example,
knowledge in instructional approaches, curriculum models, diagnosis,
evaluation, and classroom and behaviour management.

The case for more and better teacher education is made by other informed
professionals and organizations. The well known educator B. Othaniel Smith
(1983) states that adequate preparation cannot be provided in four years.
Greenburg (1983), in examining the cage for and against teacher ed cation,
concludes that "the case for teacher education still seems strong" but that "its
present state does not represent the potential of what it could be" if there were
improved resources, longer programs, comprehensive systematic treatment,
and better students. Cogan (1975) proposes that "a graduate (teacher
education) program of at least three years" is necessary if beginning teachers
are to "possess even minimal competencies needed in contemporary schools."
Summaries of studies of preservice teacher education programs with subject
specialization include proposals for longer programs as a means to more
effective teaching (Dorsey, 1981; Luke, 1983).

The content of such extended programs is addressed by many authors
(Gideonse, 1982; Smith, 1983; Schaller and Lang, 19E3). In a recent document,
"Essential Knowledge for Beginning Educators" (D.C. Smith, 1983), some of
the most prominent North American educators focus on the question: What
must teacher candidates learn in order to become effective teachers? Their
views provide a beginning to the quest for a teacher education curriculum
based on both research and craft knowledge about learning processes and
effective teaching. The model explained in the following secticn includes many
of the components of their proposals.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION

As Figure 1 indicates, the proposed professional program extends over two
years and follows a four-year undergraduate degree. Admission requirements
form the link and the filter between the two programs.

4 Year
Undergraduate Degree
With Senior
Course Specialization
in Physical Education

Admission Requirements

Post-baccalaureate
2 Year Professional

Program

Figure 1. Program Structure
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The need to develop and maintain a more stringent selective process for
physical education teacher candidates has been stressed by Hoffman, Bowers,
and Klesius (1975) and more recently by McBride (1984). The admission
requirements in this model include written and oral English tests, a mathe-
matics competency test, an autobiographical account of related experience,
and a statement of motiv- on to teach. These have been identified as
predictors of success in teaching (University of British Columbia, 1983).

After entry into the two-year, four-semester professional program, the
teacher candidate progresses through four categories of courses, broadly
described as education studies, professional studies. curriculum studies, and
school experience studies. Education studies cover the four disciplines of
history, philosophy, psychology, and sociology of education. Professional
studies are concerned with the processes of teaching, learning, and communi-
cating. Curriculum studies cover subjects that the students intend to teach in
schools, in this case c ementary physical education. Finally, the school
experience gives opportunities for observing teaching in schools and p..ysical
education teaching practice.

This program model rests on a belief that most aspects of schooling and
pedagogy are common across subjects and age levels but that some aspects are
subject specific. The ideal balance of common elements and subject specific
elements that teacher education programs should reflect is a crucial question.
We all have opinions on this matter, but the real an.wer should emerge from
future research on teaching physical education. Soine light has already been
shed on this topic by Daryl Siedentop in his opening paper of the Big Ten
Symposium on Research on Teaching in Physical Education at Purdue
University, 1983. He stated that early efforts in teaching research in physical
education have produced data that look more similar to than different from
classroom studies data, and that future research investigating more complex
systems may even lessen these differences. He continues:

To the extent that we verify the exist -nce of generic teaching skills and a paradigm that
is valid across subject matters and contexts, it will become more important that teacher
education change so tha, the generic skills and paradigms become central program
commitments, visible .n terms of credit hours, course titles, field experiences, and even
certification rules. But there is leis reason to be optimistic here for although teacher
education has changed somewhat as the result of recent teacher effectiveness research,
it is clear that the changes have not been nearly as pervasive as one might argue they
should have been (p. 9)

Hopefully, the model presented here is a small change in the right direction.
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One From The HeartA Minority Report

Seymour Kleinman

The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH

It's been almost ten years since I last addressed the issue of teacher education
and teacher education research, and the opportunity to make a presentation at
this conference has stimulated me to bring my thinking up-to-date 'a this area.
As I deliberated over what to say at this time, I thought it would be appropriate
to dig out the presentation I made ten years ago in Atlantic City at the
AAHPERD National Convention. Also, for the sake of our discussion here, I
think it would be useful to present an excerpt:

There are some underlying assumptions present which we have come to accept when
we think of teacher education. We have incorporated them Into our way of thinking so
well that we have become blinded to alternate ways of seeing and doing things. These
are the assumptions that I wish to call to your attention.

1. In the first place there seems to be an assumption about the nature of the human
being that permeates this whole state of affairs. That is that a person is manipulable,
capable of being directed, molded, shaped or to put it more politely "guided" into
becoming what we deem it best for him or her to become. 14 the "guided," seemingly
less structured programs, there is a sloppy kind of inefficient conditioning going on,
whereas in the behavior modifying, competency based programs the conditioned
responses seem to come about in a quicker, more direct manner. Now I do not deny that
people are capable of being manipulated. There is more than enough evidence
indicating the universality of that phenomenon. What I did abject to is the subtle,
discriminating way in which we make a value judgment on this practice. There is no
clearer example of this than in the way we use words. For example when the Chinese
use conditioning techniques we call It "brainwashing" and, when our own educators
use it we call it behavior modification. This is done in all innocence and even with a
sense of satisfaction and the ultimate tragedy is that we "educators" be:ome so
enamored when we see the quick, clean, efficient results of behavior modification
(which often come to us, by the way, in the guise of "contingency management" or
"competency based" instruction programs) that we fail to recognize its basic hypo-
theses of the nature of a person.

2. This brings me to the second assumption we make about teacher education which
manifests i tse.i in our concept of what a teacher or the act of teaching is. Inherent tr, our
view of the teaching-learn, g process is an acceptance of the role of teacher as agent of
change. That is to say that there is a presumption in our thinking about the educational
enterprisethat it is the teacher's job to bring about change, to cause change and to act
as a director towards specific coals or objectives. The emphasis inevitably makes the
process a one way or one dig, ..tional affair. The attitude leads to a separation of teacher
and student.
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I choose not to conceive of the education endeavor in this light. For this reason I
would eliminate the teacher-learning, teacher-pupil distinction. In fact I propose we
eliminate the words teacher and teaching entirely. We are all learners.

3. The third assumption is that teacher education and teaching and learning is a
scientific activity. I refuse to accept this. The teaching act or role is a way of behaving
that is neither amenable to generalization nor scientific reduction. The teaching enter-
prise probably exemplifies more of an artistic piece of expression than a scientific one.
The same may be said of the learning process which involves what may be called
"insightful" experience; a leap that is based just as much on faith as it is on evidence.
Leaps of this nature, I am cony' --,:ed, are not scientifically explicable. To continue to
search for answers to the questions of teaching and learning along the "scientific" and
"empirically oriented lines" which our experimental, pedagogical mechanics seembent
on doing constitutes an enormous waste of time, effort and resources. What I am
suggesting is that teaching-learning is a highly individualized affair capable of being
understood, not in a generalized way, but in the continually changing series of
particular experiences which appear at distinct and all too infrequent occasions. When
learning occurs it is a self induced process. It is a private occurencedistinct, un.que and
somewhat different every ti- e. It's difficult because all the factors are never the same.
It adheres to something that may be called a pedagogical principle of indeterminancy. The
only way I know to come to grips with it is to give yourself up to its infinite elusiveness
and be prepared for its continual succession of surprises. Rejoice in its occurrences but
beware of the dangers of arrogance. We are not the creators of these principles. More
likely we are discoverers of secrets and witnesses to a happening often experienced in
the blink of an eye. The teachmg act then becomes, from this perspective, an artistic expression
of an insightful experience and lea, :-:hig may be termed as an insightful experience of an artistic
expression. The process is dialogue between self and other; the goal is the process. If
schools can contribute to this process of self discovery and understanding, they will
have served us well.'

These convictions voiced ten years ago about teaching viewed as artistic
expression, if anything, have become stronger. But, I must confess that this
position is as lonely today as it was ten years ago. Searching for material
supporting this view didn't provide me with very much "positive reinforce-
ment." However, I was able to find one essay which appeared in a recent issue
of the Phi Delta Kappan.

My view is based on the axiom that the person of the teacher is the essential ingredient
in that mysterious interaction called teaching. (Teaching) a group of youngsters the
standard secondary school curriculum ... is not a routine activity but a human perform-
ance executed by an individual of unusual talent. People who can do thislike those
who can sing, play musical instruments, act, sculpt, paint, or hit major-league pitching
are rare. Such talents are innate, they cannot be developed beyond a mediocre level
simply through intelligence, will powr nd proper training. This is the old truism,
'teachers are born, not made' and, like .any truisms, it may just be true."2

Dawe goes on to state the while "schools of education have done a credible
job of training public school administrators and of organizing research on
human learning" they have been manifest failures in training teachers,
"because the art of t-..aching and the science of educational research are
completely different activities."3

If this is true, and I believe that it is, then our teacher education researchers
who attribute the crisis in teacher education to poor research or not enough
research offer us no hope afall. My own inclination is to attribute the crisis to
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fundamental misconceptions about the whole business of teaching and
learning:

1. I believe a distinction must be made between skill acquisition and under-
standing. Behavioral researchers regard and treat them as one and the same
thing.

2. I think there are different dimensions of knowing and they must be
identified. Our beavioral researchers seem to believe that knowledge and
knowing can be reduced to a single formula universal in application. On the
level of action, there are different dimensions of knowledge that cannot be
regarded as having a common denominator.

3. The concept of choice, decision making, and freedom are neither
romantic illusions nor totally predictable occurrences no matter how sophis-
ticated or how many measurement techniques are developed. Behavioral
managers, of course, would rather we thought differently. In their scheme of
things, choice and decision making are illusory and nonexistent.

However, mathematicians and physicists are beginning to revise their ideas
about predictibility even in the simplest of equations and physicaloccurrences.
For example, in exploring a new field which has come to be called "chaos," they
have found that "tiny differences of input quickly become overwhelming
differences in output";

Physicists always assumed that when they saw a random relationshipbetween what
goes into a system and what comes out, the randomness had to be part of the system, in
the form of noise or error. In a way, the modern study of chaos began with a creeping
realization in the 1960s that, quite simply, mathematical equations produced results
every bit as violent as a waterfall. Tiny differences in input could quickly becomeover-
whelming differences in outputa phenomr non given the name "sensitive dependence
on initial conditions.' In weather for example this translates into what is only half
jokingly known as the Butterfly Effectthe notion that a butterfly flapping its wings
today in Peking might affect the weather next month in New York. It is not a notion
designed to give comfort to long range forecasters 5

(Nor should it give comfort to our teacher education researchers operating
under the assumption that teaching-learning is a tot,ily predictable
phenomenon.)

A dripping faucet may serve as an illustration of how minimal input results
in unpredictable results:

A slow drip can be quite regular, ea..h drop a little bag of surface tension that breaks
off when it reaches certain size. But the size of the drop changes slightly dependingon
th.-: speed of the flow and depending on whether there is a little rebound from he drop
before. And that is enough to make the system non-linear. If you turn it up you can see
a regime where the drops are still separate but the pitter-patter becomes irregular ... It
turns out, its not a predictable pattern beyond a short period of time. For scientists
there is reason to pause when they explore systems as simple as a faucet and find that
they are ... eternally creative ... To some physicists, chaos seems like a kind of answer
to the problem of free will.6

This seems to confirnr"a feeling, not always expressed openly, that theoret-
ical physics has strayed far from human intuition about the world."7
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How can we make sense of this chaos? Here, art embraces science and
scientists begin operating as artists. Mitchell Feigenbaum, the leading
scientific researcher in this area, has turned to art for answers

In the last few years. he has begun going to museums to look at how .--ttsts handled
complicated subjects, especially subjects with interesting textures It abundantly
obvious that one doesn't know the world around us in detail What artists have
accomplished is realizing that there's only a small amount of stuff that's important. and
then seeing what it was . I truly do want to know how to describe clouds But to say
there's a piece over here with that much densityto accumulate that much detailed
informatic,n, I think it is wrong It's certainly not how a human being perceives these
things and it's not how an artist perceives them '8

If scientists are beginning to look at the way artists are operating perhaps it's
time for our teacher education researchers to do the same.

Another matter I wish to address at this time is the nature of the subject
matter in elementary physical educatioi, and our conceptions about that. For
me, skill acquisition and physical fitness are not enough. However, I do not
wish to negate their importance. In fact, it's nice to know that at last we are
beginning to pay attention to skill development in physical education. I felt
lonely taking that position among physical educators fifteen years ago who
were, at that time, hell-bent on establishing physical education as an "academic
discipline."

But now I want to argue for the necessity to recognize and establish physical
education as art. And this, in turn, requires recognizirg that an art form
demands we attend to things like commu.iication, expression, interpretation,
and esthetics. Most of all, it requires encounters with the art forms and the
artists. It means also that gaining proficiency in a variety of particular skills is
as far removed from the art of movement as the person playing scales on a
piano is from a pianist.

Thus, performance, insight, and appreciation of movement become the
agenda for the physical education arts teacher. Of course all this requires a
radical re-vision of games, sports, and play as they are practiced and taught in
schools today. In addition, our approach to movement education must be
changed. Some subtle and not so subtle assumptions about movement
education at the elementary level need serious review. These assumptions are
not stated boldly in so many words but they have infiltrated our conceptions of
movement education in an attempt to justify its presence in the curriculum.
The assumptions are:

1. Movement education is an elementary form of activity suitable for the
young child only.

This is both a fallacious and limited view of movement education If the art
of movement is to be regarded as an important and sound experience, it must
be offered throughout the entire educational sequence.

2. Movement education is a "lead up" experience which lays the ground for
more "complex" highly organized games and sports taught at the secondary
level.

This too is fallacio is. It regards movement education as having no integrity
of its own. But the rt of movement has its own subject matter and must be
treated that way. It is laudible that it is looked upon as having use for other
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areas. However, at the core, it has intrinsic value that offers students experi-
ences and material they cannot get in any other way.

3. Movement education implies that a specific pedagogical methodology or
technique must be practiced by the teacher in order to be "successful." That
method has come to be termed "guided discovery."

Here, again, is the fallacious assumption that there is a "perfect" way to
teach. All of us can cite examples in our own experience of encounters with
teachers who, in spite of violating all firmly established rules of "good
teaching," have proven to be our best teachers. The answer lies not in
pedagogy but in the particular connections students and teachers make with
each othereach case and each connection being incnvidual, unique,
distinctive This is the "chaos" at work in the teaching-learning situation.
Once the forces are set in motion, the outcome can never be determined.

NOTES
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Developing And Disseminating A
Curriculum ModelImplications for

P_ ofessional Preparation

Martha F. Owens

Every Child A Winner
Ocilla, GA

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

In developing the Every Child A Winner curriculum model, a formal needs
assessment was conducted on the target population. Using the Washington
State (Owens, 1984; Roberts, 1984; Georgia Dept. of Education, 1970) and
AAHPERD Youth Fitness tests (Blackmarr, Owens, and Rockett, 1975; Earls,
1975; Georgia Dept. of Education, 1973a), ;elected items from the Minnesota
Motor Skills Test, SRA Math and Reading Tests, and the California Inventory
of Personality. this assessment revealed low fitness levels, deficiency in motor
skills, and low scores on academic tests and measurements of self concept. In
addition, high absenteeism and high drop out rates were found system-wide.
No sequential, orgznized p' _pica' education program was provided in grades
one through twelve, and classroom teachers had little or no training in physical
education. There were no developmental playgrounds, and very little
equipment was available (Owens, 1975). This information provided the basis
for action, and a concerted effort for change was initiated (Roberts, 1984).

In 1970, the Georgia Department of Education granted funds through the
Elementary Secondary Education Act, Title III (1969) to the Irwin County
School System to address these needs. The project was funded to design a
model elementary physical education program that would measurably
improve fitness dnd motor skills and contribute to improvement in academics
and the self concept (Georgia Dept. of Education, 1970).

While the first strategy for change was the needs assessment, the next was
the organization of planning committees. Parents, teachers, and community
representatives were contacted and informed of the results of the needs
assessment and invited to serve on committees. These committees met
regularly d ..ing the three-year period of curriculum development. At each
meeting, a pioject progress report was given by the project director, future
plans were developed, and curriculum materials developed by project staff
were evaluated. Classroom teachers as well as project staff regularly evaluated
the developing curriculum. At each stage of development, the planning
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committees approved and supported necessary changes. As new project appli-
cations were prepared, the overall project objectives and activities to reach
these objectives were approved by the committees. Successful change began at
the local level by local planners.

External evaluators and consultarts were called on, as a third successful
strategy, to assist the project staff in developing the model. National leaders in
physical education submitted written recommendations forcurriculum design
and improvement, observed and evaluated the developmental program,
critiqued lesson plans and materials in use, and gave inservice training to the
project staff and classroom teachers. Each consultant provided a bibliography
for use in developing a model resource library (Blackmarr, Owens, and Rockett,
1975). Experts in evaluation assisted in developing the project evaluation design
and critiqued the final statistical report. The evaluation consultant assistance
enabled the project staff to successfully implement the evaluation design and to
prove that project objectives were reached (Earls, 1975; Georgia Dept. of
Education, 1973a).

A fourth successful strategy for change was to develop and implement clear
project goals, measurable objectives based on the needs assessment, activities
to reach the objectives, and an evaluaticn design providing interim and final
evaluation data. The project was managed by objectives, and the developing
curriculum was organized in the same way. This plan gave the project clear
direction and made clear curriculum planning possible. All curriculum
decisions were based on evaluation data as well as consultant, planning
committee, and staff recommendations (Georgia Dept. of Education, 19736).
From the beginning, each person involved with the Every Child A Winner
project knew the answer to "what business are you in?" (Peters, 1982). The
project was "in business" to make every child a winner by improving fitness,
and motor skills and by enhancing academics and the self concept for children
in grades one through six. All activities focused on these goals. Following an
accountability plan gave a clear focus to overall project direction and
curriculum planning. It was evident from this plan that project goals and
objectives could not be reached with a traditional physical education program.
To reach the objectives, a conceptual approach was needed; a change from the
command style of teaching to the discovery learnitig method and to child
designed games, dance, and gymnastics. The Laban framework was selected.
Over the three year developmental period, this design met the project
objectives. The program design has been field-tested since 1970, and in 1983 a
new study was conducted to further validate program effect on fitne. s
(Newfield and Baumgartner, 1983). Again, this curriculum model proved the
most effective and capable of reaching the original project objectives.

The fifth strategy was to develop clear and regular communication with
local, state, and national leaders from Cle political and educational
communities. Networking with these leaders as well as with professional
organizations impacting the project kept an information flow going out and
zoming into the project planners.

As a result of these strategies, and more too numerous to mention, an
innovative curriculum was developed and implemented. A final statistical
evaluation report was completed and two documents were published: Every
Child A Winner . .. A Practical Approach to Movement Education (Blackmarr,
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Owens, and Rockett, 1975) and Every Child A Winner with Improvised Physical
Education Equipment (Irwin County Board of Education, 1973).

The curriculum, based on the Laoan framework, provides developmental
movement experiences for children centering on space awareness, body
awareness, qualities of movement and relationships (U.S. Department of
Education, 1963). The curriculum is still opetating as a model in the original
site and is funded by the local school district.

DISSEMINATION OF THE MODEL

In 19'74, the project passed the Joint Dissemination Review Panel, U.S.
Department of Education, to qualify for membership in the National Diffusion
Network of Innovative Programs. National Diffusion Network (NDN)
funding is provided "to promote the widespread installation across the nation
of vigorously evaluated, exemplary educational programs" (Federal Register,
1984). A full description of NDN project requirements for funding may be
found in the Federal Register, December 1983.

Again, a statement of clear training goals, measurable training objectives,
activities ona time line for completion, and a clearly stated evaluation design
proved successful. Management by objectives provided clear outcomes and
quantitative data to report project progress, adopter school implementation,
and student impact at adopter sites. All adopter training activities (awareness
level, technical training, and follow up) provided by project staff were
evaluated by participants. Project training materials were evaluated by the
user, appropriate changes were made, and new materials were developed
based on user evaluations and recommendations ("J S. Dept. of Education,
1980-1984).

Training materials developed for adopters based on their expressed needs
and forma! evaluations include "Every Child A Winner Lesson Plans," Levels I
and II (Rockett and Owens, 1977; 1980), ECAW Adopter Training Manual,
ECAW Adopter Evaluation Design, ECAW Trainer Manual, and SlidelScript
Audio Visual Kits Al-A5. These materials are "user friendl y" and have been
field tested over a ten year period in seven hundred adopting school districts.

IMPLICATION FOR PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION

The National Diffusion Network has frequently been cited as one of the
most successful school improvement programs funded by the U.S.
Department of Education (Emrick, 1977; Lewis and Rosenblum, 1981). A
formal school improvement study conducted by David Crandall and
Associates (1982) entitled "A Study of Dissemination Efforts Supporting
School Improvement" supports th? strategies outlined in this paper. The
National Diffusion Network dissemination model, used by the Every Child A
Winner project, is further reviewed in Loucks (1983). New insights may be
gained from these studies by anyone involved in curriculum development,
preservice and inservice teacher training, and development of training
materials.
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From the NDN strategies described in this paper and documented by outside
evaluators as successful, the following implications for professional prepara-
tion can be drawn:

1. Relevant curriculum planning and design should be a team approach with
local school personnel participating in the process. College students need more
instruction in relevant curriculum design during their course of study.
Fragmented information on new techniques, methodology, and loosely
organized activities is not supported by local school planners.

2. Training materials and college texts should be selected based on the
author's field-tested experience with the material presented. Irrelevant
"splinter skills" and "activities," which have no real bearing on the identified or
perceived needs of elementary students, are rejected by local school officials,
administrators, and physical education teachers.

3. Improved communication and networking skills are needed. Physical
education students need more instruction in skills essential for working
cooperatively with local school faculty, parents, political leaders, and
community. They also need improved instruction in how to relate more
positively to their students.

4. A serious study of field-tested, exemplary working models should be
included in coursework for students, with more exposure given to demon-
stration sites conducting these models. Although it is encouraging to see that
successful change strategies are being implemented, and a serious
commitment to relevant curriculum change has been made by many involved
in professional preparation as well as in local school systems, far more
emphasis should be considered (Williams, 1984).

By teamwork, new and better strategies in physical education curriculum
reforms are being initi ted and can continue within the profession. Local
school personnel and te..cher preparation professionals, working together,can
continue to improve the quality and effectiveness of programs offered to
elementary students.

John Naisbitt (1982) in Megatrends reported that trends in America start at
the local level and work upward; fads come from the top down. Will physical
education continue to be viewed as a fad and a frill, or as an integral, necessary
part of the educational process? Recent school improvement studies show that
positive and lasting change starts at the local level. Does all this mean that
perhaps each one of us in this profession must also change a little if our
profession is to improve? Physical education is the most "basic" part of the
educational curriculum. In a nation obsessed with back-to-basics, children will
be the ultimate victims if physical education cannot become more accountable.
Each one of us in the profession must continue to review and assess our
personal participation in successful change and our personal response to the
realities we face.
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A Systematic Teacher Training Model
A Viable Component to The
Teacher Training Program
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American institutions have suffered criticism for their failure to adequately
prepare preservice teachers for their future assignments. Medley (1973)
points out that very little in the teacher education curriculum has been shown
through research to positively influence teacher effectiveness. He claims that
if all such courses were removed, only a few units of teaching methodollgy
would remain. Gage (1972) adds that no one really knows what is actually
taught in teacher education programs or whether what is taught , consonant
with teacher needs. It is not surprising, then, that high levels of anxiety among
preservice teachers have been reported (Coates and Thoresen, 1974).

A preservice teacher enters the teacher education program possessing those
anxieties typically related to any new venture. These concerns and anxieties
are compounded when the added pressure of performing well during the
student teaching component in introduced. Despite these factors, most
student teachers look forward to their teaching and want to do well.

Under these circumstances, the preservice program might well provide a
rich and rewarding experience for these neophyte teachers. Unfortunately, in
many programs, this does nbt hold true. Gilliss (1981) describes teacher
education as still carrying "the stigma of requiring students to absorb dull and
irrelevant theories which offer little assistance to the budding practitioner" (p.
8).

!lathe' than as a positive learning experience, teacher education programs
are often perceived negatively by trainees. Preservice teachers have concerns
about their teaching and, by and large, otter do not feel adequately assisted in
the procedure of becoming a teacher (e.g., Harlow, Dzuban, and Rothbey,
1973; Pigge, 1978; Tabachnik, Popkewitz, and Zeichner, 1980). Key concerns
dealing with discipline, student motivation, student evaluation, and indivi-
dualization of instruction have been sited as creating anxiety on the part of
student teachers (Cruickshank, Kennedy, and Myers, 1974). Traditional
student teaching programs do not appear to be having a positive effect on
modifying these teacher anxiety and concern levels (Silvernail and Costello,
1983).
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Follow-up studies of inservice teachers further allude to the ineffectiveness
of many teacher education programs. Callahan (1780) revealed that teacher
candidates felt their training in celected characteristics were only slightly
valuable to their rules as effective teac.,ers. Ryan and others (1979) report a
common theme among first year teachers alluding to an awareness of the
shortcomings present in their professional preparation programs. Even after
two or three years in the field, many teachers still perceive their programs as
having done little to prepare them for the realities of teaching (Goldhammer,
1981).

The evidence, in summary, suggests that trainees have concerns about their
teaching that are not being adequately addressed in their training programs.
Furthermore, practicing classroom teachers have indicated that teacher
education institutions have repeatedly failed to emphasize and incorporate to a
sufficient extent the skills or competencies they consider most critical to
effective teaching. What appears to be needed in teacher education, then, is a
program whereby the concerns of preservice teachers can be approzched in a
more individualized and systematic mannerThe Systems Approach in
Teacher Education.

Peck and Tucker (1973) have argued that a more systematic approach to
general teacher education ,y be an effective alternative to the traditional
program of independent courses followed by a student teaching experience.
Some of the features of the systems approach they outline include: (a) precise
specification of the behavior which is the objective of the learning experience,
(b)carefully planned training procedures aimed explicitly at those objectives,
and (c) measurement of the results of the training in terms of behavioral
objective. (p. 943).

The systems approach is not new and has been successfully employed in
military-technical training for years. Business enterprises, too, have used the
systems model to solve operational problems in a more effective and efficient
manner. The systems approach has been suggested as a mechanism to handle
the logistics of performance problems in education as well. _urrently, the
systems approach is being applied to a variety of educational undertakings,
including decision making processes, evaluation, and budgeting resources
(Bishop, 1976).

Joyce and Weil (1978) state that most of the current systems models have
three features in common: (a) diagnusis of needs, (b) program content, and,
(c) assessment/evaluation. Bishop (1976) agrees -.,d sees the systems approach
as basically a meth& of analyzing a set of opei . +ions as a goal is moved from
conceptualization to actualization. The basic systems model envisioned by

Bishop contains threc p' ses: (a) input, (b) process, and, (c) output.
The input phase focuses an identifying needs, thereby establishing the goals

for the operation. The process involves implementing, managing, and
monitoring the strategies that emerged from the previous phase. Finally, the
output has:: involves evaluating product eff .ctiveness based on the goals first
identif;ed during the initial phase. If modifications are required, they become
know through a feedback network_ which is another part of the output phase.
FiE Jre 1 represents the systems model by Bishop.
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Input Process

I
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i
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Figure 1. The Systems Model

OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEMATIC TEACHER TRAINING MODEL

Considering the complexity of the teacher education process, any approach
:signed to educate teachers in a more individualized manner with a more
structured format ought to be adaptable and flexible. That is, it ought to be
capable of learning from its own operation. The Systematic Teacher Training
Model (STTM) was designed, above all, with this objective in mindto be
"evolutionary rather than revolutionary; to capitalize on the diversity and
adaptability of teaching and learning in the real world" (Gage et al., 1977, p. 1).

Thus, the STTM was not intended to represent the "one right way" to run a
teacher education program. Attempts by researchers and practitioners alike to
create and seek that "one right way" were regarded by the STTM designers as
a problem that has plagued the field of education. The STTM, then, is intended
to be a supportive component used in conjunction with the overall teacher
education program, not a replacement for it.

Gage and others (1977) outlined what they considered three critical features
for a teacher training program: (a) it must be designed to be self-corrective on a
shorter time cycle, (b) it must provide individualized, specialized, responsive
support for teachers, and (c) it must have the capability, or better, the goal of
directing and supporting the diversity of teachers and the many kinds of
environments in which they teach (pp. 2-3).

The STTM follows the general systems approach outlined by Bishop (1976),
as well as incorporating the above features. Figure 2 illustrates the STTM. The
model consists of the following seven organized and integrated components:

1. Selection/Diagnosisa means of selecting, describing, and placing
teacher trainees in a program of training experiences designed to fit individual
trainee needs.

2. Programmed traininga programmed sequence of basic skills training
suited primarily to the needs of inexperienced teachers.

3. Nonprogrammed traininga component consisting of an integration of
training products and experiences designed to address individual teacher
needs.

4. Practicea laboratory or clinic in which teachers can practice recognized
teaching skills and strategies or new methods of +heir own.

5. Assessmentinformation from observa+j,ms, supervisors, and teacher
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diaries are gathered and evaluated to determine any alterations or revisions of
the trainee's program.

6. System revisiona means of revising the training content to meet the
changing needs of the trainee

7. AssignmentlFollow-upa means of counseling, assigning, and following
up trainees after training.

Selection
Diagnosis
Placement
(Teacher inquiry)

i
1

1

1

.11=1

System
revision

Programmed Training
(Nonprogrammed training)

Practice

Nonprogrammed training
(Programmed training)

Assessment

Assignment and
Follow-up
(Teacher critique)

i

Figure 2: System of training for inexperienced or experienced teachers'
Schematic representation of the teacher training system showing flow
of information (solid lines) and flow of inexperienced trainees (dashed
lines) through the system. Labels in parenthesis indicate the form of
the components when used for experienced teachers. (Source: Gage
et al., 1977 )

DIAGNOSIS

If a training system is to be effective, the ability to detect and diagnose
specific kinds of training needs is imperative. Decisions regarding diagnosis
will determine the course of action for the remainder of the training model.
Diagnosis of a training need can be obtained from several sources:
(a) responses to a concerns questionnairelchecklist, (b) an interview session
with the trainee in which an accurate record is kept (e.g., audiotape),
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(c)observations from a supervisoricooperating teacher or, (d) the trainee
identifies a problem.

Early and accurate id' mtification of a training need is crucial if a st.pportive
program is to be formt..ated and implemented. The import of the diagnosis
component to the STTM, then, cannot be stressed enough.

Programmed Training

Once a need has been diagnosed, a programmed series of training experi-
ences can be initiated. The programmed training would have specific
objectives and competencies that a trainze must satisfy before proceeding to
the next element of the series. The programmed series mibht conceivably
include such tasks as: (a) skill training in giving verbal instruction, questioning
techniques, and listening skills; (b) strategies for fomenting student motiva-
tion; (c) instruction in classroom management and discipline; and (d) instruc-
tion in subject area curriculum developmentlimplementation.

Nonprogrammed Training

Nonprogrammed training can be described best as the creative component
of the model. Here, the tr-inee is exposed to a host of experiences and training
products. Facilities such as curriculum laboratories and teacher automats can
be called upon to serve as sources for an array of training films, manuals, and
tapes from which innovative and unique training experiences can be invoked.

Practice

A key componert of any training system has to be he element of practice.
The STTM allows for intensive teaching practice in (a) tutorial dialogue,
(b) microteaching with small groups and, (c) regular classroom teaching. The
trainee would practice in increasing increments until teaching is performed in
a regular classroom setting. Repetitive trails and detailed feedback to the
trainee would accompany each practice teaching session.

Assessment And System Revision

Although assessment is presented as one of the final components of the
STTM, it actually occurs concurrently with each of the previous components.
Each component is assessed before proceeding to the next. Thus, both trainer
and trainee are provided immediate feedback on the effects of the training
that, in turn, will serve as the basis for future training decisions.

Collected data would be used to judge the adequacy of the training and to
revise the system on an ongoing basis. The efficiency and effectiveness of the
system is enhanced by circumventing potential time, energy, and money loss..s
due to inappropriate decisions and courses of action. This is perhaps the heart
of the evolutionary and adaptability concept on which the system is founded.
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Assignment And Follow Up

Upon successful completion of the programmed, nonprogrammed, and
practice components of the system, a trainee would be ready for placement in
the "real" school environment. Introduction to regular teaching duties would
be gradual, commencing with classroom observations, limited involvement
such as working with small groups and, finally, full classroom responsibility.

Follow up is often ignored in teacher training systems, but can be oneof the
most enlightening components of all. Maintaining contact with trainees after
program completion can provide a trainer with evidence of the success (or
failure) of the training. Further, the follow up component serves as a support
system of information and materials for new concerns that will continue to
emerge as the trainee matures in teaching.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

As the term system implies, the STTM consists of integrated elementseach
designed to serve its own specific function while also supporting the other
components. The STTM is not just a loose assortment of training experiences;
it has been designed to be self-sufficient and adaptive with an evaluation and
feedback mechanism built in.

The heterogeneity and complexity of any teacher education program
precludes adopting one monolithic system. Consequently, I have endeavored
to identify and describe the form of the STTV ,cot its content. Because the
form has been documented rather than specific Jlitent matter, one can note
that the system is not only exportable to other sites, it can also be modified to
fit the specific circumstances of each location.

Until recently, the STTM remained just "another theoretical model."
However, I undertook (McBride, in press) an exploratory study that utilized
the STTM with a group of preservice teache-s from the Stanford Teacher
Education Program (STEP). The results proved encouraging. Although
further testing would be required to substantiate the projected results, the
data indicate that this model has real applicability in a practical teaching
situation. The more that can be done to reduce potential problem areas, the
more effective and rewarding the teacher education program should be for all
individuals. The STTM appears to be a positive step in this direction.
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The common and consistent view reflected in the diverse range of research
and medical opinion regarding cardiovascular disease risk factors is that hyper-
tension, obesity, smoking, elevated blood lipids, and physical inactivity are
common in modern society, and increasingly occur with age but may begin in
early childhood. (Court, Hill, and Dunlop, et al. 1974; Wilmore and McNamara,
1974; Voors, et al. 1976; de Groot, et al., 1977; Gilliam, et al. 1977; Gilliam, et
al. 1978; Lauer, et al. 1978; Morrison, et al., 1979; Blackburn, Carleton, and
Farguhar, in press; Mittlemark, et al. 1983).

Epidemiological studies indicate that the rate of occurrence of cardio-
vascular disease is largely determined by the environment, therefore, health
intervention programsespecially those focusing on smoking, eating
patterns, and physical activity patterns of children and youthmay help
prevent or at least reduce cardiovascular disease (Perry and Murray, 1982;
Perry and Jessor, 1983; Marmot, 1979). A specific review of physical activity
patterns of children and adults provides some interesting insights into the
significance of this area of lifestyle intervention programs as described by the
Minnesota Heart Health Program (1980). "Despite a surge of interest in
exercise and fitness during the seventies, recent polls show that only about
one-third of American adults engage in regular exercise several times per
week and about one-half at least once a week. This represents about twice as
many as were exercising in 1960." In terms of children's exercise habits "it is
estimated that only one-third of children and adolescents in the United States
ages 10 to 17 years participate in daily school physical education programs with
the annual rate declining" (Minnesota Heart Health Program, 198G, p. 7).

One specific physical activity intervention study conducted over an eight-
month period in Michigan determined physical activity patterns of children (N
= 59) by recording heart rates before and during special exercise classes while a
control group took regular physical education classes. "Baseline data revealed
that both groups had similar activity patterns, that the children seldom
attained a heart rate greater than 60 beats per minute, and that the boys
expended significantly more energy per day than the girls. The activity
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patterns of children in the experimental group improved significantly."
(Gilliam, et al. 1983, p. 21).

From this study it was concluded that:
1. Children are not as active as they may appear; they do not voluntarily

engage in high intensity activity. If adult standards for the improvement of
cardiovascular fitness are applied to children, 60 percent of the heart rate
range [0.6 (maximal HR-resting HR) + resting HR] should be maintained for 25
to 30 minutes. For children aged 6 to 9, this target heart rate, based on a resting
heart rate of 85 beats per minute and a maximum heart rate of 215 beats per
minute would be approximately 160 beats per minute.

2. Daily activity patterns can be modified. The intervention program,
consisting of vigorous physical activity, contributed to a significant improve-
ment in the daily activity patterns of the experimental children.

3. Girls are less active than boys. The data show, however, that given the
opportunity, girls will substantially increase their activity levels, making them
comparable to or greater than the levels of most moderately active boys.

4. School systems need to promote vigorous physical activity in physical
education programs, and they should teach cognitive aspects of exercise and
nutrition and examine their relationship to CHD and related diseases.
(Gilliam, MacConnie, Geenen, Pels, Freedson, 1983, 21-24). The evidence
clearly indicates the need for planning school-based programs that will
promote and maintain increased physical activity patterns by 0-.iidren and
adolescents as one way of developing cardiovascular health.

THE SCENE IN AUSTRALIA

In Australia, numerous surveys and research findings were also providing
evidence of multiple coronary heart disease risk factors in children (National
Health and Medical Research Council, 1979; Australian Schools Commission,
1.979).

A survey study of 2,500 New South Wales school children in the Sydney
Coronary Heart Disease Prevention Programme, reported that 30 percent of
the children were overweight or obese, and 20 percent to 30 percent were
smokers (Simons, et al. 1982). Other research findings, documented
increasing patterns of inactivity in children associated with increasing tele-
vision viewing (Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts, 1978).
The SHAPE (School, Health, Academic Performance and Exercise) project
(Coonan, et al. 1979) concluded that "the body composition of South
Australian school children suggests that an excessive number of students,
particularly girls, are obese whilst many more have unnecessarily high
percentages of body fat." Fanning (1979) highlighted this concern further
when concluding that "cohorts of obese children are moving forward into
adult population to produce even more obese adults." Similar research findings
were being documented in other states as well as findings regarding poor
motor performance and fitness levels associated with limited physical
recreation participation levels of school children (Jeans, 1980; Hawkins,
Carpenter, and Mahon, 1981).
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APPLIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

It was evident that a need existed to improve the level of fitness of
Australian children while also encouraging the development of physical skills
conducive to the constructive use of leisure time. Exercise and activity
programmes on a daily basis were seen as the most effective means of counter-
acting this trend and assisting children to use their leisure time constructively.
Thus, the well known Vannes Primary School experiment, France, 1961, was
used as a model for two similar projects in South Australian schools. The first
of these in 1977, called the Hindmarsh Pilot Project and in which two classes of
children were programmed for two extra hours of physical education per day,
generally supported the findings of overseas studies: "The Hindmarsh
students covered the same work in less time and with better results. In so
doing, they became more self-confident, fitter, more skillful (physically), more
sociable and the obese became slimmer." (Coonan, 1978).

The second project, SHAPE, was a joint study between the South Australian
Education Department's Physical Education Branch and the CSIRO Division
of Human Nutrition involving eight primary schools and in excess of 500 ten-
year-old pupils. Three classes in each school were randomly allocated to either
a control, fitness, or skill group. The fitness and skill groups spent fifteen
minutes each morning and one hour each afternoon engaged in organized
physical activity. The emphasis for the fitness group was on cardiovascular
endurance activities; the skill group focused on activities which improved
perceptual motor skills. The control group continued with its normal school
programme of three half-hour physical education lessons per week, with little
emphasis on endurance activities. This study determined that "the fitness
groups, in particular, and to a lesser extent the skills groups, made substantial
health gains in comparison to the control group. Both groups also made
significant gains in the psychological and social areas. Importantly, these
benefits were obtained without any evidence of an adverse effect on academic
performance." (P. E. Branch, Department of Education, 1981, p. 5).

The case for daily physical education was increasingly evident and summed
up as follows: "Daily physical activity is necessary for the achievement of the
major objectives of physical education programmes. It is not possible to
conduct a truly effective programme in the three half-hours per week which
many schools now allocate for the purpose. The research suggests that a daily
period of forty-five minutes is a desirable minimum" (Physical Education and
Sport, 1978).

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Following extensive resource collation, writing, and materials trials by
experienced teachers, the daily physical education curriculum programme
became a reality. It is designed to be presented to ch ildren at each year level in a
daily 15-minute fitness session and a daily 30- to 45-minute skill lesson. The
fitness sessions comprise a wide variety of vigorous activities. The skills
lessons, which are intended to be programmed separately from the fitness
sessions, cover movement exploration and gymnastics, games skills, dance,
swimming, water safety and aquatics. The programme consists of 155 skill
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lessons for grade levels one and two and 160 for grade levels three to seven.
These lessons constitute the core of the programme and include revision and
extension lessons. Ideas are provided for further extension lessons to be used
at the teacher's discretion. This material provides for five lessons per week for
up to 32 weeks of the school year. From the experiences of teachers during
trials this was suggested as a realistic amount of work to be covered ir% one
school year allowing school camps, sport days, and excursions to be integrated
throughout the year.

The aims of the programme for each year level en phasize the development
of the positive attitudes that stem prom achievement in and enjoyment of a
wide range of movement experiences. The differing emphasis for each level
and the sequential nature of the learning experiences presented in the
programme are clearly described in the organization section of the lesson
notes. The lessons are presented in levels, enabling work selection according to
class ability. The Organization Guidelines sections of each manual Provide
teachers with the essential information needed to begin the programme
including:

Daily physical education philosophy
Benefits of the programme
Goals of the programme
Essential learning experiences
Scope of the programme
Curriculum integration
Accommodating individual
differences

Evaluation
Medical information

Annual medical information form
Time tabling
Presentation of the prograndne
Lesson presentation
Programming
Sample term programmes
Clothing and footwear
Equipment requirements
Class organization

Supplementing this material are posters. daily physical education logo
stickers, class activity calendars and progress stamps, parent information
brochures, and pupil workbooks for recording and evaluating through self-
testing their own progress in activities.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM

Acceptance of the Daily Physical Education material for the seven levels of
primary school has been widespread throughout Australia. In South Australia,
the state o. origin, more than 50 percent of the primary schools h:ve adopted
the entire programme of physical education. Perhaps this is not surprising
given the situation that currently, and at least into the immediate future, the
responsibility for the primary school physical education programme rests
predominately with generalist classroom teachers who have little experiencein physical education.

Pressure is mounting from post-primary and secondary schools for a similar
programme appropriate to their needs, but difficulties of time-tabling, coor-
dination with other subject specialists, and related organizational difficulties
peculiar to secondary schools are forestalling these initiatives. Surveys of
teachers opinions regarding the impact of the Daily Physical Education
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Curriculum in primary schools are being undertaken annually (1983, 1984)
upon which further organization, planning, and implementation decisions are
based. The need for supplementary publications is also based on such
information.

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN INITIATING AND MAINTAINING
THE DAILY PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Regardless of the quality and comprehensiveness of any curriculum
resource, the quality and maintenance of physical education programmes are
ultimately determined by the professional integrity and performance of the
teachers, whether they are trained physical education specialists or generalist
classroom teachers. Similarly, no curriculum package can succeed without
adaptation to local school or district needs. The Daily Physical Education
Curriculum is readily adaptable to varied organizational and implementation
strategies and individual and diverse pupil needs. However, supportive school
administrators, committed staff. and cooperative school governing councils
and parents are essentially ingredients in the process. Competent and know-
ledgeable curriculum leaders and advisors also need to be readily available to
provide inservice training for school staff. Teacher educators need to keep
abreast of latest curriculum developments so they can share this knowledge
with students as part of their professional preparation programmes.
Continuing pressure for support of the daily physical education concept must
also be exerted on educational decision making and funding authorities by
professional associations. Such processes of change are operating in Australia
so that the implementation and maintenance of quality daily physical
education programmes throughout the nation, particularly at primary school
level, will remain a crucial physical education issue.

In conclusion, it may be best to leave the final sentiments regarding this total
approach to physical education and personal lifestyle improvement as
embraced by ACHPER's Daily Physical Education resource manuals and
accompanying pupil workbooks to Dr. Peter Moody (Assistant Professor,
School of Physical Education and Recreation, Faculty of Education, University
of British Columbia, Vancouv.I.r, Canada), who described it as "qualitatively
and organizationally the best national movement in Physical Education of
which I am aware. The promise of this campaign is enormous ..." (Moody
1984).
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PROGRAM MODELS SECTION

Program models for the conference were selected from submitted papers to
represent different ways of organizing preservice curriculum for different
purposes. Included in this section are several models leading to K-12
certification, a dual certification program, an elementary minor program
model, and a program with a concentration in elementary physical education.
Space limitations does not permit full presentations of these programs in the
proceedings. You are encouraged to write to the author for more information
on a program.
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Professional Development in
Elementary And Physical Education

At Simon Fraser University

Eileen Warrell

Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada

The Physical Education Minor program for elementary school teachers is
one of four specific professional minors offered in the Professional Develop-
ment Program of the Faculty of Education. The main characteristics of the
Professional Development Program are:

the differentiated staffing model
the equal division of time between school practica and university
coursework
the strong focus on clinical supervision by school and faculty associates
and self-evaluation by the student teacher
the interrelationship of preservice and inservice n the areas of curric-
ulum development and implementation

In Fall 1984, two hundred students will be admitted to the three semester
Professional Development Program (elementary). Sixteen elementary physi-
cal education (PE) minor students will be selected.

PROGRAM CONTENT

Semester 1total of 7 weeks in school, 7 weeks on campus. All students are
required to enroll in two courses which run concurrently: 1) Education401-8,
Introduction to Class. oom Teaching and 2) Education 402-7, Studies of
Educational Theory and Practice. PE minor students must enroll in the PE
curriculum workshop and attend an additional PE seminar as part of 402.
Grading is pass/withdraw.

Semester 2-14 weeks in school. All students are required to enroll in one
course: Education 405-15, Teaching Semester. PE minor students are given
classroom and extra PE teaching assignments. Grading is pass/withdraw.

Semester 3-14 weeks on campus. This semester is known as Education 404,
Sem ..r on Campus. Students are required to take 14-16 semester hours of
univei sity coursework in education or other faculties to complete the profes-
clonal, academic, and certification requirements. PE minor students are
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required to take: 1) Education 459-4, Instructional Activities in Elementary
School Physical Education, and 2) Education 479-4, Designs for Learning:
Physical Education. Grading is by the regular university 4-point system.

PROGRAM PROCESS

Admission to the Professional Development Program (PDP) is competitive.
General Admission requirements for the Elementary program include:

a minimum of 60 semester hours (two years post-secondary credit)
two courses in English and one course in each of Canadian history,
Canadian geography, mathematics, and a laboratory science
two reference levers (character reverence and work experience).

Prior to entering the PE minor program, it is recommended that students
have credit for three lower level courses selected from kinesiology, psycho-
logy, and education. Students apply for and enter the minor program during
the first PDP semester. To remain in the program, students must successfully
meet the program objectives set out for Education 401/402.

In the 401 seven-week practicum, the students are placed in teams
consisting of two students, a teacher (school associate), and a faculty associate,
whereas in the 405 fourteen-week practicum the team consists of one student,
a school and a faculty associate, and one member of faculty.

In the 405 practicum, students have special placements in elementary
schools that allow them to teach the full range of classroom subjects to one
grade level and physical education to both primary and intermediate grades.
They teach a minimum of six and a maximum of ten periods of PE throughout
the fourteen weeks.

The evaluation for each practicum is carried out by a team consisting of the
student, the school and faculty associate, and one member of faculty.

UNIQUE PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The Faculty of Education operates on a differentiat,- ,taffing model to
ensure the balance of theory and practicestudent teachers form part of a
close knit team which consists of school associates (experienced teachers
working in the public school system), faculty associates (master teachers
seconded from the schools to the University for one or two year appoint-
ments), and faculty.

The design and its staffing model are exploited to maximize the impact on
curriculum and professional development in the Province. British Columbia is
large, eight times the size of Florida. Some students complete their 405
teaching semester in schools as far as seven hundred and fifty miles from the
university, ,o we spend a lot of time flying to cover all the territory!
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FACULTY SIZE AND CHARACTERISTICS

There are no departments in the faculty. Faculty work in three program
areas, graduate, undergraduate and professional development. This year,
there are 35 facu!ty (2.5 PE), 24 faculty associates (2 PE), and approximately
two hundred school associates (24 PE).

Contact: Professor Eileen Warrell, Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser
University; Burnaby, B.C. Canada V5A-1S6; 2303 Nelson Avenue; West
Vancouver, British Columbia; Canada V7V-2R1. (604) 291-3395, (604)
922-8262.
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A Coordinated And Sequential
Physical Education Teacher Preparation

Program for Grades K-12

Stephen E. Kiesius

University of South Florida
Tampa, FL

The University of South Florida Professional Physical Education Program is
an upper division program having equal emphasis on elementary and
secondary teacher prepration and leading to physical educator certification for
grades K-12. The Professional Physical Education Program is a unit of the
University's College of Education, and approximately 66 percent of the
College's 1,347 undergraduate students are transfers from junior colleges or
other universities.

The program staff consists of eight faculty members who are involved in
one or more elements of the undergraduate program. The faculty primarily
teach physical education courses for teachers at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels, and typically the faculty have twelve semester hours of course
assignments each full academic term.

When program admission was unlimited, as many as 100 students entered
the program each year. With the introduction of selective admissions (see
Hoffman, Bowers, and Klesius, 1975) in 1973, a yearly quota of 70 junior-year
students was established; but with declining student enrollment, approxi-
mately 50 students enter the program as a class, each fall semester.

The Professional Physical Education Program philosophy embraces early
field experienceslinternships at the elementary level as well as an internship at
the secondary level and an interrelated and sequentially scheduled course of
study. Additional program features are concern for the students' personal-
professional development and equal emphasis and preparation for teaching
elementary and secondary school physical education.

The Professional Physical Education Program has operated since 1967 w!11

two primary course sequences: Human KineticsApplied Human Kinetics
sequence and the SeminarField Experience/Internship sequence. The latter
sequence serves the internship teaching experience and pedagogical seminar
function. The Human KineticsApplied Human Kinetics sequence is

designed to develop competencies related to the scientific foundations of
physical education, movement education theory and practice, and movement
analysis and skill learning a , acts of teaching physical education. Table 1 is the
master course schedule in which the junior year of the two-year program
focuses on preparing elementary school physical education specialists.
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Table 1. Master Schedule, Junior Year

Semester I
PET 3943

PET 3372
PET 3434

EDF 3214

Semester Hours
Seminar and internship in
physical education (b) 5
Human kinetics I (a) 6
Movement education Theory and
application I (a) 3
Human development and learning (c) 3

17

Semester II Semester Hours
PET 3944 Seminar and internship in

physical education (b) 5
PET 3381 Human kinetics II (a) 6
PET 343C Movement education: Theory and

application II (a) 3
EDF 3604 Social foundations of education (c) 3

17

Semester III Semester Hours
EEX 4007 Exceptional student education (c) 3
HES 2400 First aid 2
PEQ 3103 Aquatics 2
PET 3001 Individual assessment (a) 2

9

Junior Year Total 43

Senior Year

Semester I Semeste Hours
PET 4361 Applied human kinetics I (a) 4
PET 4362 Applied human kinetics II (a) 4
EDG 4200 Curriculum and instruction (c) 3
EDF 4430 Basic concepts of measurement (c) 3
RED 4310 Reading for the child or
RED 4337 Reading in the secondary school (c) 3

17

Semester II Semester Hours
PET 4943 Seminar and internship in

physical education (b) 5
PET 4944 Seminar and internship in

physical education (b) 5
PET or EDU Elective 3

13
Senior Year Total 30

Program Tote! 73

(a) indicates inclusion of this course n the Human KineticsApplied Human Kinetics Course Sequence
(b) Indicates inclusion of this course in the SeminarField Expel ience Internship course secpence
(c) indicates legislative or college manc.ted course
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Student personal-professional development is enhanced by the continuing
two-semester elementary school level SeminarField Experience/Internship
observation and evaluation by one professor, by faculty interaction and shared
responsibility for student progress, and by the program's counseling process.
The counseling process begins during the program orientation phase of the
selective admissions process and is initiated when a student exhibits an
academic or professional behavior problem in two or more program courses.
Upon identification of a problem, the student meets with a committee, the
problem is discussed, and a plan to resolve the problem is established. The
committee supports and monitors the student's progress and if improvement
is not forthcoming, either adjustments are made in the plan or administrative
steps are taken to prevent the student from enrolling in further program
courses.

For eighteen years, this program has prepared teachers with equal emphasis
on elementary and secondary school physical education. The nature of this
program is clearly expressed by lquote from an article by Bowers, et al. (1970).

The program ... seeks to contribute to positive changes in the self-concept, con-
fidence, knowledge, skills, and values of each major as a professional. This takes
commitment from faculty and students alike to be involved in a program which
attempts to make learning an active experiential process, provides knowledge which is
immediately applied in a real teaching experience, and makes the teaching experience
give meaning to theory and create motivation for deeper inquiry. (p. 25).

The process of the program is part of the content, and the interaction among
the faculty and students becomes a model for 1..rofessional commitment.
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Teacher Certification Program
At The University of South Carolina

for Grades K-12

Peter Werner

The University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

The Department of Physical Education at the University of South Carolina
is one of seven departments in the College of Health. The Department of
Physical Education houses the only undergraduate program in the College ,f
Health; 175-195 students major in physical education. Approximately 130-140
students have declared teaching as their program emphasis.

PROGRAM CONTENT

The program for teacher certification is 138-143 hours, and there are sub-
divisions in three areas: general education, physical education content, and
teaching and learning theory. Following is a list of specific courses in each area:

I. General Education: (58-63)

A. Language skills and literature (12)

English 101 (3): Composition
English 102 (3): Composition and literature
English 287 (3): Major writers American literature
English 288 (3): Major writers British literature
Theater 140 (3): Public communications

B. Aesthetics (3)

Art education 359 (3): Interdisciplinary relationships in the arts
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C. Natural and biological sciences (19-20)

Biology 110 (4): General biclogy
Physics 101 (4): Introduction to physical science I
Physics 102 (3): Understanding energy; or
Chemistry 101 (4)
Anatomy and physiology 223 (4)
Anatomy and physiology 224 (4)

D. Mathematics/Foreign language (6-10)

Math 121 (3): College algebra
Math 122 (3): Calculus for B.A. and social science; or
Statistics 201 (3): Elementary statistics; or
Computer science 206 (3): Scientific application program; or
Foreign language (7)

E. American and world culture (12)

Psychology 101 (3): Introduction to psychology
Sociology 101 (3): Introduction to sociology
Social sciences electives (6)

F. Health (6)

PEDU 300 (3): First aid and athletic injuries
HEDU 221 (3): Personal and community health

IL Physical Education Content: (32)

A. Scientific foundations (10)

PEDU 351 (3): Acouisition of motor skills
PEDU 530 (4): The physiology of muscular activity
PEDU 535 (3): Biomechanics of sport and exercise

B. Professional studies (12)

PEDU 232 (3): Philosophy and principles of physical education
PEDU 545 (3): Measurement and evaluation in physical education
PEDU 553 (3): The organization and administration of physical

education
PEDU 562 (3): Adaptive PE for the exceptional individual

C. Motor skill competencies (10)

Dance (1) Individual and dual sports (1)
Fitness (1) Racket sports (1)
Gymnastics (1) Indoor team sports (1)
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Outdoor Pursuits (1) Swimming (1)
Outdoor team sports (2)

III. Teaching and Learning Theory: (48)

A. Pre-core (13)
EDUC 201 (3): The learner
EDUC 202 (3): The school and the community
PEDU 203 (3): Perceptual-motor development
PEDU 190 (2): Introduction to physical education I
PEDU 191 (2): Introduction to physical education II

B. Core (21)

PEDU 226 (3): Physical education for children
PEDU 340 (1): Practicum in preschool and elementary school PE
PEDU 360 (3): Movement skill development
PEDU 341 (1): Practicum in middle school PE
PEDU 361 (3): Skilled movement patterns
PEDU 440 (1): Practicum in secondary school PE
PEDU 462 (3): Specialized movement skills
PEDU 451 (3): Analysis of teaching
PEDU/EDUC 446 (3): Curriculum in physical education

C. Practicum (14)

PEDU 240 (1): Observation of physical education I
PEDU 241 (1): Observation of physical education II
EDSE 479 (12): Directed teaching in physical education K-12

PROGRAM PROCESS

Field work includes beginning observation in the freshman year and
teaching experiences in a block design (i.e., Tuesday and Thursday mornings)
in the elementary, middle, and high schools. Student teaching is a full semester
experience split equally into on elementary and middle/high school
assignment.

UNIQUE PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

All students take a beginning generic course in teaching. Students learn
about teaching skills from an open, closed, and concept perspective. Students
learn about content development, management skills, feedback, and criteria
for selecting learning experiences. A second course focuses on applying this
information in the elementary school; students teach groups of children and
concurrently take courses in child development and elementary school
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physical education. Students are held accountable for management time,
:Iercentage of activity (meaningful) time, content development, and for
feedback through analysis of tapes made of each of their lessons. A middle/
high school class is the focus of the next course in which students start by
teaching a half class and move into teaching a whole class. concurrently,
students take an advanced course in teaching analysis in which a more formal
analysis of teaching (APT, ALT-PE, OSCD, and self-designed instruments) is
entertained. During student teaching, students also take a course in curric-
ulum designed to give a K-12 perspective.

FACULTY SIZE, CHARACTERISTICS, TYPICAL ASSIGNMENTS

There are 18 full-time faculty in the Department of Physical Education. Six
faculty contribute and are actively engaged in teaching or research in instruc-
tion and curriculum.

RESEARCH

Faculty are actively encouraged to pursue field-based research on teaching
in the public schools. Two most recent studiesDifferential Effects of Three
Teachers on a Middle School Volleyball Unit and Effects of Teacher Inter-
vention on Jumping and Landing Patterns of Second Grade childrenwere
presented at the Olympic Scientific Congress in Oregon, July, 1984.

Contact: Peter Werner, Department of Physical Education, Blatt P.E.
Center, Columbia, SC 29208. 777-8113, 777-3172.
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Dual Certification Program
Elementary EducationElementary

Physical Education

Elba Stafford

University of Texas
Arlington, TX

Located in the heart of the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, one of the fastest
growing areas in the nation, the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA)
reflects that growth on a modern 342-acre campus in downtown Arlington. It
is presently the academic home of almost 24,000 students and is enjoying a
steady increase in enrollment each year. About 400 of the students have
chosen physical education as their major. UTA is basically a commuter campus
with only 300 dormitcry rooms on campus and no concentrated student
housing area off campus. The majority of students are drawn from the almost
5,000,000 people who live within a 40-mile radius of the campus.

The Center for Professional Teacher Education (CPTE) offers elementary
certification in fifteen teaching areas, all-level certification in four teaching
areas, and secondary certification in twenty-eight areas. The CPTE does not
have the authority to grant degreesthat is the exclusive responsibility of the
department in the respective schools. The CPTE's sole responsibility is to
ensure that students who desire to be teachers meet all the state certification
requirements. Physical Education is one of the twelve departments in the
College of Liberal Arts.

The dual major program requires 132 semester hours for graduation with a
Bachelor of Arts degree and teacher certification. The credits are distributed
among general university arts and science requirements (48), physical
education (36), elementary education (30), related areas (12), and general
electives (6). The thirty-six credits in physical education are grouped into three
areascore requirements, elementary physical education courses and
electives in physical education. The core requirements includean introductory
course, Motor Learning, Kinesiology, Exercise Physiology, Measurement, and
a senior level projects course. The courses designed specifically for elementary
level are Developmental Activities and Transitional Activities two-credit
courses and a methods course that includes a practicum experience. The
electives are chosen in consultation with an advisor. The students must also
take a minimum of seven activity credits.

The elementary education requirements are sequenced so a student takes
paired courses. Elementary School Curriculum and Growth and Development
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are the introductory courses followed by a semester of reading and language
arts and a semester of mathematics and science with social studies. All of these
courses include practicum experiences. Six hours of educat _lectives are
required before the final semester of student teaching.

Students are admitted to the physical education program as entering
freshmen, and are accepted into the Center for Professional Teacher
Education after completing 60 semester credits and successfully passing a basic
skills test.

To be eligible for student teaching, a student must have earned a minimum
2.5 grade point average in the professional physical education courses, a
minimum 2.5 grade point average in all education courses and no grade lower
than a "C," and a minimum 2.0 grade point average in all English courses
attempted. The student teaching experience for this dual certification
program is fourteen weeks and encompasses the normal school day. A student
is assigned to an elementary classroom setting and experiences all of the
assignments and teaching duties of an elementary school teacher.

The relationship with the public schools is formalized into a body called the
University of Texas at Arlington Local Cooperative Teacher Education
Center. The cooperative membership includes faculty members from CPTE,
representatives of nine school districts, and members of three professional
teacher organizations. All practicum experiences, class visits, joint research
efforts, and student teaching assignments are coordinated by the Cooperative.
It has proved to be an excellent place to discuss and solve potential problems
between UTA and the public schools.

Some of the unique features in this dual certification program are:
1. Strong preparation in an academic area. The in depth preparation in a

specific academic area prepares a graduate to take a leadership role in that
subject in an elementary school setting.

2. The Local Cooperative Teacher Education Center. This cooperative
arrangement provides a systematic method of obtaining input from the
publi schools being served by UTA.

3. Sequencing practical experiences in the final two years. Before starting
the final practice teaching experience, each student has experienced a
minimum of eighty-three hours in an elementary school.

4. A wide range of employment opportunities for a dual-certified teacher.
The program provides the elementary classroom teacher the background to
integrate and teach physical education as part of the total educational
experiences for the students in the class. The teacher could also be employed as
a physical education specialist for an elementary school. Another option would
be for the teachers to exchange classes. For example, the physical education
certified person could teach all of the primary classes in physical education and
another primary teacher could conduct all of the music or art classes.

The Physical Education Department employs fifteen full-time faculty
members who teach in the professional program. The eight men and seven
women have earned degrees from ten different universities and are employed
because of their expertise in specific curricular areas. The Teacher Education
Center employs seven men and five women who have earned degrees from ten
different unive, :Ries. 27 faculty members provide the education foundation
for the physical education teachers who graduate from UTA.
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Appalachian State University
Elementary Concentration

Judith B. Carlson

Appalachian State University
Boone, NC

Located in the heart of the Blue Ridge of the Appalachian Mountains, close
to the borders of Virginia and Tennessee, Appalachian State is a compre-
hensive university, offering 130 academic majors at the baccalaureate level
and more than 70 academic majors at the master and intermediate levels.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Enrollment: 9,507 (Fall 1984).
Structure: ASU is organized into four Colleges. The Department of Health
Education, Physical Education and Leisure Studies (HEPELS) is an academic
unit of the College of Fine and Applied Arts. Within the Department of
HEPELS there are five areas under the leadership of an area coordinator
(Health Education, Leisure Studies, Physical Education, Driver and Traffic
Safety Education, and the graduate program. The Physical Education area
Coordinator is responsible for the Professional Program which contains the
professional preparation for a K-12 NC Certification. Within the physical
education major our students have the option of selecting either the
elementary or the secondary concentration.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The Physical Education curriculum provides our students with a variety of
career options and degree opportunities. A student may pursue a course of
study leading to a B.S. in Physical Education, with or without certification in
teaching; a minor in Physical Education; a minor in Athletic Training; a minor
in Athletic Coaching (non-PE), or a minor in Dance. Those interested in
teacher certification may select either a secondary school emphasis, or an
elementary school emphasis.

The Physical Education curriculum is a strong academic program placing
equal emphasis on both the sciences and the acquisition and teaching of motor
skills.
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PROGRAM CONTENTELEMENTARY CONCENTRATION

A major in physical education leading to a Bachelor of Science degree and
teacher certification consists of 51 to 54 semester hours in addition to the
general education requirements. As part of the general education require-
ments, students must select six semester hours of biology, chemistry, or
physics, PE 1120 and 1121 as activity courses, History 1101 and 1102 and Math
1020 or higher. Core courses in the major include HEd 1105 or 3110, 3100, PE
1550 (Introduction to Physical Education) with a minimum grade of "C," 2.0,
required for admission into the PE program), 1220 and 1221 (or 1320 and 1321
for the transfer student), 2000, 2010, 2020, 2556, 2560, 3510, 3550, 4000.

Students interested in teaching at the elementary school level select the
elementary concentration which consists of the following courses:

PE 2556. The Child: Implications for elementary physical educationThree
semester hours; offered each semester and summer. This is a prerequisite to
all the other elementary concentration courses. The course focuses on
children and how they learn in the context of movement experiences.

PE 3010. Games for childrenTwo semester hours. Offered every third
semester. A study and application of the movement themes which provide the
games content for elementary school physical educa tion. One hour lecture and
two hours lab.

PE 3020. Gymnastics for childrenTwo semester hours. Offered every third
semester. A study and application of the movement themes which provide the
gymnastics content for elementary school physical education. One hour
lecture and two hours lab.

PE 3030. Dance for childrenTwo semester hours. Offered every third
semester. A study and application of the movement themes which provide the
dance content for elementary school physical education. One hour lecture and
two hours lab.

PE 3560. The process of observing children in movement experiencesTwo
semester hours. Offered every third semester. A study and practical appli-
cation of the tool of ,bservation based on knowledge of the child, motor
development, and movement content. Two hours lecture, one hour lab.

PE 4050. Determining teaching styles appropriate for elementary school
physical educationThree semester hours. Offered every third semester. A
study of the effective techniques of teaching, designing, and evaluating
movement experiences for elementary school age children. Three hours
lecture.

PE 4060. Developing a physical education curriculum for the elementary
school childThree semester hours. Offered every third semester. A study of
the significarre of physical education and its role in the school curriculum.
Three hours lecture.
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PE 3556. How children move: Implications for elementary educationThree
semester hours. Offered every sem _Aer and summer. An overview of
movement experiences in games, gymnastics, and dance focusing on the
teaching of children K-8. Three hours lecture (for non-PE majors). A required
course for the elementary education major.

PROGRAM PROCESS

The prerequisite course, PE 2556, is generally taken at the sophomore level.
The other concentration courses are taken during junior and senior years.

Direct experience with children is afforded in each class with substantive
required teaching and observing as an integral part of the experience. Children
from a local community alternative school are broug'it to our campus. In
exchange for our go. d fortune in having children with whom to work, we
offer them a physical education program. Occasional experiet ces are afforded
in the local K-8 school with .rest teaching opportunities and observation as
we" as in several of the pre-school centers.

For those students in elementary concentration, careful consideration is
given regarding their student teaching placement in order to assure a positive
cooperative experience. The placement is handled in the College of Education,
with re immendations made by the Coordin- or of Elementary in Physical
Education.

FACULTY

Because the elementary concentration is new (in its third year of imple-
mentation), one faculty member is solely responsible. This limits the per-
spective, but does not preclude the possibility of aading faculty as the program
expands and the need arises.

SUMMARY

As physical educators at Appalachian State University, we have made a
commitment to elementary school physical education. We recognize the
importance of quality education and want our students to be knowledgeable,
understanding, and able to represent this vision of quality as they face the
challenges of a career. We believe that preparation of the young for present
and future effectiveness and self-realization in a free society has been the
general goal of ' nierican education. We try to achieve this goal by offering as
individualized approach.
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West Virginia University
Teacher Certification Program

for Grades K-12

Andrew Hawkins

West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV

West Virginia University (WVU) is the major land grant university an(i the
only doctoral degree granting institution in West Virginia. The enrollment
approximates 21,000, including 7,000 graduate students in 15 schools .nd
colleges.

The Teacher Certification Program in Physical Education at WVU is part of
the School of Physical Education and is directly administered by the Depart-
ment of Professional Physical Education using approximately 9-10 FIE
faculty. The department has instituted policies which likely will decrease
enrollment to around 200, including the establishment of a pre-physical
education major with admittance to the teacher certification program being
competitively determined.

PROGRAM FACETS

The several program facets in which students are engaged may be cate-
gorized as follows: 1) Seneral Education; 2) Educational Theory Core;
3) Second Teaching Fie.,,, 4) Physical Education Foundations and Electives; and
5) Physical EducationTeacher Education Core. The Education The )ry Core
consists of an Introduction to Education course, two courses in Human
Development and Learning, and courses in Reading in the Content Area and
Secondary School Health. The Physical Education Foundations courses
include introduction to Physical Education, Sociology and Psychology of Sport,
Sport Injury Control and Management, Kinesiology, and Exercise Physiology.

The Physical EducationTeacher Education Core

The Physical EducationTeacher Education coy? reveals the program's
uniqueness. The courses have been designed on the concepwai assumption
that the overriding purpose of physical education is to enhance the motor
development process. Motor development is defined as the way in which indi-
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viduals acquire motor skill as a function of age. Hence, the role of the physical
educator is to facilitate the skill development process in age appropriate motor
activity.

The 43-hour program which has emerged from this conceptual framework
has been log4cally organized around three competency areas necessary in order
for t'ie phy ,ical educator to fulfill this role effectively: 1) knowledge of the
motor deve'opment needs of the pupil popu! cion, 2) knowledge and skill in the
activities (curriculum) which have the potential of meeting those needs, and
3) knowledge and skill in the implementation of those activities (methodology)
in ways that will maximize the possibility of meeting those needs. These
competency areas essentially form three interdependent instructional foci:
1) the "needs" focus, 2) the "curriculum" focus, and 3) the "methodological"
focus.

The motor development needs focus includes two largely informational
courses: Motor Learning and Development provides information on the motor
development characteristics of normal individuals through the life span, and
Motor Development for Special Populations provides similar information for
categorical handicapped groups. The curriculum focus includes two classes for
elementary certification, Early Childhood Activities and Middle Childhood
Activities, and at least four classes in the traditional sport skills activities
sequence for secondary certification (three activities per class).

The methodological focus includes three classes plus student teaching and is
clearly unique in its approach. The Instructional Systems course provides
students with competencies necessary to implement individualized main-
streamed classes using diagnostic-prescriptive techniques. The Generic
Teaching Skills course focuses on teacher and student behaviors and their
relatiriship to teaching effectiveness. Both classes involve extensive field
baseu . wining utilizing cooperative public school placements. The practicum
portion of the Motor Development for Special Populations class provides field-
based opportunities to implement instructional systems competencies and
teaching skills with categorical and non-categorical handicapped groups.
Student teaching typically involves elementary and secondary placements. All
practica in the methodology focus have, as a common denominator, a
behavioral-data-based evaluation system designed specifically for the program
for providing instructional feedback to prospective teachers and for providing
more valid program evaluation data. The result is a conceptually sound
program that includes the field-based training and data-based feedback
necessary to have an impact on the quality of the graduates.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PROGRAM'S EFFECTIVENESS

In retrospect, it seems there may have been several factors that have shaped
the development of the program we provide. A lack of entrenched tradition
essentially provided a relative vacuum, ripe to be filled with innovative ideas.
Similarly, there was a conspicuous lack of negative socialization of the
youthful faculty (nine of 12 are under 36). The school and department heads
have been particularly supportive, due ostensibly to their conceptual agree-
ment, but no doubt associated with their willing receipt of a sizeable sum from
the U.S. Office of Special Education (whose support was predicated by
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substantive curriculum changes). The Office of Special Education primarily
supports much of the field-based training and program evaluation.

The Department of Professional Physical Education has attempted to
establish a relatively small, high quality teacher education program based on a
strong, coherent conceptual framework. The intent has always been to remain
true to the conceptual underpinnings in determining course content and
simultaneously to implement the content in ways that will maximize the effect
of the program according to the state-of-the-art in teacher education research.

1
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